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InvestorsSee‘Goldilocks’
In Weaker U.S. JobsData

Those hoping for a Gold-
ilocks economy (not too hot,
not too cold) got a boost from
Friday’s softer-than-expected
August U.S. jobs numbers.

Concerns had been spread-
ing that strong job creation
would push the Federal Re-
serve to raise interest rates as
soon as March 2015, instead
of June or September as most
forecasters currently expect.

Strong job creation is good
for the public, but rate in-
creases are bad for stocks and
bonds, so the soft report was
a relief to Wall Street.

On Friday, the Labor De-
partment reported 142,000
net new jobs were created in
August, short of the 225,000

economists expected. The
Dow Jones Industrial Average
responded with a gain of 67.78
points, or 0.4%, to 17137.36,
less than a point from its re-
cord, 17138.20. The S&P 500
hit a record, up 10.06 points,
or 0.5%, to 2007.71.

“I would be very surprised
if the Fed started raising rates
until late in the second quar-
ter of next year,” said Peter
Jankovskis, co-chief invest-
ment officer at OakBrook In-
vestments, which oversees $2
billion in Lisle, Ill. “For
stocks, it is probably good
news, in that rates are going
to remain low.”

Bond yields rose slightly
Friday as money shifted to-
ward stocks. Even so, yields
remain exceptionally low, sug-

gesting the bond market isn’t
worried much about rising
rates. The yield of the 10-year
Treasury note was 2.46% Fri-
day, far below the 3% level
where it began the year.

The longer the Fed waits
to raise rates, Mr. Jankovskis
said, the stronger the econ-
omy will be when it happens
and the easier it will be for
companies and consumers to
shrug off a small increase in
borrowing costs.

His mathematical models
show that industrial stocks
should benefit. His portfolios
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Netflix
Expands
European
Presence

PARIS—When top Netflix
Inc. executives arrived in Paris
earlier this year to help pre-
pare a European expansion,
they were greeted with an
open letter from a group of
French film producers warn-
ing of an “implosion of our
cultural model.”

Netflix’s response was a
charm offensive. In a series of
meetings with French govern-
ment officials, executives said
they planned to inject tens of
millions of euros into France
by marketing the Netflix ser-
vice, striking deals for older
French movies and TV shows
and eventually shooting an
original, French-language TV
series set in the country, ac-
cording to people who at-
tended the meetings.

Their message, according
to one of the people who at-
tended: “Hey, look, we’re not
the devil.”

As Netflix prepares for one
of the biggest international
expansions in its history,
starting service in six Western
European countries this
month, it is running into a

Please turn to page 19

BY SAM SCHECHNER

Surging
Ahead
Supporters of Scottish
independence take
the lead in new
opinion poll ahead of
Sept. 18 referendum

Pollsters asked: “Should Scotland be an
independent country?”
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Support for Scottish Split Grows
LONDON—The British gov-

ernment promised new powers
for Scotland in areas including
taxes, spending and welfare if
it votes to remain in the U.K.
after a weekend opinion poll
showed a surprising surge in
support for Scottish indepen-
dence.

A poll released late Satur-
day showed pro-independence
voters in the lead for the first
time since the Scottish refer-
endum campaign began. The
shift in sentiment ahead of the
Sept. 18 vote raised the pros-
pect that a split that seemed
unlikely a few weeks ago is
now thinkable. The increase in
support also put the spotlight
on an array of thorny prob-
lems that breaking away would
bring, from currency questions
and banking-regulation issues
to potentially sweeping politi-
cal consequences.

“It is clear that Scotland
wants more control over the
decisions that affect Scotland,”
Chancellor of the Exchequer
George Osborne said on Sun-
day. “You will see in the next
few days a plan of action to
give more powers to Scot-
land.”

Mr. Osborne said these
powers would be put into ef-
fect the moment there is a
“no” vote in the referendum.
“The clock will be ticking for

delivering those powers, and
then Scotland will have the
best of both worlds,” he said.

Scotland’s First Minister
Alex Salmond dismissed Mr.
Osborne’s offer, saying it was a
sign of panic from the pro-
union camp. “The momentum
is decisively with the ‘yes’
campaign,” Mr. Salmond said
in an interview with the Brit-
ish Broadcasting Corp.

The Yes Scotland campaign
is spearheading the indepen-
dence drive, while Better To-
gether, backed by all three
main political parties in Lon-
don, is pushing for the union.
Nationalists need a simple ma-
jority in the Sept. 18 ballot to
end Scotland’s more than 300-
year-old union with England
and Wales. The modern U.K.
also includes Northern Ireland.

Less than two weeks before
Scots head to the polls to vote
on whether to secede from the
U.K., 47% of those surveyed
said “yes” to independence,
while 45% said “no,” according
to the survey by pollster You-
Gov. The rest of the 1,084 vot-
ers polled Sept. 2-5 said they
were undecided or wouldn’t
vote.

By another count, which
doesn’t include nonvoters and
the undecided, 51% of those
surveyed supported indepen-
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Apple Can Still Produce Even More Fruit
Some Apple customers are

already lining up for their
new iPhones. Some Apple in-
vestors may be wondering
whether they have already
nabbed their prize.

Even with some roller-
coaster moves last week, Ap-
ple’s shares are up about 30%
over the past six months,
easily outpacing the S&P
500’s 7% gain. The reason
isn’t a mystery. The company
is expected to unveil major
new designs of its flagship

iPhone on Tuesday, along
with the strong possibility of
a smartwatch or other form
of wearable device.

Plenty of questions remain
about the new devices, such
as pricing, launch timing and
features. But for investors,
the key question is: Will Ap-
ple still be worth $100 per
share—or more—once the

public gets a look at its new
gadgets?

The answer should be a
cautious yes, even taking into
account the possibility that
one of the phones may not be
launched until later in the
year, and the iWatch, if it ma-
terializes, may not hit the
market until early 2015. Re-
call that Apple has typically
given a three- to six-month
window between introduction
and launch of an entirely new
product line.

At this point, it is impor-
tant for investors to peel
back the hype. The possibility
of a smartwatch is tantaliz-
ing, but the iPhone remains
the driver of Apple’s perfor-
mance. Current projections
keep it at more than half of
Apple’s revenue base through
fiscal 2016.

This year’s update will be

significant in that it will fi-
nally usher Apple into the
world of large-screen smart-
phones, from which it has
been absent for the last two
years—at some cost to its
market share. Smartphones
with screens at 4.5 inches
and larger accounted for 56%
of global smartphone sales in
the second quarter, compared
with 35% a year earlier, ac-
cording to IDC.

The new selling points
will be needed to help Apple
make its numbers in the com-
ing quarter. Wall Street is
looking for some acceleration
in sales after more than a
year of low-single-digit
growth. Current estimates
have Apple increasing its rev-
enue by about 8.5% year over
year in the December quarter
and averaging about 10%
growth in the three quarters
following, according to Fact-
Set. That reflects strength for
the iPhone and revived iPad
sales growth, as well as some
contributions from a new cat-
egory like a smartwatch.

High projections have
burned Apple shareholders
before, notably when the

stock price collapsed follow-
ing the launch of the iPhone 5
in 2012. Things should be a
bit different this time around.

Larger screens make the
iPhone more competitive, and
a smartwatch will likely be
beneficial to the company’s
top line even if the device re-
quires an iPhone to operate.

Apple’s current valuation
at around 14.2 times forward
earnings is higher than its
three-year average of 11.6
times, but looks reasonable

relative to many peers. And
its multiple relative to the
Nasdaq Composite is at the
three-year average. Plus, Ap-
ple sports an attractive 2.4%
dividend yield.

All of that might do little
to prevent a sell-on-the-news
reaction after Tuesday’s
event.

In that case, Apple’s in-
vestors would do well to be
patient—it isn’t like they
have to wait in line.

— Dan Gallagher

ECB Wades Into Currency Wars
The European Central

Bank spent a long time being
a noncombatant in the global
currency wars. But it has de-
cisively entered the fray as it
seeks to boost its balance
sheet by €1 trillion ($1.294
trillion) through fresh loans
and securities purchases.

The strength of the euro
has bedeviled the eurozone,
weighing on inflation and
complicating efforts of crisis-
hit nations to rebalance their
economies. But now the tide
has turned. The euro has
fallen more than 10 cents
against the dollar since May.
Thursday, it racked up its big-
gest one-day decline since
2011, breaking below $1.30 as
the ECB unveiled fresh mea-
sures to boost the economy.

A weaker euro should help
push inflation higher from its
current low of just 0.3%, far
adrift of the ECB’s target of
below but close to 2%. Indeed,
the ECB’s staff forecasts of in-
flation of just 1.1% in 2015 and
1.4% in 2016 are based on an
exchange rate for the euro of
$1.34. Assuming a rate of
$1.24 instead, inflation could
be 0.2 to 0.3 percentage point
higher in both years, the ECB
says.

The ECB’s big push comes
at a potentially propitious
time. The Federal Reserve is
winding down its own bond-
buying program and prepar-
ing markets for what could be
increases in short-term inter-
est rates in mid-2015. The two
central banks are diverging
fast, as shown by the gap be-
tween German and U.S. two-
year yields, which has nearly

quadrupled this year to 0.6
percentage point. If the Fed
starts sounding even more
hawkish while the ECB bal-
ance sheet is expanding, the
euro could be headed for
$1.20; Nomura thinks it might
get there by mid-2015.

Even so, ECB President
Mario Draghi is taking some
big gambles. The first is
whether he can boost the
ECB’s balance sheet by
enough to make a big differ-
ence. Some question if the
ECB will be able to buy asset-
backed securities and covered
bonds in sufficient quantities.
The second is whether the
U.S. economy will continue to
perform well, allowing the
Fed to move toward rate in-
creases. Friday’s unexpectedly
weak payrolls data points to
the risk that this isn’t as-
sured.

And the third, and argu-
ably the biggest gamble, is
whether France and Italy un-

dertake structural overhauls
needed to boost growth po-
tential. If the two countries—
accounting for more than a
third of the eurozone econ-
omy—remain stuck in the
mud, then the currency bloc
has a problem. Without a re-
turn to higher growth and in-
flation, questions about Italy’s
debt sustainability may re-
emerge.

But a weaker euro will also
put pressure on French Presi-
dent François Hollande and
Italian Prime Minister Matteo
Renzi to deliver. It removes
one of the excuses politicians
use to call for the ECB to take
action. Mr. Draghi is quite
right to insist that monetary
policy alone won’t be enough
to restore growth to Europe.

The ECB is building a
monetary bridge to higher
growth and inflation. It is up
to eurozone politicians to
cross it.

—Richard Barley

In the Trenches
How many dollars one
euro buys

The Wall Street Journal

Sources: WSJ Market Data Group;
European Pressphoto Agency (photo)
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Ah, corporate speak.
The jargon-filled lingo ex-

ecutives often use is hardly
music to investors’ ears. But
those who learn to parse it
can gain insight.

This is particularly true
for retailers, where man-
agers regularly bandy about
phrases like “We’re bringing
in more newness.” Transla-
tion: “The same old stuff
didn’t work.”

That is according to a
helpful “retail decoder” from
Wells Fargo’s Paul Lejuez.
When retail executives say,
“We are moving away from
logo,” they mean: “Our brand
isn’t as strong as it used to
be,” Mr. Lejuez writes. “We
are undergoing a strategic
review of our store base”
means “We probably have
too many stores.”

What about the old
chestnut “The macro envi-
ronment remains challeng-
ing”? According to Mr.
Lejuez, that means “People
are shopping elsewhere.”

For investors, that
doesn’t have quite the same
ring.

OVERHEARD

BHP Must Show Mining,
Oil Will Mix After Split

Aiming for simplicity can
raise complicated questions.

BHP Billiton is spinning
off most of its nickel, alumi-
num and manganese assets
as well as some coal mines,
intending to create a more
streamlined business. That
will leave the Anglo-Austra-
lian miner focused on iron
ore, copper, coal and its pe-
troleum business.

Yet for all its supposed
simplicity, does the remain-
ing company’s portfolio re-
ally make sense?

Digging for metals or
minerals and drilling for oil
and gas are only superficially
similar. The commodities go
to different customers for
different uses. They are
marketed differently.

Both oil and mining ma-
jors spend billions on large,
complex projects that gener-
ate returns over decades. But
BHP’s petroleum business is
focused on onshore U.S. oil
and gas; the company plans
to increase production by
some 50% over the next five
years, with the growth com-
ing from shale, notes UBS.

It remains to be seen how
successfully BHP can operate
in this particular area.
Shale’s success has largely
been the preserve of smaller,
more nimble exploration and
production companies taking
a trial-and-error approach at
the field level, rather than
the top-down management

model favored by the majors.
Oil and gas will be a sig-

nificant chunk of the
slimmed-down BHP. Exclud-
ing the earnings of the de-
parting assets, iron ore and
petroleum would have ac-
counted for 80% of BHP’s
earnings before interest,
taxes, depreciation and
amortization in the year to
June. The petroleum division
alone would have been one-
third.

BHP, which has a long his-
tory in energy, argues its oil-
and-gas business will be a
source of growth and stabil-
ity, as China’s appetite wanes
for steelmaking commodities
such as iron ore and con-
struction materials like cop-
per.

BHP’s size means that if

the miner wants to help sup-
ply the world’s growing need
for energy, being in oil and
gas makes sense. The new
BHP is built around very
large assets and end markets
as much as around specific
commodities.

One question for inves-
tors is whether they can buy
mining plus energy more rea-
sonably elsewhere. Valuing
BHP’s oil-and-gas business in
line with a highly rated,
growing U.S. producer like
EOG Resources, at about 5.7
times Ebitda, leaves the com-
pany’s mining business trad-
ing at about 6.6 times San-
ford C. Bernstein’s forecast
Ebitda at spot prices. That is
a premium to peers.

Larger U.S. oil-and-gas
companies, like ConocoPhil-
lips, generally trade at less
than five times forecast 2015
Ebitda, according to FactSet,
as do smaller producers like
Hess and Marathon Oil.
While Rio Tinto, which gen-
erates the bulk of its earn-
ings from iron ore, trades at
about 5.1 times forecast
Ebitda, on FactSet’s consen-
sus figures, BHP Billiton is
valued at close to six times
forecast Ebitda for calendar
2015.

BHP Billiton may need to
make a clearer case that
mining and energy mix—so
well, in fact, that the combi-
nation deserves a premium.

— Helen Thomas

Source: WSJ Market Data Group
The Wall Street Journal
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The company is expected to unveil new
designs of its iPhone. It could also roll out a
smartwatch or other wearable device.
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A quarterly
reading from the
Commerce
Department has
quietly emerged as
one of the most

consequential government
reports, with the power to roil
estimates for U.S. economic
growth and the impact of the
Affordable Care Act.

The Quarterly Services Survey,
or QSS, measures revenue at
service-providing companies
including hospitals, day-care
centers and law offices. It usually
attracts little notice even as
reports on freight-rail traffic and
wholesale inventories get parsed
for clues to the health of the U.S.
economy.

But Federal Reserve policy
makers and private economists
are taking a much closer look at
the gauge. This summer, the QSS
found health-care revenue
declined in the first quarter,
defying predictions that the
health law’s rollout would spark a
surge in spending by newly
insured Americans.

Consumer spending accounts
for more than two-thirds of U.S.
economic output, but measuring
spending on services is tricky.
The government often relies on
indirect clues, like payroll growth
in certain industries. The QSS
offers the best—that is, only—
source of timely hard data. It is
the basis for roughly one-fifth of
the Commerce Department’s
quarterly calculation of gross
domestic product.

June’s report led to a steep
downgrade for first-quarter GDP.
The Commerce Department’s
Bureau of Economic Analysis has
since projected conservative
growth for health-care spending
during the second quarter.

The landscape could shift
again this week when the second-
quarter QSS report, including
revisions to first-quarter figures,
is released Thursday.

“We’re all eagerly waiting to
see what that’s going to say,” said
Charles Roehrig, director of the
Altarum Institute’s Center for
Sustainable Health Spending.

The government’s reliance on
the survey speaks to a broader
problem. Many economic
indicators were designed for
industrial societies, with official
surveys tracking factory goods as
they are ordered, manufactured,
shipped and stockpiled. Fewer
indicators focus on the task of
measuring spending, productivity
and other aspects of the services
sector, which, by one measure,
accounts for four-fifths of the U.S.
economy.

“We’ve got a conceptual
system structured around
production, and particularly the
large-company industrial
production system of the 1950s
and 1960s,” said Diane Coyle,
author of a recent book about the
history of GDP. “And that’s not
the economy we have now.”

More-reliable data often are
available later, and GDP estimates
undergo years of revision. But

business executives, investors and
policy makers crave up-to-date
information about the economy. If
the information is more accurate,
at least in theory, they will make
better decisions about investing
in new workers and equipment,
tweaking interest rates and
revising tax laws.

Government economists are
trying to adapt. The Labor
Department this year overhauled
its producer-price index report,
once a gauge of wholesale prices,
to measure more of the economy
including services. The Commerce
Department last year revised GDP
to incorporate artistic
achievements, such as movies and
long-running TV shows.

A decade ago, Commerce’s
Census Bureau introduced its first
new indicator in decades with an
eye toward improving coverage of
the services sector: the QSS, a
four-times-a-year survey of
19,000 companies benchmarked to
a larger annual survey and the
twice-a-decade economic census.

The Bureau of Economic
Analysis, in its monthly
consumer-spending reports,
offers best-guess estimates for
services spending based on past
trends, payroll data and other
clues. “We’re using a rough proxy
of what’s going on in the
economy,” said Jason Chute, who
oversees the agency’s analysis of
services-spending data.

Those numbers feed into GDP,
at least for the initial estimate
issued a month after the quarter
ends and the revised estimate
four weeks later. When a third
estimate of GDP comes a month
after that, the QSS is available to
refine spending estimates for
service categories.

Those revisions were
especially dramatic this year.
Based on strong spending in late
2013 and an increase in federal
Medicaid funding under the ACA,
government economists estimated
first-quarter spending grew at a
9.1% seasonally adjusted annual
rate from the fourth quarter.

But after the QSS came out
June 11, that was revised to a
1.4% decline—a drag on the
overall economy instead of a big
boost. The bottom-line GDP
number was revised down to a
whopping 2.9% contraction from
a 1% drop; it was later revised to
a 2.1% decline.

Experts were puzzled. People
with health insurance generally
spend more than the uninsured,

according to Mr. Roehrig, whose
group tracks health-care
spending, prices and employment.
“The question became, how can
health-care spending be falling in
a quarter when you insured 10
million people who had
previously not been insured?” he
asked.

Several possible explanations
are floating around. Severe winter
weather could have prompted
patients to put off elective
procedures. People who enrolled
in new insurance plans late in the
quarter might not have started
using them at once. And like all
surveys, the QSS comes with the
risk of statistical error, so the
numbers themselves could be off.

“It probably was naive to think
the spending would accelerate
right away that first quarter,”
Mr. Roehrig said. He expects the
new QSS report to show health-
care spending did accelerate
somewhat in the second quarter.

The Centers for Medicare and
Medicaid Services predicts health
spending will rise 5.6% this year
vs. 3.4% in 2013. A number of
hospital chains reported better
earnings and an influx of newly
insured patients during the
second quarter.

Whatever this week’s report
shows, it will be taken seriously—
at least until the next round of
GDP revisions.

U.S. Services Spending
Gains Wider Attention

[ The Outlook ]

BY BEN LEUBSDORF
Outsized Impact
Commerce Department
economists expected a big
increase this year in U.S.
health-care spending. But
their first-quarter estimate
had to be revised down after
the Quarterly Services
Survey came out in June.

The Wall Street JournalSource: Commerce Department via St. Louis Federal Reserve
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Business & Finance

n Adidas has dropped to the
No. 3 spot among sportswear
brands in the U.S. in part to the
emergence of Under Armour. 15

n BP vowed to fight a U.S.
judge’s ruling that it acted reck-
lessly in the Deepwater Horizon
disaster, but the decision might
raise pressure to settle. 21

nThe EU’s financial-services
czar is stepping up the pressure
on banks to obey rules limiting
bonuses for key employees, just
as the bloc’s top court begins ex-
amination of the caps’ legality. 24

n Rio Tinto, BHP and Vale are
cranking up iron-ore output de-
spite declining prices, counting
on efficiencies of scale to put
them in strong positions. 23

n The sentencing of former
SAC trader Mathew Martoma
for insider trading, set for
Monday, highlights a debate
over punishments. 15

n The first natural-gas fueling
station for cargo ships is set to
open on the Yangtze River next
month, as part of China’s ef-
forts to cut pollution. 22

n Bristol-Myers and Ono sued
Merck, alleging that its cancer
drug Keytruda violates their
patent on harnessing the im-
mune system to fight cancer. 21

n Steven Spielberg hired
Michael Wright, a cable-televi-
sion veteran with no film-busi-
ness experience, to run his strug-
gling studio DreamWorks. 18

i i i
World-Wide

n Fighting in at least two cit-
ies in eastern Ukraine called
into question a cease-fire that
Kiev and pro-Russia rebels
agreed upon Friday, even as
the agreement brought a re-
spite to many towns in the Do-
netsk and Luhansk regions. 4

n U.K. local government coun-
cils plan to set up a municipal
bonds agency to issue a new
type of local government debt
and potentially create a fresh
market for bond investors. 21

nMalaysia said intelligence
reports on the downing of Ma-
laysia Airlines Flight 17 are
“pretty conclusive,” ahead of
the release Tuesday of a pre-
liminary report on the crash by
the Dutch Safety Board. 8

n An Afghan court sentenced
seven men to death for the re-
cent gang rape of a group of
women, in a case that sparked
national outrage and prompted
the direct intervention of Pres-
ident Hamid Karzai. 9

n Somalia’s al-Shabaab said it
had named a new leader, after
its commander was killed in a
U.S. drone strike. 8

n Egypt’s top prosecutor said
Morsi will be tried for leaking
security secrets to Qatar dur-
ing his year as president. 8

n Flash floods and landslides
triggered by days of monsoon
rains have killed at least 300
people in the disputed Himala-
yan region of Kashmir. 9
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English Gardeners Have a Slimy Secret
Many Pesky Snails, Slugs Are Tossed
Into Neighbors’ Yards; ‘Very Naughty’

J ill Vickers spends three hours
a day tending her lush, hy-
drangea-trimmed garden. So

the sight of snails munching holes
in her plants makes her mad.

Her usual way of coping is to
toss them in the compost bin. But
on occasion, the 62-year-old re-
tired teacher resorts to some
rather unneighborly behavior: “I
chuck them that way,” she said
one evening, quietly motioning to-
ward the house next door.

Throwing mollusks over the
garden wall might seem the an-
tithesis of Britishness, but after
months of unusually warm and
wet weather, the U.K. is suffering
an onslaught of snails—and of
snail tossing. A Royal Horticul-
tural Society survey this past
spring found that one in five gar-
deners admitted chucking a snail
into the neighbor’s garden. Some
said they throw slugs, too.

It isn’t clear how the practice
began, but many exasperated gar-
deners say they resort to it after
watching the slimy critters devour
their lettuce and dahlias. Some
say deporting the snails with a
toss seems more humane than
crushing or poisoning them would
be.

“I just throw them over the
fence,” says Freddie Beaumont, a
hairdresser who lives near the
town of Reading. “You throw them
far enough away and you hope
they don’t come back.”

The habit can cause neighborly
tempers to flare—and can lead to
retaliation. “I have employed the
fast bowler of our local cricket
team to instruct my wife in the art
of the ‘full toss.’ My neighbors,
though, are using the same ploy, so
it’s more like tennis than cricket,”
David Hartshorn, a 74-year-old in
central England, wrote in a letter to
the Daily Telegraph.

Ms. Vickers admits that her
snail-throwing habit is “very
naughty.” She justifies it in part
with the belief that her neighbors
don’t notice or care. “Their garden’s
a terrible mess,” she says, describ-
ing her neighbors as a busy profes-
sional couple with little interest in
horticulture. “It’s all brambles, and
it grows over the fence onto our
side.”

Ms. Vickers, meanwhile, takes
“ornamental pruning” courses from
the Royal Horticultural Society and
grows her own cu-
cumbers and chili
peppers from
seed. She has a
greenhouse, a col-
lection of rubber-
ized gardening
clogs and a yard
full of grape vines
and flowering
shrubs. But on close inspection, she
sees carnage everywhere.

“They’ve eaten the aubergine,”
she sighed while inspecting a row
of potted eggplant, pointing to a
tangle of chewed leaves. Her dahl-
ias, too, had been ravaged, along
with a herbaceous perennial called
bear’s breeches. “That should be a
beautiful shrub, but they’ve eaten
it!” she said.

Neighbor Gordon Caufield
laughed off Ms. Vickers’s snail-
throwing. “I wasn’t aware of it,” he

said. “I’m sure it doesn’t do any
damage.”

“We’re not really gardening peo-
ple,” he said. “We don’t venture out
there much, apart from cutting the
grass.”

So common is snail tossing that
a pair of British scientists decided
to study whether it actually works.
They spent months marking snails
with white dots and chucking them
out of a garden. Their published pa-
per referred to the snails as “partic-
ipants.”

Many of the snails came back,
strongly suggesting that they have
a homing instinct, the researchers
said. But they found that throwing
the snails about 20 meters or more
usually ensured they wouldn’t re-
turn. “The near-total failure of
snails to return from [such] dis-
tances…suggests that even better
cultural control could be achieved
with a stronger throwing arm or
mechanically assisted lobbing,” the
scientists wrote in Physica Scripta,
a scientific journal that published
their paper in May.

Known by the scientific name
Cornu aspersum, the common gar-
den snail has a thin, speckled shell
that grows to a diameter of about 4
centimeters, achieving 4.5 to 5
whorls. In warm, damp environ-
ments the hermaphroditic creatures
reproduce rapidly, laying dozens of
eggs at a time. Slugs are closely re-
lated.

Complaints about snails and
slugs abound at the Royal Horticul-
tural Society’s flagship garden in
Wisley, a bucolic village a short
drive from the Vickers’s home. Guy
Barter, Wisley’s chief horticultural
adviser, says the mollusks rank
among Britain’s “top five” garden
pests, alongside vine weevils and
lily beetles. (“You can’t see a lily in
England—and to a lesser extent
Scotland and Wales—that hasn’t
had its leaves stripped by a lily bee-
tle,” he says.)

Mr. Barter attributes Britain’s
snail-and-slug plague to recent
weather conditions, and to waning
populations of thrushes and hedge-
hogs, which prey on the mollusks.
On a recent afternoon, he left his
office in Wisley’s vine-covered
lodge and almost immediately spied
a snail clinging to a wooden fence.
He plucked it off and tossed it into
a nearby bush. “It can continue its
depredations in the shade,” he
said—though he quickly added that
the shrub wouldn’t be harmed be-
cause its leaves were too coarse for

the snail’s tastes.
In a nearby

glade, Mr. Barter
rooted around in
some ferns before
spotting a snail
resting on a leaf.
“You can never
eliminate them.
All you can do is

protect vulnerable plants,” he said,
flicking the snail over a brick wall
into what he described as a “gaso-
line storage area.”

Mr. Barter said he wasn’t sur-
prised by the results of the RHS
survey showing the popularity of
snail tossing. “Most British people
hate their neighbors. We’re not
very neighborly people,” he sighed.

Carole Reeves, an avid gardener
in the nearby county of Hampshire,
says she stopped throwing snails
into the street in front of her house

earlier this year, convinced it
wasn’t doing any good. Instead, she
turned to alternative control mea-
sures. One evening recently, the 68-
year-old strapped on a headlamp,
grabbed a pair of tweezers and a
plastic yogurt cup filled with salt
and headed out into her front yard.
Within five minutes she had picked
two dozen snails and slugs off her
plants and dropped them into the
salt, where they made a faint siz-
zling sound before expiring. “Every

night I do this, unless I’ve been out
and had a drink. Then I won’t
bother,” she said.

Other control measures include
stomping on the creatures, drown-
ing them in beer traps, and stop-
ping their advance with eggshells,
WD40 or repellents called “Slug
Killer,” “Slug Stop” and “Slug
Gone.” Patsy McCarthy, a gardener
visiting Wisley, said she wraps her
leafy hosta plants with copper tape
in the belief that it shocks and de-

ters snails. Does it work? “No, I
don’t think so,” she said.

For many, tossing is still the
main tactic. Antonia Bialkovia, a
34-year-old civil servant in Lon-
don’s leafy Wimbledon district, says
she chucks a half dozen or so into
her neighbor’s garden when they
mess with her peppers and toma-
toes, taking care to act under cover
of darkness. “They have more grass
there. We have decking. It’s a nicer
place for them,” she says.

BY JEANNE WHALEN
Surrey, England

Jill Vickers, with her husband, Bill, in their garden. She said the sight of snails munching holes in her plants makes her mad.
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U.S. Strikes on Iraq Enter a New Phase
TBILISI, Georgia—The U.S. mili-

tary opened a new phase in an ex-
panding campaign against Islamic
State militants, launching airstrikes
on Sunni extremists threatening a
major Iraqi dam, defense officials
said Sunday.

American aircraft hit Islamic
State fighters near Haditha Dam, a
strategic site in the country’s Sunni
heartland northwest of Baghdad, ac-
cording to Rear Adm. John Kirby,
the Pentagon press secretary.

Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel
said the strikes against fighters
from Islamic State, also known as
ISIL and ISIS, came at the request of
the Iraqi government and were in
line with the limited objectives of
the current U.S. military mission in
Iraq to protect infrastructure in the
country.

“If that dam were to fall into
ISIL’s hands, or if the dam were to
be destroyed, the damage that that
would cause would be very signifi-
cant,” Mr. Hagel said during a joint
news conference in Tbilisi with
Georgia Defense Minister Irakli Ala-
sania.

The U.S. military strikes came as
President Barack Obama and his na-
tional security team were working
to create a global alliance to destroy
Islamic State forces, who control
vast tracts of territory in Iraq and
Syria. On Friday, France, Turkey, the
U.K. and six other nations agreed to
join the U.S. in a global war against
the group, which is likely to stretch
on for years.

On Sunday, Georgia’s defense
minister said his country would also
help in the effort, possibly by train-
ing Iraqi forces.

The strikes brought the month-
old U.S. air war to the Sunni strong-
holds near Baghdad for the first
time. Sunni leaders in Anbar prov-
ince have been asking the U.S. for
help in fighting the insurgents. Until
now, the U.S. strikes have largely fo-
cused on hitting the fighters in
northern Iraq.

The U.S. military said the four
strikes destroyed five Humvees, an
armored vehicle and an Islamic
State checkpoint near the dam.

Since early August, the U.S. has
conducted more than 135 strikes on
the militants in Iraq. Some helped
Kurdish and Iraqi military forces re-
take the country’s largest dam,
while others prevented the militants
from advancing on the Kurdish capi-
tal of Erbil and thwarted attempts
by the group to target minority
groups.

For now, American airstrikes re-
main confined by a narrow set of
guidelines established by Mr.
Obama. But the U.S. military contin-
ues to expand its targets in Iraq as
it develops plans for a broader cam-
paign against Islamic State forces in
Iraq and neighboring Syria.

In response to the U.S. airstrikes,
the Islamic State has released two
videos documenting the beheading
of two American journalists held by
the group in Syria. In the most re-
cent video, released on Tuesday, the
group threatened to kill a British
hostage if the U.S. continued its air-

strikes.
The U.K. is expected to be a key

member of the new alliance. The
British military is already helping to
supply Kurdish forces with weapons
and ammunition. And British Prime
Minister David Cameron has said he
is considering authorizing airstrikes
targeting Islamic State forces in
Iraq.

As part of the U.S. coalition-
building campaign, Mr. Hagel also
plans to meet with Turkish leaders

on Monday. Secretary of State John
Kerry and Lisa Monaco, the top
White House counterterrorism offi-
cial, are joining the effort this week
as well.

Mr. Obama is trying to develop a
broad-based international strategy
to neutralize the Islamic State
threat by arming Kurdish and Arab
forces, expanding airstrikes, choking
off global financing for the extrem-
ists, and developing a campaign
against thousands of foreign fight-

ers in the organization’s ranks.
For now, the effort is focused

largely on the threat in Iraq. But Mr.
Obama has said that the threat can-
not be addressed without hitting the
group’s strongholds inside Syria. He
has asked the Pentagon to develop
options for targeting Islamic State
forces in Syria, but the U.S. military
has yet to present new proposals,
according to a White House official.

Mr. Obama authorized U.S. air-
strikes against Islamic State forces
in early August after the group ex-
panded its control in northern Iraq.
At the time, the president said the
strikes were meant to protect Amer-
icans working in Iraq and prevent
Islamic State forces from eradicat-
ing the Yazidi religious minority be-
ing targeted by the militants.

Since then, the U.S. has broad-
ened its targets. Last month, U.S.
airstrikes helped the Iraqi military
and Kurdish forces retake the Mosul
Dam. Last week, they helped break
a two-month siege that trapped
thousands of Shiite Turkmen in the
town of Amirli.

The U.S. has tried to limit its
military presence in Iraq. Mr. Obama
has said that he doesn’t plan to
send U.S. forces back into combat in
the country. But nearly 1,000 U.S.
military personnel are there to pro-
vide security for Americans working
in Iraq and help the nation’s mili-
tary forces fight Islamic State
forces.

Last week, Canada became the
first nation to dispatch several
dozen military advisers to help the
U.S. in the new effort.

BY DION NISSENBAUM

A Kurdish Peshmerga fighter guards a position in northern Iraq on Sunday.
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AttackSuspectWasCaptor
InSyria,Ex-HostageSays

PARIS—A former hostage of Is-
lamic State said Saturday that
Mehdi Nemmouche—a French na-
tional arrested on suspicion of car-
rying out a deadly shooting at a
Jewish museum in Belgium—was
among his captors in Syria.

French journalist Nicolas Henin,
who was held by Islamic State along
with U.S. reporters James Foley and
Steven Sotloff before they were be-
headed, said Mr. Nemmouche re-
peatedly beat him and other West-
erners inside an Aleppo hospital the
militant group had converted into a
prison.

“I encountered him several times
during my six months of captivity in
Syria,” Mr. Henin told reporters on
Saturday, adding that he knew Mr.
Nemmouche by the nom de guerre
“Abu Omar.”

Apolin Pepiezep, Mr. Nem-
mouche’s lawyer, declined to com-
ment on the allegations that his cli-
ent had been present at the ISIS
prison but questioned whether Mr.
Henin was in any position to recog-
nize Mr. Nemmouche as one of his
captors. He said the journalist had
no contact with his client since his
arrest in the spring. Mr. Pepiezep
acknowledged in June that Mr.
Nemmouche had told police he had
traveled to Syria.

Mr. Henin’s allegations, if true,
would make Mr. Nemmouche one of
the first militants with purported
ties to Islamic State to have alleg-
edly carried out an attack on West-
ern soil.

The U.S. and its allies are deeply
concerned that Western nationals
who have joined militant groups in

Syria and Iraq might return home to
mount terrorist attacks. On Friday,
world leaders gathering at a North
Atlantic Treaty Organization sum-
mit agreed to exchange intelligence
more freely to track fighters coming
and going from Syria.

Mr. Nemmouche is in police cus-
tody in Belgium, where authorities
are investigating whether he gunned
down four people at the Jewish Mu-
seum of Belgium in May. French po-
lice detained Mr. Nemmouche dur-
ing a routine customs check in
Marseille. Police said they found in
his luggage a handgun and a Kalash-
nikov similar to the one used in the
Brussels attack. Mr. Nemmouche has
declined to comment on his alleged
participation in the attack in Brus-
sels, according to his lawyer.

Mr. Henin, who was released
from captivity in April, told report-
ers he recognized Mr. Nemmouche
“with certitude” once police showed
him images of the suspect after his
arrest.

The journalist said he initially
kept the information to himself out
of concern for the safety of other
hostages still held by Islamic State.
On Saturday, however, French daily
Le Monde published an article on its
website purporting that Mr. Nem-
mouche was a low-level Islamic
State militant who acted as a
“jailer” to Mr. Henin and other pris-
oners.

France’s intelligence service, Le
Monde reported, had referred the
information to the country’s antiter-
rorism prosecutors. A spokesman
for French prosecutors declined to
comment.

—Inti Landauro
contributed to this article.

BY STACY MEICHTRY
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Hamilton Grabs Chance at Monza
Error by Rosberg Lets Mercedes Rival Through to Close Gap in Tit-for-Tat Title Challenge

MONZA, Italy—The defining mo-
ments of Formula One’s fiercest ri-
valry this season include an inexpli-
cable crash in Belgium, gung-ho
passing in Bahrain, internal politics
at Mercedes, and plenty of paranoia.

After Sunday’s Italian Grand Prix,
Lewis Hamilton and Nico Rosberg
can add one more to the list: braking
a hair too late.

Rosberg’s race-changing error
here set up Hamilton’s sixth victory
of the season. The battling team-
mates had started on the front row,
but Rosberg missed his braking
point on the first corner of lap 29
and relinquished the lead under
heavy pressure. Hamilton sped past
and led a Mercedes 1-2 finish,
shrinking Rosberg’s advantage to 22
points in the process. With just six
races remaining, this one-team title
fight could now go down to the wire
in November.

What’s certain is that Rosberg
and Hamilton will use every Grand
Prix to further stretch the meaning
of the word teammate.

“They wanted to guarantee suc-
cess and they wanted to have the
best drivers,” Eddie Jordan, who
spent more than a decade as an F1
team principal and owner, said of
Mercedes. “That’s what they got. But
there’s a lot of pain that comes with
it.”

The rivalry has raised a larger
question in F1. Does it make sense
for a team to carry two genuine title
contenders? “It’s very brave what
they’re doing,” Marussia team prin-
cipal John Booth said of Mercedes.
“Look at [Michael] Schumacher’s
world championships. His team-
mates were always subservient to
him...and that’s a recipe that wins
world championships, doesn’t it?”

Traditionally, top teams have had
a clear No. 1 to chase the drivers’

championship and a No. 2, who
tends to be an up-and-comer or a
seasoned veteran, to help the team
rack up points and vie for the con-
structors’ title. So on the surface,
the answer seems obvious. The best
way to give yourself a shot at win-
ning is to sign the best possible driv-
ers, regardless of how they interact.
But egos, politics and killer instincts
complicate things.

Mercedes decided to ignore that,
the team’s executive director Toto
Wolff said over the weekend. He ex-
plained that the commercial implica-
tions to also winning the construc-
tor’s title made the Rosberg-
Hamilton pairing attractive, despite
requiring “more management.”

Mercedes would let them race
each other so long as they agreed to
the Rules of Engagement, a physical
document that was circulated to the
team just before the first Grand Prix
of the season.

“You have seen in the past that
many teams have failed with two No.
1 drivers,” Wolff added. “It has ei-
ther ended up in an incident or it
has ended up with the team deciding
to part ways with one of the driv-
ers.”

Wolff should know. Despite Ham-
ilton and Rosberg knowing each
other since they were preteens rac-
ing go-karts, they have given their
boss plenty of uncomfortable inci-
dents to choose from this season.

There was Hamilton dangerously
cutting off Rosberg in Bahrain. There
was Rosberg’s crash during qualify-
ing in Monaco, which denied Hamil-
ton the chance to set a quicker time.
(Rosberg was cleared of any wrong-
doing and won the race from the
pole position.) There was Hamilton’s
joke about his teammate for calling
himself German, despite growing up
in Monte Carlo. There were veiled
accusations of dirty tricks.

And then, of course, there was

the Belgian Grand Prix at Spa-Fran-
corchamps last month.

Rosberg crashed into Hamilton,
allowing the German to pad his ad-
vantage in the standings. “We have
tried to manage the team and the
situation in a very transparent,
open-minded way. And that has
functioned, until Spa,” Wolff said.

Rosberg was disciplined by the
team and apologized five days after
the incident.

“Spa is behind me,” Rosberg said
Sunday, after the fans here booed
him on the podium. “I put it behind
me before the weekend...In today’s
race, it just came to the mistake be-
cause Lewis was fast from behind.”

Having teammates at each other’s
throats is nothing new in the testos-
terone-fueled world of Formula One.
Though every team has two drivers
whose cars use the same compo-
nents, the halves of the garage are
clearly separate. Each driver has his
own race engineer and his own set
of mechanics.

Cycling, another sport that blurs
the line between teams and individu-
als, offers an interesting comparison.
There, the entire squad works for
the benefit of its leader—sort of a
Schumacher and Co. arrangement.
But as the simmering tension at
Team Sky has shown, it isn’t always
so simple.

With two Tour de France winners
in the team, Chris Froome and Brad-
ley Wiggins, every situation must be
handled with kid gloves. The two
men haven’t been in the same Grand

Tour squad for more than a year.
In motor racing, the rifts can be

even more dramatic. Booth, of Mar-
ussia, remembered a split in his For-
mula Renault team almost 25 years
ago, his first season in charge of a
racing outfit. As he tells it, the driv-
ers fell out over a final-corner crash
when they were first and second.

“From then on it was two sepa-
rate teams. Two trucks, two aw-
nings. We couldn’t have them in the
same environment,” he said.

“Of course,” he joked, “That
would never happen in Formula
One.”

Mercedes denied that it was hap-
pening in its own garage. But even if
it were, there is no doubt the rivalry
has been positive for the sport.

Critics of the new, smaller engine
formula made plenty of noise early
in the season. But they have been
largely drowned out by the drama on
the track. Plus, the Mercedes car has
been so dominant that without two
bona fide No. 1s, the race might al-
ready be over.

Just look at last season. Red Bull
developed the all-conquering RB9
model, with Sebastian Vettel, then a
three-time world champion, ruling
the roost. Mark Webber, a seasoned
veteran, was his No. 2. The result
was an utterly stultifying second
half to the season. Unchallenged by
the only other driver in an RB9, Vet-
tel won the last nine races.

A similar streak at Mercedes now
seems unlikely. But a Mercedes
champion? That is all but settled.
With a 50-point gap between Hamil-
ton and third-place Daniel Ricciardo
of Red Bull, it would take a monu-
mental collapse to deny the German
outfit a title.

“At the moment we have a cush-
ion and we have a competitive ad-
vantage,”Wolff said. “This is why we
can be more loose, more easy with
letting them battle.”

BY JOSHUA ROBINSON

Lewis Hamilton, left, celebrates his Italian Grand Prix victory Sunday over his Mercedes teammate and rival Nico Rosberg, right, who came in second at Monza.
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Having teammates at each
other’s throats is nothing
new in Formula One.

Lipsky Wins Swiss Tourney
With Quick Work in Playoff

U.S. golfer David Lipsky won the
European Masters in a playoff on
Sunday, getting a par 4 on the first
extra hole to beat Graeme Storm of
England at Crans-Montana, Switzer-
land.

The 26-year-old Lipsky reached
the 18th green via a fairway bunker
and thick green-side rough before
sinking a 2-foot putt. He earned a ca-
reer-best €383,330 ($496,450) pay-
day for his second victory. Storm, the
overnight leader, sliced his tee shot
wide right and made a bogey 5.

Lipsky, who plays on the Asian
Tour, shot 65 in the final round to tie
with Storm, who carded 68. Both
had 18-under totals of 262 on the
6,848-yard (6,262-meter) Severiano
Ballesteros course in the Swiss Alps.

Another American, Brooks
Koepka, and Tyrrell Hatton of Eng-
land tied for third.

—Associated Press

Farah’s Sprint Finish Brings
Victory in Great North Run

Mo Farah pulled clear of Kenya’s
Mike Kigen in the final 200 meters
on Sunday to become the first U.K.
man to win the Great North Run in
29 years. The victory for the double
Olympic and world gold medalist at
5,000 and 10,000 meters made up
for the disappointment of last year’s
race, when he was edged into second
place by Ethiopia’s Kenenisa Bekele.

After pulling away early with
Farah in the popular half-marathon
on Tyneside, North-East England, Ki-
gen tried to drop the home favorite.
Farah dug in and had the quicker fin-
ish, crossing the line in exactly one
hour—a U.K. record for the distance.

Mary Keitany of Kenya won the
women’s race, equaling Paula Radc-
liffe’s course record of 1 hour, 5 min-
utes, 39 seconds. —AP

Nishikori’s Semifinal Win
Celebrated in Home Nation

Japanese fans celebrated Kei Ni-
shikori’s stunning win over top-
ranked Novak Djokovic at the U.S.
Open, staying up to the early hours
of Sunday to catch a moment of
tennis history. Nishikori beat Djokovic
6-4, 1-6, 7-6 (4), 6-3 in stifling heat
to become the first man from Asia
to reach a Grand Slam singles final.

“This is easily the biggest news in
the history of Japanese tennis,” for-
mer Japan Davis Cup player Jun
Kamiwazumi said. “This will have a
huge impact on the sport here and I
expect many young children will be
inspired to emulate him.”

In the other semifinal, Marin Cilic
of Croatia shocked second-seed
Roger Federer in straight sets to also
reach his first Grand Slam final. —AP

HEARD ON
THE PITCH

Agence France-Presse/Getty Images

Japanese tennis star Kei Nishikori
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PeacePactHolds forKiev,KremlinDespite Fighting
Fighting in at least two cities in

eastern Ukraine called into question
a cease-fire that Kiev and pro-Rus-
sia rebels agreed upon Friday, even
as the agreement brought a respite
from weeks of deadly violence to
many towns in the embattled Do-
netsk and Luhansk regions.

Explosions and shooting during
the day Sunday rattled the area near
the destroyed Donetsk airport,
which Ukrainian forces have strug-
gled to hold for months. There were
also reports of fighting overnight
from Saturday to Sunday at a check-
point outside Mariupol, a critical
port city in the Donetsk region still
in Kiev’s hands that had been brac-
ing for a rebel attack.

The local administration in Mari-
upol issued a statement Sunday say-
ing a woman from the city had been
killed and three others injured since
the peace deal was struck.

A spokesman for Ukraine’s Na-
tional Security and Defense Council
confirmed the fighting near Donetsk
and Mariupol and said it did indeed
constitute violations of the cease-
fire agreement, but he added that

the peace deal remained in place.
“We are not talking about the

cancellation of the regime of the
cease-fire,” the spokesman Volod-
ymyr Polyovyi said at a briefing in
Kiev on Sunday. Mr. Polyovyi said he
couldn’t confirm any civilian casual-
ties following the cease-fire declara-
tion.

There was no immediate official
reaction to the reports of fighting
from either president in Kiev or
Moscow. The Kremlin and Kiev is-
sued separate statements Saturday
saying that President Vladimir Putin
and his Ukrainian counterpart, Petro
Poroshenko, had spoken by phone
and agreed that the cease-fire was
largely holding.

The terms of the deal agreed to
Friday largely followed an outline
laid out earlier in the week by Mr.
Putin after talks with Mr. Porosh-
enko. Kiev’s negotiating position
had been substantially weakened in
the past few weeks after what West-
ern officials described as a Russian
incursion crossed the border to sup-
port the rebels, helping reverse
months of gains by Kiev’s forces on
the battlefield and leaving them on
the brink of defeat.

Both Moscow and Kiev benefit
from it by continuing to say the
cease-fire still holds. On the one
hand, this allows Mr. Poroshenko to

say that his country will remain
whole according to the conditions of
the current cease-fire protocol, and
regroup after a demoralizing defeat
on the battlefield.

On the other, the peace deal still
represents a major political win for
Mr. Putin, for whom the truce
means leverage over Kiev’s future,
including its European ambitions,
via the establishment of a Russia-
backed autonomous region within
Ukraine. If the rebel region remains

part of Ukraine, albeit with more
powers of self-governance, rather
than a de facto, unrecognized state-
let reliant on Russia, Kiev rather
than Moscow would be likely to foot
the bill for reconstruction.

Alexander Zakharchenko, leader
of the self-proclaimed Donetsk Peo-
ple’s Republic, also suggested peace
talks with Kiev were proceeding, de-
spite what he described as viola-
tions of the cease-fire by Ukrainian
forces.

“As far as I understand, the

Ukrainian armed forces weren’t fully
notified about the cease-fire,” Mr.
Zakharchenko told the Russian news
outlet LifeNews. “They’re shooting
day and night, around the city. In
this regard, a compromise wasn’t
reached.”

But the rebel leader said talks
with Ukrainian officials in the Belar-
usian capital of Minsk were pro-
ceeding.

“They have started to take us se-
riously as a party in this conflict,
and they’ve started to sit down at
the negotiation table with us,” Mr.
Zakharchenko said. He said the
sides had agreed upon some sort of
special status for the rebel republics
and said the details would depend
“on how we negotiate.” He told a
separate Russian news outlet that
the rebel delegation expected to re-
turn for a new round of talks in
about a week.

Despite the reports of cease-fire
violations on Sunday, people started
to re-emerge onto the streets in
near-empty towns where just days
ago residents were confined to their
basements.

In Zugrez, a city east of Donetsk
where fighting had stopped in re-
cent days, shuttle buses were func-
tioning, and people were walking
around town. A car towing a crate
of watermelons sped through the

main thoroughfare to make a deliv-
ery. Still, the streets remained
mainly empty, with almost all stores
closed.

A woman in her 20s sat knitting
inside the local gas station even
though neither fuel nor products
had been available for days. She
said she was just keeping watch,
and noted that most residents were
hopeful for peace but worried the
cease-fire wouldn’t last.

“Everyone has doubts,” she said,
as she threaded her knitting needles
through the yarn.

Even on the outskirts of neigh-
boring Shakhtarsk, where heavy
fighting had left residents in their
basements for days without electric-
ity, people were out cycling on the
street. Still, just outside the city,
two rebel tanks were making their
way toward Donetsk, where gunfire
and explosions continued into the
afternoon.

In Makiivka, the city next to Do-
netsk, residents of one neighbor-
hood where artillery shells fell on
Sept. 3 walked around and assessed
the damage. Three elderly women
sat on a bench outside their Stalin-
era apartment building, where a
shell blasted out the windows and
took off most of the roof. With no-
where else to go, they have contin-
ued to live inside.

By Olga Razumovskaya
in Moscow

and Paul Sonne
in Donetsk, Ukraine

Draghi Takes a Gamble on QE-Lite
adjustments to its 2015 and 2016
growth estimates, and no change
to its inflation forecast, policy
makers were unnerved by market
indicators suggesting inflation
expectations were falling both in
the short and medium term. They
feared that, once lost, confidence
in the ECB’s ability to hit its
inflation target could be hard to
regain, and that fears over
deflation could become self-
fulfilling.

Even so, Mr. Draghi only
appears to have made his mind up
late in the day. In his speech at
last month’s annual central
bankers’ gathering in Jackson
Hole, Wyoming, the crucial
paragraphs paving the way for
last week’s action were initially
dropped and then reinserted into
the text after it was released,
suggesting a degree of hesitation.
But the speed at which Mr. Draghi
followed up on his dovish words
caught members of the governing
council by surprise. The
Bundesbank only received the
background papers for the
proposed new asset purchase
program on Wednesday, causing
its president, Jens Weidmann, to
interrupt his family holiday.

The Bundesbank believed the
rush was unnecessary, according
to people familiar with its
thinking. In common with some
other members of the ECB’s
governing council, Mr. Weidmann
wanted more time to assess the
impact of policies announced in
June—some of which, including
new ultracheap long-term loans
for banks, have yet to be
implemented. It also argued that
linking the bond-buying program
explicitly to the size of the ECB’s
balance sheet was a major policy
shift that should be based on
deeper analysis and discussion.

After all, the ECB itself used to
point out that there is nothing in
economic theory to suggest that
the size of a central bank’s
balance sheet is correlated to
growth. By agreeing this new
policy target, the ECB was paving
the way for government bond
purchases, given a shortage of
suitable private sector assets.

Mr. Draghi’s decision to
override Bundesbank opposition,
relying on what he called “a
comfortable majority,” was
significant. It signals that Mr.
Draghi has abandoned his quest to
move forward by consensus,
perhaps calculating that a
consensus behind quantitative
easing was unlikely ever to be
possible. It signals that there is
now a clear path to government
bond purchases if the economy
and inflation don’t recover. And it
shows he won't allow German
opposition to stand in his way.

The result is that the eurozone
is now in uncharted territory. If
the conventional wisdom is right,

Mr. Draghi’s capitulation should
mark the moment the eurozone
starts to recover. His latest
implicit promise to do “whatever
it takes” has already caused the
euro to fall below $1.30, a 6.5%
fall since May, and while ECB
policy makers won’t discuss it
publicly, there is no doubt that
they see a further weakening of
the euro as one of the key
transmission mechanisms by
which bond-buying will boost
inflation and growth.

They are also betting the
combination of QE, negative
interest rates and cheap loans to
banks pushes up the prices of real
assets, encouraging home-buying
and construction and so fueling
domestic demand, the so-called
portfolio-rebalancing effect.

But if the skeptics are right,
then quantitative easing may
deliver little economic benefit
while deepening the political rift
in the eurozone. Mr. Draghi
himself continues to warn that
monetary policy alone can do

little to boost demand for loans
unless countries undertake
reforms to remove structural
impediments to investment.
Recent research from Goldman
Sachs shows that much of the
divergence of fortunes between
Spain, where growth is
accelerating, and Italy, which has
slid back into recession, can be
explained by Italy’s failure to
reform its labor and product
markets.

The risk is that with
government bond yields already
driven to record lows, the
pressure on countries like France
and Italy that have ducked serious
reform for five years will now be
reduced further.

If Mr. Draghi’s QE-lite can’t
pull the eurozone out of its slump,
the ECB will soon be buying
government bonds in the teeth of
certain opposition from the
Bundesbank and Berlin, including
legal challenges. To add to the
atmosphere of mistrust, Mr.
Draghi used his Jackson Hole
speech to encourage governments
to take on more debt with his call
for flexibility in the interpretation
of eurozone fiscal rules and for
governments to take account of
aggregate fiscal conditions in the
eurozone when setting national
budgets. That is stoking fears that
the ECB will end up buying large
quantities of the bonds of
governments whose credit quality
is deteriorating.

Mr. Draghi may argue he is
only acting in line with his
mandate, having been put in an
invidious position by political
failures elsewhere. But he has set
the eurozone on a course from
which a very different kind of
currency union to that envisaged
in the European treaties may
emerge.

It was a watershed moment.
All year, the European Central
Bank has faced growing
pressure—from governments,
markets, the mainstream
economics establishment, the
International Monetary Fund—to

embark on a large-
scale government
bond-buying
program. And all
year, the ECB had
resisted, arguing
repeatedly that
quantitative easing

would yield little benefit in the
eurozone’s bank-centric,
structurally challenged economy
and warning of the political and
moral hazard that would arise as
a result of exposing the ECB
balance sheet directly to
sovereign credit risk.

Yet last week, Mario Draghi
threw those concerns aside,
pushing through a decision by the
bank’s governing council to cut
interest rates and to embark on a
program of large-scale bond
purchases.

Although the ECB will buy only
asset-backed securities and
covered bonds for now, the
market understood that a taboo
had been broken. Mr. Draghi’s
statement that the ECB’s aim was
to restore its balance sheet to its
size in early 2012, signaling a
possible €1 trillion ($1.29 trillion)
expansion, showed that the bank
has shifted its focus to money-
printing. The euro tumbled, bond
yields fell and stocks rallied on
the news.

What sparked this change of
heart? Policy makers point to a
string of weak data from across
the eurozone in August, including
stalled growth and falling
inflation. Although the ECB’s own
forecasts showed only minor

EUROPE FILE | By Simon Nixon

Mario Draghi, president of the European Central Bank, last Thursday.
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for Mr. Putin.
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How to Read a Book—and MaybeWrite One

‘Beyond the First Draft” is a
collection of essays about writing.
Because they are about writing,
they’re also about reading. For John
Casey, as I would judge for most
good writers, it’s difficult to separate
the two activities. One feeds into the
other, and the process is repeated in
reverse. No doubt there are
exceptions, because there is scarcely
a rule to which there aren’t, but it is
rare to find a writer who wasn’t first,
and for a long part of his life, a
devoted and compulsive reader,
though not necessarily a
discriminating one.

Eventually some writers may get
beyond reading, but if they do so, it
usually means that they are beyond
writing too. The narrator of Somerset
Maugham’s novel “Cakes and Ale”
visits the home of celebrated novelist
Edward Driffield, whom he had
known in the author’s less reputable
youth. There is a library with books
neatly and tastefully arranged by the
novelist’s second wife, but, on seeing
a pile of magazines, the narrator
remarks wryly that if Driffield now
read anything it was probably only
“the Gardeners’ Chronicle.”

No matter: We are all readers
before we are writers, and if you pay
close attention to what Mr. Casey,
who won the National Book Award in
1989 for his novel “Spartina,” has to
say you will be a better reader—and
possibly even a better writer. You
will certainly both read and write
more enjoyably, and this is what
matters.

I would put the golden age of the
novel in the period from 1800 to
1950, and none of the classic
novelists studied for a degree in
creative writing. Scott, Dickens,
Tolstoy, Dostoevsky, Stendhal,
Flaubert, Proust, James, Conrad and
Hemingway all got along without it.
Today more than 300 U.S.
universities offer masters of fine arts
in creative writing; Mr. Casey himself

teaches in the MFA program at the
University of Virginia. But he
modestly suggests that his essays
offer only suggestions about what to
do “when your writing has got you
lost in the woods.” He has two
answers to the question: “Can you
teach someone to write?” The first is:
“No . . . but if someone is talented to
begin with, I can save her a lot of
time.” The second: “I can sometimes
teach someone to rewrite.” This is
sensible—even if one adds that there
have been good writers whose first
drafts scarcely suffered any revision.

Mr. Casey begins by listing nine
pieces of advice given to aspiring
writers by established or famous
ones. The advice is all good and has
often been disregarded by many good
writers. Everybody, he remarks, tells
you to write about what you know.
Fair enough—but what about what
you imagine? Many novelists have
committed murder on the page,
successfully, and put themselves in
the mind of the murderer
convincingly without having first
indulged in a practical experiment to
learn what it feels like to stab or
shoot someone. Others have written
stirring battle scenes without having
gone to war themselves. Knowledge
admittedly comes in different ways,
from observation, for example. So an
unmarried novelist like Henry James
or Marcel Proust may nevertheless
write penetrating studies of
marriage.

Students of creative writing are
often told: “Show, don’t tell.” Fair
enough. Showing is important, but
the word “narrative” derives from the
verb “to narrate,” which means,
simply, to tell. A story is first of all
something told. It begins, perhaps, “a
man came over a hill as the sun began
to sink in the west.” In our youth it is
simple storytelling that grips us. It
may continue to do so. Think of
Dumas or Stevenson, Buchan or even,
surprisingly perhaps, Faulkner. When
I read Faulkner, I hear a story being
told by a man sitting in a rocking
chair on the porch with a jug of corn
liquor within reach. The story goes to
and fro, backward and forward, but
the telling is always there,
compellingly there.

One of Mr. Casey’s essays has
the title “Justice.” What has that
got to do with storytelling? “It’s as
crucial as stresses and strains are
to constructing a building,” he
writes. “Writing is construction, is
engineering . . . buildings and
compositions stay upright by
pushes and equaling pulls.” So do
stories. The reader may feel
cheated if one character or one
point of view is denied a fair deal.
Mr. Casey wishes that, for instance,
“Shakespeare had written Shylock
as more of an antagonist and less a
villain.” The argument is good,
though the example may not be. Is
Shylock really a villain? Isn’t he
more of a victim, a man who gets a
raw deal? Aren’t we, nowadays,
more likely to sympathize with him
than to condemn him?

What about writing sex scenes?
Difficult certainly, and all the more
difficult now because legal
restrictions, indeed censorship, have
been relaxed. In England the
Literary Review gives out an annual
Bad Sex in Fiction Award—
unintended, of course—and
competition is fierce. Mr. Casey
quotes the novelist Russell Banks
saying: “We know about the
physiology. What a writer needs to
tell us in a sex scene are the things
we don’t know.” Good advice, surely.
Mr. Casey also quotes John Updike
(who was given a Lifetime
Achievement Award at the 2008 Bad
Sex prizes), who declared that
“writing my sex scenes physically
excites me, as it should.” But does it
excite the reader? Or does it, should
it, make the reader uncomfortable
by putting him in the position of a
voyeur? Mr. Casey suggests,
sensibly, that depicting “a very
slight action—the girl taking the boy
by the sleeve” may be more effective

than following them into the
bedroom.

One essay is titled “What’s
Funny?” Happily, as Mr. Casey knows,
there is no good answer to that
question, which has occupied the
attention of savants since Aristotle.
Incongruity is one comic device—for
instance, Raymond Chandler’s line
about the blonde who would have
made a bishop kick a hole in a
stained-glass window. Yet there may
be comedy when someone behaves in
character, only at the wrong moment.
One should make a distinction
between comedy of situation or
character and comedy that is purely
verbal. P.G. Wodehouse, drawing on
his experience of writing musical
comedy, said that you should never
put something in merely because you
think it funny. It should serve some
other purpose—advancing the plot,
giving it a twist or revealing some
new or unexpected aspect of a
character. That way, if the reader
doesn’t get the joke, he still gets
something.

This is good advice, endorsed
subsequently by another quite funny
novelist, Kingsley Amis. Yet both
Wodehouse and Amis wrote lines
irrelevant to plot or character that
simply make one smile or laugh
aloud—for example, Wodehouse’s
man who “looked as if he had been
poured into his clothes and forgotten
to say ‘When.’” Or his assertion that
“All the unhappy marriages come
from the husbands having brains.”
And what of Groucho Marx’s
wisecracks, or those that S.J.
Perelman and George S. Kaufman
gave him? Many served no purpose
other than raising a laugh.

In the essay “So Alert a
Language,” Mr. Casey proceeds to
“an examination of passages of
formal high diction, and of
vernacular, and of some passages
which mix the two to good effect.”
Such mixing is of course a staple of
comedy. But, as Mr. Casey observes,
the modulation of different registers
“into fuller musical chords” may, if
managed properly (as in a story by
Elizabeth Bowen that he quotes at
length), give you “the right to send
a last urgent transmission to the

reader.” This is fair comment, to
which I would add only that this
change of register is most effective
when introduced naturally, even
unconsciously, by the writer.

But this is true of most good
writing, which is rarely the result of
taking thought. Kipling and
Stevenson both spoke of the
“daemon” that sat on their shoulder
or guided their pen when things
were going unforeseeably well, and
Hemingway advised us not to think
about work in progress between
leaving the work desk and returning
to it. That way, he said, the work
goes on maturing in your
subconscious. Good advice; many a
story has been spoiled by brooding
on it. The time for brooding comes
when you are revising and you find
something missing or something
that has gone wrong and doesn’t
ring true.

Not everything in this entrancing
collection of essays is directed
specifically at the aspiring writer,
though pretty well everything will
make us better readers. There’s an
appreciation of the Irish essayist
Hubert Butler, whom Mr. Casey
rightly calls “one of the great and
underappreciated writers of the
twentieth century . . . elegant and
brilliant about how much more than
politics is local”; a charming piece
on childhood reading, which
recognizes that what we read and
love to read when we are young is
what stays with us forever, or at
least long after last month’s new,
widely acclaimed “masterpiece” has
slid, forgotten, from the memory.

The final essay, “Mentors in
General, Peter Taylor in Particular,”
is, and has, a fitting conclusion: “A
mentor points out things he has
seen that are wonderful in
themselves. A mentor points these
things out to someone he hopes
will go on seeing them.” This is just
what John Casey does in these
essays, encouraging us to look
more closely and intelligently at
what we read and even at what we
may be trying to write.
—Mr. Massie’s most recent book is

the novel “Cold Winter in
Bordeaux.”

BY ALLAN MASSIE

Beyond the First Draft
By John Casey
Norton, 236 pages, $25.95
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Henry James andMarcel
Proust wrote penetratingly
aboutmarriage. Somuch
for ‘write what you know.’
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Greece Plans Tax Relief
To Jump-Start Economy

ATHENS—Greek Prime Minister
Antonis Samaras promised tax-relief
measures to help jump-start the
country’s economy and boost the
government’s popularity as it faces
a series of political challenges in the
months ahead.

“The overtaxation has to end,”
Mr. Samaras said Saturday during a
speech at the international trade
fair in the northern Greek city of
Thessaloniki.

He added that the country’s
economy is expected to return to
growth in the third quarter of the
year for the first time in eight years.

Since entering recession in 2008,
Greece’s economy has shrunk by
more than a quarter, exacerbated by
the waves of austerity measures im-
posed by international creditors fol-
lowing the country’s first bailout in
2010. This year, however, the coun-
try is expected to emerge from re-
cession and post growth of 0.6%.

But the recovery has yet to
trickle down to ordinary Greeks who
continue to face a jobless rate of
more than 27% and higher taxes im-
posed during the past few years.

And in the next few months the
government will have to produce
another austerity budget for 2015,
negotiate a debt-relief package with
international creditors and, most
important, nominate a new presi-
dent of the republic.

The candidate will have to be ap-
proved by Parliament by a superma-
jority of at least 180 votes, which
the government doesn’t currently
control. If no president is elected,
the two-party coalition—made up of
the conservative New Democracy

and socialist Pasok parties—will be
forced to call snap elections.

In his remarks, the Greek pre-
mier announced a number of tax
changes, including a 30% reduction
in the levy on home heating oil and
amendments to a new unified prop-
erty tax that has been so far marred
by errors and miscalculations in im-
plementation.

His remarks come days after a
delegation of international inspec-
tors from the European Union, the
European Central Bank and the In-
ternational Monetary Fund—known
as the troika—concluded a first
round of talks with representatives
of the Greek government in Paris,
before they return to Athens by the
end of September for a full assess-
ment of the country’s program.

According to three separate pub-
lic opinion polls last week, Greece’s
opposition radical-left Syriza party
would lead Mr. Samaras’s center-
right New Democracy party by be-
tween two-and-a-half and eight per-
centage points if elections were held
now.

At least one of the polls showed,
however, that the public would pre-
fer the current government continue
in office rather than face new elec-
tions.

Outside the trade fair where Mr.
Samaras spoke, teachers and stu-
dents held a peaceful protest to
demonstrate against Greece’s con-
tinued cutbacks.

The country’s two main umbrella
unions—private-sector GSEE and
public-sector Adedy—as well as left-
wing groups and Greece’s far-right
Golden Dawn party held a protest
march Saturday in the center of
Thessaloniki.

BY NEKTARIA STAMOULI

Support for Scottish Independence Surges
dence, compared with 49% who are
against it, according to the YouGov
survey.

“A two-point gap is too small for
us to call the outcome,” said Peter
Kellner, the president of YouGov.
“But the fact that the contest is too
close to call is itself remarkable, as
Better Together seemed to have vic-
tory in the bag.”

The British pound opened sharply
lower against the dollar in New Zea-
land trading on concerns about the
poll’s results, falling to $1.6188 from
$1.6288 on Friday.

The survey attributes the rising
support for independence to Mr. Sal-
mond’s efforts to calm fears that in-
dependence would be too risky for
Scotland’s economy. The indepen-
dence campaign is seen as more en-
ergetic and optimistic, rallying young
and working-class voters, compared
with Better Together, according to
YouGov.

YouGov is one of several pollsters
tracking Scots’ voting intentions.
Other polls have shown a stronger
lead for the pro-union “no” camp,
but the gap has been narrowing.

Newspapers in London on Sunday
bannered news of the Scottish poll,
which spurred worries among some
residents. “We’re all on the same is-
land, we’re all part of the same coun-
try, so I don’t see why they feel the
need to separate,” said Brian Allsopp,
a 45-year-old from north London.
“We should all try to stick together
and work through this.”

The U.K. government is stepping
up its campaigning. Prime Minister

Continued from first page

David Cameron is expected to speak
in Scotland early next week. Ed Mili-
band, leader of the Labour Party, and
Gordon Brown, former U.K. Prime
Minister, will also be in Scotland
making the case for union this week.
Former Deputy Prime Minister John
Prescott will ride around Scotland in
the “Battle Bus,” a red coach bus
with “Vote No” written across it, ac-
cording to the Scottish Labour Party.

Scotland’s nationalist party pro-
posed the independence referendum
when it came to power in 2011 after
many years as a fringe party. Minis-
ters in Scotland’s semiautonomous

parliament in Edinburgh control
spending and policies in areas in-
cluding health, education and trans-
port and have limited tax-raising
powers. The U.K. parliament at West-
minster determines foreign and de-
fense policy for the U.K. as a whole
and retains control of most taxes and
big chunks of spending, including on
welfare.

Pro-independence Scots see the
U.K. government in London as aloof
and deaf to Scottish voters’ wishes.
For them, independence holds the
promise that taxes raised in Scotland
would be spent in Scotland on bene-

fits such as a better safety net for
the poor.

On the political front, a vote for
independence would be a major blow
for Mr. Cameron. At the same time,
the U.K.’s opposition Labour Party re-
lies heavily on Scottish votes for its
success and, without a support base
there, would struggle to win elec-
tions once Scotland formally secedes.

In the event of secession, among
the biggest uncertainties would be
which currency an independent Scot-
land would use. Scotland’s nationalist
party says Scotland would continue
using sterling, but all three main po-

litical parties in London and treasury
officials oppose this, saying it would
expose British taxpayers to financial
risks from a country over which they
have no control. Some analysts say a
vote for secession would send cur-
rency markets into turmoil.

Scotland’s membership in the Eu-
ropean Union would also come under
question, as it now belongs as part of
the U.K.

Independence could lead inves-
tors to pull money out of Scottish
banks, destabilizing the financial sys-
tem in the short term. It would raise
a host of questions about regulation,
such as whether Scottish banks
would stay under the U.K. regulatory
umbrella. A split could prompt finan-
cial firms to move their businesses
out of Scotland into England, Rob
Wood, chief U.K. economist at Beren-
berg, said in a note to clients Sunday.

Royal Dutch Shell PLC Chief Ex-
ecutive Ben van Beurden has ex-
pressed concern over the implica-
tions of an independent Scotland,
and business leaders have said sepa-
ration would bring uncertainty over
tax and trade regulations.

Mr. Salmond’s nationalist party
says independence would allow the
country to capitalize on oil wealth
and enable the government to im-
prove its system of social welfare
and health care and increase job op-
portunities. More than 80% of Brit-
ain’s oil reserves lie within Scotland’s
maritime borders. But how the re-
serves would be divided would be a
matter for negotiation between the
British and Scottish governments af-
ter a “yes” vote.

Scottish Labour Party leader Johann Lamont joins ‘no’ campaigners at a Glasgow rally against independence last week.
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Under the Mullahs’ Noses

Ever hear the Iranian joke about
the mullah riding the bus? The cleric
says to the driver: “My friend, since
you’re on the road half the year, how
can you be sure your children are
really yours?” The driver is unfazed
by the insult: “Excellence, I keep
them until age 6. After that, if they
look like me, no problem. If not, I
ship them off to the seminary.”

Subversive humor is a leitmotif
of Persian civilization. But over the
past 35 years, the Islamic Republic
has prohibited bawdy punchlines—
along with alcohol, dancing and
Western music, among many other
things—producing a nation of
double lives and doublethinking.
Thus, in recent years, I’ve come
across stories of a pious Iranian
housewife who trades in heroin; an
Islamic Revolutionary Guard who
pays strangers to sleep with his wife
while he watches; and a dissident
writer who for a decade has been
informing on his comrades.

Ramita Navai’s “City of Lies”
mines Tehran’s underbelly for stories
of such men and women, people who
are living one life publicly and
another in private. Taken together,
the book’s eight compulsively
readable chapters, each focused on a
different Iranian, paint a harrowing
portrait of the city today. It’s a place
where, as the author writes, “truth
has become a secret” and where
people routinely lie to one another
and to “a government that believes it

should be able to interfere in even
the most intimate affairs of its
citizens.”

Vali Asr Street—a thoroughfare
stretching across the whole city,
dividing it along the north-south
axis—serves as the book’s main
framing device. Journeying up and
down the avenue with Ms. Navai, a
British-Iranian former Tehran
correspondent for the London Times,
readers are granted a panoramic
view of Tehrani society: from the
faux-Greek mansions that house the
nouveau riche in the city’s north, to a
midtown bustling with students,
merchants and young women with
“enough make-up to make a drag
queen recoil,” to the shacks and
poverty of south Tehran.

Along the way we meet Dariush,
an idealistic 20-something exile from
Virginia who is recruited by the
Mujahedeen-e Khalq, a militant
opposition group that espouses a
mixture of Islamism and Marxism. He
returns to his homeland to
assassinate a police chief, but ends
up comically botching the operation.
There’s Somayeh, a poor south-
Tehran girl married off to her
wealthier first cousin, who
disappears for weeks at a time. To

find out why her husband stays away
from their bed, Somayeh beseeches
the Almighty and the Shiite saints to
unlock his passcode-protected
briefcase. It works—and she
discovers her husband’s secret cache
of hard-core pornography.

There are many such Hollywood-
ready plot elements: chance reunions,
layers of conspiracy, MacGuffin-esque
suitcases. They lend these stories a
pulp quality that matches the
luridness of the underlying material.

The effect reaches its peak with
the story of Leyla, a working-class
beauty who goes from streetwalking
to servicing high-level officials and
even a top cleric who buys her
crotchless panties and urges her to
pray. Leyla’s tale of ambition ends
when she realizes that in Iran she’ll
never be anything more than a
jendeh, a prostitute, no matter how
powerful her clientele. Just as she
resolves to escape to Dubai, the
regime tracks her down as the star of
an amateur porn flick that had
briefly outsold “Desperate
Housewives” on Tehran’s DVD black
market. Leyla is hanged.

Observers of contemporary
Iranian politics will be particularly
interested in a cameo appearance by
Mir Hossein Mousavi, the opposition
leader who since the 2009 Green
uprising has been under house
arrest. Many deem him a hero today.
Yet when he served as prime
minister, Mr. Mousavi oversaw the
summary execution in 1988 of
thousands of Communists and
members of the Mujahedeen-e Khalq.
In a painful scene recounted by Ms.
Navai, the father of one such victim
begs Mr. Mousavi to tell him where
his daughter is buried. Mr. Mousavi

shoots back: “No. I will not tell you.
Because they did wrong. Your
daughter did wrong.”

Ms. Navai’s prose is fluid and
energetic, yet passages in “City of
Lies” resemble writing-workshop
material, with the author trying for
pathos with every single sentence:
“We embrace sorrow like no one else,
wailing on demand, tapping into the
vats of love and loss that simmer in
the cauldron of our hearts.”

A more serious problem lies in
the book’s sourcing. Ms. Navai writes
from an omniscient point of view,
and it’s hard to tell where her
subjects’ recollections end and the
author’s literary flourishes begin.
How does Ms. Navai know that the
correctional officer who at one point
judicially flogs Leyla “had a
particular dislike for loose women,
the scourge and ruin of the Islamic
Republic”? We might presume he did,

but it’s the sort of leap permitted in
fiction, not in journalism. And did
Tehran’s Milad Tower really look to
Leyla and the cleric, postcoitus, “like
a seventies alien spaceship atop a
gigantic spike”—or is this Ms. Navai’s
own impression of that ugly
building?

Many of the stories here are also
too neatly tied up. Take Morteza, a
closeted gay man who joins the basij
paramilitia only to be abused by his
local commander and harassed by his
comrades. Disgusted with the group’s
role in terrorizing average Iranians
during the 2009 uprising, Morteza
eventually takes the only legal option
the regime offers gay men: to
undergo a sex change. There are
surely gay men in the basij, one or
more of whom may have undergone
sex changes. And many of these
militiamen were repulsed by the
group’s brutality in 2009. But to tie
all of these experiences together in
one account?

In a brief “sources” section at the
end of the book, Ms. Navai admits
that most of her profiles are
narrative pastiches, gleaned second-
or even third-hand. The characters
are composites. The real Morteza
was too scared to detail his life story,
so Ms. Navai drew “on the
experiences of three former members
of the Basij and two transgender
male-to-female Tehranis from
conservative basiji families.” Oh, and
Leyla wasn’t actually hanged; another
similarly situated woman was. In the
city of lies, journalistic truth, too,
sometimes gets cast aside like the
illegitimate seminarian.

—Mr. Ahmari is a Journal
editorial-page writer based

in London.

What Really Happened in Angola?

May 27, 1977, is a day Angolans
find hard to forget. But the reasons
for remembering vary greatly
depending on who you ask. For
some, that was the day the ruling
party, the Popular Movement for the
Liberation of Angola, or MPLA,
turned on dissidents and launched a
drawn-out massacre that would
claim thousands of lives. For the
party, which still rules Angola, it was
the day a band of coup masters
attempted to violently wrest control
of the country, forcing the
authorities to react.

The events of May 27—unknown
to most Westerners—are still
discussed in hushed tones in Angola,
if at all. “In the Name of the People,”
Lara Pawson’s engrossing and
disturbing investigation of the
massacre, cross-examines the two
competing narratives about May 27.
To get at the truth, the author
interviews numerous survivors,
witnesses and alleged perpetrators,
and sifts through the scant
documentary record that remains of
the incident. Yet the book ends up
reminding us of just how elusive

historical truth can be.
The killings of May 27 took place

amid rapid and often-violent change.
Angola—a land of massive mineral
reserves that was once plundered for
slaves and is now an important
global oil player—struggled out from
the grip of its Portuguese colonizers
in 1975 after more than a decade of
armed conflict. Then it plunged into
civil war. With a socialist
government at the helm, postcolonial
Angola became a Cold War
battleground, with Cuba particularly
enmeshed in the fledgling state’s
formation.

Ms. Pawson, a former BBC
correspondent who covered Angola’s
civil war from 1998 to 2000, defies
many rules of historical writing. For
starters, the author is a central actor
in the book—from the moment she
breaks into a sweat of combined heat
and fear at a protest in Luanda,
Angola’s capital, which starts the
story. She watches as a small group
of smartly dressed young men begin
a sit-down protest in one of Luanda’s
downtown squares. Within minutes,
armed police arrive and bundle the
protesters into vans. Defiance of the
authorities provokes a crushing
reaction, even in 21st-century
Angola.

In recounting this and other
events, Ms. Pawson eschews an
objective point of view and a
conventional, chronological
narrative. In their place, we get
people. The book is structured
around interviews, and it’s through
the voices of Angola’s mothers, old
soldiers and political animals that we
piece together a picture of the
country’s past and its present. Liars,
killers and heroes are here—if only

we could tell them apart.
But there are plenty of problems

to overcome first. Many relatives of
victims are too frightened to speak
publicly. They believe the
authoritarian MPLA will exact
retribution—even more than three
decades after the fact. Ms. Pawson, a
white Western journalist, must also
negotiate the ice-rink of rewriting
history and, more delicate still,
postcolonial history. The MPLA was
once seen by the political left as a
beacon of hope. Could it have
massacred dissidents?

One Angolan journalist, João
Faria, cooks lunch while discussing
that question, as well as modern
politics and his time in prison,

where, we learn, he was brutally
tortured. He batters flat a piece of
meat, spraying the walls with blood,
and cooks it in wine because, once
again, the water isn’t working.
Talking all the while, Mr. Faria is by
turns angry, hilarious and bleak.
“Long before I went to prison there
were lots of purges in the MPLA!” He
shouts from the kitchen. “They were
killing people all the time!” The
interviewer asks why. “Nobody
knows!” he shouts back and breaks
into loud laughter.

Ms. Pawson’s writing has a
cinematic quality, bringing into focus
the motes of dust, cigarette smoke
and stifling sun that waft through
Mr. Faria’s apartment. But as a work
of history, “In the Name of the
People” demands plenty of mental
energy to follow the twists and turns
of a narrative in which every witness
is unreliable. The country’s political
actors are many, its parties and their
factions acronym-strewn. For experts
in Angola’s history, May 27 is
complex. For a novice, the story can
be downright confusing.

The central actor was Nito Alves,
a former minister of the interior who
had become popular with some party
supporters—threatening, perhaps,
the power of President Agostinho
Neto. Alves was accused of
“factionalism” and expelled from the
party a week before May 27, when
protestors congregated at several
key sites in Luanda, including the
radio station. A carload of dead
MPLA men was found on the
outskirts of Luanda.

Alves and some of his associates
were later executed, but the scale
and reasons behind the deaths
remain a source of bitter contention.

Witnesses speak to Ms. Pawson of
multiple unexplained disappearances,
even of death camps. Thousands of
people who had nothing to do with
Alves were rounded up and shot,
they say.

Without concrete evidence—there
are no death lists, no secret files
unearthed—Ms. Pawson’s book must
still find its way to a conclusion.
Some members and supporters of
the MPLA say no more than 2,000
people died after the coup or protest,
whichever it was, while others claim
90,000 died. Do numbers matter?
After a brutal, 14-year liberation war,
followed by 27 years of civil war,
Angola is desensitized to violence.
That’s without even going into the
trans-Atlantic slave trade.

Returning to this traumatic
history is painful for Ms. Pawson’s
subjects—and eye-opening for the
reader. Angolans’ extraordinary
capacity to giggle in the face of fear
and worry is funny, and worrying.
“In The Name of the People” may be
a history book, or a work of
investigative journalism, but it’s also
a book of short stories.

In one of these, brief and dark as
a bad dream, Ms. Pawson watches
from a beach bar as a young man is
murdered—probably. But the
moment passes, one among so many
deaths. Scale is a key theme as Ms.
Pawson discusses the massacre. “I’ve
asked myself over and over whether
I’d be more shocked if the number of
the dead were towards the top of the
scale,” she writes. We’re left to
ponder the question. As with so
much else in Angola’s bloody history,
there is little certainty here.

—Ms. Werber is a London-based
energy reporter for the Journal.

BY SOHRAB AHMARI

BY CASSIE WERBER

City of Lies
By Ramita Navai
(Weidenfeld &Nicolson, 320 pages, £18.99)

In the Name of the People
By Lara Pawson
(I.B. Tauris, 336 pages, £20)

One of Agostinho Neto’s young recruits.
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In Iran’s capital city,
everyone seems
to be living a double life.
Leyla, a prostitute,
services a top cleric
who urges her to pray.

Liars, killers and heroes
are here—if only we could
tell them apart.
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How Soft Payroll Gains Can Change Fed Thinking
Federal Reserve officials are en-

tering a deepening debate about
the guidance they give the public
about their interest-rate plans, an
issue likely to get attention at their
next policy meeting Sept. 16-17.

Since March, the Fed has said in
its policy statements that it doesn’t
expect to raise short-term interest
rates from near zero for a “consid-
erable time” after its purchases of
mortgage and Treasury bonds is
completed.

With that bond-buying program
on course to end in October, offi-
cials are contemplating how and
when to alter the low-rate assur-
ances. Some are uncomfortable
with the vague commitment im-
plied in the guidance to keep rates
down over some undefined period
and instead want guidance that re-
flects how the economy is perform-
ing.

But changing these words is a
tricky task. Pronouncements about
the outlook for interest rates get
loaded with inference by investors.
Officials don’t want to spook mar-
kets into thinking rate hikes are
imminent, especially after Friday’s
soft jobs report. But increasingly
they also don’t want to appear

bound to keeping rates low even if
the pace of job market gains or in-
flation quickens.

Boston Fed President Eric
Rosengren and Cleveland Fed Presi-
dent Loretta Mester both said last
week that the time is approaching
to shift away from the assurances
the Fed has been giving, signaling
this will be an important topic at
the meeting.

“We should be moving away
from providing date-based forward
guidance, and instead focus on
what incoming data tell us about
reaching full employment and 2%
inflation within a reasonable time
period,” Mr. Rosengren said in a
speech Friday.

Ms. Mester said it was time for
the Fed to “reformulate” the guid-
ance.

Philadelphia Fed President
Charles Plosser dissented at the
Fed’s July meeting because he dis-
agreed with the guidance.

The Fed’s debate about interest-
rate guidance is taking place
against a jumbled economic back-
drop. Friday’s disappointing em-
ployment report—which showed
job growth weakening in August
and unemployment falling more
slowly—left many officials feeling
they don’t need to start signaling

that interest-rate increases are
nearing.

The Fed said in July it saw “sig-
nificant underutilization” of labor
market resources, an assessment
that was likely to stick.

“Substantial labor market slack
remains,” Mr. Rosengren said. “It
seems to me appropriate for mone-
tary policy to continue to be pa-

tient.” In an interview before his
speech, Mr. Rosengren noted that
broad measures of unemployment
are still higher than have been typ-
ical during past recessions.

Fed officials were caught off
guard earlier this year when the
job market appeared to be gather-
ing momentum. The jobless rate,
for instance, was down 1.4 percent-
age points in June from the previ-
ous year. Fed Chairwoman Janet
Yellen started signaling in June

that rapid improvement in the la-
bor market, if it persisted, could
spark early Fed interest-rate in-
creases. Many investors expect the
central bank to start lifting rates
next summer.

Since April, however, the labor
market has lost a little steam. The
jobless rate is down 0.2 percentage
point since then, a pace of 0.6 per-
centage point per year. This has
taken pressure off the Fed to move
quickly. Still, earlier gains have left
Fed officials eager to preserve their
flexibility.

Officials have changed their in-
terest-rate guidance repeatedly in
recent years. Last year, the Fed
linked its interest-rate decisions to
the unemployment rate and infla-
tion, saying it wouldn’t raise rates
as long as joblessness was above
6.5% and inflation remained below
2.5%.

Many think the current guidance
has become less appropriate as the
economy has improved and as the
bond program nears its end. Others
think it sends confusing signals.

Deciding when and how to exe-
cute a shift is a challenge. Given
the weak jobs data, officials don’t
want to send a signal of imminent
rate increases, but a shift in guid-
ance now could be taken that way.

Mr. Rosengren, in an interview,
said the Fed’s October meeting
might be a good time to change it,
to clarify the Fed’s rate thinking
once the bond-purchase program
ends.

But Ms. Yellen doesn’t have a
news conference scheduled after
that meeting to explain the nuances
of any shift. She does have a news
conference in September, and again
in December.

Another item on the Fed’s
agenda for its coming meeting is
its exit strategy from low rates. Fed
officials have spent months plan-
ning how they will raise interest
rates when the time comes. They
have laid out many of the details of
this plan in minutes of previous
policy meetings.

The plan includes a strategy to
use two new interest rates—a rate
the central bank pays banks on re-
serves they hold on deposit at the
Fed and a rate the Fed pays market
participants in bond trades—as le-
vers to move rates higher in the fu-
ture. They still had details that
they were ironing out at the end of
their last meeting, matters that
could be finished, putting the Fed
and Ms. Yellen in a position to an-
nounce a more formal plan later
this month.

BY JON HILSENRATH

Analysts for
the Central
Intelligence
Agency, the
National Security
Agency and more

than a dozen other U.S.
government organizations
depend on their ability to
forecast national and global
events to help ward off various
threats to the country, but old-
style approaches can produce
flawed results.

To improve quality, the
government has taken the
unusual step of running
tournaments that invite people
outside the intelligence
community to develop better
ways to forecast world events,
and several have produced
notable results.

“Traditional forecasting in the
intelligence community relied on
human judgment, and the way in
which humans make those
judgments has tended to be
unstructured deliberation,” said
Jason G. Matheny, a project
manager for Iarpa, the
Intelligence Advanced Research
Projects Activity, which is the
research-and-development arm of
the Office of the Director of
National Intelligence.

Deliberation is useful, but it
isn’t ideal for generating accurate
forecasts: It is susceptible to
groupthink. Social biases, such as
deferring to those with seniority,
intrude on the process. And
dissenting views often aren’t
captured. The effects have led
analysts to predict events that
didn’t occur, or miss events that
did take place. “Pearl Harbor
would be a failure to warn,” Mr.
Matheny said.

Other examples that took the

U.S. by surprise, he said, include
the Suez crisis of the 1950s, the
fall of the Shah of Iran in the
1970s and, more recently, the al
Qaeda attacks of Sept. 11, 2001.

Among the forecasting
tournaments run by Iarpa are
Aggregative Contingent
Estimation (ACE), Forecasting
Science and Technology (Forest)
and Open Source Indicators
(OSI).

Each seeks to improve the
precision and timeliness of
intelligence forecasts by using
techniques such as
crowdsourcing, probability scores
and machine learning—a field of
computer science that “teaches”
computers to recognize patterns
in data. The strategies offset the
weaknesses of any single source
and overcome human tendencies
to over- or underestimate the
possibility of an event.

ACE launched first, in 2011,
with five teams competing, but
the Good Judgment Project, led
by Philip Tetlock of the
University of Pennsylvania, beat
out its rivals and now is the only
team that Iarpa funds.

The project uses thousands of
amateur forecasters to answer
hundreds of specific questions
regarding world affairs. The
competitors’ goal was to beat a
control group by 50% according
to Brier scores, a measure of the
accuracy of probabilistic
predictions, by the third year of
the four-year competition. “This
team beat that metric by 70%,
and they did it in year two,” said
Steven D. Rieber, who manages
the project for Iarpa.

Iarpa attributes the success to
several factors: Forecasters
receive a 90-minute training
module on cognitive biases and
probability. The best are drafted
onto elite teams. And all
forecasts for a particular
question are combined into a
single probability attached to

each possible outcome, with
more weight given to better
forecasters.

Forest, led by George Mason
University’s SciCast team, broke
off from ACE in 2013 to focus
specifically on developments in
science and technology, and uses
similar techniques. Tracking
developments in these fields may
help identify advances in weapons
systems or emerging technologies
in bioterrorism or cyberthreats.

“SciCast lets us measure the

quality of our predictions and
improve them,” said Charles
Twardy, who leads the project.

Among SciCast’s predictions
this year was that between 10
and 12 states would report cases
of West Nile virus by Aug. 1.
Eleven did. And an open question
seeks to predict when China will
complete its first moonwalk.

While ACE and Forest address
specific questions, OSI, which
launched in 2012, identifies
previously undetected activity

that will culminate in an event of
interest—such as a violent
protest—within days or weeks.

Among the events the team
has detected are the student
protests in Venezuela earlier this
year and the 2013 hantavirus
outbreak in Chile and Argentina.

Embers, the winning OSI
project, beat out two competitors
and is led by Naren
Ramakrishnan at Virginia Tech.
To identify brewing events, the
team vacuums up large volumes
of publicly available data,
including online news, blogs,
social media such as Twitter
posts, Wikipedia pages, weather
data, crime rates and images of,
for example, parking lots outside
hospitals—to name a few of the
myriad sources.

The group looks for classes of
events, such as political unrest or
disease outbreaks. However,
instead of attempting to build a
single computer model to
accommodate all types of
forecasts, the team created many
separate models with different
strengths and weaknesses. Each
event class has about eight models,
and the conclusions produced by
each are weighted and combined to
produce a single forecast.

“You can think of it as a little
marketplace of algorithms all
competing with each other, trying
to outdo other predictions,” Mr.
Ramakrishnan said.

To help gauge the success of
OSI, Iarpa catalogs world events
as they happen and compares the
list to events previously forecast
by OSI. On average, the program
has detected 90% of all eventual
events of interest.

None of these techniques will
replace standard intelligence
approaches, but they are likely to
provide analysts with additional
tools that treat forecasting as a
skill, with results that can be
measured and, as a result,
refined and improved.

Forecasters Turn to Wisdom of the Crowd
[ The Numbers ]

BY JO CRAVEN MCGINTY

Source: Charles Twardy, George Mason University The Wall Street Journal

Smarter Intelligence
The U.S. government is inviting people outside the intelligence
community to develop new ways to anticipate global events. One
project, ForeST, forecasts developments in science and technology by
inviting amateur forecasters to predict in real time the probability that
certain events will occur.

QUESTION:When will the Chinese National Space Administration
land a man or woman on the moon?

QUESTION: How many states will report at least one case of a
West Nile virus human neuroinvasive disease by August 1?
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Officials don’t want to
spook markets into
thinking rate hikes are
imminent, especially
after Friday’s report.
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The Closet to Envy Is Only Half Full
Brands Have a Message for Fall Wardrobe Shoppers: Buy Fewer Clothes but Spend Much More

Here is a thought for shoppers
getting ready to work on their fall
wardrobes: Buy less.

Amid the chaos and excess of
New York Fashion Week, which
continues this week as dozens of
designers and brands show their
Spring 2015 collections, some ex-
perts say a “buy less but better”
movement is brewing.

A generation of consumers has
grown up wearing what is often

referred to as “fast
fashion”—trendy,
inexpensive ver-

sions of runway looks that shop-
pers wear for one season, or one
occasion, and often toss.

Now, many of these shoppers
are graduating to a philosophy of
quality not quantity, industry exec-
utives say.

In an appeal to the changing
mind-set, a number of new retail-
ers are encouraging shoppers to
build simpler, smaller and longer-
lasting wardrobes. Retailers includ-
ing Zady, Cuyana and Everlane are
featuring edited assortments and
fewer promotions, while promising
higher-quality fabrics, better con-
struction, and transparency about
sourcing and manufacturing.

The retail industry’s own statis-
tics suggest a shift in consumer-
spending habits is starting to take
root. In the U.S., while Americans
are spending more each year on
clothes than ever before, the quan-
tity has leveled off since the 2005
peak, according to statistics from
the American Apparel & Footwear
Association.

“People are not buying just to
buy anymore,” says Nate Herman,
vice president of international
trade and resident economist at
the association. There is evidence
people are willing to pay more for
clothes that last longer, he adds.

A swing of the fashion pendu-
lum away from disposable fashion
would be a big change for both
stores and shoppers, following a
roughly 20-year period of relent-
less discount-driven spending.
Consumers were trained to wait
for price slashing before buying,
and then they would buy impul-
sively and in quantity—often only
to suffer from a bad case of
buyer’s remorse.

This summer, Grechen Reiter
says she came to the simple real-
ization that she had too many
clothes—an especially frank admis-
sion for a shopping blogger who
has been chronicling her purchases
over the past decade on her web-
site, GrechensCloset.com. Balloon-
ing beyond the walls of the bed-
room closet in her Dallas-area
home, Ms. Reiter’s wardrobe also
took over the closet in her guest
bedroom plus three big plastic
storage bins.

Ms. Reiter recalls scouring sales
racks and thinking, “I need to buy
it because it’s so cheap”—only to
regret the purchase later. “No per-
son needs as much stuff as I had,”
says the 41-year-old.

This summer, determined to cut
back, Ms. Reiter went on a ruthless
purge, selling some pieces online,
giving others away and donating
the rest. She documented her atti-
tude change in a series of blog
posts titled “The Minimal Closet,”
where she offered advice to read-
ers who want to do the same. Now,

her clothing occupies just half of
one closet. Going forward, she
says, “I want to be really thought-
ful about what I buy.”

Designer Misha Nonoo says she
designs with her customers’ clos-
ets in mind. She wants customers
to think about how her new sepa-
rates will pair with things they al-
ready own. A plaid tweed jacket
with a fur collar and matching
trousers shown on the runway for
her Fall 2014 collection could be
purchased separately: The pants
could go with a black blouse, she
says, while the jacket would work
for the office with slacks or on the
weekend with jeans.

“There is a versatility to each
item,” she says.

Online retailer Of a Kind, which
features emerging designers’
pieces in limited quantities,
launched in 2010 with a price cap
on items of about $300. The
brand’s founders, Claire Mazur and
Erica Cerulo, say the ceiling re-
flected their own personal spend-
ing limits at the time. In recent
years, the ceiling has crept up. The

brand introduced a $350 leather
jacket in early 2012 and, last year,
fine jewelry nearing $400.

The Of a Kind founders say they
are sensitive to the surprise shop-
pers might feel when coming to
their brand from stores like H&M
and Zara, which focus on trends
and price. “A lot of our customers
are graduating from fast fashion
and trying to wrap their heads
around how to spend $200 on a
dress,” says Ms. Mazur. Ms. Cerulo
says part of the website’s market-
ing job is to ease shoppers into
new spending categories. “We have
an audience who is growing with
us,” she says.

An important influence over ap-
parel spending is the competition
for wallet share from technology.
“Are you going to buy a new dress
or the iPhone 6?” asks Richard
Jaffe, apparel retailing research
analyst at Stifel Nicolaus. But
among the specialty retailers duk-
ing it out at the mall, fast fashion
remains ahead of the pack, thanks
to speed—their ability to identify a
trend and quickly produce it—as

well as price. “There is still an ap-
petite for bargains out there,” says
Paul Lejuez, senior retail analyst at
Wells Fargo.

For shoppers who make the
move away from fast fashion,
there is often an “ah-ha” moment.
Of a Kind’s Ms. Mazur says her
moment was when she gave her-
self permission to repeat outfits
more often. “I can wear this shirt
twice in one week, and no one is
going to get hurt,” she says. Ms.
Cerulo says she was relieved to
step off the relentless trend tread-
mill that fast fashion creates. “This
spring was all about a drop-waist
dress. Well, a drop-waist dress
looks terrible on me,” she says.
“There is nothing that will ever
happen to me or to my body that
will make this a smart purchase
for me.”

Others find a wake-up call in
headlines about manufacturing is-
sues abroad. Maxine Bédat, co-
founder of the online retailer Zady,
likens the movement to the farm-
to-table trend in food. “People are
looking at labels, they are curious,”

she says. “Fast Fashion is Fast
Food” is the headline on the preor-
der page for a new, private label
holiday sweater on Zady’s website,
which encourages people to join
“the Slow Fashion Revolution.”

Shoppers at Everlane, a cloth-
ing line that launched in 2011 with
the promise of “radical transpar-
ency,” can read on its website
about the factories the brand
works with, as well as about their
number of employees, the goods
they make and even the local time
and weather. Founder Michael
Preysman says first-time visitors
often click on those pages. “They
like that it’s there,” he says.

Karla Gallardo and Shilpa Shah
last year launched Cuyana, a
women’s apparel and accessories
brand with the mantra “Fewer,
Better.” Each season, Cuyana intro-
duces a handful of new pieces that
revolve around a timeless, classic
aesthetic rather than trends. Best-
selling items become part of the
permanent offering.

Unlike the daily email blasts
many apparel brands send, Cuyana
sends its customers a single email
each week. And it doesn’t dis-
count. The brand’s marketing mes-
sage is one of encouragement, says
Ms. Shah. “We don’t want to make
people feel guilty,” she says. “It’s
more about getting rid of all that
excess and creating a wardrobe of
what you love.”

Ms. Nonoo, the designer, rec-
ommends careful shopping, with a
ratio in mind. About three quarters
of a wardrobe should be basic, ver-
satile pieces, and the remaining
quarter “special” items. “It’s the
more grown-up approach to dress-
ing,” she says. “Don’t just go and
buy everything in one shot.”

There is another benefit to this
restrained approach—it is a time
saver, Ms. Nonoo says. “Women
are so busy, in the morning the
last thing you want to be thinking
is, ‘Oh my god, what am I going to
put on today?’ ” she says. “The
more you have, the more distract-
ing it becomes.”

BY ELIZABETH HOLMES

ATTITUDEADJUSTMENT
Following amore than 20-year shopping spree, U.S. consumers are starting to change

how they shop for clothes, inmany cases buying fewer items at higher prices.

ATTHE 2005 PEAK,
shoppers bought 69 garments
per person per year, spending
on average $850.03. Low
prices and quick trend execu-
tion fueled the boom.

2
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IN 2013, SHOPPERS
BOUGHT a bit less than 64
garments per person,
spending on average
$907.23. The designerMi-
sha Nonoo advises custom-
ers to reserve 75%of their
wardrobe for basics, and
25% for ‘special’ pieces.
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FASHION

Off the Cuff
Winifred Grace Cut-Out Cuff

$107 at Of a Kind

It’s a Cinch
‘Scarlett’ dress

from the
Danish label
Won Hundred,
$295 at Zady

Fewer but Better?
Some of the offerings from
retailers espousing restraint:
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Former NFL
Cheerleaders
Tackle Wages

With the National Football League
having kicked off its season in earnest
Sunday, four of the league’s 32 teams
are entangled in lawsuits filed by for-
mer cheerleaders alleging improper
pay and bad working conditions.

In New York, the Buffalo Bills
disbanded their cheerleading squad
after the team was hit with twin
lawsuits contending the team vio-
lated minimum-wage laws by not
paying its cheerleaders, the Buffalo
Jills. Named in similar wage lawsuits
are the Cincinnati Bengals, the New
York Jets, and the Tampa Bay Bucca-
neers. Each team, in court filings,
denies it violated wage laws.

A fifth team, the Oakland Raiders,
reached a tentative settlement late
Thursday to pay 90 former cheer-
leaders $1.25 million in back pay. The
settlement ranges from $2,500 to
$6,000 for each season of cheering.
The team began paying cheerleaders
the minimum wage last year.

The lawsuits, which come amid a
wider debate over proper wage lev-
els and income inequality that
stretches from Capitol Hill to city-
council chambers, say cheerleaders
for the Bengals earned as little as
$45 a game, while others, like the
Buffalo Jills, didn’t receive any mon-
etary compensation.

Former Bills cheerleaders, in
court papers, say they were required
to work 16 hours or more a week, in-
cluding practices and game-day
cheering. In return, they were given
free access to the game and a $25
parking pass.

“It hurts, because we put a lot of
time and effort into what we do,”
said Caitlin Ferrari, a former Buffalo
Jills cheerleader who is the main
plaintiff in one of the suits.

By filing legal complaints, the
former Jills, Ben-Gals and Raider-
ettes have joined the ranks of retail
cashiers and fast-food cooks who
have staged protests this year de-
manding higher pay for their work.

“When you’re in the moment,
you don’t see how exploited the
women are,” said former Buccaneers
cheerleader Manouchcar Pierre-Val,
who sued the team in May on behalf
of herself and other former cheer-
leaders.

There is no professional organi-
zation for NFL cheerleaders, and
they aren’t members of unions. Pay
varies widely across the league. The
Jets’ “Flight Crew” earned $150 a
game last year, according to court
papers. The Ben-Gals were paid $90
if they cheered on the field during
last season’s games and $45 if they
visited with fans elsewhere in the
stadium. Lawsuits against those

teams focus on the allegation that
the women weren’t paid for re-
hearsal hours.

By contrast, the Dallas Cowboys
Cheerleaders are paid for practices,
as well as appearances and games,
according to a team spokesman. Se-
attle’s Sea Gals are paid “an hourly
wage and any applicable overtime
required by law for all hours
worked,” according to squad rules
posted to the Seahawks’ website.
Sea Gals also receive two tickets for
guests to attend the game.

Still, the legal fights have
emerged as an embarrassment for
the NFL at a time when it is trying
to expand its appeal among women.

“The NFL should be asking how
the cheerleaders can extend and
build the brand of a team in a way
that generates respect,” said Nancy
Lough, a sports-marketing expert at
the University of Nevada-Las Vegas.

The league is keeping its distance
from the legal scuffles. “The deci-
sion to have cheerleading squads
has always been up to the clubs,”
said NFL spokesman Brian McCar-
thy, noting that several teams don’t
have cheerleaders. “The league of-
fice is not involved in the selection,
training and compensation of the
cheerleaders.”

The Bills stand apart from other
teams named in legal actions by ar-
guing that the team isn’t responsible
for paying cheerleaders because the
Jills were managed by an indepen-

dent company. In addition to long
hours, one of the lawsuits against
the Bills says the women were sub-
jected to demeaning treatment, in-
cluding a “jiggle test” to prove their
fitness.

Cheerleaders suing the Bills also
named Stejon Productions Corp., the
company that most recently managed
the Jills, as well as the company’s
chief executive, Stephanie Mateczun.

Ms. Mateczun, herself a former
Jill, partially backed up the cheer-
leaders’ allegations. In court papers,
her attorneys said a license agree-
ment between the Bills and Stejon
was “subterfuge to avoid payment of
wages.”

“For decades the Buffalo Jills
trademark has been licensed to in-
dependent third parties who have
been solely responsible for the se-
lection, management, training,
scheduling and compensation of the
cheerleaders,” team spokesman
Scott Berchtold said. Statements
that suggest otherwise “are inaccu-
rate and misleading.”

The lawsuits on behalf of former
cheerleaders may have already had
an effect: better pay for current
squads. In addition to changes at the
Raiders, attorneys representing for-
mer Buccaneers cheerleaders say the
team changed its pay practices for
this season to comply with mini-
mum-wage laws.

“This was our goal,” one of the
lead plaintiffs in the Raiders case,

Sarah G., said in a statement. “Now
we can just go back to dancing, be-
ing respected and taking down the
Niners.” The cheerleaders’ last
names were withheld from court pa-
pers in the case.

Bengals and Buccaneers spokes-
men said their teams don’t disclose
employee compensation. “The Ben-
Gals cheerleading program…has en-
joyed broad support in the commu-
nity and by members of the squad,”
the team said.

A spokesman for the Jets de-
clined to comment.

In Buffalo, disbanding the Jills
was “heartbreaking” for Lori Marino,
who is now president of the squad’s
alumni association. She cheered the
Bills for 13 seasons and at two Super
Bowls in the early 1990s.

She blames the women that filed
the suits, not the team. “The [Jills]
alumni are very disappointed that
these six girls put a case together,”
Ms. Marino said. “They were well in-
formed going into tryouts that the
cheerleader squad wasn’t a paid job,
it wasn’t a job at all. It was a sport
to be enjoyed.”

Ms. Ferrari, who left the Jills
squad in 2010, said it is unfortunate
the suits led to the squad’s disband-
ment. But you can expect her to be
at Ralph Wilson Stadium—at least is
the stands—when the Bills take the
field this fall.

“I’m still a diehard Bills fan,” she
said.

BY ERIC MORATH

The Oakland Raiderettes, shown last month, reached a tentative settlement with the Raiders over back pay.
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Jeb Bush Sends Signals on 2016 Presidential Race
WASHINGTON—Republican

strategists and fundraisers say Jeb
Bush’s closest advisers have been
quietly spreading the word that they
should avoid committing to other
possible presidential candidates un-
til he decides on his own course af-
ter the November election.

The message from Mr. Bush’s in-
ner circle over the past few months
is in part an effort to bat down
speculation that the former Florida
governor has ruled out a 2016 run,
say GOP donors and strategists who
have talked to the Bush camp. The
message, as one put it, is: “Before
you do anything, let us know.”

Jim Nicholson, a Bush supporter
who served in President George W.
Bush’s cabinet, said: “I think the
chances are better than 50-50 that
he runs, and that is based on some

conversations I’ve had with mem-
bers of the Bush family.”

Mr. Bush’s aides aren’t actively
making calls but responding to sup-
porters who are fielding inquiries
from other potential candidates, ac-
cording to those involved in the
conversations.

Mr. Bush is a top choice of the
establishment wing of the Republi-
can Party. His entry would help de-
fine the policy fights of the primary
process, as his support for overhaul-
ing immigration law and for the
Common Core national educational
standards has drawn strong opposi-
tion from many conservatives.

Mr. Bush has said the impact on
his family of a presidential run would
be a paramount concern. One of his
three children, Jeb Bush Jr., said the
matter hasn’t come up in family
gatherings, though the issue is “the
800-pound gorilla in the room.’’

“A lot of people are waiting to

see what Dad does,’’ the junior Mr.
Bush, who works at his father’s Mi-
ami-area business consulting firm,
said in an interview Thursday.
“There’s a lot of pressure to run.”

Mr. Bush wasn’t available for
comment, a spokeswoman said. A top
adviser, Sally Bradshaw, said: “There

is no organized effort to actively re-
cruit support for a presidential cam-
paign. He is seriously considering the
race and will make a decision some-
time after November.”

Mike Feldman, an aide on Bill
Clinton’s 1992 campaign, said both
Mr. Bush and likely Democratic can-

didate Hillary Clinton would cam-
paign with tremendous advantages—
and baggage—due to their families’
long political history. “Both of them
would have to wrestle with the
trade-offs involved in emphasizing
their considerable experience and
presenting a vision for the future
while having to defend their records
and litigating the past,” he said.

Mr. Bush has built a life outside
politics since leaving public office in
2007, serving on corporate boards,
heading a business consulting firm
and leading two educational think
tanks.

His mother, former first lady
Barbara Bush, has said she hopes he
doesn’t run, given that the nation
already has been led by two Bushes.

The outreach from Mr. Bush’s
aides came amid speculation this
summer that he was leaning against
a run, due in part to news that he
was raising money for private-eq-

uity ventures when other potential
candidates were visiting early-pri-
mary states.

Attention among some in the
GOP returned to Mitt Romney, the
party’s nominee in 2012, who has
said he is “not running’’ but has al-
lowed that “circumstances can
change.’’ Messrs. Bush and Romney
would compete for a similar set of
fundraisers and political hands.

Many donors are both looking
for a signal of intent from Mr. Bush
but also are happy to stay on the
sidelines until after the midterm
elections, when the field will start
to crystallize. For them, Mr. Bush’s
indecision is helpful.

In addition to keeping potential
donors and supporters on deck, Mr.
Bush is taking other steps that typi-
cally precede a presidential cam-
paign: traveling the country, engag-
ing in public-policy debates and
raising money for his party.

BY BRODY MULLINS
AND BETH REINHARD

U.S. NEWS

$150New York
Jets

125Oakland
Raiders

100Tampa Bay
Buccaneers

45 off field/90 on fieldCincinnati
Bengals

Uncheerful Rewards
Amount NFL cheerleaders allege in lawsuits that they were paid
per game day

Source: court documents The Wall Street Journal

Buffalo
Bills 0; received ticket to game and parking pass

Mr. Bush is a top choice
of the establishment wing
of the Republican Party.
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Major players & benchmarks

Credit derivatives
Spreads on credit derivatives are oneway themarket rates
creditworthiness. Regions that are treading in roughwaters
can see spreads swing toward themaximum—and vice versa.
Indexes beloware for five-year swaps.

Markit iTraxx Indexes SPREADRANGE, in pct. pts.
Mid-spread, sincemost recent roll

Index: series/version in pct. pts. Mid-price Coupon Maximum Minimum Average

Europe: 21/1 0.56 102.09% 0.01% 0.81 0.56 0.66

Eur. HighVolatility: 20/1 0.67 101.41 0.01 1.11 0.67 0.81

EuropeCrossover: 21/1 2.26 112.06 0.05 3.11 2.19 2.60

Asia ex-Japan IG: 21/1 0.92 100.37 0.01 1.13 0.92 1.03

Japan: 21/1 0.58 101.98 0.01 0.72 0.58 0.65

Note: Data as of September 4

Spreads
Spreads on
five-year swaps
for corporate
debt; based on
Markit iTraxx
indexes.

In percentage points
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Source: Markit Group

Behind Asia's deals: Bank revenue rankings, Asia
Behind every IPO, bond offering,merger deal or syndicated loan is one ormore investment banks. Here are
investment banks ranked by year-to-date revenues from recent deals.

PERCENTAGEOFTOTALREVENUE
Revenue, Equity Debt Mergers&
inmillions share capitalmarkets capitalmarkets acquisitions Loans

Nomura $493 6.4% 67% 20% 12% 1%

MorganStanley 440 5.7 44 30 25 1

Mizuho 341 4.4 31 38 8 23

GoldmanSachs 327 4.2 55 15 29 2

SumitomoMitsui Financial Group 282 3.6 47 22 12 19

Citi 259 3.3 34 33 28 6

DeutscheBank 241 3.1 39 28 27 6

UBS 238 3.1 53 32 15 ...

DaiwaSecurities 228 2.9 64 29 7 ...

Source: Dealogic

Tracking
credit
markets &
dealmakers

Dow Jones Industrial Average P/E: 16
LAST: 17137.36 s 67.78, or 0.40%
YEAR TO DATE: s 560.70, or 3.4%
OVER 52WEEKS s 2,214.86, or 14.8%

Note: Price-to-earnings ratios are for trailing 12 months
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Stoxx Europe 50: Friday's best and worst...

Previous
close, in STOCK PERFORMANCE

Company Country Industry Volume local currency Previous session YTD 52-week

BPPLC United Kingdom Integrated Oil & Gas 67,696,818 466.80 2.59% -4.4% 4.7%

Daimler Germany Automobiles 4,410,064 65.17 1.61 3.6 19.4

INGGroep Netherlands Life Insurance 25,446,171 11.08 1.19 9.7 32.6

National Grid United Kingdom Multiutilities 4,004,984 916.00 0.55 16.2 24.0

Deutsche Telekom Germany Mobile Telecommunications 8,401,145 11.73 0.43 -4.7 23.0

Credit Suisse GroupAG Switzerland Banks 6,931,799 25.72 -2.28% -5.7 -7.6

Barclays United Kingdom Banks 35,980,111 226.25 -1.95 -16.8 -23.6

Vodafone Group United Kingdom Mobile Telecommunications 58,934,672 206.00 -1.62 -16.0 -5.4

Lloyds Banking Group PLC United Kingdom Banks 106,917,666 74.00 -1.33 -6.2 -1.0

BGGrp United Kingdom Integrated Oil & Gas 4,032,544 1,218 -1.22 -6.1 -4.8

...And the rest of Europe's blue chips
Latest,
in local STOCK PERFORMANCE

Company/Country (Industry) Volume currency Latest YTD 52-week

Telefonica S.A. 11,735,448 12.39 0.36% 4.7% 16.1%
Spain (Fixed Line Telecommunications)
Telefon L.M. Ericsson B 5,612,457 88.60 0.28 12.9 2.4
Sweden (Telecommunications Equipment)
Schneider Electric SE 1,194,363 65.67 0.26 3.6 8.2
France (Electrical Components & Equipment)
Deutsche Bank 7,733,236 27.05 0.17 -22.0 -20.1
Germany (Banks)
Banco Santander S.A. 49,993,991 7.90 0.16 25.1 49.9
Spain (Banks)
Royal Dutch Shell A 4,438,104 2,450 0.04 13.3 18.1
United Kingdom (Integrated Oil & Gas)
Unilever 1,912,993 2,729 0.04 10.0 11.9
United Kingdom (Food Products)
HSBCHldgs 17,623,918 660.40 0.03 -0.3 -6.7
United Kingdom (Banks)
Zurich Insurance Group 344,826 279.90 ... 8.3 18.4
Switzerland (Full Line Insurance)
Bayer 1,542,609 105.60 -0.05 3.6 26.5
Germany (Specialty Chemicals)
SAP 2,440,435 59.96 -0.05 -3.8 11.4
Germany (Software)
AstraZeneca 3,793,497 4,553 -0.08 27.4 44.8
United Kingdom (Pharmaceuticals)
Unilever CVA 3,618,710 32.50 -0.12 11.0 14.2
Netherlands (Food Products)
Banco Bilbao Vizcaya Argn 24,328,162 9.75 -0.16 10.1 31.6
Spain (Banks)
Siemens 1,908,999 98.42 -0.17 -0.9 12.9
Germany (Diversified Industrials)
Financiere Richemont 765,366 88.60 -0.23 -0.2 -3.2
Switzerland (Clothing & Accessories)
Diageo 2,844,322 1,818 -0.36 -9.1 -8.1
United Kingdom (Distillers & Vintners)
British American Tobacco 1,650,971 3,584 -0.36 10.7 9.6
United Kingdom (Tobacco)
RocheHolding Part. Cert. 994,190 269.30 -0.37 8.1 14.8
Switzerland (Pharmaceuticals)
Reckitt Benckiser Grp 995,852 5,345 -0.37 11.5 22.2
United Kingdom (Nondurable Household Products)

Latest,
in local STOCK PERFORMANCE

Company/Country (Industry) Volume currency Latest YTD 52-week

Sanofi SA 2,251,746 85.43 -0.37% 10.8% 17.3%
France (Pharmaceuticals)
Allianz SE 1,243,056 133.15 -0.37 2.1 18.9
Germany (Full Line Insurance)
Tesco 15,311,693 228.50 -0.41 -31.7 -37.8
United Kingdom (Food Retailers &Wholesalers)
BASF 2,877,774 78.56 -0.42 1.4 17.5
Germany (Commodity Chemicals)
Nestle 3,380,790 71.40 -0.42 9.3 16.9
Switzerland (Food Products)
BNPParibas 5,262,896 54.07 -0.42 -4.6 10.8
France (Banks)
BHPBilliton 5,968,283 1,897 -0.45 1.5 -0.8
United Kingdom (GeneralMining)
AXA 8,344,896 19.43 -0.61 -3.9 14.0
France (Full Line Insurance)
Rio Tinto 4,209,850 3,221 -0.63 -5.5 4.0
United Kingdom (GeneralMining)
Standard Chartered 10,518,022 1,231 -0.65 -9.5 -16.4
United Kingdom (Banks)
ENI 11,684,478 19.45 -0.66 11.2 11.7
Italy (Integrated Oil & Gas)
Moet Hennessy Louis Vuitt 678,711 136.65 -0.69 3.1 1.1
France (Clothing & Accessories)
Total 4,011,045 51.41 -0.70 15.5 22.0
France (Integrated Oil & Gas)
ABB 4,819,238 21.38 -0.70 -8.9 3.2
Switzerland (Industrial Machinery)
L'Air Liquide 653,899 98.66 -0.75 -4.0 -1.0
France (Commodity Chemicals)
Anheuser-Busch InBev 1,213,719 87.12 -0.77 12.8 20.6
Belgium (Brewers)
UBS 10,531,015 16.49 -0.78 -2.5 -12.5
Switzerland (Banks)
Novartis AG 3,719,695 86.40 -0.80 21.3 22.1
Switzerland (Pharmaceuticals)
GlaxoSmithKline 7,817,771 1,448 -0.99 -10.2 -12.4
United Kingdom (Pharmaceuticals)
Glencore PLC 21,684,822 367.00 -1.20 17.4 16.1
United Kingdom (GeneralMining)

Sources: SIX Financial Information

DJIA component stocks
Volume, CHANGE

Stock Symbol inmillions Latest Points Percentage

AT&T T 17.1 $35.15 0.21 0.60%
AmExpress AXP 2.6 89.61 –0.04 –0.04
Boeing BA 4.5 124.69 –0.77 –0.61
Caterpillar CAT 3.7 108.54 –0.28 –0.26
Chevron CVX 4.6 127.40 0.60 0.47
CiscoSys CSCO 19.6 25.00 0.09 0.36
CocaCola KO 12.5 41.84 –0.03 –0.07
Disney DIS 4.6 90.94 0.80 0.89
DuPont DD 2.7 66.00 0.08 0.12
ExxonMobil XOM 9.1 99.26 0.90 0.92
GenElec GE 20.9 26.10 0.14 0.54
GoldmanSachs GS 2.5 179.75 –0.33 –0.18
HomeDpt HD 7.7 91.61 1.68 1.87
Intel INTC 20.0 35.00 0.09 0.27
IBM IBM 2.2 191.20 0.52 0.27
JPMorgChas JPM 8.0 59.91 0.20 0.33
JohnsJohns JNJ 5.6 104.42 0.58 0.56
McDonalds MCD 4.0 93.07 0.06 0.06
Merck MRK 10.5 61.18 1.10 1.83
Microsoft MSFT 35.4 45.91 0.65 1.44
NikeB NKE 6.2 82.04 2.12 2.65
Pfizer PFE 17.3 29.65 0.28 0.95
ProctGamb PG 5.8 83.77 0.07 0.08
3M MMM 1.9 144.20 0.59 0.41
TravelersCos TRV 1.7 94.21 –0.05 –0.05
UnitedTech UTX 2.8 108.70 –0.52 –0.48
UtdHlthGp UNH 3.9 87.75 0.69 0.79
Verizon VZ 11.8 49.94 0.22 0.44
VISAClA V 2.0 214.21 –0.05 –0.02

WalMart WMT 7.8 77.51 0.95 1.24

Source: WSJ Market Data Group

Credit-default swaps: European companies
At itsmostbasic, thepricingofcredit-defaultswapsmeasureshowmuchabuyerhastopaytopurchase-and
howmuch a seller demands to sell-protection from default on an issuer's debt. The snapshot below gives a
sensewhichway themarketwasmoving yesterday.

Showing the biggest improvement...
CHANGE, in basis points

Yesterday Yesterday Five-day 28-day

CrAgricole 56 –5 –6 –25

Cr LYONNAIS 57 –3 –5 –24

BAESys 57 –3 –4 –17

IntesaSanpaolo 66 –4 –5 –31

BNPParibas 54 –3 –5 –19

GDFSUEZ 46 –3 –4 –10

Natl Grid Electricity
Transmission 44 –2 –2 –9

Assicurazioni Generali 63 –3 –6 –25

Alliance Leicester 60 –3 –8 –10

DeutscheBk 58 –3 –5 –24

And the most deterioration
CHANGE, in basis points

Yesterday Yesterday Five-day 28-day

BP 60 5 4 –8

LandbkBadenWuertbg 58 2 3 –1

NOVOBCO 307 8 12 ...

Swedbank 58 1 2 ...

Portigon 54 1 –1 1

Smurfit KappaFdg 123 1 ... –8

Rhodia 44 ... ... ...

UBS 41 ... –3 –14

BkOFSCOTLAND 43 ... –2 –5

BASFPersCare Nutrition 33 ... ... ...

Source:Markit Group

BLUE CHIPS & BONDS

WSJ.com>>
Follow the markets throughout the day, with updated
stock quotes, news and commentary at WSJ.com.

Also, receive emails that summarize the day’s trading in
Europe and Asia. To sign up, go to WSJ.com/Email.

Below, a look at the Dow Jones Stoxx
50, the biggest and best known
companies in Europe, including the U.K.
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Challenge for Arresting
Ebola Is Finding Beds

Milton Mulbon arrived in a taxi at
the gates of an Ebola clinic in Libe-
ria’s capital, Monrovia, with his 24-
year old daughter, Patience, bleeding
in the back seat. Security guards
turned them away, telling Mr. Mul-
bon there were no beds available.

“They’re telling me no space?”
he protested, the taxi parked
nearby. “She’s lying down in there
almost at the point of death!”

Taxis, ambulances, and even men
pushing their sick in wheelbarrows
are crisscrossing Monrovia, looking
for an open bed in West Africa’s
overbooked Ebola clinics, health-
care workers say. Sometimes they
get in, through persistence and good
timing. Mostly they don’t.

Liberia, Sierra Leone, and
Guinea—the three nations bearing
the brunt of the outbreak—need at
least 1,515 hospital beds for the
more than 20,000 people who could
be infected before the outbreak can
be curtailed, according to World
Health Organization estimates. At
present, there are only a few hun-
dred beds, the WHO says. Interna-
tional support has been slow to
come and is just beginning to ad-
dress this specific problem, with the
U.S. promising 1,000 additional beds
in a new aid package.

The bed shortage is so dire that
ambulances have picked up people
raging with the symptoms of Ebola,
driven them around the city for
hours, then dropped them off back
at home, medical workers say.

The result: a chain reaction that
is creating Ebola patients faster than
hospital beds can be made available.
For lack of space, the sick who show
up at clinic gates are sent back to
fight the virus in their homes. Some,
like Mr. Mulbon, collect a bag of san-
itary products and painkillers.

His daughter, the mother of two
boys, died within hours of receiving
it, Mr. Mulbon said later. “She was
helpless,” he said.

The odds of surviving Ebola at
home, without intravenous hydration,
are slim. Along the way, the sick of-
ten infect their families. That is cre-
ating ever more Ebola patients arriv-

ing at the gates of overcrowded
clinics.

Health workers complain they
can’t throw down mattresses fast
enough. Some organizations, includ-
ing Doctors Without Borders, are
asking Europe and the U.S. to send
disaster relief—even military per-
sonnel—to help West Africa get
ahead of an Ebola epidemic that has
been under way since December.

“Many months into an Ebola out-
break, we’re in the position of turn-
ing away patients who look like they
have Ebola,” said Henry Grey, a Doc-
tors Without Borders emergency co-
ordinator. “That’s an indication of
the direct failure of the interna-
tional community.”

A few foreign governments are
beginning to respond. On Friday, the
European Union said it would
pledge €140 million ($181.3 million)
to the three hardest-hit countries,
€97.5 million of it going directly to
their national budgets.

“The situation is going from bad
to worse,” said Kristalina Georgieva,
the EU commissioner for interna-
tional cooperation, humanitarian aid
and crisis response.

On Thursday, the U.S. Agency for
International Development said it
would build 10 Ebola treatment cen-
ters with 100 beds each, part of a
nearly $100 million aid package to
the three nations. USAID Adminis-
trator Raj Shah said it would be a
while, however, before the facilities
are in place.

“This will take weeks, and we are
expecting the situation will get
worse before it gets better,” he said.

The challenge isn’t just deliver-
ing beds. It is training staff, said
Jeremy Konyndyk, director of
USAID’s Office of U.S. Foreign Disas-
ter Assistance, which coordinates
the U.S. government’s response to
international disasters.

“We could get a bunch of tents
and beds in here in no time,” said
Mr. Konyndyk. “The hard part is
who staffs those beds.”

It takes between 200 and 250
health workers to treat 80 Ebola pa-
tients, according to the World
Health Organization. USAID and the
U.S. Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention are both looking to re-
cruit and train health workers to take
care of Ebola patients. The CDC pro-

gram will begin in late September.
The trouble is finding doctors

and nurses willing to treat a deadly
disease—with no vaccine or licensed
treatment. In addition, the training
is challenging, because they have to
learn to care for patients while wear-
ing cumbersome protective gear and
meticulously guarding their safety.

Meanwhile, USAID is giving sick
people who can’t find a free bed a
home treatment kit. It includes
bleach and disposable gloves, Mr.
Konyndyk said.

An estimated 3,685 people have
been sickened by the latest outbreak,
WHO says. About half have died.

But those numbers represent a
small portion of the true toll, the
organization says. Because most Eb-
ola victims are suffering at home,
their deaths or recoveries aren’t
noted in any official tally. Now, as
clinics open, some of those who
have been fighting the virus at
home are beginning to show up.

A WHO clinic opened late last
month in what had previously been
a dental office. It was meant for 30
patients. But on a recent Tuesday, it
was overbooked, with several pa-
tients sprawled out on the concrete
floor, including children.

Across town, workers at the Doc-
tors Without Borders clinic were as-
sembling a 400-bed tent hospital in
the mud and rain. The field clinic
they already have, with 125 beds,
uses 350 head-to-toe body suits,
25,000 liters of water and 2,500 gal-
lons of bleach—every day.

Taxis pull up here so frequently,
that both Doctors Without Borders
and the CDC worry the taxis them-
selves have become conveyors of the
virus, as the disease spreads
through bodily fluids.

“We’re hearing stories of people
taking four taxis across town,” said
Caitlin Ryan, communications of-
ficer for Doctors Without Borders.

A taxi arrived at the clinic. The
driver said he’d been paid $10 to
take a family with a 6-year-old girl
lying across their laps to a clinic. He
had no idea it was an Ebola clinic.

Before leaving to try his luck
elsewhere, the girl’s uncle shrugged
off the risk he’d put the taxi driver
in: “What else should we do?”

—Matina Stevis in Nairobi
contributed to this article.

By Drew Hinshaw
in Monrovia, Liberia, and
Betsy McKay in Atlanta

Workers in protective gear stand inside the contaminated area at the Elwa hospital in Monrovia on Sunday.
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Somali Militants
Set New Leadership

MOGADISHU—Somalia’s al-Sha-
baab said Saturday the militant
group had named a new leader, after
its commander was killed in a U.S.
drone strike.

The group said it had named Ah-
med Omar Abu Ubeyd to succeed Ah-
med Abdi Godane, who died of
wounds sustained in the drone strike
Monday in Somalia’s remote Lower
Shabelle region, said the group’s
spokesman, Abdiasis abu Mus’ab.

“We will not sit alone,” he said,
vowing revenge for a strike that ap-
pears to have killed not only Mr. Go-
dane but several of his top aides.

Analysts said it was too soon to
tell if al-Shabaab was indeed still uni-
fied or attempting to forestall its frag-
mentation after the death of a charis-
matic leader, who had sidelined or
eliminated other powerful figures in
the group since taking over in 2008.

Somali President Hassan Sheikh
Mohamud has appealed to al-Sha-
baab members to defect in a state-
ment. “I say to the members of al-
Shabaab: Godane is dead and now is
the chance for members of al-Sha-
baab to embrace peace,” he said.

Al-Shabaab has been formally al-
lied with al Qaeda since 2012—a
partnership that is largely credited
to Mr. Godane.

He is also believed to have en-
couraged al-Shaabab to carry out at-
tacks in Uganda and Kenya, two
countries that have sent troops to
fight Somali militants. In 2010, multi-
ple bomb blasts killed more than 80
people in the Ugandan capital Kam-
pala. Al-Shabaab also claimed re-
sponsibility for an attack on an up-
scale Nairobi shopping mall last year
that killed more than 60 people.

“This is definitely a game changer
for al-Shabaab and probably a turn-
ing point for the organization,” said
Abdi Aynte, head of The Heritage In-
stitute, a Mogadishu-based think
tank. “This leader, Ahmed Godane,
built the organization around himself
for the past three years.”

The Somali defense minister,
Gen. Mohamed Hassan Hamud,
called Mr. Godane’s death a major
victory for the fight against terror-
ism in Somalia.

“His death isn’t only a blow to
al-Shabaab but also to al Qaeda,” he
said.

The Pentagon said early in the
week that manned and unmanned
U.S. military aircraft had fired Hell-
fire missiles and dropped bombs on
an al-Shabaab encampment and hit
their targets.

—Heidi Vogt
contributed to this article.

BY ABDALLE AHMED MUMIN

Killed last week: Ahmed Abdi Godane.
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MH17: Evidence Hardens
Malaysia said Saturday intelli-

gence reports on the downing of
Malaysia Airlines Flight 17 are
“pretty conclusive” and investiga-
tors are now working on assembling
physical evidence that can be pre-
sented to court.

“First of all, we do have the in-
telligence reports [on] what hap-
pened to MH17 and the reports are
pretty conclusive,” Prime Minister
Najib Razak said at a joint news
conference with Australia Prime
Minister Tony Abbott on his first of-
ficial visit to Malaysia.

Both prime ministers reiterated
their call for justice against perpetra-
tors of the downing of the Boeing 777
in eastern Ukraine that killed 298
people on board, most of them Dutch.

The comments come ahead of
Tuesday’s release of a preliminary

report by the Dutch Safety Board on
Fight 17’s crash. The board plans to
conduct further investigations and
expects to publish the final report
within a year of the crash on July 17.

Investigators have said they be-
lieve the plane was brought down
by a surface-to-air missile from an
area controlled by pro-Russian sepa-
ratists.

“What we need to do next is to
assemble physical evidence that can
be brought to court when the time
comes so that it can be proven be-
yond any doubt that the plane was
shot down by a missile,” Mr. Najib
said.

Mr. Najib added that investiga-
tors will need at least a few weeks
to search the crash site in the vola-
tile Donetsk region for remains and
evidence before those responsible in
the “atrocious crime” can be
brought to court.

BY JASON NG

WORLD NEWS

Morsi Accused of Security Leaks

CAIRO—Egypt’s top prosecutor
says ousted Islamist President Mo-
hammed Morsi will be tried for leak-
ing national security secrets to Qatar
during his turbulent year in office.

In a statement released Saturday
the prosecutor said Mr. Morsi and
two of his assistants leaked classi-
fied documents, including informa-
tion on military deployments, to
Qatari intelligence. The alleged
leaks occurred as popular anger

rose against Morsi, eventually cul-
minating in mass protests demand-
ing his resignation.

The prosecutor said eight others
cooperated to deliver the secrets in
exchange for $1 million.

The prosecutor called it “the big-
gest treason and espionage case in
the country’s history.” Mr. Morsi,
imprisoned since his ouster in July
2013, is already facing three trials,
including on charges of cooperating
with foreign militant groups. He
faces a possible death penalty.

Associated Press
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Major stock market indexes Stock indexes fromaround theworld, grouped by region. Shown in local-currency terms.

PREVIOUS SESSION PERFORMANCE
Region/Country Index Close Net change Percentage change Yr.-to-date 52-wk.

EUROPE Stoxx Europe 600 347.57 -1.32 -0.38% 5.9% 13.5%

Stoxx Europe 50 3094.15 -13.31 -0.43 6.0 12.6

Euro Zone Euro Stoxx 328.76 0.09 0.03% 4.6 15.5

Euro Stoxx 50 3275.25 -2.00 -0.06 5.3 16.8

Austria ATX 2358.34 3.33 0.14 -7.4 -5.6

Belgium Bel-20 3220.18 -2.65 -0.08 10.1 17.9

Czech Republic PX 997.09 4.56 0.46 0.8 5.2

Denmark OMXCopenhagen 671.56 -4.17 -0.62 18.7 32.1

Finland OMXHelsinki 7759.64 -23.25 -0.30 5.8 16.4

France CAC-40 4486.49 -8.45 -0.19 4.4 10.8

Germany DAX 9747.02 22.76 0.23 2.0 17.8

Hungary BUX 18591.72 -38.84 -0.21 0.1 3.2

Ireland ISEQ 4954.24 3.51 0.07 9.1 17.2

Italy FTSEMIB 21395.13 -24.26 -0.11 12.8 25.5

Netherlands AEX 421.11 -0.48 -0.11 4.8 13.5

Norway All-Shares 684.91 -4.63 -0.67 13.6 24.6

Poland WIG 54412.52 54.03 0.10 6.1 16.5

Portugal PSI 20 6054.86 0.46 0.01 -7.7 1.3

PREVIOUS SESSION PERFORMANCE
Region/Country Index Close Net change Percentage change Yr.-to-date 52-wk.

Russia RTSI 1257.26 15.75 1.27% -12.9 -6.6

Spain IBEX 35 11148.90 48.80 0.44 12.4 28.8

Sweden OMXStockholm 447.99 -3.03 -0.67% 5.7 13.5

Switzerland SMI 8788.77 -45.98 -0.52 7.1 10.5

Turkey BIST 100 82193.10 -32.9 -0.04 21.2 22.3

U.K. FTSE 100 6855.10 -22.87 -0.33 1.6 4.7

ASIA-PACIFIC DJAsia-Pacific TSM 1535.82 -2.97 -0.19 6.0 12.4

Australia SPX/ASX 200 5598.70 -32.60 -0.58 4.6 8.8

China Shanghai Composite 2326.43 19.57 0.85 9.9 8.7

Hong Kong Hang Seng 25240.15 -57.77 -0.23 8.3 11.6

India S&PBSE Sensex 27026.70 -59.23 -0.22 27.7 40.3

Japan Nikkei Stock Average 15668.68 -7.50 -0.05 -3.8 13.0

Singapore Straits Times 3341.73 -4.61 -0.14 5.5 9.6

South Korea Kospi 2049.41 -6.85 -0.33 1.9 4.8

AMERICAS DJAmericas 506.90 1.95 0.39 8.9 20.5

Brazil Bovespa 60681.98 -118.04 -0.19 17.8 12.9

Mexico IPC 46231.44 -81.96 -0.18 8.2 15.8

Note:Americas index data are as of 5:00 p.m. ET. Sources: SIX Financial Information;WSJMarketDataGroup

Cross rates U.S.-dollar and euro foreign-exchange rates in global trading

USD GBP CHF SEK RUB NOK JPY ILS EUR DKK CDN AUD

Australia 1.0666 1.7397 1.1461 0.1505 0.0288 0.1697 0.0102 0.2960 1.3820 0.1856 0.9795 ...

Canada 1.0889 1.7762 1.1702 0.1536 0.0294 0.1733 0.0104 0.3022 1.4110 0.1895 ... 1.0210

Denmark 5.7463 9.3728 6.1750 0.8107 0.1550 0.9144 0.0548 1.5949 7.4459 ... 5.2770 5.3876

Euro 0.7717 1.2588 0.8293 0.1089 0.0208 0.1228 0.0074 0.2142 ... 0.1343 0.7087 0.7236

Israel 3.6030 5.8768 3.8718 0.5083 0.0972 0.5734 0.0343 ... 4.6686 0.6270 3.3087 3.3781

Japan 104.9410 171.1708 112.7711 14.8045 2.8300 16.6996 ... 29.1264 135.9796 18.2624 96.3700 98.3913

Norway 6.2840 10.2500 6.7529 0.8865 0.1695 ... 0.0599 1.7441 8.1427 1.0936 5.7708 5.8918

Russia 37.0811 60.4835 39.8479 5.2312 ... 5.9008 0.3534 10.2919 48.0487 6.4531 34.0525 34.7668

Sweden 7.0884 11.5621 7.6173 ... 0.1912 1.1280 0.0675 1.9674 9.1850 1.2336 6.5095 6.6460

Switzerland 0.9306 1.5179 ... 0.1313 0.0251 0.1481 0.0089 0.2583 1.2058 0.1619 0.8546 0.8725

U.K. 0.6131 ... 0.6588 0.0865 0.0165 0.0976 0.0058 0.1702 0.7944 0.1067 0.5630 0.5748

U.S. ... 1.6311 1.0746 0.1411 0.0270 0.1591 0.0095 0.2776 1.2958 0.1740 0.9183 0.9376

Source: ICAPPlc.

MSCI indexes
Developed and emerging-market regional and country indexes
fromMSCI as of September 05, 2014

Price-to- LOCAL-CURRENCY
Dividend earnings PERFORMANCE
yield ratio MSCI Index Last Daily YTD 52-wk.

2.40% 17 MSCIACWI 432.08 0.18% 5.8% 18.7%

2.40 18 World (DevelopedMarkets) 1,748.59 0.19 5.3 18.7

2.30 18 World ex-EMU 215.23 0.25 6.3 19.0

2.30 18 World ex-UK 1,768.45 0.19 5.7 19.2

3.00 16 EAFE 1,932.53 0.24 0.9 13.9

2.70 13 EmergingMarkets (EM) 1,100.23 0.07 9.7 18.4

3.20 17 EUROPE 119.22 1.13 6.3 17.2

3.10 19 EMU 194.82 -0.20 -1.5 17.2

3.10 18 Europe ex-UK 127.44 1.18 5.9 18.1

4.20 14 EuropeValue 121.28 1.07 6.9 20.1

2.30 22 EuropeGrowth 112.78 1.20 5.8 14.1

2.40 20 EuropeSmall Cap 272.51 0.84 4.5 19.5

3.70 7 EMEurope 275.02 1.63 0.1 3.0

3.50 15 UK 2,029.64 0.05 1.9 7.0

3.30 16 Nordic Countries 216.60 0.59 7.4 17.9

4.60 5 Russia 749.43 0.44 -5.4 3.2

2.80 20 SouthAfrica 1,315.32 0.64 15.6 28.4

2.90 14 ACASIAPACIFICEX-JAPAN 515.41 0.00 10.1 18.5

1.90 15 Japan 792.91 -0.32 -1.5 16.0

3.20 10 China 68.16 0.21 8.0 17.4

1.40 19 India 1,017.53 -0.32 24.5 40.0

1.00 10 Korea 583.14 0.41 -1.1 4.5

2.90 18 Taiwan 344.45 -0.32 13.8 21.4

1.90 20 USBROADMARKET 2,266.18 0.20 7.6 22.1

1.50 32 USSmall Cap 3,342.17 0.44 3.5 19.0

3.20 18 EMLATINAMERICA 3,662.88 1.12 14.4 20.2

Source:MSCI

S&P Dow Jones Indices
Price-to-

Dividend earnings PERFORMANCE (euros) PERFORMANCE (U.S.dollars)
yield* ratio* S&PDowJones Index Last Daily 52-wk. Last Daily 52-wk.

2.34%19.33 Global TSM 3421.69 0.07% 16.6%

2.77 19.73 GlobalDOW 1912.46 0.08% 19.3% 2631.96 0.02 17.5

2.88 15.13 Global Titans 50 253.87 0.34 17.6 245.69 0.28 15.8

3.18 20.03 DevEuropeTSM 3386.30 -0.42 12.6

2.31 20.01 DevelopedMarketsTSM 3423.08 0.08 16.4

2.66 14.98 S&PBMIEmgMarkets 241.09 -0.02 19.1 283.82 -0.08 17.3

3.34 19.95 S&PEurope 350 1427.55 -0.39 14.3 1661.98 -0.16 12.5

3.19 25.05 S&PEuro 1405.84 0.01 16.6 1658.68 0.25 14.7

3.82 26.59 EuropeDow 1448.09 -0.37 12.8 1992.90 -0.43 11.1

3.08 10.62 BRIC50 465.68 -0.02 22.5 575.31 -0.08 20.6

1.87 21.36 U.S. TSM 20968.29 0.47 20.8

3.40 22.68 DJGlobal SelectRESI 3328.07 0.52 20.2 3566.17 0.46 18.4

Price-to-
Dividend earnings PERFORMANCE (euros) PERFORMANCE (U.S.dollars)
yield* ratio* S&PDowJones Index Last Daily 52-wk. Last Daily 52-wk.

TurkeyTitans 20 -c 850.53 0.03% 25.0%

5.12%17.61 Global SelectDiv 237.68 0.02% 17.8% 263.59 -0.04 16.0

5.29 16.67 Asia/Pacific SelectDiv 326.62 -0.12 12.8 362.22 -0.18 11.1

U.S. SelectDividend -d 1406.11 0.80 24.6 1360.86 0.74 22.7

3.06 17.87 S&PGlbNatResources 2192.18 0.03 10.7 2822.39 -0.03 9.0

2.06 19.83 IslamicMarket 2934.83 0.14 17.9

2.34 17.77 IslamicMarket 100 2908.60 0.27 21.2 3225.59 0.20 19.3

Islamic Turkey -c 4504.14 -0.21 12.7

3.28 20.84 Sustainability Europe 116.40 -0.43 15.5 165.79 -0.49 13.7

3.41 29.71 S&PGlb Infrastructure 1777.96 0.48 25.8 2602.47 0.42 23.9

2.16 16.25 Luxury 1776.45 -0.13 2.4 1951.60 -0.20 0.8

DJCommodity 660.53 0.17 -7.4

*Fundamentals are based on data inU.S. dollar. Footnotes: a-inUSdollar. b-dividends reinvested. c-in local currency. Note:All data as of 2 p.m.ET. Source: S&PDowJones Indices

GLOBAL MARKETS LINEUP

WSJ.com>> Follow the markets throughout the day with updated stock quotes, news and
commentary at WSJ.com. Also, receive email alerts that summarize the day’s trading in Europe
and Asia. To sign up, go to WSJ.com/email.

Commodities Prices of futures contractswith themost open interest
EXCHANGE LEGEND: CBOT: Chicago Board of Trade; CME: ChicagoMercantile Exchange; ICE-US: ICE Futures U.S.MDEX:BursaMalaysia
Derivatives Berhad; LIFFE: London International Financial Futures Exchange; COMEX: Commodity Exchange; LME: LondonMetals Exchange;
NYMEX:NewYorkMercantile Exchange;ICE-EU: ICE Futures Europe. *Data as of September 4, 2014

ONE-DAY CHANGE Year Year
Commodity Exchange Last price Net Percentage high low

Corn (cents/bu.) CBOT 356.75 10.25 2.96% 517.00 343.75
Soybeans (cents/bu.) CBOT 1020.25 17.00 1.69 1,279.25 1,001.25
Wheat (cents/bu.) CBOT 535.75 5.50 1.04 765.00 527.50
Live cattle (cents/lb.) CME 160.050 3.000 1.91 160.750 130.900
Cocoa ($/ton) ICE-US 3,102 -30 -0.96% 3,300 2,639
Coffee (cents/lb.) ICE-US 197.50 -4.95 -2.45 222.60 119.90
Sugar (cents/lb.) ICE-US 15.04 -0.09 -0.59 18.91 15.00
Cotton (cents/lb.) ICE-US 64.38 -1.07 -1.63 84.74 62.02
Rapeseed (euro/ton) LIFFE 325.25 2.00 0.62 386 301
Cocoa (pounds/ton) LIFFE 1,982 -12 -0.60 2,061 1,651
Robusta coffee ($/ton) LIFFE 2,079 -12 -0.57 2,218 1,585

Copper ($/lb.) COMEX 3.1700 0.0190 0.60 3.3570 2.8845
Gold ($/troy oz.) COMEX 1267.90 1.40 0.11 1,390.80 1,207.00
Silver ($/troy oz.) COMEX 19.175 0.037 0.19 22.240 18.700
Aluminum ($/ton)* LME 2,107.00 16.00 0.77 2,113.50 1,686.50
Tin ($/ton)* LME 21,525.00 130.00 0.61 23,770.00 21,395.00
Copper ($/ton)* LME 6,950.00 44.50 0.64 7,422.00 6,430.00
Lead ($/ton)* LME 2,233.50 13.50 0.61 2,287.00 2,033.00
Zinc ($/ton)* LME 2,405.50 31.00 1.31 2,410.00 1,948.00
Nickel ($/ton)* LME 19,350 465 2.46 21,100 13,425

Crude oil ($/bbl.) NYMEX 93.35 -1.10 -1.16 105.55 88.34
Heating oil ($/gal.) NYMEX 2.8180 -0.0183 -0.65 3.0912 2.7935
RBOB gasoline ($/gal.) NYMEX 2.5781 -0.0218 -0.84 2.8999 2.5188
Natural gas ($/mmBtu) NYMEX 3.801 -0.018 -0.47 4.8790 3.7400
Brent crude ($/bbl.) ICE-EU 101.34 -0.96 -0.94 113.81 100.80
Gas oil ($/ton) ICE-EU 856.50 -10.25 -1.18 950.25 851.00

Sources: SIX Financial Information;WSJMarket Data Group

Currencies London close onSept. 5
Per In

AMERICAS Per euro In euros U.S. dollar U.S. dollars

Argentina peso-a 10.8978 0.0918 8.4103 0.1189

Brazil real 2.9073 0.3440 2.2437 0.4457

Canada dollar 1.4110 0.7087 1.0889 0.9183

Chile peso 759.70 0.001316 586.30 0.001706

Colombia peso 2503.16 0.0003995 1931.80 0.0005177

EcuadorUS dollar-f 1.2958 0.7717 1 1

Mexico peso-a 16.9352 0.0590 13.0696 0.0765

Peru sol 3.6999 0.2703 2.8554 0.3502

Uruguay peso-e 31.141 0.0321 24.033 0.0416

U.S. dollar 1.2958 0.7717 1 1

Venezuela bolivar 8.23 0.121534 6.35 0.157480

ASIA-PACIFIC

Australia dollar 1.3820 0.7236 1.0666 0.9376

1-mo. forward 1.3849 0.7221 1.0688 0.9356

3-mos. forward 1.3908 0.7190 1.0734 0.9317

6-mos. forward 1.3996 0.7145 1.0801 0.9258

China yuan 7.9590 0.1256 6.1423 0.1628

Hong Kong dollar 10.0424 0.0996 7.7501 0.1290

India rupee 78.0831 0.0128 60.2600 0.0166

Indonesia rupiah 15209 0.0000657 11738 0.0000852

Japan yen 135.98 0.007354 104.94 0.009529

1-mo. forward 135.94 0.007356 104.91 0.009532

3-mos. forward 135.89 0.007359 104.87 0.009536

6-mos. forward 135.74 0.007367 104.76 0.009546

Malaysia ringgit-c 4.1252 0.2424 3.1836 0.3141

NewZealand dollar 1.5562 0.6426 1.2010 0.8326

Pakistan rupee 132.350 0.0076 102.140 0.0098

Philippines peso 56.446 0.0177 43.562 0.0230

Singapore dollar 1.6240 0.6157 1.2533 0.7979

South Koreawon 1327.84 0.0007531 1024.75 0.0009759

Taiwan dollar 38.749 0.02581 29.904 0.03344

Thailand baht 41.454 0.02412 31.992 0.03126

Per In
EUROPE Per euro In euros U.S. dollar U.S. dollars

Euro zone euro 1 1 0.7717 1.2958

1-mo. forward 0.9998 1.0002 0.7716 1.2961

3-mos. forward 0.9992 1.0008 0.7711 1.2968

6-mos. forward 0.9983 1.0017 0.7704 1.2980

Czech Rep. koruna-b 27.607 0.0362 21.305 0.0469

Denmark krone 7.4459 0.1343 5.7463 0.1740

Hungary forint 313.84 0.003186 242.20 0.004129

Norway krone 8.1427 0.1228 6.2840 0.1591

Poland zloty 4.1801 0.2392 3.2259 0.3100

Russia ruble-d 48.049 0.02081 37.081 0.02697

Sweden krona 9.1850 0.1089 7.0885 0.1411

Switzerland franc 1.2058 0.8293 0.9306 1.0746

1-mo. forward 1.2055 0.8295 0.9304 1.0749

3-mos. forward 1.2046 0.8302 0.9296 1.0757

6-mos. forward 1.2028 0.8314 0.9283 1.0773

Turkey lira 2.7969 0.3575 2.1585 0.4633

U.K. pound 0.7944 1.2588 0.6131 1.6311

1-mo. forward 0.7946 1.2585 0.6132 1.6307

3-mos. forward 0.7950 1.2578 0.6135 1.6299

6-mos. forward 0.7958 1.2565 0.6142 1.6282

MIDDLE EAST/AFRICA

Bahrain dinar 0.4885 2.0471 0.3770 2.6526

Egypt pound-a 9.2638 0.1079 7.1493 0.1399

Israel shekel 4.6686 0.2142 3.6030 0.2776

Jordan dinar 0.9180 1.0893 0.7085 1.4115

Kuwait dinar 0.3704 2.6995 0.2859 3.4980

Lebanon pound 1959.53 0.0005103 1512.25 0.0006613

Saudi Arabia riyal 4.8602 0.2058 3.7509 0.2666

South Africa rand 13.8584 0.0722 10.6951 0.0935

United Arab dirham 4.7593 0.2101 3.6730 0.2723

a-floating rate b-financial c-government rate c-commercial
rate d-Russian Central Bank rate.
Source: ICAPPlc.
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WORLD NEWS

Afghan Men Get Death Penalty for Rape
KABUL—An Afghan court sen-

tenced seven men to death for their
involvement in the recent gang
rape of a group of women, in a case
that sparked national outrage and
prompted the direct intervention of
President Hamid Karzai.

The one-day trial and verdict
were broadcast live on Sunday and
came less than a week after police
arrested the men for allegedly rob-
bing and raping four women re-
turning to Kabul from a wedding
last month.

The case has fueled fears of a
return to lawlessness as U.S.-led co-
alition troops leave the country,
and Mr. Karzai—whose signature is
needed to implement capital pun-
ishment—has said he is pressing
for speedy public executions.

“I am strongly against execu-
tions, and you know this,” the Af-
ghan president told a group of
women’s-rights activists on Satur-
day at his Kabul residence. “But I
want them executed.”

Afghan police said the men con-
fessed to participating in the rape,
although one of two defendants
who spoke in court on Sunday said
that he was present during the as-
sault but didn’t carry out the rape.
The men’s court-appointed lawyer
said the men repented their ac-
tions.

“My clients are illiterate and ig-
norant,” the men’s court-appointed
lawyer, Hazar Mir, said during the
trial. “This is why they were
tempted by Satan, and they regret
their acts.”

The men can appeal the verdict
and sentence to a higher court,
though Mr. Mir didn’t say whether
they would do so.

Afghanistan had until recent
years implemented a moratorium
on the death penalty under pres-
sure from the European Union and
human-rights groups, which have
raised concerns about an Afghan ju-
dicial system that often relies on
confessions extracted by torture.
Mr. Karzai ended that moratorium

in 2012, staging several public exe-
cutions as he asserted his indepen-
dence from the West.

Some human-rights activists
Sunday voiced dismay about Mr.
Karzai’s intervention and the rapid
convictions.

“The defendants have been de-
nied a fair trial for multiple rea-
sons, including the speed of the
trial, the lack of evidence and argu-
ment on their behalf, the alleged
mistreatment of the defendants,
and President Karzai’s speaking out
in favor of their execution before
their case was even heard,” said
Ahmad Shuja, a Kabul-based advo-
cate with Human Rights Watch.
“The appeals court should reverse
the death sentence and the convic-
tion in this show trial.”

The gang-rape case received
widespread public attention earlier

this month, after Kabul police an-
nounced they arrested seven of the
accused. It reminded many Afghans
of the brutality of the civil war of
the 1990s, when law and order col-
lapsed as rival militants fought for
control of Kabul.

Afghan law-enforcement offi-
cials say the men convicted on Sun-
day stopped a convoy of cars re-
turning to Kabul from a wedding in
the nearby district of Paghman in
the middle of the night last month.
Wearing police uniforms and armed
with automatic assault rifles, they
forced the four women out of the
car while holding back their male
relatives, according to police. They
then stole the women’s jewelry and
raped them on the side of the road,
law-enforcement officials said.

Police said at the time of the
men’s arrest that all of them had

admitted their involvement in the
assault and released filmed confes-
sions of two of them.

In a country where the stigma
attached to rape means it is rarely
discussed openly, let alone prose-
cuted, the case has stood out be-
cause it was so public. Afghans
across the country followed the
trial proceedings, which were
broadcast live by several television
channels on Sunday morning.

Ahead of the verdict, several
hundred men and women outside
the court chanted slogans and held
banners calling for harsh punish-
ments of the accused.

“We wanted to show our soli-
darity to women. It’s men who vic-
timize women in Afghanistan,” said
Aziz Rafiee, a women’s-rights activ-
ist who organized the rally.

Similar protests took place else-

where in Afghanistan, including in
the eastern city of Jalalabad, and in
Khost province.

Since rape isn’t explicitly men-
tioned in the Afghan penal code,
the defendants were convicted of
“forced adultery,” which is punish-
able by death under Afghan law.
The victims helped identify their
assailants, some of whom police
said were found with the stolen
jewelry at the time of their arrest.

One of the witnesses, a woman
named Fawzia, said she was a vic-
tim of a separate assault by three
members of the same gang. Ap-
pearing in a face-covering burqa,
she said she was having a picnic in
Paghman district with her family
when three men robbed them at
knife point and assaulted her.

Such rapes and robberies were
common during the 1990s civil war,
which erupted after the collapse of
the Soviet-backed regime. Now,
fears that Afghanistan could return
to similar chaos after the U.S. with-
drawal resonate widely. An incon-
clusive election in June amid evi-
dence of widespread fraud has
sparked a political crisis that risks
turning violent, splitting the coun-
try along ethnic lines.

Both presidential candidates—
former ministers Abdullah Abdullah
and Ashraf Ghani—have said they
believe they won the election, and
months of negotiations brokered by
the U.S. and the United Nations
have failed to break the deadlock.
Divisions between the two cam-
paign teams deepened this week,
with both camps threatening to pull
out of talks aimed at forming a co-
alition government.

Amid the political uncertainty,
Afghan authorities showed unusual
speed in addressing the gang-rape
case: the death conviction comes
less than a week after the suspects
were arrested.

“The president knows this is a
very sensitive time. The govern-
ment doesn’t want people on the
streets at a time when the election
has already caused so much ten-
sion,” said Wazhma Frogh, a lawyer
and women’s-rights activist.

BY MARGHERITA STANCATI
AND HABIB KHAN TOTAKHIL

One of the seven Afghan men convicted at the trial in Kabul on Sunday. Rape is rarely discussed in public in Afghanistan..
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More Than 300 Killed By Kashmir Flash Floods
NEW DELHI—Flash floods and

landslides triggered by days of
heavy monsoon rains have killed at
least 300 people in the disputed Hi-
malayan region of Kashmir, in what
officials are calling the area’s worst
flooding in 60 years.

Indian television showed foot-
age of houses, bridges and dams
collapsing in fast-moving waters.
The Jhelum River, which flows
from northern India into Pakistan,
burst through embankments and
left streets and buildings sub-
merged.

The politically troubled region—
which includes the Indian state of
Jammu and Kashmir as well as the
Pakistani territory of Kashmir—of-
ten has to contend with flash
floods during the South Asian mon-
soon season, which runs from June
through September. Already this
season, landslides caused by tor-
rential rains have killed hundreds
of people in Nepal and India.

The official death toll in Jammu
and Kashmir stood at 138 Sunday
morning, according to Shantmanu,
the divisional commissioner in

Jammu, who uses a single name.
Pakistan’s National Disaster Man-
agement Authority said 63 people
were killed in Pakistan-adminis-
tered Kashmir, 11 in the northern
Gilgit-Baltistan region and 119 in
Punjab, the country’s most popu-
lous province.

Rohit Kansal, the divisional com-
missioner of Indian-administered
Kashmir, said government buildings,

including the high court, had been
inundated in Srinagar, the state cap-
ital of Jammu and Kashmir.

All schools, colleges and offices
were closed, he said. Electricity,
telephone lines and supplies of
drinking water were limited across
the state. Traffic on the Jammu-Sri-
nagar national highway remained
suspended. The flooding was so
bad, Mr. Kansal added, that rescue

workers weren’t easily able to use
boats to reach stranded people.

Indian Prime Minister Narendra
Modi surveyed devastated areas
Sunday and promised federal assis-
tance. “I want to tell the people of
the region that we will do every-
thing possible to get them out of
this disaster,” he said in a televised
news conference. “The nation
stands with you.”

Mr. Modi announced an aid
package of 10 billion rupees, or
$166 million, to the Jammu and
Kashmir state government, in addi-
tion to 11 billion rupees already
sanctioned from the state disaster-
relief fund. Teams of doctors were
being sent, he said, and rescue sup-
plies including tents, blankets and
boats were on the way. The Indian
government is “ready to provide
humanitarian assistance to those
areas if the Pakistan government
needs it,” he said.

Col. S.D. Goswami, a spokesman
for the Indian army, said on the
NDTV news channel Sunday that at
least 12,000 people had been res-
cued from various areas of Jammu
by army and air-force teams. He
said more than 20,000 officials
from the army and the National Di-

saster Relief Force were engaged in
rescue operations. In Pakistan,
flood warnings remained in place,
and the military was called in to
help civilian authorities in search-
and-rescue operations. Military of-
ficials said more than 3,000 people
had been moved out of affected ar-
eas by Pakistan’s army, while an ad-
ditional 6,000 have been moved by
the police.

The weather system that gener-
ated the extremely heavy rain is
winding down, said Muhammad
Riaz, chief meteorologist at the
Pakistan Meteorological Depart-
ment’s flood forecasting division.
“But the floodwaters generated
may take a week to subside as they
run through the river system,” Mr.
Riaz said.

BY VIBHUTI AGARWAL
AND RAYMOND ZHONG

Indian residents look toward threatened houses as waters rage past Saturday.
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In Pakistan, flood
warnings remained in
place, and the military
was called in to help
civilian authorities.
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Sentences for Insider Trading
Cause Debate: Too Severe?
didn’t suggest a specific sentence.

A lawyer for Mr. Martoma de-
clined to comment Friday, as did a
spokesman for the Manhattan U.S.
attorney’s office.

Even if Judge Gardephe breaks
from the guidelines, eight years in
prison would be at the longer end of
sentences handed down in insider-
trading cases.

Matthew Kluger, a former corpo-
rate lawyer convicted of running a
scheme to trade on information
from law firms, was sentenced to 12
years in prison in 2012 in federal
court in New Jersey, to date one of
the longest sentences for this kind
of financial crime. Galleon Group
founder Raj Rajaratnam was sen-
tenced to 11 years in prison in 2011
in New York.

The past decade has brought an
explosion in the number of insider-
trading prosecutions. The surge of
cases is largely the product of a
crackdown by the office of Manhat-
tan U.S. Attorney Preet Bharara, who
has charged 89 people with insider
trading since 2009 and secured 81
convictions or guilty pleas.

The uptick has also coincided
with a sharp increase in the length
of jail terms for people who are con-
victed. In New York federal courts,
which handle the bulk of such prose-
cutions, the length of prison sen-
tences for insider trading are up
135% in the past decade.

Between 1993 and 2003, the me-
dian sentence for convicted inside
traders given jail terms was 12
months, according to a Wall Street
Journal analysis of more than 150
cases. The number spiked to more
than 28 months between 2004 and
2013.

Mr. Martoma, who worked at
SAC for four years until he was fired
in 2010, was accused of using inside
information provided by two doctors
about results of a trial of an Alzhei-
mer’s drug being developed by Elan
Corp. and Wyeth Pharmaceuticals.
Both doctors testified that they
passed inside tips on drug tests to
Mr. Martoma. Elan is now part of
Perrigo Co., and Wyeth is part of
Pfizer Inc. SAC has since changed

Continued from page 15 its name to Point72 Asset Manage-
ment.

Mr. Martoma, who fainted when
Federal Bureau of Investigation
agents approached him in 2011, was
charged in 2012. A jury convicted
him of two counts of securities fraud
and one count of conspiracy in U.S.
District Court in Manhattan in Feb-
ruary.

He may be hurt by his decision to
go to trial rather than plead guilty.

Over the past five years, the 13
insider-trading defendants convicted
at trial in New York have received a
median sentence of 48 months in
prison, compared with 22 months
for the 25 defendants who pleaded
guilty and got jail time. A larger por-
tion of defendants who pleaded
guilty—37 individuals—received pro-
bation.

People who pleaded guilty and
agreed to help prosecutors in other
cases fared even better, as all but
one of 22 who cooperated in the
past five years received probation,
according to the Journal analysis.
The sentencing guidelines reward
acknowledging wrongdoing and as-
sisting prosecutors.

But following a decade of rising
sentences, some federal judges in
New York have begun to question
the guidelines. U.S. District Judge
Jed S. Rakoff has said white-collar
sentences are too severe and opined
at a conference last year that the
guidelines should be “scrapped in
their entirety.”

Even Mr. Bharara has called for
changes to the profit calculation, al-
beit for different reasons. He told
the U.S. Sentencing Commission
during testimony in 2011 that the
guidelines may be letting defendants
involved in schemes that do not
yield huge profits off the hook “with
lighter sentences than they de-
serve.”

Mr. Martoma’s lawyers said in
May their client deserved a more-le-
nient sentence because his crimes
were less-egregious than those of
other convicted inside traders who
received less prison time than he
faces. Prosecutors dismissed those
arguments in the documents filed in
June.

EU Is Concerned Banks
Skirt Caps on Bonuses

The European Union’s financial-
services czar is stepping up the
pressure on banks to obey rules lim-
iting bonuses for key employees,
just as the bloc’s top court begins
its examination of the caps’ legality.

In a letter addressed to Andrea
Ernía, the chairman of the European
Banking Authority, the EU’s banking
supervisor, Internal Markets Com-
missioner Michel Barnier, said he
was concerned about banks intro-
ducing so-called allowances for
some staff and stressed the need to
ensure that the law wasn’t being
disregarded.

These allowances, which the EBA
identified in a report on banks’ pay
practices published in June, are paid
as fixed amounts on top of a
banker’s base salary. Although al-

lowances are considered to be
fixed—not performance-related like
bonuses—the EBA pointed out that
they could be canceled under some
circumstances. It said at the time
that it would further investigate the
payments and check whether they
are in line with the EU’s bonus caps.

The EU passed rules in 2013 that
block banks from paying bonuses
higher than bankers’ base salaries.
With shareholders’ approval, bo-
nuses can be double the fixed salary.

In his letter, dated Sept. 4, Mr.
Barnier said he was concerned by
the continuing reports of the use of
these allowances and asked Mr.
Ernía to keep him informed on the
results of the EBA’s investigation,
whose results he said he expected
“very shortly.”

“It is important to show a collec-
tive proactive stance on this impor-

tant matter and to address claims
made that “the spirit—if not the let-
ter—of Union law is being disre-
garded," he said.

The caps, which came into force
on Jan. 1, were embedded in a
broader law on banks’ capital re-
quirements. Lawmakers in the Euro-
pean Parliament, which insisted on
the caps, said high payouts linked to
short-term profits encouraged ex-
cessive risk-taking.

The law was opposed by the
U.K., which warned that it would
lead banks to move operations out-
side the EU. On Monday, the Euro-
pean Court of Justice will hold a
hearing in a suit filed by the U.K.
against EU institutions, in which
London claims that the bonus rules
go beyond what is permitted by the
EU’s treaties and won’t make the fi-
nancial system safer.

BY VIKTORIA DENDRINOU

Seeing ‘Goldilocks’ in Soft Data
that are managed in line with those
models have shifted a bit toward in-
dustrials, he said.

Few think a small rate-uptick will
kill the longer-term bull market, but
many worry that stocks could pull
back temporarily when investors
face up to the prospect of higher in-
terest rates.

That is where Goldilocks comes
in. If economic growth stays moder-
ate, corporate earnings can rise
without serious inflation. That
would permit the Fed to raise rates
slowly, easing investor anxiety.

Investors have taken heart from
last week’s European Central Bank
announcement that it is further cut-
ting its interest rates and boosting
its bond-buying program. Easy
money in Europe should help Ameri-
can multinationals, and concerns
about Europe’s economy could give
the Fed one more reason to go slow
on its own interest-rate increases.

The problem for stocks is that
they are expensive. The S&P 500
trades at 19 times its companies’
earnings for the past 12 months, well
above the long-term average of 15.5.
Money managers are hesitating to
shift much more money to U.S. stocks
and are sensitive to negative develop-
ments such as rate-increase fears or
trouble in Ukraine or the Middle East.

Morgan Stanley released a report
on Friday forecasting a gain of just
2.1% for the S&P 500 over the next
12 months.

Investors also are reluctant to
take too much comfort from the Au-
gust data, which are out of line with
the strong job creation in earlier
months. August data often are
skewed by vacations and the return
of employed students to school, and
often are revised upward later,
economists said. Many consider
September data, due in a month,
more important.

Barclays still forecasts the first
Fed rate increase in June. But its se-
nior U.S. economist, Michael Gapen,
noted that the unemployment rate
continued to decline in August, de-
spite the weak job creation. That is
due partly to people leaving the la-
bor force, but also to a strengthen-
ing economy. If other economic data
are strong in the next few weeks, it
could rekindle talk that the Fed will
move sooner than investors think,

Continued from first page

he said.
“The long-term trend is still

there, that modest economic growth
will keep pushing the labor market
higher and job conditions will con-
tinue to improve,” Mr. Gapen said.
“If that trend continues, maybe the
Fed could go earlier, in March.”

The good news for stocks, he
said, is that the Fed’s preferred in-
flation indicator, based on con-
sumer spending, remains in the 1.5%
range, well below the Fed’s target of
2%. As long as that continues, the
Fed can take its time raising rates.

Allen Sinai, chief global econo-
mist at Decision Economics Inc.,
says the economy is stronger than
the latest job report suggests and
that the Fed is still likely to raise
rates in March. He says the econ-

omy began to lift off late last year,
meaning it can grow with less Fed
help. But because inflation remains
moderate, Mr. Sinai also forecasts a
strong stock market for a long time
to come.

“Over the next year, we will see
a strong economy with stable infla-
tion, maybe a little bit of an in-
crease,” Mr. Sinai said. Because
companies will turn in strong earn-
ings in that environment, he said,
investors should be able to shrug off
the rate increases. “We have a secu-
lar equity bull market that has a
long way to go,” he said.

With stock prices high compared
with earnings, the question is how
much higher earnings gains and
economic data will push stocks be-
fore they pull back.

Sources: WSJ Market Data Group (DJIA and euro); Labor Department The Wall Street Journal

Brightening Picture
U.S. stocks and the dollar have rallied this year as the job market has
improved. A soft employment report Friday eased investor concern
about the likely timing of Federal Reserve policy shifts.
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IN DEPTH

Intelligence Gaps Crippled
Mission to Rescue Hostages
Reconstruction of Events Shows Extent toWhich PlanWas Calculated Risk Under Intense Time Pressure

Washington

On a moonless night in early July, sev-
eral dozen Army Delta Force com-
mandos touched down at an oil-stor-

age facility in eastern Syria.

The plan: Neutralize the terrorist
guards, search a makeshift prison, find
American journalists James Foley and Ste-
ven Sotloff and other hostages, and fly off
to safety. It was all supposed to take 20
minutes.

More than an hour later, the Army team
was headed back to its launchpad outside
Syria empty-handed.

“It was a dry hole,” a senior U.S. mili-
tary official said, using jargon for a mission
whose target couldn’t be found.

One model for the operation was the
2011 mission that killed Osama bin Laden in
Pakistan, down to choosing the darkest of
nights to cloak the raiders. But this raid,

the first known U.S. incursion into Syria
since its civil war erupted, was in many
ways a far bigger gamble, according to cur-
rent and former U.S. defense and govern-
ment officials.

The U.S. had limited visibility into Syria,
including the suspected prison site just
miles from the main operations base of Is-
lamic State, the militant group once known
as ISIS that has overrun large parts of Syria
and Iraq. Weeks before the raid, the Penta-
gon drafted a plan for surveillance flights
in Syria but dropped the idea after conclud-
ing the White House wouldn’t approve
them, U.S. officials said.

A senior administration official said the
only Pentagon request for surveillance
flights the White House received came just
before the mission.

Before the commandos’ helicopters
landed in the early morning hours of July 3,
the Joint Special Operations team, part of
the elite Delta Force, had been practicing
for several weeks at a U.S. base in North
Carolina—based on intelligence showing
the makeshift prison between storage con-

tainers, oil derricks and other structures in
a bleak desert landscape.

They had prepared for contingencies
such as booby-trapped buildings and a large
militant force guarding the hostages. Delta
Force took part in the ill-fated 1993 “Black
Hawk Down” raid in Somalia, and some of-
ficials worried the Syria operation carried
similar risks.

As they drilled, the team conducting the
mission was anxious to get the green light.
“There were lots of rehearsals. They were
ready for a period of time. It was a matter
of waiting on a decision,” said a defense of-
ficial. “Once the decision was made, they
went.”

They went too late. The U.S. now be-
lieves the militants moved the hostages
away as little as 72 hours earlier.

The Islamic State’s communications dis-
cipline was strong, the U.S. officials said,
honed by its leaders during the U.S. war in
Iraq, making it hard to track the hostages.
The U.S. had few informants on the ground
to fill gaps in intelligence from satellites
and other systems, they said, and the coun-

try the U.S. first approached about provid-
ing a base for the operation didn’t want its
territory used as the launchpad.

Videos showing the brutal killing of
Messrs. Foley and Sotloff emerged a few
weeks later, galvanizing U.S. and interna-
tional calls to more directly counter Islamic
State.

A reconstruction of events surrounding
the failed rescue, based on interviews with
current and former U.S. officials and for-
eign diplomats, and with other people fa-
miliar with the hostage situation, shows the
extent to which it was a calculated gamble
under intense time pressure.

The Pentagon proposed and President
Barack Obama approved an elaborate oper-
ation in hostile territory with imperfect in-
formation. The Pentagon, worried about the
risk to commandos and hostages, deployed
a bigger-than-usual force, including a large
team poised to intervene if the raid went
sour.

The president “accepted a higher degree
of risk than we expected,” said one of the
U.S. defense officials.

By Adam Entous,
Julian E. Barnes

and Siobhan Gorman

The U.S. believes Islamic State militants moved James Foley, above, and Steven Sotloff before the rescue mission. U.S. officials worried that putting drones overhead before the mission risked tipping off the militants.
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Big Iron-Ore Miners Defy Low Prices
Iron-ore prices are plummeting

and demand is easing, but miners
are digging up more iron ore.

Rio Tinto and BHP Billiton in
Australia, and Vale SA in South
America—the world’s top three iron-
ore miners—are ramping up produc-
tion in a bet that their enormous ef-
ficiencies of scale will allow them to
profit, even though prices are less
than half what they were four years
ago. The companies also are betting
that the lower prices could force
higher-cost competitors out of the
market, giving them more pricing
power in the long run.

Already Cliffs Natural Re-
sources Inc. has hired bankers to
sell its mines in Australia because it
has difficulty competing. “The big
three are in control, and there is not
much you can do about it,” said Lou-
renco Goncalves, chief executive of
the Cleveland-based company.

The developments are being
closely watched by steelmakers in
China, South Korea and Japan, the
world’s top three importers of iron
ore, the key ingredient in making
steel. Should the biggest players,
which account for more than 60% of
all seaborne trade of the mineral,
tighten their control of the market,
they could exert greater pressure
during price negotiations.

A spokesman for the Japan Iron
and Steel Federation, Takefumi Nag-
amine, said the trade group has been
concerned about the iron-ore min-
ers’ oligopoly for several years. “The
situation hasn’t changed,” he said in
a telephone interview.

During the commodities boom of
the last decade, there was enough
demand world-wide that mining
companies could confidently pro-
duce as much as possible and know
that infrastructure construction in

developing economies would absorb
it. Iron-ore production has contin-
ued to increase even as growth in
those markets has slowed, along
with demand for steel.

“China will not spend what it has
been spending on infrastructure,”
said Mark Cutifani, the CEO of An-
glo American PLC. “There are still
plenty of buildings with no one in
them.”

And what China does and doesn’t
do matters to miners. The country
imports two-thirds of all the iron
ore that is traded between countries,
so its demand drives prices. Anglo,
another major iron-ore producer,
also is increasing production via a
new mine in Brazil, but Mr. Cutifani
vowed to hold the line on future
supply. The big three iron-ore mak-
ers need to show discipline or
“they’ll pay a price,” he said.

Also urging caution is Ivan Gla-
senberg, CEO of mining company
Glencore PLC, which although not a
major producer trades in iron ore.
He notes that a quarter of the
world’s iron ore is now new produc-
tion and the trend will continue over
the next four years. “So we are over-

supplying the market and that’s
what is killing the supercycle,” he
told analysts.

Global output by the top five pro-
ducers—Vale, BHP, Rio Tinto, Anglo
American and Fortescue Metals
Group Ltd.—is expected to grow
more than 40% to over 1.5 billion
tons by 2017, even though demand is
expected to grow only 10% to 15%,
according to Charles Bradford, who
manages a metals research firm. The
result is “going to be a disaster,” he
said.

BHP CEO Andrew Mackenzie re-
cently acknowledged that miners in
some countries will suffer but he ex-
pects others, including those in Aus-
tralia to prosper. “There will be win-
ners and losers” among countries,
he said.

Indeed, with iron-ore prices slip-
ping to near a five-year low under
$85 a ton, several small and midsize
miners are under pressure. Labra-
dor Iron Mines Holdings Ltd. in
Canada this summer halted all oper-
ations, citing prices that were too
low to cover costs. “Many medium
and small suppliers will retreat from
the market and reduce production,”

said Winston Yue, a Shanghai-based
iron-ore trader.

Even though prices have fallen to
less than half the high of around
$190 in 2011, they are still over five
times the level of 2004. With the
cost of mining iron ore running on
average at about $50 a ton and as
low as $30 for the most efficient
miners, profit margins can be huge.
Iron ore accounts for more than half
of BHP’s earnings, and around 90%
for Rio Tinto’s and Vale’s.

Paul Gait, an analyst at Sanford
C. Bernstein, predicts prices will rise
to $105 a ton, which is on the high
end of industry estimates ranging
from $80 to over $100 a ton over
the next few years. His rationale, in
part: Rio Tinto, BHP and the other
big suppliers are going to have so
much capacity they’ll be able to dic-
tate prices.

“Iron ore is going to be a very
good game for a long time,” Mr. Gait
said.

That is why miners continue to
expand capacity. In Brazil, Anglo
American later this year will start

shipping iron ore from its huge mine
there, after years of costly overruns
that reached $6 billion. ArcelorMit-
tal, the world’s biggest steelmaker,
is ramping up investments in iron-
ore mining in West Africa and
Northern Canada. Vale increased
production 13% to 79.4 million tons
in the second quarter.

At the center of the new iron-ore
boom is Australia, the world’s big-
gest exporter, and specifically the
sparsely populated Pilbara region of
Western Australia. There BHP and
Rio have secured massive deposits
and invested heavily in fleets of
driverless trucks, efficient blasting
techniques and massive rail systems
to get their ore swiftly to port and
off to China.

BHP has spent $24 billion over
the past decade building up its net-
work of mines, rail and port termi-
nals in Australia’s Pilbara, where it
controls more than 20 billion tons of
iron ore or a century’s worth of re-
sources. It reported record iron-ore
production of 225 million metric
tons from its Western Australian
mines in the year through June—up
20% from a year earlier.

Marketing chief Mike Henry says
he is well aware prices are headed
lower as supply rises and China’s
growth slows. “It is baked into our
plans,” he said on a tour of the com-
pany’s Port Hedland facilities in
July.

Still, BHP expects the closure of
unprofitable mines elsewhere to sta-
bilize the market before it drops too
far. BHP estimates up to 40% of the
350 million tons China produces
each year is very costly to dig up.
“It’s really important for the high-
cost suppliers to shut in a reason-
ably efficient manner” as low-cost
supply rises, Mr. Henry said. “Other-
wise you just see a compounding of
supply in the market.”

—Chuin-Wei Yap
and Mari Iwata

contributed to this article.

By JohnW. Miller,
Rhiannon Hoyle
and Alexis Flynn
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Iron Ore's Decline
Chinese import prices for iron ore

The Wall Street Journal

Source: The Steel Index
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The world’s largest iron-ore producers are betting on efficiencies of scale.
Above, a Rio Tinto mine in Australia’s Pilbara.
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IN DEPTH
U.S. military and government officials de-

fended their approach, noting that they had to
make difficult choices quickly and that intelli-
gence is always incomplete. Even in the bin
Laden raid, a spectacular success, American
officials were far from certain he was even at
the targeted compound.

Officials also were painfully aware the hos-
tages would be at even greater risk once Mr.
Obama ordered airstrikes against Islamic
State. Officials believed such a decision was
imminent, which narrowed the window for
any raid.

They also worried that putting drones
overhead before the operation risked tipping
off the militants. While such flights might
have increased U.S. awareness about militant
facilities, these officials said, they may not
have changed the outcome and might have en-
dangered the hostages if detected.

Officials involved in planning the mission
said they concluded that the hostages’ sur-
vival chances were already so low that a risky
raid was the best option. “These are all tough
decisions,” said one of the officials.

Mr. Obama has for years expressed caution
over becoming entangled in Syria’s civil war,
reflecting his concern that even a small inter-
vention could lead the U.S. into another major
Middle Eastern conflict and potentially run
afoul of international law.

But over time, the White House has inched
toward playing a greater role in Syria and
Iraq, pushed by events on the ground. Two
years after completing the U.S. pullout from
Iraq, Mr. Obama secretly agreed to resume
surveillance flights in Iraq to gather intelli-
gence on Islamic State camps near the Syrian
border. The group was one of the most effec-
tive forces battling Syrian President Bashar
al-Assad’s forces. The program was tiny, ini-
tially one drone flight a month.

In June, after Islamic State militants seized
Mosul, Iraq’s second largest city, the Pentagon
drafted an order that called for deploying mil-
itary advisers to Baghdad and allowing what
it called “intrusive” surveillance flights into
Syria.

But Pentagon leaders revised the order to
take out the overflight authorization because
they believed the White House would reject it.
A senior defense official said that decision
was made after some consultation with the
White House. White House and some Pentagon
officials argued that incursions into Syrian
airspace would violate the country’s sover-
eignty and deepen U.S. involvement in the
civil war. “The president wasn’t ready to go
there,” said one of the U.S. officials.

A senior Obama administration official
said the Pentagon didn’t bring the initial June
order for surveillance flights in Syria to the
White House for consideration.

In early summer, U.S. intelligence agencies
narrowed their search for the American hos-
tages to a small building near an oil facility
southeast of Raqqa, the effective capital of Is-
lamic State. Mr. Obama secretly authorized
Special Operations forces to begin planning
for a rescue mission, which would be led by
the Pentagon with support from the Central
Intelligence Agency.

The hostages had been at the site for sev-
eral months, said a person familiar with the
situation. The main target was the small
makeshift prison at the oil site. It was divided
into at least four large rooms, which the per-
son said appeared to be used to hold the hos-
tages and included kitchen and bathroom fa-
cilities.

The debate over authorizing the raid cen-
tered on whether it would put the U.S. hos-
tages and others held by Islamic State in
greater peril, said one of the defense officials.
Militants had also seized dozens of Turkish
hostages after their capture of Mosul.

The early hours of July 3 were chosen be-
cause they were moonless—common practice
for high-profile and risky missions. “You

needed stealth and then some for a mission
like this,” a senior government official said.
The official said the order was presented to
Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel and Mr.
Obama two days before planners intended to
strike.

“There was no artificial delay of the rescue
attempt,” said Rear Adm. John Kirby, the Pen-
tagon’s spokesman. “I can assure you from the
time the execute order was presented to the
chain of command, including the secretary
and the president, and the time it was actually
executed was very short. Less than two days.”

The U.S. hoped to launch the raid from a
base in Turkey that would give easy access to
Raqqa. But the Turks, worried about their
own hostages, were wary, U.S. officials said, so
the U.S. sent the team to another country in
the region for final preparations.

Shifting the operation didn’t delay matters,
said one of the military officials, although the
distance to Raqqa increased. A senior Turkish
official denied that the U.S. approached An-
kara seeking a base in the country. The ulti-
mate host country agreed on the condition the
U.S. not reveal its identity.

Unsure how much resistance it would en-
counter on the ground, the Pentagon sent a
particularly large force: several dozen com-
mandos. If successful, they may have had to
bring out many hostages and physical evi-
dence.

A larger Quick Reaction Team was posi-
tioned nearby on alert to respond to any trou-
ble, such as an Islamic State attack from
Raqqa. Refueling aircraft were deployed to
keep fighter aircraft ready.

The administration kept details of the res-
cue mission closely held, notifying a small
number of lawmakers about the mission be-
forehand, providing them with minimal infor-
mation.

After landing, the team took small-arms
fire and quickly killed the militants at the fa-
cility who confronted them. One commando
was slightly injured.

The commandos were supposed to be on
the ground for less than 20 minutes but de-

cided to search the entire complex, some be-
hind a tall wall with towers. They stayed over
an hour, said senior U.S. officials briefed on
the operation. “There was far from perfect in-
telligence on this,” one of the military officials
said about why it took longer than expected.

The team found physical evidence showing
the hostages had been there. Officials said
they think the militants moved the hostages
three days to a week before the raid.

The U.S. is still trying to determine why
the militants moved the hostages at the last
minute. The government doesn’t have evi-
dence to suggest that Islamic State was tipped
off but can’t rule out the possibility.

On Aug. 8, the U.S. launched airstrikes
against Islamic State militants in northern
Iraq, fearing the group could seize the Kurdish
capital, Erbil. U.S. officials said Mr. Obama
and military commanders knew the strikes re-
duced the hostages’ survival chances.

On Aug. 19, a video showing Mr. Foley’s be-
heading appeared online. Shortly after, the ad-
ministration revealed the failed mission, re-
flecting sensitivity to some lawmakers’
suggestions it could have done more, sooner.
Hostages’ families were told about the unsuc-
cessful operation a couple of hours before the
media, a U.S. official said.

After the video, any White House hesita-
tion about entering Syrian airspace disap-
peared. A few days later, Mr. Obama approved
sending drones and U-2 spy planes over the
country. “It changed the calculus,” a U.S. offi-
cial said of the Foley video. “It changed it
pretty immensely and pretty immediately.”

A video of Mr. Sotloff’s beheading ap-
peared on Sept. 2.

The drones now over Syria, U.S. officials
said, are attempting to develop targets for po-
tential strikes and find remaining hostages.
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Videos showing the brutal killing of Messrs.
Foley and Sotloff emerged a few weeks later,
galvanizing U.S. and international calls to
more directly counter Islamic State.
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AIG, Coventry Trade
Barbs in Dueling Suits

American International Group
Inc. and a firm that helped it amass
a large investment portfolio of “life
settlements” are trading accusations
in competing lawsuits, with AIG fir-
ing the first shot by alleging an
“egregious criminal scheme” that
cheated the insurer out of more
than $150 million.

Life settlements are life-insur-
ance policies typically sold by ill or
elderly people often because they
can’t afford, or don’t need, the cov-
erage any longer. Investors in this
market bet the future death benefit
will exceed the cash spent to buy
the policy and pay premiums due
while waiting for the person to die,
triggering a claims payout.

Coventry First LLC, headed by a
Philadelphia-area philanthropist, re-
sponded with a suit against AIG in-
vestment entity Lavastone Capital
LLC. It contends AIG fabricated alle-
gations to escape contractual provi-
sions that are favorable to Coventry.

AIG’s lawsuit, filed Friday in fed-
eral court in Manhattan, said it has
paid Coventry more than $1 billion
since the early part of the last de-
cade for services, including identify-
ing attractive policies to acquire
from policyholders at the lowest
possible prices.

Instead, the suit alleges, Coven-
try founder Alan Buerger and cer-
tain family members were scam art-
ists who procured many policies at
lower prices than acknowledged to
AIG. The suit said Coventry hid
these original purchase prices
through use of affiliated shell com-
panies and induced AIG to purchase
the policies at inflated prices.

As one of dozens of examples
cited in the suit, AIG alleges that, in
the summer of 2009, Coventry of-
fered a policy to AIG with a pro-
posed maximum purchase price of
$2.2 million, and AIG subsequently
acquired it for $1.9 million. But the
suit said Coventry actually pur-
chased the policy for $550,000.

Coventry has long been a leader
in the life-settlements industry, and
Mr. Buerger is chairman of industry

group Life Insurance Settlement As-
sociation. In 2013, the Buerger family
made one of the largest gifts ever to
Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia,
$50 million toward construction of a
new outpatient facility.

In its lawsuit, filed later Friday
in state court in New York, Coventry
contends AIG has breached contrac-
tual terms by acquiring policies out-
side of the Coventry arrangement.
The suit said AIG had unsuccessfully
sought to revise the contract to
eliminate certain provisions, which
have an estimated value to Coventry
of $700 million.

AIG’s “retaliatory allegations of
wrongdoing by Coventry First are
baseless,” Coventry said in its law-
suit. Mr. Buerger said he would let
the suit speak for his company’s po-
sition.

AIG is seeking hundreds of mil-
lions of dollars for the alleged harm
to Lavastone, as well as punitive
damages, accusing Coventry of rack-
eteering, breach of contract and
other wrongdoing. AIG also seeks to
unwind its long-standing relation-
ship with Coventry. For its part,
Coventry wants compensation for
AIG’s alleged violations of the con-
tract’s exclusivity provisions.

“Coventry’s responding lawsuit is
a baseless attempt to distract atten-
tion from the fraudulent and illegal

scheme that AIG alleged in its com-
plaint,” said an AIG spokeswoman.

Lavastone holds about 5,700 pol-
icies with total anticipated net
death benefits of about $18 billion,
according to AIG’s suit. The market
value of the portfolio is about $3.6
billion, according to AIG’s financial
filings. While a tiny portion of AIG’s
overall investments, the holdings
have given the insurer an outsize
role as an investor in the life-policy
secondary market.

In 2011, AIG began to wind down
its acquisition of life settlements,
AIG’s suit states. At that time, then-
AIG CEO Robert Benmosche was
narrowing the focus of the then-
sprawling financial-services com-
pany as it divested noncore opera-
tions to repay one of the biggest
government bailout packages of the
2008 financial crisis.

In 2011, as previously reported
by The Wall Street Journal and
other publications, AIG unsuccess-
fully sought to package its life set-
tlements into securities to sell to
other investors. The effort didn’t
pan out for various reasons, includ-
ing that such securities, dubbed
“death bonds” or “blood pools,”
have numerous critics because of
their ghoulish nature: Investors
have a financial stake in people’s
early demise to boost their returns.

BY LESLIE SCISM

Coventry First, founded by Alan Buerger, helped AIG buy life-insurance policies.
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China Cargo Ships
ToUseNatural Gas
On theYangtzeRiver

The first natural gas-fueling sta-
tion for cargo ships is set to open
on the mighty Yangtze River next
month, as part of China’s efforts to
use cleaner energy sources and cut
down on pollution.

The ships that travel on China’s
longest river currently burn diesel
and bunker fuel, and that helps to
shroud cities along the waterway
with smog.

China Gas Holdings Ltd. is
building the fuel terminal as a pilot
project in the mega city of Chong-
qing. While a few ships have con-
verted their engines to use natural
gas, most that travel the Yangtze
haven’t, so it could take years be-
fore the switch to gas from oil
takes off and makes an impact on
global energy markets.

Still, global companies are al-
ready lining up to invest. Finland’s
Wärtsilä Corp. and Rolls-Royce
PLC will provide the engine for
Asia’s first gas-powered tugboat,
which will be built for state-run
China National Offshore Oil Corp.
by the end of this year.

The tugboat will pull oil rigs
and other large items from ship-
yards on the Yangtze’s banks out to
sea.

China wants to be the first
country in Asia to adopt natural
gas as a shipping fuel on a com-
mercial scale, starting with river
ships and then moving to interna-
tional seafaring vessels. China’s
transport ministry aims to have
2,000 vessels, equivalent to just 2%
of its inland fleet, running on natu-
ral gas by 2015. It wants that num-
ber to rise to 10,000 vessels by
2020.

The country is already the
world’s fastest-growing market for
natural gas and much of the future
demand is expected to come from
road and water transportation.

The river deltas in the south
and the east where the gas project
will get its start are the country’s
industrial powerhouses. Factories
along the Yangtze and the smoke-
spewing vessels on the river itself
make adjacent cities some of the
worst-polluted in the country.

Vessels on the river will burn
3.36 million metric tons of bunker
fuel a year by 2015, but using gas
instead would cut some of the
worst pollutants, including sulfur-
oxide emissions by 90% to 95% and
carbon-dioxide emissions by 20% to
25%, China Gas Holdings says.

The “initiative needs to be

taken, like targeting the biggest
and most polluting vessels,” said
analyst Abhishek Rohatgi of con-
sulting firm Enerdata said.

And there are other challenges
as well. Natural-gas prices are
much higher than diesel in Asia,
and the Chinese government raised
prices on the fuel last month. China
is providing more infrastructure
and subsidies for gas-powered ship-
ping, though, and that is likely to
lead to falling prices in the future.

“Current economic conditions
within [China’s] inland waterway
transport have however been chal-
lenging, and are forcing some key
industry participants to face con-
tinuous loss,” said Mikael Simelius,
vice president of marketing at
Wartsila, which makes dual-fuel en-
gines and LNG fuel supply systems.
“As a result, it might take some
time for the industry to match the
government’s targets.”

In the U.S., gas prices are low.
LNG fuel for shipping costs about
$10 a unit there, less than half the
cost of diesel at $23 a unit, accord-
ing to energy consulting firm Gal-
way Group. In China, gas costs
three times as much, while bunker
fuel costs about $17 a unit.

“But these are mainly teething
problems as China’s gas shipping
sector grows,” said Irfan Choudhry,
senior director at Galway Group. He
said for the business to become vi-
able, costs will have to come down,
infrastructure will have to be devel-
oped and the right regulation will
have to be in place.

For instance, the southwestern
province of Jiangxi is providing
subsidies to as many as 700 ships
to be converted over to being gas-
powered, said Zou De Liang, gen-
eral manager at the Jiangxi unit of
China Oil Gangran Energy Technol-
ogy Co.

China Oil Gangran is an elec-
tronics company that recently
formed a joint venture around a
patent to convert diesel-powered
vessels to gas in Jiangxi province.
The company says its technology
can save up to 30% in fuel costs.

BY ERIC YEP
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Smog Free | China switches river traffic to natural gas

A ship converted
to natural gas

Source: World Bank Photo: China Oil Gangran Energy Group Holdings The Wall Street Journal

China’s river transport by cargo-type

China wants to be the
first country in Asia to
adopt natural gas as a
shipping fuel on a
commercial scale.

Boost From Abroad for U.S. Debt
government bond can compete with
the U.S. in yields. Market analysts at
Bank of America-Merrill Lynch
said in a report this month that 45%
of all global government bonds are
yielding less than 1%.

The ECB’s “aggressive” monetary
policies “will hold down global core
rates, alongside of what are ex-
tremely low interest rates in Japan,’’
said Rick Rieder, co-head of Ameri-
cas fixed income at BlackRock Inc.,
with $4.59 trillion of assets under
management at the end of June
2014. U.S. bonds ”will continue to
look attractive relative to other ex-
tremely low global rate alterna-
tives.“

U.S. Treasury bonds have re-
turned 3.14% this year through
Thursday, according to Barclays
PLC. The figures reflect price gains
and interest payments.

In local currency terms, Spain’s
government bonds have returned
13.4%, Italy’s 12% and Germany’s
6.8%.

Continued from page 15 The S&P 500 stock index has
gained 9.6%, while U.S. corporate
bonds sold by lower-rated firms
have returned 5.5%.

The dollar has gained about 6%
this year against the euro. A weaker
euro is likely to help the Continent’s
struggling economies by boosting
exports and suppressing imports,
and boosts the returns on U.S.
bonds for foreign buyers.

“For foreigners, U.S. government
bonds offer more yield and an ap-
preciating currency,’’ said Guy
Haselmann, head of U.S. interest-
rate strategy at Bank of Nova Sco-
tia in New York.

The 10-year yields on govern-
ment bonds in Spain, Italy and Ire-
land hit fresh record lows Friday.
The yield was 2.056% in Spain,
2.265% in Italy and 1.647% in Ire-
land, according to Tradeweb. The
10-year German bond yielded
0.938%, while Japan’s 10-year bond
yielded 0.542%.

To be sure, not everyone is buy-
ing Treasurys. Mark Dowding, se-

nior fixed-income manager at Blue-
Bay Asset Management in London,
which oversees $67 billion, said he
favors government bonds in Spain
and Portugal because, adjusted for
inflation, these countries offer supe-
rior real returns.

Mr. Dowding says that if euro-
zone inflation falls further, the ECB
likely would take more action that
could further send eurozone yields
lower, increasing prices.

Rob Waldner, chief market strat-
egist and head of the multisector
team for Invesco Fixed Income,
which manages $244 billion, said he
is holding fewer U.S. Treasurys and
more bonds issued by Spain and It-
aly.

“We are in different economic
cycles with opposite direction in in-
terest-rate policy between the U.S.
and the eurozone,” and bond yields
should diverge eventually, said Mr.
Waldner. He expects the 10-year U.S.
yield to rise to 2.8% at the end of
this year and the 10-year German
bond yield to stay below 1%.
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OPINION: REVIEW & OUTLOOK

T he most important week for
European security since the end
of the Cold War ended the way it

began—badly. A Russian invasion force
pressed its gains in Ukraine, while the
U.S. and its European allies mustered
few meaningful actions to stop Vladimir
Putin’s assault on the international
order.

At its biennial summit in Wales, the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization—once
known as the most successful and
powerful military bloc in human
history—missed opportunities large and
small. The allies indicated they’d broaden
sanctions on Moscow but failed to
announce any.

In response to the Russian threat,
NATO on Friday agreed to a “continuous”
rotational presence of an unspecified
number of troops in Eastern Europe. It
also approved a new “spearhead” rapid-
reaction force headquartered in Poland,
though the 4,000 troops pledged to it will
be based elsewhere.

This raises the question of just how
rapid the reaction would be if Mr. Putin
decides to stir up trouble in, say, Estonia.
As it happens, Estonia said on Friday that
Russian troops had abducted one of its
security officers at gunpoint in

southeastern Estonia. Russia claimed he
was in Russia.

NATO would have done better to move
the thousands of U.S. troops sitting idly
at German bases forward to Poland and
the Baltic states. This would have sent a
clearer message to Mos-
cow of NATO’s seriousness
by creating a tripwire
against a Russian attack.

None of this will help
the one European
democracy currently
fighting for its survival. Ukraine’s Presi-
dent Petro Poroshenko attended the
Wales summit and got a dose of Western
reality. President Barack Obama again
pledged “support of Ukraine’s sover-
eignty, independence and territorial in-
tegrity and its right to defend itself,” but
he again did nothing.

He and the allies again demurred on
Ukraine’s urgent requests for antitank
and antiaircraft weapons, intelligence
and military training. Ukraine sent
thousands of troops to NATO missions in
the Balkans and Afghanistan, fought for
its freedom in the streets, and deserves
better than this abandonment.

The West’s abdication explains Mr.
Poroshenko’s decision to change course

and agree to a cease-fire with Russia in
eastern Ukraine. There’s no way to spin
Friday’s deal as anything but a victory for
Mr. Putin and a setback for independent
Ukraine. Two weeks ago Mr. Poroshenko
refused to talk with Mr. Putin’s separatist

proxies, whose leaders and
many of whose fighters are
from Russia. Ukraine’s
army had clawed back
territory and besieged
rebel strongholds.

Mr. Putin had to decide
whether to let his proxy army lose or risk
Western rebukes by invading. He chose to
pour in thousands of regular Russian
troops. Heavy artillery pounded Ukraine’s
underarmed forces, while Russia opened
a new front against Mariupol, a strategic
port city on the main road to Russian-
held Crimea. President Obama refused
even to call this an invasion.

So Mr. Poroshenko chose to save
Mariupol and stop the bleeding, at least
until Mr. Putin orders the rebels back into
action to finish the land bridge he wants
connecting Russia with Crimea. Mr. Putin
now says he believes in “statehood” for a
“New Russia” stretching across much of
eastern Ukraine, and he’ll have to take
more territory to get there.

The Ukrainians will try to regroup
militarily, hoping for belated foreign help.
Poland, the Baltic states and Canada have
considered lethal aid. The mood is also
changing in Washington, at least outside
the White House. The Democratic
Chairmen of the Senate Armed Services
and the Foreign Relations Committees
this week called on President Obama to
provide Ukraine with weapons.

American guns and missiles in
Ukrainian hands wouldn’t defeat the
Russian army. But they might strengthen
Ukraine’s diplomatic leverage and raise
the risks for Mr. Putin. The Kremlin is
lying about the presence of Russian
troops on Ukrainian soil to confuse the
West and for domestic reasons. Rising
casualties and an open war against
Ukraine aren’t likely to be popular for
long in Russia.

In Estonia last week, Mr. Obama gave
one of his better speeches promising that
an attack on a fellow NATO member is an
attack on America. Having taken Mr.
Obama’s measure for six years, and after
this week of tough talk but soft actions,
Mr. Putin is unlikely to believe it. A week
that was supposed to make Europe safer
may have invited more aggression from
Moscow.

R ecall that in 2009 White House
economists tried to sell
ObamaCare as a health cost-

control bill, and some liberals still claim
the recent spending deceleration is a
result of the law. Well, the federal
government’s bookkeepers—and reality—
beg to differ.

On Wednesday the actuaries at Health
and Human Services released their new
annual projected measurement of
national health expenditures for last year
and through 2023. Spending in 2013 grew
at a relatively low rate in historical terms
for the fifth consecutive year below 4%,

though at 3.6% it still outpaced real
economic growth. They expect the rate to
climb to 5.6% in 2014 and continue rising
by 6% a year on average
through the decade.

Health spending as a
share of the economy rose
to 17.2% in 2013 from
16.2% in 2007 and will hit
19.3% in 2023, assuming
that GDP grows as smartly as the
auditors project. In other words, health-
care will soak up nearly one of every five
U.S. dollars instead of one of six.
Taxpayers will finance 48% of that

spending a decade out, up from 41% in
2007. Thank you, Peter Orszag.

Notably, HHS attributes the expected
health-spending spike to
economic recovery, Medi-
care increases with the
wave of baby boomer
retirements, and
“spending growth associ-
ated with the coverage

expansions in the Affordable Care Act,”
such as a 23% expansion of Medicaid over
the decade. They believe the slowdown of
late, meanwhile, to be largely an artifact
of the recession and trend toward

increased individual cost sharing in the
private employer-sponsored market.

Medical spending is valuable to the
extent Americans are buying longer and
healthier lives and financing innovation
in treatments and therapies. But
government misallocates far too many
resources on health-care transfers and
subsidized industry inefficiencies that
could have been directed to far better
and more productive economic uses. Part
of the reason economic growth continues
to disappoint is that ObamaCare and the
larger entitlement state are stealing
investment from the private economy.

I t’s not easy to find a silver lining
when an unelected federal
bureaucracy designates a company

too big to fail. But at least MetLife CEO
Steve Kandarian isn’t going to let the
feds treat his life-insurance company
like a Wall Street bank without a fight.

On Thursday, after the federal
Financial Stability Oversight Council
(FSOC) notified MetLife that it had been
preliminarily designated “systemically
important,” Mr. Kandarian issued a
statement saying that his company
“strongly disagrees.” He added that
“MetLife is not systemically important
under the Dodd-Frank Act criteria. In
fact, MetLife has served as a source of
financial strength and stability during
times of economic distress, including the
2008 financial crisis.”

Although the life insurer never
requested nor received a bailout during
the financial crisis, bank regulators who
know little about insurance have decided
to regulate MetLife as if it is a bank, and

to provide implicit federal support in a
crisis. Taxpayers understand the long-
term danger this creates. Mr. Kandarian
understands the costs that such
regulation will impose on his customers.

“Imposing bank-centric
capital rules on life
insurance companies will
make it more difficult for
Americans to buy
products that help protect
their financial futures. At
a time when government social safety
nets are under increasing pressure and
corporate pensions are disappearing, the
goal of public policy should be to
preserve and encourage competitively
priced financial protection for
consumers,” he said.

The systemic designation process is
opaque. The council sent a document to
MetLife explaining its decision but the
government won’t make its reasons
public, unless it proceeds to a final
designation. And even then recent

history suggests taxpayers shouldn’t
expect a thorough analysis. No doubt
MetLife is now poring over the council’s
explanation.

If the federal analysis is light on
facts, MetLife’s goal
should be to force
regulators to show the
math justifying their
claim that U.S. markets
can’t withstand the
insurer’s failure. We don’t

think it exists, and neither do most state
insurance regulators who, unlike the
stability council, study this issue full
time.

Insurance is fundamentally different—
and more stable—than banking for a
variety of reasons. Unlike bank
depositors in a panic, insurance
customers generally can’t show up and
demand the face value of their policies
in cash. For those insurance products
that do allow withdrawals, there is often
a significant penalty. Unlike withdrawing

money from a bank account, cancelling
an insurance policy means customers
then have no coverage for whatever risk
that motivated them to buy insurance.

If an insurer does fail, it’s also not a
high-speed crash as in banking.
Regulators and other companies that pay
into industry-financed, state-regulated
rescue funds have decades to address
the problem as claims roll in slowly over
time. Nobody dies sooner as a strategy
to demand an earlier payout.

“MetLife is not ruling out any of the
available remedies” under the Dodd-
Frank law to contest this designation,
said Mr. Kandarian. The company has a
month to request a hearing with the
council to challenge this flawed decision
and if that challenge fails, MetLife
should take the regulators to federal
court. There is some political risk in
doing so because federal regulators are
known to be vengeful, but a vigorous
defense would benefit consumers and
taxpayers.

A Bad Week for Free Europe

The ObamaCare Escalator

MetLife’s Too-Big-to-Fail Fight

Even the government
says health spending
will rise rapidly again.

Putin wins in Ukraine,
and NATO doesn’t
rise to the challenge.

The insurer rejects
becoming part of the
financial bailout net.
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BP Pressed To Settle in Oil Spill
While BP PLC has pledged to

fight a federal judge’s ruling that it
acted recklessly in the fatal 2010
Deepwater Horizon explosion and
spill, Thursday’s decision may
ratchet up pressure for it to pursue
a different tack: settle.

U.S. District Judge Carl Barbier
found BP took irresponsible drilling
risks and failed to recognize danger
signs preceding the deadly acci-
dent, leaving the company open to
up to $18 billion in federal Clean
Water Act penalties for polluting
the Gulf of Mexico. BP has called
the ruling of gross negligence “er-
roneous.”

Expecting the court to find it
merely “negligent”—a determina-
tion that would have cut its liability
by about a fourth—BP had set aside
just $3.5 billion for Clean Water
Act penalties.

If the ruling stands, any final
penalty will be based on how much

oil is determined to have been
spilled and what the court decides
BP did to mitigate the damage. BP
could be on the hook for up to
$10.5 billion, based on its own oil-
spill estimates. Prosecutors are
seeking $18 billion. A trial to deter-
mine a fine is scheduled for Janu-
ary.

The higher potential damages
could pressure BP executives to
consider settling, to clear up lin-
gering uncertainty and avoid pay-
ing the top range of possible fines,
say legal experts and investors. BP
investors are eager for more clarity
on BP’s overall liabilities, and to get
those costs behind the company.

A narrower range of potential
fines also could help bring BP, fed-
eral prosecutors and other claim-
ants to the negotiating table, those
experts said.

“There is room to consummate a
deal,” said Carl Tobias, a professor
at the University of Richmond’s law
school. “Certainly I think there are
incentives on both sides.”

There also is a recent, oil-indus-

try precedent. After a federal bank-
ruptcy judge in December found
Anadarko Petroleum Corp. liable
for between $5.2 billion and $14.2
billion in a pollution case, the
Houston-based explorer pushed for-
ward with settlement talks. When
Anadarko announced a $5.2 billion
settlement in April, investors sent
its shares up 14.5% that day.

For the much larger BP, any set-
tlement would be unlikely to spark
such a big jump. But it could give
investors a clearer picture of future
value. “Once the fine is out in the
open, it does remove one area of
uncertainty,” said Paul Mumford, a
fund manager at BP investor Caven-
dish Asset Management Ltd.

A BP spokesman said on Friday
the company’s legal stance in the
case hasn’t changed, and it doesn’t
plan to admit gross negligence. A
Justice Department spokesman
didn’t immediately respond to a re-
quest for comment on Friday.

BP already has recorded pretax
losses of close to $43 billion for
cleanup, criminal and civil settle-

ments and other costs related to
the Deepwater Horizon explosion,
which killed 11 workers and for
months leaked oil that killed ani-
mals and polluted beaches. That
figure includes the $3.5 billion set
aside for any Clean Water Act fines.

The ruling comes at a time
when the company is dealing with
another big headache: Russia, a
longtime source of BP profits and
problems. BP owns almost 20% of
Russia’s state-controlled OAO Ros-
neft. U.S. and European Union
sanctions have targeted Rosneft,
threatening its ability to replace
the reserves it pumps. While there
has been little operations impact so
far, the sanctions could eventually
start to cut into BP’s income from
Rosneft, and make it difficult for
BP to team with Rosneft to develop
new Russian resources.

Iain Pyle, an analyst at Bern-
stein Research, said the court deci-
sion seems to have been factored
into the share price by investors.
BP shares Friday recovered some of
Thursday’s 6% fall.

By Daniel Gilbert in Houston
and Justin Scheck in London

A picture released by the US Coast Guard on 22 April, 2010 shows a fire aboard the mobile offshore oil drilling unit Deepwater Horizon, in the Gulf of Mexico.
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Bristol, OnoSueMerckOver CancerDrug
Bristol-Myers Squibb Co. and

partner Ono Pharmaceutical Co.
have sued Merck & Co., alleging
that its new cancer drug violates
their patent for a method of har-
nessing the body’s immune system
to fight cancer.

Bristol and Ono filed suit in fed-
eral court in Delaware on Thursday,
the same day that Merck received
U.S. Food and Drug Administration
approval to market Keytruda as a
treatment for the deadly skin cancer
melanoma.

The dispute represents another
front in a multicompany battle in the
emerging market for so-called immu-
notherapy cancer drugs, which some
analysts predict will reach more than
$30 billion in annual sales in the next

decade. The drugs have generated
promising results in clinical trials,
particularly for melanoma but also
for other types of cancer.

Keytruda, the generic name of
which is pembrolizumab, works by
blocking a component of immune-
system cells known as programmed
death receptor 1. The mechanism
helps take a brake off the immune
system, enhancing its ability to de-
stroy cancer cells with what doctors
say are manageable side effects.

Bristol and Ono have developed a
competing PD-1 blocker known as
nivolumab. The drug went on sale in
Japan last week under the brand
Opdivo for melanoma. Bristol has
said it expects to file by Sept. 30 for
FDA approval of nivolumab as a
melanoma treatment, and by year-
end to complete an application for

FDA clearance of nivolumab to treat
a form of lung cancer.

Bristol and Ono’s lawsuit says
Merck’s Keytruda infringes a U.S.
patent that was issued to Ono in May
on methods of treating cancer with
an anti-PD-1 compound. Bristol has
an exclusive license to Ono’s patent.

Bristol and Ono allege that
Merck started developing pembroli-
zumab after the partners created
nivolumab and that Merck has been
aware of their U.S. patent.

“Merck is threatening to exploit
that invention with a later-devel-
oped anti-PD-1 antibody,” the law-
suit says. The plaintiffs ask the
court to declare that Merck in-
fringes the patent and to award
damages to compensate Bristol and
Ono for the infringement.

Merck said the lawsuit was with-

out merit and that the company was
confident it wouldn’t be prevented
from marketing pembrolizumab. Sim-
ilar patent litigation among the com-
panies is under way in Europe. Merck
said in an August filing to the U.S.
Securities and Exchange Commission
that the Ono patent was invalid.

The stakes are high. Merck is sell-
ing its drug for about $12,500 a
month per patient in the U.S., or
$150,000 for a full year of treatment.
Ono’s drug in Japan costs about
$143,000 a patient for a full year. The
cost of the drugs vary with patient
weight and treatment duration.

Credit Suisse has estimated that
Bristol and Ono eventually could
generate significant royalties paid
by competitors as a result of a
broad set of patents on PD-1-target-
ing drugs.

BY PETER LOFTUS

BUSINESS & FINANCE

U.K. Moves
To Promote
Muni-Bond
Issuance

LONDON—U.K. local-government
councils plan to set up a municipal
bonds agency that will issue a new
type of local-government debt and
potentially create a fresh market for
sterling bond investors.

The group of nearly 40 local
councils are funding the agency,
which aims to secure a triple-A
credit rating and issue bonds to cre-
ate a U.K. equivalent to the munici-
pal-bond markets that exist in the
U.S. and in some European coun-
tries. The plan is for the agency to
issue general municipal bonds that
wouldn’t legally be tied to any spe-
cific local authority or project. In-
stead, authorities involved in the ini-
tiative would be jointly liable for the
debt.

Local-government leaders have
approved the creation of the agency,
which has been incorporated with
the name Local Capital Finance Ltd.
It is now preparing to take the first
bonds to investors, according to
John Wright, senior adviser at the
Local Government Association, a
body that represents U.K. local gov-
ernments.

Thirty-eight out of about 100
councils have signed up to the plan
and have contributed £4.5 million
($7.3 million) to its setup costs, ac-
cording to the lead adviser for the
project, Aidan Brady, a former chief
operating officer at Deutsche Bank
AG in the U.K.

Mr. Brady said he was also work-
ing with “a major accounting firm”
on the details of the issuance, and
was holding talks with credit-rating
companies about rating the debt.

Municipal bonds—public-sector
debt raised by local-government au-
thorities but not fully backed by the
central state—are common in other
countries. In the U.K., though,
around three quarters of borrowing
by local governments is from the
central government.

One of the factors driving the ini-
tiative is that in 2010, the central
government increased the rate at
which it would lend to local authori-
ties. Local governments think they
can get cheaper funds by going di-
rectly to investors.

As part of its preparatory work,
the Local Government Association
conducted a survey of councils ear-
lier this year and identified about £5
billion a year of demand for new
borrowing.

“We wouldn’t expect to capture
all of that as the agency, as councils
have other sources of finance,” Mr.
Brady said.

Banks might be appointed to
market the bonds as soon as the end
of this year, he said, or possibly
early next year. The first issuance
could come in “March or April
2015.”

A key element would be securing
a triple-A rating for the new bonds.
Moody’s Investors Service declined
to comment on any direct involve-
ment with the bonds offering. But
Roshana Arasaratnam, the agency’s
vice president in the sub-sovereign
team said, “The creation of the mu-
nicipal-bond agency is credit posi-
tive for U.K. local governments, as it
should help lower borrowing costs
by pooling several governments’
funding needs and providing econo-
mies of scale.”

BY MARK COBLEY
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OPINION

London
Panic has broken out in

Westminster at the prospect of
Scotland seceding from the United
Kingdom. A referendum on the
question is set for Sept. 18 and, until
last week, the “Better Together”
campaign was on course for victory.
But in the latest polls, the gap
between the two sides has narrowed
to six points and the “Yes Scotland”
campaign is gathering momentum.
In less than a fortnight, a political
union that has endured for 307
years could be broken up.

Conservative Prime Minister
David Cameron has stayed out of
the debate because the party he
leads is so unpopular in Scotland. In
the past three general elections, the
Tories have only won a single
parliamentary seat in the region and
Mr. Cameron’s fear is that if he
campaigns too energetically for the
unionist cause it would make it
easier for Alex Salmond, the leader
of the Scottish Nationalist Party, to
frame the argument as a left-right
issue and galvanize anti-
Conservative support.

Mr. Salmond is a fleet-footed
political operator whose party has
come first in the past two regional
elections in Scotland, forcing the
British government to allow a
referendum. Mr. Cameron reasoned
that it would be more prudent to
allow Alistair Darling, a prominent
Scottish Labour MP, to lead the
cross-party “Better Together”
campaign, but the prime minister
may have miscalculated.

Initially, Mr. Darling looked like a
safe pair of hands. The only people
eligible to vote in the referendum
are Scottish residents, and the
unionists decided to try to appeal to
their pocketbooks, emphasizing the
economic risks of going it alone.
How will an independent Scottish
government avoid raising taxes if
the country loses its generous
subsidies from Westminster?
Wouldn’t an independent Scotland
have to reapply to join the European
Union and, as a new entrant, be
forced to adopt the euro? If that
happens, won’t Scotland have even
less control of fiscal policy than it
does now?

Mr. Darling was a good person to
make this case because he was the
chancellor of the exchequer from
2007 to 2010 and enjoys a
reputation for financial prudence.
But in the most recent televised
debate he was no match for Mr.
Salmond, who managed to portray
him as a penny-pinching worrywart.
Next to the more ebullient and
optimistic Mr. Salmond, Mr. Darling
has begun to seem like a colorless
technocrat. Even though Mr.
Salmond resembles a middle-aged
bank manager, he’s good at making
independence seem like the more
romantic, exciting choice. He plays
Sean Connery (who supports “Yes

Scotland”) next to Mr. Darling’s
Roger Moore.

The outcome of the referendum
will partly turn on which side is
better at getting out the vote. Being
in second place for so long may turn
out to be an advantage for Mr.
Salmond and his allies because it
has led to complacency among the
unionists and a sense of urgency
among the separatists. Turnout is
expected to be high, not least
because the nationalist-dominated
Scottish Parliament has succeeded
in lowering the referendum voting
age to 16. Appealing to the head
rather than to the heart, as Mr.
Salmond has done, may be a more
effective way of winning over this
teenage constituency.

The consequences of a victory
for “Yes Scotland” would be
catastrophic for Mr. Cameron. As
the leader of a coalition
government, he has had to make
compromises with the Liberal
Democrats that have left him
unpopular within his own party.
Losing Scotland could be the final
straw, forcing him to resign. Even if
he managed to cling on, being the
prime minister who presided over
the breakup of the United Kingdom
wouldn’t help him win next spring’s
general election.

It would also be bad for the
three nations remaining in the U.K.,
and not just because we’d have to
redesign our national flag, stripping
out the blue Saltire. The British
armed forces would be much
diminished without the Scottish
regiments, and the cost of relocating
our nuclear submarines from their

base in Scotland would be
astronomical (and there’s nowhere
obvious for them to go). There
would be an almighty dispute over
government property, including
Britain’s embassies, and a territorial
skirmish about who’s entitled to the
proceeds of North Sea oil.

We would almost certainly lose
our seat on the U.N. Security
Council and our case for remaining
in the G-20, let alone the G-8, would
be weakened. More generally,
Scotland’s secession would revive
the narrative of Britain’s decline,
something Margaret Thatcher did so
much to reverse. A union that once
ruled a third of the planet’s surface
would be reduced to two minor
European states. The United
Kingdom would become the
Dismembered Kingdom.

Yet for supporters of the
Conservative Party it’s not all doom

and gloom. Of the 650 electoral
districts that make up the House of
Commons, 59 are in Scotland and, of
those, 41 are currently held by
Labour. If the 2010 general election
hadn’t included these Scottish seats,
the Conservatives would have won a
majority and wouldn’t now be
having to contend with the
frustrations of coalition
government. The hope is that with
Scotland out of the picture, Labour
would be permanently excluded
from power.

Even for Tories like me, though,
that’s not much of a silver lining.
Like most patriots, I would prefer to
serve in the heaven that is the
British Isles than rule over some
disfigured rump.

Mr. Young is the co-founder of the
West London Free School, Britain’s
first charter school.

Opposing political viewpoints in Glasgow on the Sept. 18 referendum.
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Getting Skittish About Scottish Independence
BY TOBY YOUNG

Al Qaeda has a new franchise:
Qaedat al-Jihad in the Indian
subcontinent. On Wednesday,
Ayman al-Zawahiri, widely believed
to be in hiding in Pakistan,
appeared in a video announcing the
creation of the jihadist group’s lat-
est offshoot. It will be led by Asim
Umar, a somewhat obscure militant
best known for an online video
calling on Indian Muslims to sign
up for a global jihad. Mr. Zawahiri
says the group will “raise the flag
of jihad, return Islamic rule, and
empower the Sharia of Allah across
the Indian subcontinent.”

Mr. Zawahiri’s threats should be
taken seriously. However, the
bigger danger to India is al Qaeda’s
rival for leadership of global
jihadism: the terrorist group ISIS,
also known simply as Islamic State.
Al Qaeda may well have deeper
networks in the subcontinent. But
in terms of both sophisticated
messaging and raw appeal, the 63-
year-old Egyptian doctor’s outfit
cannot match the ISIS upstarts who
burst into the public eye after
capturing Mosul, Iraq’s second-
largest city, in June.

Consider the evidence. At least
four Indian Muslims have

reportedly signed up to fight with
ISIS in Iraq. Last week, one of
them, a 22-year-old engineering
student named Arif Majeed, was
reported killed, possibly in a U.S.
airstrike. He left behind a letter to
his family in which he explained his
reasons for traveling from his
home outside Mumbai to Iraq: “It
is a blessed journey for me,
because I don’t want to live in this
sinful country.”

Meanwhile, police in the
southern state of Tamil Nadu
arrested a Muslim cleric after a
group photo of young Muslim men
posing outside a mosque in ISIS T-
shirts began to circulate on social
media.

These may be isolated incidents,
and the vast majority of Indian
Muslims shows no signs of being
attracted to any jihadist group. But
ISIS has arguably made a bigger
splash in India in three months
than al Qaeda could manage in the
26 years since it was founded in
Pakistan by Osama bin Laden.

ISIS enjoys many advantages
that so-called core al Qaeda, the
parts of the network based in
Pakistan and Afghanistan, lacks.
First, in terms of the kind of
symbolism that fires up jihadists,
it’s hard to beat the re-
establishment, at least notionally,
of a caliphate uniting all believing
Sunni Muslims. ISIS controls an
estimated 35,000 square miles of
territory, about the size of Jordan.
The group has effectively erased
the border between Iraq and Syria
created by an agreement between

Britain and France in 1916.
Moreover, the U.S. invasion of

Afghanistan in 2001, a longstanding
drone campaign, and the successful
killing of bin Laden in 2011 have
forced prominent al Qaeda leaders
such as Mr. Zawahiri to lie low. ISIS
leader Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi,
known to his followers as Caliph
Ibrahim, is rarely in the public eye.
But he enjoys enough freedom of
movement to have recorded a
propaganda video of a sermon he
delivered at a mosque in Mosul.

Mr. Baghdadi’s sermon calling
the faithful to his self-proclaimed
caliphate was only one part of a
sophisticated media strategy. By
posting videos and pictures of
beheadings, mass executions and
public crucifixions, ISIS has learned
how to use social media to both
scare opponents and attract
bloodthirsty new recruits from
around the world. By one estimate,
its ranks include 700 French

citizens, 400 Britons and 250
Australians, as well as thousands of
Arabs.

Simply put, today ISIS
represents what al Qaeda once
did—the world’s largest single
grouping of jihadists bound by a
common faith in a hard-line
interpretation of Islam. ISIS has
already subtitled a recruitment
video titled “The Chosen Few of
Different Lands” in at least three
Indian languages: Urdu, Hindi and
Tamil. This suggests that it views
India as a promising target for
growth.

How well prepared is India for
the threat of radicalization that
ISIS represents? Many of the
country’s politicians and
intellectuals remain caught in a
time warp when it comes to the
Middle East. For them, paying
attention to the region rarely goes
beyond mouthing tired slogans of
solidarity with the Palestinians

beloved of the global Left.
An Indian journalist is more

likely to travel to Gaza to pen a
story on alleged Israeli oppression,
then to visit, say, Mosul or the de
facto ISIS capital of Raqqa in
northern Syria. With an eye on
their Muslim constituents, many
Indian politicians practically fall
over each other to condemn Israel,
but there is no clamor among them
to discuss developments that
potentially threaten the safety of
India itself.

Add to this India’s failure to
modernize its 150-million strong
Muslim minority. Unlike in the
West, where one law for all citizens
is a cornerstone of secularism,
India allows its Muslims to follow
Shariah in matters of marriage,
divorce and inheritance. In the end,
ISIS, like al Qaeda, is fighting to
impose its harsh interpretation of
Shariah on the world. By bowing to
Shariah at home, India has helpfully
decided to meet them halfway.

None of this is to suggest that al
Qaeda has ceased to be dangerous.
If anything, its long presence in the
subcontinent gives it deeper links
with indigenous jihadists, such as
Pakistan’s Lashkar-e-Taiba. But if
the biggest danger India faces from
jihadist groups is the radicalization
of part of its Muslim population,
then it’s ISIS, not al Qaeda, that
ought to worry New Delhi more.

Mr. Dhume is a resident fellow at
the American Enterprise Institute
and a columnist for WSJ.com. He
tweets @dhume.

A photo that went viral on Twitter showing Tamil Nadu men who support ISIS.
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The ISIS Siren Call to India’s Muslims
BY SADANAND DHUME

Suddenly, prospects for
‘Better Together’ are looking
worse. That’s lamentable.

In its appeal and imagery,
ISIS is a bigger threat
to India than al Qaeda.
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Alibaba’s IPO to Value
Company at $155 Billion

Alibaba Group Holding Ltd. un-
veiled plans for an initial public of-
fering that values the company at
$155 billion, which would instantly
make it one of the largest listed in
the U.S. and mark one of the biggest
stock-market debuts ever.

The Chinese e-commerce com-
pany, in papers filed on Friday, val-
ued itself just below rival Ama-
zon.com Inc.’s $160 billion market
capitalization. However, Alibaba’s
worth could rise in the days ahead
as the company officially introduces
itself to investors in a process
known as a roadshow, set to kick off
on Monday in New York.

The shares are expected to begin
trading on the New York Stock Ex-
change the following week, under
the symbol “BABA.” If the company
sells the maximum number of
shares proposed at the highest price
currently anticipated, the deal
would raise $24.3 billion for Ali-
baba, its executives and early inves-
tors. That figure would represent
the biggest-ever IPO, topping the
$22 billion raised by Agricultural
Bank of China Ltd. in 2010.

China’s dominant e-commerce
player, Alibaba is a collection of var-
ious online marketplaces for con-
sumers and businesses that makes
its money primarily by charging ad-
vertising fees to merchants looking
to promote themselves in its chaotic
online bazaars that have 279 million
active buyers and 8.5 million active
sellers.

Its offering has ignited excite-
ment among some analysts and in-
vestors, who see in it an entree to
China’s exploding consumer market.

Alibaba is also far more profit-
able than many of its American In-
ternet counterparts, generating 43%
operating profit margins in the sec-
ond quarter. Amazon broke even in
that period—a 0% operating margin.

Yet investors will also have to
weigh the risks presented by Ali-
baba’s complex corporate structure
and unusual governance, not to men-
tion the tough competition it faces
from other Chinese heavyweights like
Tencent Holdings Ltd. Expanding
outside of China will also prove diffi-
cult, as markets like the U.S. already
have established e-commerce players
like Amazon and eBay Inc.

The offering will take advantage
of an IPO market that has been the
busiest in years, boosted by rising
share prices and investors demand

for risk at a time when interest
rates are extremely low.

The $155 billion valuation, repre-
senting the midpoint of an initial
price range of $60 to $66 a share,
comes at the lower-end of analysts’
current estimates of Alibaba’s value.

The pricing was designed to help
ensure that long-term investors are
enticed to buy into the massive of-
fering, people familiar with the deal
said.

That said, if investors like what
they see in the days ahead, the com-
pany and its bankers could raise the
price, which happened with U.S. so-
cial media giants Facebook Inc. and
Twitter Inc.

Analyst estimates have pegged
Alibaba’s value as high as $220 bil-
lion.

“The company has taken a con-
servative stance with its pricing,
just to prevent a repeat of the Face-
book IPO,” said R. J. Hottovy, an eq-
uity strategist at Morningstar. Yet
he said the research firm is still
comfortable with its estimate of a
$220 billion value, based on the
company’s future prospects, and ex-
pects it to trade closer to that level
on the open market.

Alibaba’s price is “set to make the
deal attractive. It’s a smart move on
their part,” said Vince Rivers, a se-
nior portfolio manager at JO Hambro
Capital Management, who plans to
attend the U.S. roadshow.

Investors in the U.S., Europe and
Asia are expected to meet with one
of two groups of bankers and com-
pany managers— one called the “or-
ange” team, and the other, the “red”
team— in reference to Alibaba’s
logo colors. The groups are splitting
up the road show meetings to man-
age the global travel and spend
more than cursory time with the
biggest potential buyers, people fa-
miliar with the deal said.

Jack Ma, the company’s charis-
matic 49-year-old founder and execu-
tive chairman, will be front-and-cen-
ter in the thinking of some investors.
He is expected to make appearances
on the investor roadshow, people fa-
miliar with the deal said.

He wrote a personal letter to in-
vestors in the IPO filing Friday, tout-
ing the company’s “ecosystem” for
vendors, consumers and sharehold-
ers. “We can only be successful if our
customers and business partners are
successful,” he wrote. “If you own
shares in our company, you will be-
come a part of our ecosystem.”

Mr. Ma will be selling a roughly
$800 million slice of his stake,
which would be worth more than
$12 billion at the offering’s midpoint
price. He will still own 7.8% of the
company after the IPO.

The company is raising $7.7 bil-
lion for itself in the offering at the
midpoint price. Alibaba has pushed
aggressively to complete its IPO this
year as it faces the prospect of com-
peting with cash-rich giants both at
home and in the U.S.

Several pre-IPO shareholders are
cashing out portions of their stakes,
reflecting the maturity of Alibaba,
which was founded in 1999. How-
ever, the planned sales represent
relatively small portions of early in-
vestors’ stakes, indicating that those
investors hope to remain on board
with the company longer term.

Yahoo Inc. is the biggest seller,
according to Friday’s filing, offering
121 million shares worth about $7.6
billion in the initial deal, about a
quarter of the U.S. company’s cur-
rent stake. That share count could
rise as high as 140 million if more
shares are sold amid strong demand
for the deal.

Alibaba’s biggest shareholder, Ja-
pan’s SoftBank Corp., which will
have a 32% stake after the IPO, is
selling none of its shares in the offer-
ing. SoftBank invested $20 million in
Alibaba in 2000 and will be sitting
on a stake worth about $50 billion.

China’s sovereign-wealth fund
China Investment Corp. is selling
about a quarter of its current 2.8%
stake, while U.S. private-equity firm
Silver Lake is selling less than a
tenth of its 2.5% stake.

At $155 billion, Alibaba would be
valued at a seemingly steep 41 times
earnings for the fiscal year that
ended in March. Yet analysts expect
those earnings to keep growing
quickly in future years, which would
support a higher multiple. With just
a sliver of net profit in 2013, Ama-
zon is valued closer to 600 times its
2013 earnings.

By Telis Demos,
Rolfe Winkler

andMatt Jarzemsky

Jack Ma, Alibaba’s founder
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Apple’s Next Focus:
Health and Fitness

Apple Inc. has jolted many in-
dustries over the years, from re-
corded music to mobile phones.
Now, it is charging into health and
fitness, hoping to bring order to a
fragmented mess of wearable de-
vices and scattered data.

Its entry is stirring enthusiasm
among entrepreneurs and health
providers. But Apple will have to
overcome regulatory and privacy
challenges and consumer indiffer-
ence.

Apple on Tuesday is expected to
unveil a smartwatch embedded
with more than 10 sensors to moni-
tor health and fitness signs, ac-
cording to people familiar with the
matter. Apple declined to com-
ment.

“When Apple does it, consumers
perceive it as more mainstream,”
said Ari Caroline, chief analytics of-
ficer for Memorial Sloan Kettering
Cancer Center in New York, one of
several health-care institutions
building apps to work with Apple’s
offerings. Others include the big
health insurer Kaiser Permanente
and the Mayo Clinic. With Apple’s
device, Mr. Caroline said, “people
will have all the hardware they need
to make the monitoring possible.”

Apple already declared its in-
tentions with some big-name hires
and its HealthKit, a data repository
created by Apple to work with iOS
apps, storing information collected
by various devices. HealthKit can
channel the information to doctors,
app developers and others, with a
user’s permission.

HealthKit will work with apps in
Apple’s next mobile operating sys-
tem, iOS 8, due out later this
month. The new operating system
will also include an app called
Health—a dashboard for health and
fitness information such as heart
rate, calories burned, blood sugar
and cholesterol, as well as lab re-
sults and medications.

So far, interest in digital health
has been confined mainly to ath-
letic people who are motivated to
upload personal fitness informa-
tion into apps and track their daily
activity through devices.

People “just don’t want to en-
gage with a health app the way
they’d engage with an Instagram or
a Facebook,” said Dr. Joseph Kve-
dar, director of the Center for Con-
nected Health, an affiliate of Har-
vard Medical School. “There’s a lot
of foaming at the mouth and mar-
ket estimates…the part that is
missing in mobile health is the part
that convinces people they have to
use it.”

The lack of enthusiasm has
felled prior efforts by tech compa-
nies. In 2008, Google Inc. launched
Google Health, a portal where con-
sumers could upload health records
and share them with insurers and
providers. The search giant closed
the portal three years later. Micro-
soft Corp.’s Health Vault, another

attempt to house and share medi-
cal data, hasn’t gained much trac-
tion.

Apple may benefit from better
timing. When Google launched its
portal, smartphones weren’t as
prevalent as they are now and
health apps were still new. Con-
sumers also have more incentive to
monitor their health because they
are shouldering more of the burden
of health-care costs. What’s more,
a growing number of companies
are offering financial rewards for
people to adopt healthy behaviors
or track things like weight or activ-
ity.

Many hospitals and insurers are
intrigued by the possibilities of Ap-
ple’s smartwatch and HealthKit.
John Halamka, chief information
officer of Beth Israel Deaconess
Medical Center in Boston, said doc-
tors could remotely monitor pa-
tients after a procedure for signs
of complications.

He said hospitals can also save
money by detecting problems early
because the Affordable Care Act
penalizes hospitals that have too
many readmissions.

To gain widespread adoption,
Apple will need to convince users
that their health information is
safe, a task that became more diffi-
cult after hackers posted nude pic-
tures of celebrities that had been
stored in Apple’s iCloud service.

Even before the hacks, Apple
was taking measures to protect
privacy. The company said it
wouldn’t allow app developers to
store health data in iCloud—and
wouldn’t allow companies that
share information with HealthKit
to use it for advertising. To steer
clear of regulators, Apple also said
apps using data from HealthKit
can’t provide diagnoses or treat-
ment advice.

Apple wants to support and
bring order to what is now a small
and unruly market, but questions
loom over whether the company
will have the capability to police a
growing number of apps.

Market research firm NPD esti-
mated that the U.S. digital-fitness
market, including sales of wearable
devices such as the Fitbit and Jaw-
bone UP, totaled more than $330
million last year.

By comparison, Apple’s shrink-
ing iPod business generated $442
million in the April-June quarter—
the equivalent of less than two
days of world-wide iPhone sales.
As of December 2013, there were
roughly 40,000 health apps being
marketed, according to Healthcare
Information and Management Sys-
tems Society, a nonprofit for the
health industry.

“Up to now, the information
gathered by those applications
lives in silos,” said Apple Senior
Vice President Craig Federighi at a
company conference in June, where
he introduced HealthKit.

To support its initiative, Apple
has hired engineers and scientists
from medical-device and bio-sens-
ing companies.

The company has been working
on ways to use advanced sensors
to track a person’s blood pressure,
body temperature, glucose and hy-
dration levels, these people said.

The high-profile hires include
Michael O’Reilly, former chief med-
ical officer of Masimo Corp., which
makes a finger-sized device to
measure oxygen in the blood with-
out drawing blood.

BY ELIZABETH DWOSKIN
AND DAISUKE WAKABAYASHI

BUSINESS & FINANCE

*For fiscal year ended March 31 Sources: the companies (revenue); FactSet (market cap); Dealogic (IPOs) The Wall Street Journal

ANew Tech Giant
How Alibaba’s proposed valuation ranks it against other tech companies:
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Apple is expected to
unveil a smartwatch
embedded with more than
10 sensors to monitor
health and fitness signs.
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“It’s like a tale of two Americas
on school choice,” says Kevin
Chavous. There’s the status quo
that includes the teachers unions
and their allies. “And then there’s
the other America”—those “who
have to suffer every day because
their kids aren’t getting the
education they deserve.”

By his lights, school choice is a
war between the “haves” and
“have-nots.” “The only people
fighting educational choice are the
people who have educational
choice,” notes the former
Washington, D.C., councilman.

Mr. Chavous ought to know,
because for four years he has bat-
tled on the frontlines of education
reform as a founding board mem-
ber and executive counsel for the
nonprofit American Federation for
Children (AFC). The organization
publicly lobbies for school choice,
and in particular focuses on
private-school scholarship
programs that typically receive less
charitable support than do charter
schools. Its political action
committee battles to elect pro-
choice lawmakers in the states.

You might say Mr. Chavous and
his operation, with about 30
employees, are the shock troops for
school choice on the other side of
the barricades from the unions.
The National Education Association
has more money (some $1.4 billion
in revenue) and three million
members.

But Mr. Chavous has the
political power of an idea—
education opportunity for all—and
school choice is clearly making
inroads nation-wide. In 2000 four
states had private-school choice
programs with 29,000 kids. Today,
19 states boast programs that
enroll more than 308,000 children.

“This year, 2014, we saw the
largest single-year growth in
enrollment in programs in the
history of school choice,” he says.
The fastest-growing state is
Indiana, which is expected to
award 30,000 scholarships this
year, up from 590 in 2010. “And the
momentum’s not going to stop.”

AFC and its 501(c)(3) sister
organization, Alliance for School
Choice, have been the movement’s
boots on the ground, mobilizing
support and repulsing attacks by
the teachers unions. Mr. Chavous
says that one of the most
important things he does is enlist
“messengers.”

“We have to get the trusting
voices that people listen to,” he
says. “One thing I do when I’m
talking to Democratic legislators in
states that are considering [choice
programs], particularly African-
American legislators, is match
them with their African-American
colleagues who have been through
this in other states.”

He has also drafted celebrities
who, he says, don’t approach the
issue with “political baggage.” For
instance, he recruited former
basketball stars Lisa Leslie, a three-
time MVP award winner in the
WNBA, and Jalen Rose, now an
ESPN analyst, to record public-
service announcements backing
school choice. Other messengers
include black civil-rights and
church leaders. Last year Mr.
Chavous helped organize a rally in
Memphis with a keynote speech by
the city’s most prominent minister,
Rev. Dwight Montgomery.

Unions tell parents “that this is
a Republican conspiracy,” Mr.
Chavous says, or “that you all are
trying to destroy neighborhood
schools.” When low-income,
working families are “told bad
things, they initially fight. But
when they understand what this is
all about, I’ve heard so many
parents tell me, ‘Well, you didn’t
tell us . . . I can get a scholarship to
the Catholic school, this private
school that I’ve been wanting to
send my kids to for years, if this
passes.’”

School-choice opponents, he
says, use a “playbook,” which
entails, among other things,
outright lying. A typical accusation
is that choice advocates are bought
by the billionaire Koch brothers.
Opponents also claim that vouchers
don’t work, but then struggle to
explain the high demand among
parents who they then claim don’t
know what’s best for their kids.

There have been few controlled
studies, Mr. Chavous notes, but
data generally show that the
children who receive scholarships
benefit educationally. In
Washington, D.C., he says, “90% of
these kids are going to college.
That’s 50 points higher than public
schools.” In Florida and Louisiana,
academic growth among voucher
recipients is on par with their
public-school counterparts despite
students coming from
disadvantaged backgrounds.

In any case, he says, “If schools
aren’t working or are doing crazy
stuff, we can always take them out
of the program, which is what
[state superintendent] John White
is starting to do in Louisiana.”

School-choice foes often target
rural Republicans vulnerable to
union pressure, Mr. Chavous says,
“because their cousins, their wives,
their sisters all are employed or
have ties to what is often the
largest employer in their county:
the school districts.” Some
politicians don’t want poor
children attending their own
children’s schools, which is why
state legislators often seek to
restrict choice programs to cities.

Unions used this strategy to
defeat a voucher bill in Tennessee

last year. Leading the opposition
was GOP House Rep. Dennis Roach
of Rutledge. Mr. Chavous’s opera-
tion fought back by targeting Mr.
Roach in the Republican primary
last month and he lost to business-
man Jerry Sexton.

The move against Rep. Roach
was part of a wider offensive this
year to influence primaries across
the country. All six candidates AFC
endorsed in Oklahoma’s legislative
primaries won, and all 11 of the
candidates it backed in Arizona
prevailed. The group has also
backed candidates in primaries in
Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Indiana,
North Carolina and Wisconsin.

Though it lacks the unions’
millions, AFC can wage a serious
fight with its annual budget of $15
million. The organization is funded
by 1,300 individual donors and
more than 75 foundations, but it is
principally backed by the DeVos
family of Michigan. Betsy DeVos,
the wife of Amway billionaire Dick
DeVos, is chairman of the board.

AFC also works closely with the
Institute for Justice to defend
school choice from union assaults
in court. “We’ve seen it in
Alabama, Arizona, Indiana, North
Carolina, Ohio,” he says.

A case in point: Last week the
Florida Education Association, the
Florida School Boards Association,
the state PTA and the state chapter
of the NAACP filed a lawsuit to
shut down Florida’s tax-credit
scholarship program, the country’s
largest. More than 70% of Florida’s
70,000 scholarship recipients are
members of a minority group, and
the average income of a family of
four is $25,000.

“Florida, for us, is a watershed,”
says Mr. Chavous, noting with
some resignation that ultimately
the case will be “in the hands of its
Supreme Court, which is full of
politics.” Yet he is optimistic—
school-choice proponents have
prevailed in most state Supreme
Court cases over the past dozen

years. The watershed case was the
2002 U.S. Supreme Court decision
in Zelman v. Simmon-Harris that
vouchers for religious schools don’t
violate the Constitution’s ban on
favoring one religion or another as
long as they go to parents rather
than the schools.

The unions’ last resort is
enlisting the Obama administra-
tion. Last year the Justice
Department sued to block
Louisiana’s voucher program on
grounds that it violated 40-year-
old federal desegregation orders. It
was a peculiar argument: The
state-wide program, which Mr.
Chavous helped persuade black
Democratic legislators to support
in 2012, provides scholarships to
students from poor families who
attend schools graded C or below.
Ninety percent of the beneficiaries
are black.

“It’s interesting that DOJ has
decided to pick up the baton and
try to bootstrap some tenuous and
frankly nonsensical segregation
argument as a way to end the
program,” Mr. Chavous says.

Louisiana placated a federal
judge overseeing the case by
agreeing to release more data on
the program. But Mr. Chavous says
he has heard that the Justice
Department has been collecting
evidence about Wisconsin’s
voucher program, so another
lawsuit may be coming. “I just see
this as a pattern,” he says.

There was a time when Mr.
Chavous, who calls himself a
“recovering politician,” was the
sort of person teachers unions
recruited to their side. In 1992 he
was elected to represent
Washington’s eastern Ward 7, a
predominantly black section with
some “challenging” neighborhoods.

He says he began visiting city
jails and perceived “the direct link
between education, crime,
homelessness, jobs, drug abuse,
poverty.” Finding that “85% of our
inmates were high-school

dropouts,” Mr. Chavous says, he
began to inspect the city’s broken
public schools.

He was among the first
Democrats nationwide to embrace
charter schools. And he paid the
price during a 1998 mayoral bid,
when he says the union ran ads
that said in essence “Chavous hates
your kids.” He recalls being asked
by his 7-year-old son, “Dad, why
don’t you like my teacher?” Mr.
Chavous finished second in the
Democratic primary to Anthony
Williams—who as mayor from 1999
to 2007 became one of Mr.
Chavous’s staunchest school-choice
allies.

In the 2000s Mr. Chavous
worked to bring vouchers to
Washington, drawing more fire
from the teachers unions and
prompting an irate phone call from
then Sen. Ted Kennedy. He won the
voucher fight but the unions
exacted their revenge by ousting
him from the City Council in 2004.
The program flourished but then
the Obama administration moved
to cut it in 2009. Mr. Chavous
mobilized protests.

“I will never forget walking
down K Street during rush hour
and this bus driver pulls over,” he
says. “He opens the door and says,
‘Chavous, oh, man, I support you. I
support Obama too, but he’s wrong.
He shouldn’t be taking scholarships
from them kids.’” In 2011 the
Obama administration agreed with
the new Republican House to
restore voucher funding for five
years.

Where does he expect the next
inroads for vouchers? Without
hesitation, he says: “Illinois. We
have a couple of African-American
legislators in the Senate who are
ready to jump out in front.”

But the key, he says, will be
electing Republican Bruce Rauner
as governor in November. Mr.
Chavous also believes Chicago
Mayor Rahm Emanuel may soon
get on board. “Rahm Emanuel—it’s
no secret—is considering how to
get these kids out of these bad
schools and into these quality
schools,” he says. “I’ve run into
several African-American leaders
who run private schools in Chicago
who are hungering to get more of
these kids into their program.”

He also sees “some opportuni-
ties” in New York state, though
ultimately Mr. Chavous considers
the entire country ripe for better
school options. “This is really the
fight for the soul of America,” he
says. “Parents are tired of the
status quo offering promises of
change that don’t take place.”

Ms. Finley is an editorial writer for
the Journal.

[ Weekend Interview ]
with Kevin Chavous

BY ALLYSIA FINLEY

On the School-Choice Barricades
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A former D.C. councilman
talks about his battles with
teachers unions across the
country, and why the voucher
movement is advancing.
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NetflixExpandsEuropeanPresence
backlash against U.S. Web giants.

The continent’s single market
and high Internet usage has made it
a magnet over the last decade for
U.S. companies including Google Inc.
and Amazon.com Inc. But as U.S.
companies’ heft grows, European
regulators, politicians and domestic
businesses increasingly have tar-
geted them, over such issues as pri-
vacy, taxes and competition law.

The stakes are high for Netflix,
which is betting heavily on interna-
tional expansion to reach hundreds
of millions of broadband-connected
homes it will need to spread out
growing content costs. Losses from
international streaming are set to
nearly triple from the second quar-
ter to $42 million in the third, when
Netflix flips the switch in Germany,
France, Austria, Switzerland, Bel-
gium and Luxembourg.

Netflix has claimed a beachhead
in Europe in the last two and a-half
years, finding popularity in the U.K.,
the Netherlands and Nordic coun-
tries. But in pushing more deeply
into continental Europe, it now must
grapple with the same concerns over
privacy and taxes aimed at many
U.S. companies there.

The reaction has been strongest
in France where consumers love
McDonald’s hamburgers and Ameri-
can TV shows, but politicians lament
the creeping influence of U.S. culture
and business. This spring, a French
magazine put Netflix Chief Executive
Reed Hastings on its cover under the
headline “The Ogre.”

To soothe Continental nerves, the
company so far has pursued a strat-
egy of engagement. For more than
nine months, it has been meeting
regulators, privacy officials and
other policy makers across the re-
gion. It started licensing talks with a
thicket of producers and copyright
unions that control rights.

The company in June also moved
into new European headquarters in
Amsterdam. New hires have ex-

Continued from first page panded the office—which is splashed
with images of Netflix shows—to
more than a dozen people, including
General Counsel David Hyman, who
moved his family to Europe for a
yearlong stint.

“Every market around the globe
has its nuances,” a Netflix spokes-
man said. “Our challenge is becom-
ing a great global company where
we really understand the nuances of
each market and do a great job for
consumers around the world.”

France has been a tough nut to
crack. The country maintains one of
the world’s biggest government-en-
forced systems to promote film and
TV production, obliging TV channels
and media companies to invest in
domestic content and pay culture
taxes—obligations that often total
more than 10% of total revenue.

But the system increasingly is
under threat. More channels and on-
line-viewing options are reducing
traditional TV revenue, cutting into
the funds available to the system.
Domestic channels such as Vivendi
SA’s Canal Plus chafe at being forced
into a system to which foreign com-
petitors don’t adhere.

Netflix made clear from its first
meetings in France that it planned
to base itself outside the country,
thereby avoiding French culture-tax
obligations. In Europe, broadcasting
into another country is legal, pro-
vided you have domestic content li-
censes. “We tried to convince them
it made sense to set up shop in
France, but there wasn’t much we
could do,” a French government offi-
cial said.

One tool available was the bully
pulpit. France’s then-Culture Minis-
ter Aurélie Filippetti took to the
news media, warning that Netflix
couldn’t be a “stowaway” and saying
it should bend to French rules.

The company responded in meet-
ings to address what it called mis-
conceptions. Executives said Netflix
has helped build audiences for do-
mestic content. They also told offi-

cials that the company voluntarily
would adhere to the so-called French
film chronology, which says that
Netflix-like services can only show
films three years after they come
out in theaters—an easy concession
for a business that carries mostly
old movies. By spring, Netflix had
started approaching French produc-
ers about making a local TV show,
too.

“They understood that it was
something they needed to do to se-
duce the French market,” said pro-
ducer Pascal Breton, whose company
will produce for Netflix an eight-epi-
sode political series, “Marseille,” set
in the French port town. Shooting in
English “wasn’t even up for discus-
sion,” Mr. Breton said.

French officials said they had not
given up looking for ways to encour-
age companies like Netflix to set up
shop in the country. One idea is to
use net neutrality as a lever, offering
a bandwidth-heavy operator like
Netflix preferential access in return
for domestic cultural financing. But
France’s new culture minister, Fleur
Pellerin, said in a recent radio inter-
view that there was no point in con-
demning companies like Netflix.

For now, the commercial battle is
afoot. Germany’s Maxdome, which
owned by ProSiebenSat.1 Media
AG, last week bought the rights to
several U.S. shows, including Show-
time’s “Californication.”

In France, Canal Plus, which has
500,000 subscribers for a Netflix-
like competitor called CanalPlay,
says it is starting a new offline-
viewing feature for the service and
bulking up its library of French TV
shows and movies to highlight its
domestic roots.

“We’re putting together a whole
range of improvements,” said Rodol-
phe Belmer, the No. 2 executive at
Canal Plus. “It’s not by making just
one TV show that you suddenly be-
come French.”

—Neetha Mahadevan
contributed to this article.
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The Giant from Across the Pond
As Netflix has expanded in Europe it has had to manage the perception
that it is yet another American web company bent on domination.
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Chinese Web Firms
Create Own Shows
For Online Viewers

BEIJING—Wang Dachui may be a
penniless daydreamer, but his
backer is anything but poor.

Mr. Wang is the everyman main
character on a television show in
China called “Surprise,” one of a
growing number of Web-first pro-
grams developed and produced by
the country’s flush Internet indus-
try.

Made by U.S.-listed video-
streaming company Youku Tudou
Inc., “Surprise” has been viewed
more than one billion times since it
went online last year.

“Many young people nowadays
don’t watch TV because they aren’t
happy with what traditional TV
channels show,” said Yuan Yumei,
the producer of “Surprise,” who is
also in charge of original-content
production for Youku. “They are
looking to online content for stories
that resonate with them.”

Such Internet-driven TV shows
are intensifying an already expen-
sive arms race by Chinese Internet
companies to draw viewers and ad-
vertising dollars away from tradi-
tional state-run TV broadcasters, as
well as each other. Advertising reve-
nue from online video in China to-
taled 9.62 billion yuan ($1.57 billion)
in 2013, up 47% from 2012, accord-
ing to market-research firm iRe-
search, which projects revenue
could top 28 billion yuan in four
years’ time.

Alibaba Group Holding Ltd., the
e-commerce company expected to
list its shares in the U.S. this month,
has invested in set-top boxes that
would stream from the Internet and
has approached Chinese producers
about acquiring the rights to shows,
according to people familiar with
the matter. In April it said it would
spend $1.22 billion for a minority
stake in Youku.

Rival Tencent Holdings Ltd. said
in a conference call with analysts
last month that it would “invest
very aggressively” in video.

Shows streamed by Chinese In-
ternet companies range from dra-
mas and historical epics made by
China’s traditional studios to hit
Western shows like “2 Broke Girls”
and “The Walking Dead.” But with
costs escalating for the rights to
show foreign and domestic TV
shows online, Chinese companies
are following companies like Netflix
Inc. and Yahoo Inc. in the U.S. and
creating original programming.

“As the Internet camp becomes
bigger and flush with cash, they
want to grab more on the content
side so they can control their own
destiny,” said Joseph Chen, chair-
man and chief executive of social-
media company Renren Inc., which
creates its own programming on its
56.com video site.

The companies are also contend-
ing with rising interest from China’s
censors, who until recently have
given streaming sites more freedom
than traditional broadcasters. Peo-
ple familiar with the matter said
last week that China’s broadcasting
regulator has put new limits on
streaming sites that would cap for-
eign TV content at 30%. On Friday
regulators said all foreign TV con-
tent streamed online had to be reg-
istered with officials by March.

Video-streaming sites paid a to-
tal of 4.2 billion yuan ($684 million)
last year to license foreign and do-

mestic programming, according to
research firm EntGroup, up from 3.2
billion yuan the previous year.

Licensing a single episode of a
popular television show can cost 20
million yuan to 30 million yuan, ac-
cording to Charles Zhang, chief ex-
ecutive of Sohu.com Inc., which
runs one of China’s most popular
video sites. “We doubled the invest-
ment into original content this year
compared to last year,” Mr. Zhang
said at a recent news conference.

EntGroup expects the number of
TV episodes Chinese video sites
make themselves to rise to a range
of 1,500 to 1,700 this year, compared
with fewer than 1,000 last year. The
production cost of original content
is usually one-third of the tradi-
tional shows, EntGroup estimates.

“In 2009, when we first pro-
duced original content, we didn’t ex-
pect the big impact that it has had
today,” said Victor Koo, chairman
and chief executive of Youku Tudou.
“Now an original show winning
viewership of more than 100 million
is common.”

Video sites are directing more of
their resources toward original pro-
gramming, and the rest of the in-
dustry is following. Companies that
license programming to Chinese
video sites have experienced “a
slight budget cut” from their cus-
tomers, said Jacqueline Sim, senior
sales manager of Shine Interna-
tional, the distribution arm of global
production company Shine Group,
which is part of 21st Century Fox
Inc. (Until last year, 21st Century
Fox and Wall Street Journal owner
News Corp were part of the same
company.)

One reason is the growing ex-
pense of hosting in-house produc-
tion professionals. “An increasing
number of production professionals
with leading production companies
and traditional TV broadcasters now
turn to work for the video sites, as
they see the industry’s future lies in
new media,” said Ms. Sim.

Companies such as Sony Pictures
Television and Universal Television,
which produce shows licensed to
Chinese sites, declined to comment.

Much of the programming that
online sites produce themselves is
short-form, to cater to the vast
numbers of Chinese who watch TV
via smartphones and tablet comput-
ers rather than television sets. It
also tends to focus on diaosi, a vul-
gar Chinese slang term for often-ed-
ucated young Chinese men with dim
job prospects, little money and no
girlfriends.

“‘Surprise’ is made to be frank,
funny and young-people friendly,”
said Yi Xiaoxing, the show’s direc-
tor, adding that the audience for the
show largely consists of white-collar
workers and college students. “It is
also made to be short so that people
can watch one episode on their mo-
bile phone when waiting for the bus
or on the toilet.”

—Lilian Lin. Carlos Tejada
contributed to this article.

As rights fees escalate,
Chinese companies
follow Netflix and Yahoo.
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U.S. Debt Gets New Boost From Abroad
Stepped-up central-bank inter-

vention in Europe is bolstering the
appeal of U.S. Treasury debt among
a surprising crowd: bargain hunters.

Last week the European Central
Bank cut interest rates and set plans
to buy European bonds sold by the
private sector, aiming to prop up a
struggling economy and reverse an
alarming decline in inflation. The
move turbocharged a yearlong rally
in the prices of debt issued by Euro-
pean nations.

The gains left the U.S. 10-year

yield higher than many counterparts
across the Atlantic, including Spain,
Italy and Ireland, which are among
the weaker eurozone economies.
Struggling countries typically have
to pay more to attract investors to
their debt.

The ECB move highlighted the
twofold appeal of U.S. debt for
global investors at a time of uneven
economic growth and low interest
rates. Foreign buyers of U.S. Trea-
surys get both a yield premium and
an opportunity to pick up extra
gains as the dollar appreciates
against the euro.

The shift is the latest twist in a
surprisingly strong year for U.S.
government bonds, whose near-re-
cord-low yields obscure solid invest-
ment fundamentals, many buyers
say. Yields fall as prices rise.

“When comparing global yields,
it is hard to make much of an argu-
ment against buying U.S. Trea-
surys,’’ said Kevin Giddis, head of
fixed income at Raymond James in
Memphis, Tenn.

That Treasurys remain a bargain
even after their rally shows the
challenges of bond investing in a
low-yield environment that has

fueled record runs in many global
stock indexes and a sharp decline in
the yields of both safe and riskier
bonds.

Treasury prices this year have
pushed higher amid geopolitical un-
rest in the Middle East and Ukraine
and a fresh economic reversal in Eu-
rope, upending Wall Street expecta-
tions that U.S. debt prices would
tumble as domestic economic
growth picked up and the Federal
Reserve stepped back from monthly
stimulus.

The yield premium that investors
pocket by purchasing 10-year U.S.

Treasurys rather than comparable
German bunds last week hit 1.52
percentage points, the widest
spread since 1999—when the U.S.
tech boom was roaring and the euro
hadn’t begun physically circulating.
The dollar on Thursday posted its
largest gain against the euro since
November 2011.

The benchmark U.S. 10-year note
yielded 2.46% on Friday, higher than
comparable debt in Germany,
France, Canada and Japan.

In the world’s most advanced
countries, only the U.K.’s 10-year
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BY MIN ZENG

Adidas Fights for Traction in the U.S.
For Adidas AG, Nike Inc. isn’t

the only problem in the U.S. Now the
German brand is falling behind chal-
lenger Under Armour Inc. as well.

Adidas for the first time has
dropped to the No. 3 spot among
sportswear brands in the U.S. So far
this year, its combined sales of ath-
letic footwear and apparel have
fallen 23% from a year earlier to $1.1
billion, according to data from
Sterne Agee and SportScanInfo.
That trails Under Armour, whose
sales are up 20% over the same pe-
riod to $1.2 billion.

Both companies lag far behind
Nike, which notched $8.9 billion in
sales over the same period. But Adi-
das’s diminishing returns under-
score how the company is struggling
for traction in the U.S., even as Nike
gains ground in the German com-
pany’s core European market.

Adidas has acknowledged it
needs to shake things up. In April,
the company announced it would
promote the chief executive of sub-
sidiary TaylorMade-Adidas Golf,
Mark King, to be its new president
of the North America division, based
in Portland, Ore.

Mr. King, who took the helm
June 1, said he believes Adidas’s U.S.
business has lacked focus. It has a
presence in soccer, but hasn’t estab-
lished itself in distinctly American
sports. His priority is to make Adi-
das more relevant in football, base-
ball and basketball.

The company already has spon-
sorships of several important U.S.
sports assets, though Mr. King said
Adidas can improve in how it mar-
kets them. Adidas currently has the
rights to supply NBA jerseys, and
subsidiary Reebok maintains the re-
spective rights to the NHL. The com-
pany also endorses NBA point
guards Derrick Rose of the Chicago
Bulls and John Wall of the Washing-
ton Wizards. Mr. Rose already has a
popular signature sneaker line, and
Adidas is planning to release a sig-
nature shoe for Mr. Wall in October
that will retail for $115.

“In America, companies like our
two main competitors are constantly
reinventing the model,” he said.
“The people really winning here are

adapting to consumers and the mar-
ketplace. We just have to move
faster.”

Last month, Adidas Group Chief
Executive Herbert Hainer said the
company is expecting to roll out
more style-savvy product assort-
ments in the U.S. during the fourth
quarter. But he cautioned that he
didn’t expect the company’s U.S.
wholesale business to improve until
2015.

Meanwhile Under Armour, which
has a smaller distribution footprint
in the U.S. than Adidas, according to
Sterne Agee, is pushing ahead. The
company is strong in athletic ap-
parel, which accounts for the major-
ity of its sales. Under Armour also
has also been aggressively expand-

ing its footwear business, particu-
larly in basketball, though its whole-
sale distribution remains limited to
mostly sporting-goods retailers.

Becky Jones, senior vice presi-
dent for merchandising, marketing,
and logistics at Hibbett Sports Inc.,
said customers at their stores
strongly prefer Nike and Under Ar-
mour products, especially in youth
apparel. In some locations, where
the local customer base is looking
for an urban lifestyle look, Adidas
products sell well, she said. But the
German company’s gear isn’t as pop-
ular in locations where customers
are looking for a traditional,
straightforward sporting-goods as-
sortment.

Please turn to page 18

BY SARA GERMANO
Insider’s Sentence
Highlights Debate

When Mathew Martoma faces a
federal judge on Monday to be sen-
tenced for insider trading, a punish-
ment that could reach 20 years in
prison, he will become a flash point
in the debate over the severity of
white-collar sentences.

The former manager at hedge
fund SAC Capital Advisors LP was
found guilty in February of making
illicit trades in pharmaceutical
stocks, generating some $275 mil-
lion in profit and avoided losses for
the firm.

Under federal guidelines, that
number figures prominently into
sentencing recommendations. It led
the probation department, an office
within the Manhattan federal court-
house that prepares pre-sentence re-
ports, to recommend up to two de-
cades in prison for Mr. Martoma.
But defense lawyers and some
judges are increasingly questioning
the big role of profits at sentencing.

Last month the U.S. Sentencing
Commission, which sets the federal
guidelines, announced it was consid-
ering changes to its policies on
white-collar sentences, specifically
addressing the issue of profit and
considering whether “there are ways
the economic crime guidelines could
work better.”

U.S. District Judge Paul Gardephe
will be the final arbiter and will con-
sider the guidelines, which aren’t
binding, along with several other
factors, including recommendations
by prosecutors and Mr. Martoma’s
lawyers, as well as sentences in sim-
ilar cases.

Douglas A. Berman, a professor
at Ohio State University’s Moritz
College of Law, said that while
judges can deviate from the guide-
lines, there is still a tendency in the
judiciary to use them as a “working
script.” And, he said, the debate
over the guidelines has added confu-
sion to white-collar sentences.

“The sentencing stage becomes
so fraught with uncertainty, and the
stakes get so high, because I don’t
think anyone has decided the right
or wrong way to do these sen-
tences,” said Mr. Berman, who spe-
cializes in this area of law.

In June, prosecutors said they
wouldn’t oppose a sentence below
the suggested 20 years, but they
said Mr. Martoma nonetheless de-
served a sentence of more than eight
years in prison.

Mr. Martoma’s lawyers called the
probation department’s recommen-
dation outrageous, and said their cli-
ent is a devoted husband and father
to his three young children. They

Please turn to page 24

BY CHRISTOPHER M. MATTHEWS

Mathew Martoma is set to be sentenced on Monday in U.S, District Court.
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Adidas has the rights to supply NBA jerseys, and also endorses Derrick Rose.
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Corrections  Amplifications

Wealth-X, a consultancy specializing in tracking the rich, consid-
ers ultra-high-net worth individuals to be those with a net worth
of more than $30 million. An In Depth article in the Friday-Sun-
day edition about wealth in Myanmar incorrectly said those indi-
viduals need to have more than $30 million of investible assets.

Pappy Van Winkle’s Family Reserve, 23 Years Old, which sells for
around $2,000 a bottle at various online sources, is the oldest of
Pappy Van Winkle’s bourbons. An Eating & Drinking article in the
Aug. 29-31 edition of Off Duty incorrectly said the oldest is Pappy
Van Winkle’s Family Reserve, 20 Years Old, which sells for around
£500 at various online sources.
Readers can alert the London newsroom of The Wall Street Journal to any errors
in news articles by emailing wsjcontact@wsj.com or by calling +44 (0)20 7842
9901.

BUSINESS & FINANCE

Chinese Movies Try to Step Out
China is a booming market for

movies, second only to the U.S., but
its homegrown films have generally
struggled to do meaningful business
overseas.

At the Toronto International Film
Festival, which opened Thursday
night, backers of eight Chinese
films, ranging from raucous comedy
to a sober look at the Cultural Revo-
lution, will aim to buck that trend as
they look for international distribu-
tion deals.

Though some of the Chinese
movies were made with the help of
U.S.-based producers, most are
backed by state organizations, which
have been flooding the country’s de-
veloping film industry with cash in
the hopes of producing movies that
might someday translate to other
markets.

It isn’t a sure bet. China has been
represented in Toronto by five to 10
movies a year for more than a de-
cade, organizers say. But the empha-
sis on selling tickets outside the
country is a newer priority, espe-
cially since many of the earlier films
were banned in their home countries
and traveled to festivals so they
could be seen at all.

Overseas box office for Chinese
films is small but growing. In 2013,
China exported 45 films that collec-
tively grossed about $200 million in
markets outside China, up nearly
33% from the year before, according
to the market research firm Ent-
group. That is still a tiny amount
compared with the box office col-
lected by Hollywood and other mar-
kets that send movies to China: a to-
tal of $1.45 billion in sales in 2013.

Among the challenges facing Chi-
nese films abroad are a nascent
filmmaking culture and state cen-
sors who must approve plot details
and story lines. Last month, authori-
ties blocked an independent film
festival that featured movies critical
of the government from opening in

Beijing.
Historically, most Chinese films

that did well outside their home
country were martial-arts spectacles
like “Crouching Tiger, Hidden
Dragon” or art-house favorites from
celebrated Chinese auteurs. The
country’s film industry doesn’t have
as much experience with other types
of films, and some genres like come-
dies notoriously fall flat with over-
seas audiences.

Chinese filmmakers are trying to
improve their country’s commercial
prospects by broadening the kinds
of films they make. In Toronto that
includes selections like “Breakup
Buddies,” a road comedy in the vein
of “The Hangover” series, and a ro-
mantic comedy called “Don’t Go
Breaking My Heart 2.”

Sales agents say a diaspora of
Chinese citizens around the world,
together with new distribution tech-
nologies, have made other markets

more receptive to local Chinese
films.

More than 48 million Chinese cit-
izens live outside the country, giving
films a possible built-in audience in
overseas markets. And platforms
like video-on-demand and Netflix
Inc. mean that distributors don’t
have to shop solely for films suited
for movie theaters, said Stuart Ford,
the chief executive of IM Global LLC,
which is handling international sales
at Toronto for “Breakup Buddies.”

Hollywood has seized on China
as an important market for its films,
despite logistical and financial chal-
lenges. Chinese films aren’t as reli-
ant on overseas box office right now,
said Mr. Ford, since local grosses
can quickly add up to hundreds of
millions of dollars. But state officials
are eager for the credibility a global
presence can bring.

That is especially true with Chi-
nese films seeking critical prestige.

“Dearest,” about parents who stum-
ble into a widespread kidnapping
ring after their own child is ab-
ducted, is seeking North American
distribution at Toronto and is sched-
uled for Chinese release late this
month. “Coming Home,” set in the
aftermath of the Cultural Revolu-
tion, has already been picked up for
U.S. distribution by Sony Corp.’s
Sony Pictures Classics after grossing
$47 million in China.

Several of the movies deal with
subject matter not typically ap-
proved by Chinese state censors,
said Giovanna Fulvi, the head of pro-
gramming for East and Southeast
Asia films at the Toronto festival.
“Coming Home” addresses labor
camps, and “Breakup Buddies” fea-
tures minor gay characters.

“The censorship is still a prob-
lem, but it seems like the Chinese
filmmakers are trying to go around
it,” she said.

BY ERICH SCHWARTZEL

Chinese films at the Toronto festival include ‘Breakup Buddies,’ a road comedy in the vein of ‘The Hangover’ series.
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Spielberg
Turns to TV
To Revive
DreamWorks

Steven Spielberg has hired a ca-
ble-television veteran with no film-
business experience to run his
struggling studio DreamWorks
SKG.

Michael Wright, who recently
left his post as head of program-
ming for TNT, TBS and Turner Clas-
sic Movies amid strategy changes at
Time Warner Inc.’s cable-TV unit,
was named chief executive of
DreamWorks on Thursday.

He will succeed Stacey Snider,
who is expected to soon depart for
a senior job at 21st Century Fox’s
Twentieth Century Fox film studio.

Mr. Wright’s hiring comes amid
financial constraints at Dream-
Works, following a string of early
flops when the studio relaunched in
2011, that have left it able to release
only two films a year for the past
three years—well below its earlier
ambitions.

The company hasn’t had a hit
since 2012’s “Lincoln.” March’s high-
stakes videogame adaptation “Need
for Speed” sputtered at the box of-
fice, and this summer’s low budget
drama “The 100-Foot Journey” has
turned in a decent performance.

DreamWorks is backed by India’s
Reliance Entertainment, which has
invested more than $400 million
and lost money, people close to the
company said.

Mr. Spielberg, who owns a mi-
nority stake in DreamWorks, indi-
cated in an interview that he would
be looking to rev up the company’s
production pace.

“We have the resources to con-
tinue with our modest output and
we are hopeful we are going to ex-
pand that in the next year or two,”
Mr. Spielberg said. “Michael is not
coming over here to do two to three
movies per year, he’s coming for a
larger workload.”

DreamWorks president Jeff
Small added that the studio cur-
rently has the resources to make up
to four pictures per year.

Mr. Wright got to know his new
partner through several television
series that Mr. Spielberg produced
for TNT, including “Falling Skies”
and the coming “Public Morals.”

“I absolutely have a lot to learn,”
Mr. Wright said of his shift to mak-
ing movies. “I want to see us make
films that reflect well on Steven and
on the brand.”

BY BEN FRITZ

Adidas Rethinks Its U.S. Strategy as New Rival Emerges
Hibbett stores carry Nike and

Under Armour products at all loca-
tions, but Adidas only in select
stores, she added. “It’s really about
market preference,” Ms. Jones said.

Adidas is still the second-ranked
sportswear maker globally behind
Nike. But its U.S. market share has
eroded over the past decade despite
its acquisition of Reebok for nearly
$4 billion. At the time, that deal was
widely considered to be a play to

Continued from page 15 better position the German sports-
wear maker to attack Nike on its
home turf.

Since the acquisition was an-
nounced in 2005, Adidas and Ree-
bok’s combined market share in
footwear has dropped from roughly
18% to about 10% in 2013, according
to Matt Powell, analyst for Sports-
OneSource, who notes that much of
that business has gone to Nike.

Adidas’s slippage comes as the
broader U.S. market for athletic

wear is taking off, with sports-styled
gear being pushed by mainstream
retailers desperate for new hits. Re-
tailers from traditional sporting-
goods chains to department stores
to lifestyle shops are accelerating
their offerings of athletic footwear
and apparel. Sales of the latter are
projected to jump by nearly 50%
over the next six years, according to
analysts at Barclays. Foot Locker
Inc. called out Under Armour and
Nike on its earnings call last month

as suppliers with which it is looking
to boost business.

Mr. King, Adidas’s new North
American president, said the com-
pany is still learning to adapt to the
highly competitive U.S. market.

“The organization is very much
structured, and the speed of the
company is very controlled, while
the pace in America is a bit more
chaotic,” he said. “We’ve got to
bring some of that to how we oper-
ate.”
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TALK ABOUT A bit of risk: Meet the
bitcoin funds.

Some wealthy investors are al-
ready buying into a trust that tracks
the average dollar price of the vir-
tual currency. And the firm behind
that trust is racing one other to
bring bitcoins to the masses in the
form of a publicly traded fund.

Bitcoins were worth about $10
each less than two years ago, then
more than $1,100 a few months
later, and now trade around $475.

While some analysts expect a
surge in the price of bitcoins as
soon as a publicly traded fund draws
new investors into the market, pro-
spective fund investors should con-
sider three extraordinary risks.

First, as is clear from their price
history, bitcoins are extremely vola-
tile. Second, it is still uncertain
whether bitcoins—which are simply
strings of numbers that have won
acceptance as a payment method for
some online transactions—will grow
into something approaching a main-
stream currency, fade into oblivion
or just remain a novelty of limited
use.

And third, if hackers robbed the
Mt. Gox bitcoin exchange, as its
owners allege, they might be able to
pull off a similar heist in the virtual
vaults of the funds.

Uncommon Risk
“The main risk of investing in

bitcoin is that it’s a financial instru-
ment unlike any other that we’ve
ever had,” says Gil Luria, an analyst
with the brokerage firm Wedbush
Securities. “It’s more difficult to
value, more difficult to understand,
and at this point in time, more diffi-
cult to buy and sell than any other
financial instrument.”

This inscrutability is one reason
the Securities and Exchange Com-
mission is taking more time than
usual reviewing an application for
what would be the first bitcoin ex-
change-traded fund. The SEC usually
takes about a year to approve an
ETF, but it is still reviewing an ap-
plication for a bitcoin fund 14
months after it was filed. That fund,
to be called Winklevoss Bitcoin
Trust and carry the ticker symbol
COIN, comes from the brothers Ty-
ler Winklevoss and Cameron Win-
klevoss.

The already existing Bitcoin In-
vestment Trust bypassed SEC scru-
tiny because it launched as a private
trust open only to accredited inves-
tors in September 2013. As of late
July, the trust, known as BIT, had
attracted assets of roughly $70 mil-
lion, says Barry Silbert, founder and
chairman of SecondMarket Hold-
ings Inc., which manages the trust.
That makes the trust the holder of
about 1% of all bitcoin outstanding.

BIT has accumulated the assets
despite relatively high administra-
tive fees of 2% and the fact that it is
closed to everyone except investors

who make more than $200,000 a
year or control assets of more than
$1 million (excluding primary resi-
dences) and the minimum invest-
ment is $25,000. Cameron Winkle-
voss says his firm hasn’t set COIN’s
fee structure.

Mr. Silbert says SecondMarket
aims to convert BIT into a publicly
tradable bitcoin fund in the fourth
quarter of this year.

BIT wouldn’t technically be an
exchange-traded fund like existing
ETFs, because of its listing on the
over-the-counter OTCQX market,
owned by OTC Markets Group Inc.,
rather than on an SEC-regulated ex-
change. But it would work much like
an ETF, making bitcoin as easy to
buy as a penny stock.

Much as he believes in bitcoin,
Mr. Silbert cautions investors
against sinking more money into his
fund than they can stand to lose. A
10% loss, a plunge for the stock mar-
ket, is a relatively quiet day for bit-
coin. Says Mr. Winklevoss: “Traders
love volatility and volatility doesn’t
make an ETF product problematic;
for a lot of people it makes it more
relevant and more interesting.”

Mr. Luria, the Wedbush analyst,
says the average fund investor
should think of bitcoin as a “highly

speculative investment, which
means that it has a very high poten-
tial reward as well as a very high
potential risk.”

If bitcoin can do the same thing
for finance that the Internet did for
communications and shopping, a
single unit could be worth “hun-
dreds of thousands of dollars” in 10
years, Mr. Luria says. But he says
there’s also a good chance the bit-
coin revolution won’t reach the tip-
ping point, in which case the cur-
rency could be “worth nothing at
all.”

The Security Question
Mr. Silbert says he modeled his

fund’s structure on that of SPDR
Gold Trust, one of the most success-
ful nonstock ETFs, which tracks the
price of gold. But there’s a differ-
ence between a fund backed by tons
of metal and one backed by strings
of numbers. Auditors regularly
count the gold ingots stored in a
vault in London on behalf of SPDR
Gold Trust. Mr. Silbert declined to
comment on how the Bitcoin Trust’s
holdings would be audited.

“The core issue is custody,” says
Dave Nadig, chief investment officer
for research firm ETF.com. “If you
put the money in the bank, you

know it’s going to be there,” he says.
“If you buy a bunch of stock at
Schwab, there’s a fair amount of
certainty that those stocks will be
accounted for and be in their cus-
tody.” But there isn’t that level of
certainty with bitcoin, he says, as il-
lustrated by the disappearance of
millions of dollars’ worth of bitcoin
from the Mt. Gox exchange.

The Winklevoss fund will keep
the private keys—the numbers bit-
coin holders use to authorize trans-
actions in the currency—locked in a
vault where they will be inspected
by a security firm twice a year, ac-
cording to SEC filings. But the sec-
tion on risk factors in the SEC filing
for the ETF warns investors that
private keys could be stolen by
hackers or otherwise lost. Indeed, it
warns, the whole bitcoin system
could be hijacked by “botnets”—net-
works of computers that have been
taken over by hackers.

The Long View
For investors willing to take that

risk, there is still the question of
what bitcoin ultimately will be
worth.

“Once [an ETF] comes out, there
might be new individuals getting in-
terested, and that results in a near-

term bump to the price,” says David
Ripley, chief executive of Glidera
Inc., a Chicago maker of software
that secures bitcoin users’ wallets.

“That doesn’t affect long-term
price,” he says. “The long term de-
pends on whether the bitcoin net-
work is adopted for its core proper-
ties to purchase goods and transfer
money.”

Mr. Curran, a writer in
Denton, Texas, is a regular con-
tributor to Dow Jones Newswires
and The Wall Street Journal.
Email rob.curran@dowjones.com.

With a Bitcoin ETF, Risk Isn’t Virtual
SEC is still reviewing a proposed fund for the public, to be linked to the virtual currency
BY ROB CURRAN

THE COIN MATRIX | Brothers Tyler
and Cameron Winklevoss hope to
issue a bitcoin ETF. Left, bitcoin ledger
entries. Paradoxically, some firms
have minted ‘physical’ bitcoins, below.
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SCOREBOARD
August fund performance, total return

by fund type.

U.S.
stocks*

Intl.
stocks*

Bonds
(intmd.)

3.8% 0.7% 1.0%

Source: Lipper The Wall Street Journal

*Diversified funds only, excluding sector and
regional/country funds

Online>>
See more of the monthly mutual-fund
report at WSJ.com/WealthReport.
Lipper’s monthly listing of U.S.
mutual-fund results is accessible, free,
at WSJ.com/FundsAnalysis, under
‘Individual Fund Performance.’ Data on
mutual funds and ETFs is available
every day at WSJ.com, through the
Market Data Center (also free, at
WSJMarkets.com).
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IT MAY BE time for investors to
seek out safe harbors.

Global conflicts, an early August
stock swoon and expectations that
the U.S. Federal Reserve will end the
economic-stimulus program that has
helped prop up stocks have
strengthened the case for safe-ha-
ven investments such as shorter-
term U.S. government bonds, gold
and currencies in portfolios.

“If there’s an external shock to
the system, whether it’s an expan-
sion of hostilities in Ukraine or Iraq,
we are to a point where the market
could take it very hard,” says Will
Hepburn, president of Hepburn Cap-
ital Management in Prescott, Ariz.

Advisers and analysts point to
several assets and related mutual
funds and exchange-traded funds
that could help reduce exposure to a
stock-market pullback. Of course,
before deciding which route to take,
investors should first decide what
worries them more: losing opportu-
nities or losing money.

BONDS: When it comes to safe ha-
vens, high-quality, shorter-term
bonds, including U.S. government
bonds and corporate debt, top many
investors’ lists. Mr. Hepburn likes
iShares 7-10 Year Treasury Bond
ETF, especially since government
notes tend to benefit from so-called
flight-to-safety flows.

“As these fears have been stoked,
whether it has been Russia and
Ukraine or Israel and Hamas or Iraq,
it seems to me that there’s been a
bigger reaction in the government
bond markets of the most safe-
viewed governments,” says Rich
Steinberg, a managing director and
partner at HSW Advisors at HighT-
ower in New York.

But since interest rates on gov-
ernment bonds in places like the
U.S. and Germany are already so
low, there isn’t much hope for nota-
ble returns, he says. As such, he
prefers high-quality, short-duration
debt that offers a little bit of yield,
such as high-rated corporate debt.

CASH AND GOLD: The other go-to
safety nets are cash and gold,
though both have drawbacks.

Mr. Hepburn says his firm, which
was building cash positions for part
of the summer, prefers conservative
money-market funds such as those
focused on U.S. government debt. “If
stocks drop 10%, your money-mar-
ket fund has 10% created buying
power when you go back into the
stock [market].”

Meanwhile, gold advocates say
the metal should be a part of portfo-
lios longer-term, although some ex-
perts warn that gold doesn’t always
trade like a safe-harbor asset be-
cause supply and demand factors
can override geopolitical concerns.

But rather than viewing it as a
temporary Band-Aid for global wor-
ries, Michael Cuggino, president and
portfolio manager of Permanent
Portfolio Family of Funds, sees a
longer-term case for gold: Central-
bank stimulus will ultimately lead to
some inflation in the U.S. and else-
where. “Over the long term, [gold]
makes sense for investors as an an-
chor or a counterweight for a lot of
things that are going on.”

CURRENCIES: Paul Christopher,
chief international strategist at
Wells Fargo Advisors, suggests

avoiding cash because it has the
biggest “opportunity cost,” and he
believes gold is headed lower. He
recommends investing in currencies
such as the dollar, Swiss franc or
yen, as hedges for geopolitical con-
flict since they can appreciate and
tend to be less volatile than, say,
gold. Investors can use currency-fo-
cused ETFs for all three. For in-
stance, PowerShares DB US Dollar
Index Bullish fund has returned

2.46% this year through August, ac-
cording to Lipper.

Ultimately, advisers say investors
should have a diversified investing
plan in the first place that already
includes such assets, rather than
rushing into gold or U.S. govern-
ment bonds at the last minute.

Ms. McCarthy is a Wall Street
Journal reporter in New York.
Email erin.mccarthy@wsj.com.

Expecting Trouble? Here
Are Investments to Ponder
BY ERIN MCCARTHY
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TALK ABOUT A bit of risk: Meet the
bitcoin funds.

Some wealthy investors are al-
ready buying into a trust that tracks
the average dollar price of the vir-
tual currency. And the firm behind
that trust is racing one other to
bring bitcoins to the masses in the
form of a publicly traded fund.

Bitcoins were worth about $10
each less than two years ago, then
more than $1,100 a few months
later, and now trade around $475.

While some analysts expect a
surge in the price of bitcoins as
soon as a publicly traded fund draws
new investors into the market, pro-
spective fund investors should con-
sider three extraordinary risks.

First, as is clear from their price
history, bitcoins are extremely vola-
tile. Second, it is still uncertain
whether bitcoins—which are simply
strings of numbers that have won
acceptance as a payment method for
some online transactions—will grow
into something approaching a main-
stream currency, fade into oblivion
or just remain a novelty of limited
use.

And third, if hackers robbed the
Mt. Gox bitcoin exchange, as its
owners allege, they might be able to
pull off a similar heist in the virtual
vaults of the funds.

Uncommon Risk
“The main risk of investing in

bitcoin is that it’s a financial instru-
ment unlike any other that we’ve
ever had,” says Gil Luria, an analyst
with the brokerage firm Wedbush
Securities. “It’s more difficult to
value, more difficult to understand,
and at this point in time, more diffi-
cult to buy and sell than any other
financial instrument.”

This inscrutability is one reason
the Securities and Exchange Com-
mission is taking more time than
usual reviewing an application for
what would be the first bitcoin ex-
change-traded fund. The SEC usually
takes about a year to approve an
ETF, but it is still reviewing an ap-
plication for a bitcoin fund 14
months after it was filed. That fund,
to be called Winklevoss Bitcoin
Trust and carry the ticker symbol
COIN, comes from the brothers Ty-
ler Winklevoss and Cameron Win-
klevoss.

The already existing Bitcoin In-
vestment Trust bypassed SEC scru-
tiny because it launched as a private
trust open only to accredited inves-
tors in September 2013. As of late
July, the trust, known as BIT, had
attracted assets of roughly $70 mil-
lion, says Barry Silbert, founder and
chairman of SecondMarket Hold-
ings Inc., which manages the trust.
That makes the trust the holder of
about 1% of all bitcoin outstanding.

BIT has accumulated the assets
despite relatively high administra-
tive fees of 2% and the fact that it is
closed to everyone except investors

who make more than $200,000 a
year or control assets of more than
$1 million (excluding primary resi-
dences) and the minimum invest-
ment is $25,000. Cameron Winkle-
voss says his firm hasn’t set COIN’s
fee structure.

Mr. Silbert says SecondMarket
aims to convert BIT into a publicly
tradable bitcoin fund in the fourth
quarter of this year.

BIT wouldn’t technically be an
exchange-traded fund like existing
ETFs, because of its listing on the
over-the-counter OTCQX market,
owned by OTC Markets Group Inc.,
rather than on an SEC-regulated ex-
change. But it would work much like
an ETF, making bitcoin as easy to
buy as a penny stock.

Much as he believes in bitcoin,
Mr. Silbert cautions investors
against sinking more money into his
fund than they can stand to lose. A
10% loss, a plunge for the stock mar-
ket, is a relatively quiet day for bit-
coin. Says Mr. Winklevoss: “Traders
love volatility and volatility doesn’t
make an ETF product problematic;
for a lot of people it makes it more
relevant and more interesting.”

Mr. Luria, the Wedbush analyst,
says the average fund investor
should think of bitcoin as a “highly

speculative investment, which
means that it has a very high poten-
tial reward as well as a very high
potential risk.”

If bitcoin can do the same thing
for finance that the Internet did for
communications and shopping, a
single unit could be worth “hun-
dreds of thousands of dollars” in 10
years, Mr. Luria says. But he says
there’s also a good chance the bit-
coin revolution won’t reach the tip-
ping point, in which case the cur-
rency could be “worth nothing at
all.”

The Security Question
Mr. Silbert says he modeled his

fund’s structure on that of SPDR
Gold Trust, one of the most success-
ful nonstock ETFs, which tracks the
price of gold. But there’s a differ-
ence between a fund backed by tons
of metal and one backed by strings
of numbers. Auditors regularly
count the gold ingots stored in a
vault in London on behalf of SPDR
Gold Trust. Mr. Silbert declined to
comment on how the Bitcoin Trust’s
holdings would be audited.

“The core issue is custody,” says
Dave Nadig, chief investment officer
for research firm ETF.com. “If you
put the money in the bank, you

know it’s going to be there,” he says.
“If you buy a bunch of stock at
Schwab, there’s a fair amount of
certainty that those stocks will be
accounted for and be in their cus-
tody.” But there isn’t that level of
certainty with bitcoin, he says, as il-
lustrated by the disappearance of
millions of dollars’ worth of bitcoin
from the Mt. Gox exchange.

The Winklevoss fund will keep
the private keys—the numbers bit-
coin holders use to authorize trans-
actions in the currency—locked in a
vault where they will be inspected
by a security firm twice a year, ac-
cording to SEC filings. But the sec-
tion on risk factors in the SEC filing
for the ETF warns investors that
private keys could be stolen by
hackers or otherwise lost. Indeed, it
warns, the whole bitcoin system
could be hijacked by “botnets”—net-
works of computers that have been
taken over by hackers.

The Long View
For investors willing to take that

risk, there is still the question of
what bitcoin ultimately will be
worth.

“Once [an ETF] comes out, there
might be new individuals getting in-
terested, and that results in a near-

term bump to the price,” says David
Ripley, chief executive of Glidera
Inc., a Chicago maker of software
that secures bitcoin users’ wallets.

“That doesn’t affect long-term
price,” he says. “The long term de-
pends on whether the bitcoin net-
work is adopted for its core proper-
ties to purchase goods and transfer
money.”

Mr. Curran, a writer in
Denton, Texas, is a regular con-
tributor to Dow Jones Newswires
and The Wall Street Journal.
Email rob.curran@dowjones.com.

With a Bitcoin ETF, Risk Isn’t Virtual
SEC is still reviewing a proposed fund for the public, to be linked to the virtual currency
BY ROB CURRAN

THE COIN MATRIX | Brothers Tyler
and Cameron Winklevoss hope to
issue a bitcoin ETF. Left, bitcoin ledger
entries. Paradoxically, some firms
have minted ‘physical’ bitcoins, below.
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IT MAY BE time for investors to
seek out safe harbors.

Global conflicts, an early August
stock swoon and expectations that
the U.S. Federal Reserve will end the
economic-stimulus program that has
helped prop up stocks have
strengthened the case for safe-ha-
ven investments such as shorter-
term U.S. government bonds, gold
and currencies in portfolios.

“If there’s an external shock to
the system, whether it’s an expan-
sion of hostilities in Ukraine or Iraq,
we are to a point where the market
could take it very hard,” says Will
Hepburn, president of Hepburn Cap-
ital Management in Prescott, Ariz.

Advisers and analysts point to
several assets and related mutual
funds and exchange-traded funds
that could help reduce exposure to a
stock-market pullback. Of course,
before deciding which route to take,
investors should first decide what
worries them more: losing opportu-
nities or losing money.

BONDS: When it comes to safe ha-
vens, high-quality, shorter-term
bonds, including U.S. government
bonds and corporate debt, top many
investors’ lists. Mr. Hepburn likes
iShares 7-10 Year Treasury Bond
ETF, especially since government
notes tend to benefit from so-called
flight-to-safety flows.

“As these fears have been stoked,
whether it has been Russia and
Ukraine or Israel and Hamas or Iraq,
it seems to me that there’s been a
bigger reaction in the government
bond markets of the most safe-
viewed governments,” says Rich
Steinberg, a managing director and
partner at HSW Advisors at HighT-
ower in New York.

But since interest rates on gov-
ernment bonds in places like the
U.S. and Germany are already so
low, there isn’t much hope for nota-
ble returns, he says. As such, he
prefers high-quality, short-duration
debt that offers a little bit of yield,
such as high-rated corporate debt.

CASH AND GOLD: The other go-to
safety nets are cash and gold,
though both have drawbacks.

Mr. Hepburn says his firm, which
was building cash positions for part
of the summer, prefers conservative
money-market funds such as those
focused on U.S. government debt. “If
stocks drop 10%, your money-mar-
ket fund has 10% created buying
power when you go back into the
stock [market].”

Meanwhile, gold advocates say
the metal should be a part of portfo-
lios longer-term, although some ex-
perts warn that gold doesn’t always
trade like a safe-harbor asset be-
cause supply and demand factors
can override geopolitical concerns.

But rather than viewing it as a
temporary Band-Aid for global wor-
ries, Michael Cuggino, president and
portfolio manager of Permanent
Portfolio Family of Funds, sees a
longer-term case for gold: Central-
bank stimulus will ultimately lead to
some inflation in the U.S. and else-
where. “Over the long term, [gold]
makes sense for investors as an an-
chor or a counterweight for a lot of
things that are going on.”

CURRENCIES: Paul Christopher,
chief international strategist at
Wells Fargo Advisors, suggests

avoiding cash because it has the
biggest “opportunity cost,” and he
believes gold is headed lower. He
recommends investing in currencies
such as the dollar, Swiss franc or
yen, as hedges for geopolitical con-
flict since they can appreciate and
tend to be less volatile than, say,
gold. Investors can use currency-fo-
cused ETFs for all three. For in-
stance, PowerShares DB US Dollar
Index Bullish fund has returned

2.46% this year through August, ac-
cording to Lipper.

Ultimately, advisers say investors
should have a diversified investing
plan in the first place that already
includes such assets, rather than
rushing into gold or U.S. govern-
ment bonds at the last minute.

Ms. McCarthy is a Wall Street
Journal reporter in New York.
Email erin.mccarthy@wsj.com.

Expecting Trouble? Here
Are Investments to Ponder
BY ERIN MCCARTHY
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U.S. Debt Gets New Boost From Abroad
Stepped-up central-bank inter-

vention in Europe is bolstering the
appeal of U.S. Treasury debt among
a surprising crowd: bargain hunters.

Last week the European Central
Bank cut interest rates and set plans
to buy European bonds sold by the
private sector, aiming to prop up a
struggling economy and reverse an
alarming decline in inflation. The
move turbocharged a yearlong rally
in the prices of debt issued by Euro-
pean nations.

The gains left the U.S. 10-year

yield higher than many counterparts
across the Atlantic, including Spain,
Italy and Ireland, which are among
the weaker eurozone economies.
Struggling countries typically have
to pay more to attract investors to
their debt.

The ECB move highlighted the
twofold appeal of U.S. debt for
global investors at a time of uneven
economic growth and low interest
rates. Foreign buyers of U.S. Trea-
surys get both a yield premium and
an opportunity to pick up extra
gains as the dollar appreciates
against the euro.

The shift is the latest twist in a
surprisingly strong year for U.S.
government bonds, whose near-re-
cord-low yields obscure solid invest-
ment fundamentals, many buyers
say. Yields fall as prices rise.

“When comparing global yields,
it is hard to make much of an argu-
ment against buying U.S. Trea-
surys,’’ said Kevin Giddis, head of
fixed income at Raymond James in
Memphis, Tenn.

That Treasurys remain a bargain
even after their rally shows the
challenges of bond investing in a
low-yield environment that has

fueled record runs in many global
stock indexes and a sharp decline in
the yields of both safe and riskier
bonds.

Treasury prices this year have
pushed higher amid geopolitical un-
rest in the Middle East and Ukraine
and a fresh economic reversal in Eu-
rope, upending Wall Street expecta-
tions that U.S. debt prices would
tumble as domestic economic
growth picked up and the Federal
Reserve stepped back from monthly
stimulus.

The yield premium that investors
pocket by purchasing 10-year U.S.

Treasurys rather than comparable
German bunds last week hit 1.52
percentage points, the widest
spread since 1999—when the U.S.
tech boom was roaring and the euro
hadn’t begun physically circulating.
The dollar on Thursday posted its
largest gain against the euro since
November 2011.

The benchmark U.S. 10-year note
yielded 2.46% on Friday, higher than
comparable debt in Germany,
France, Canada and Japan.

In the world’s most advanced
countries, only the U.K.’s 10-year

Please turn to page 22

BY MIN ZENG

Adidas Fights for Traction in the U.S.
For Adidas AG, Nike Inc. isn’t

the only problem in the U.S. Now the
German brand is falling behind chal-
lenger Under Armour Inc. as well.

Adidas for the first time has
dropped to the No. 3 spot among
sportswear brands in the U.S. So far
this year, its combined sales of ath-
letic footwear and apparel have
fallen 23% from a year earlier to $1.1
billion, according to data from
Sterne Agee and SportScanInfo.
That trails Under Armour, whose
sales are up 20% over the same pe-
riod to $1.2 billion.

Both companies lag far behind
Nike, which notched $8.9 billion in
sales over the same period. But Adi-
das’s diminishing returns under-
score how the company is struggling
for traction in the U.S., even as Nike
gains ground in the German com-
pany’s core European market.

Adidas has acknowledged it
needs to shake things up. In April,
the company announced it would
promote the chief executive of sub-
sidiary TaylorMade-Adidas Golf,
Mark King, to be its new president
of the North America division, based
in Portland, Ore.

Mr. King, who took the helm
June 1, said he believes Adidas’s U.S.
business has lacked focus. It has a
presence in soccer, but hasn’t estab-
lished itself in distinctly American
sports. His priority is to make Adi-
das more relevant in football, base-
ball and basketball.

The company already has spon-
sorships of several important U.S.
sports assets, though Mr. King said
Adidas can improve in how it mar-
kets them. Adidas currently has the
rights to supply NBA jerseys, and
subsidiary Reebok maintains the re-
spective rights to the NHL. The com-
pany also endorses NBA point
guards Derrick Rose of the Chicago
Bulls and John Wall of the Washing-
ton Wizards. Mr. Rose already has a
popular signature sneaker line, and
Adidas is planning to release a sig-
nature shoe for Mr. Wall in October
that will retail for $115.

“In America, companies like our
two main competitors are constantly
reinventing the model,” he said.
“The people really winning here are

adapting to consumers and the mar-
ketplace. We just have to move
faster.”

Last month, Adidas Group Chief
Executive Herbert Hainer said the
company is expecting to roll out
more style-savvy product assort-
ments in the U.S. during the fourth
quarter. But he cautioned that he
didn’t expect the company’s U.S.
wholesale business to improve until
2015.

Meanwhile Under Armour, which
has a smaller distribution footprint
in the U.S. than Adidas, according to
Sterne Agee, is pushing ahead. The
company is strong in athletic ap-
parel, which accounts for the major-
ity of its sales. Under Armour also
has also been aggressively expand-

ing its footwear business, particu-
larly in basketball, though its whole-
sale distribution remains limited to
mostly sporting-goods retailers.

Becky Jones, senior vice presi-
dent for merchandising, marketing,
and logistics at Hibbett Sports Inc.,
said customers at their stores
strongly prefer Nike and Under Ar-
mour products, especially in youth
apparel. In some locations, where
the local customer base is looking
for an urban lifestyle look, Adidas
products sell well, she said. But the
German company’s gear isn’t as pop-
ular in locations where customers
are looking for a traditional,
straightforward sporting-goods as-
sortment.

Please turn to page 18

BY SARA GERMANO
Insider’s Sentence
Highlights Debate

When Mathew Martoma faces a
federal judge on Monday to be sen-
tenced for insider trading, a punish-
ment that could reach 20 years in
prison, he will become a flash point
in the debate over the severity of
white-collar sentences.

The former manager at hedge
fund SAC Capital Advisors LP was
found guilty in February of making
illicit trades in pharmaceutical
stocks, generating some $275 mil-
lion in profit and avoided losses for
the firm.

Under federal guidelines, that
number figures prominently into
sentencing recommendations. It led
the probation department, an office
within the Manhattan federal court-
house that prepares pre-sentence re-
ports, to recommend up to two de-
cades in prison for Mr. Martoma.
But defense lawyers and some
judges are increasingly questioning
the big role of profits at sentencing.

Last month the U.S. Sentencing
Commission, which sets the federal
guidelines, announced it was consid-
ering changes to its policies on
white-collar sentences, specifically
addressing the issue of profit and
considering whether “there are ways
the economic crime guidelines could
work better.”

U.S. District Judge Paul Gardephe
will be the final arbiter and will con-
sider the guidelines, which aren’t
binding, along with several other
factors, including recommendations
by prosecutors and Mr. Martoma’s
lawyers, as well as sentences in sim-
ilar cases.

Douglas A. Berman, a professor
at Ohio State University’s Moritz
College of Law, said that while
judges can deviate from the guide-
lines, there is still a tendency in the
judiciary to use them as a “working
script.” And, he said, the debate
over the guidelines has added confu-
sion to white-collar sentences.

“The sentencing stage becomes
so fraught with uncertainty, and the
stakes get so high, because I don’t
think anyone has decided the right
or wrong way to do these sen-
tences,” said Mr. Berman, who spe-
cializes in this area of law.

In June, prosecutors said they
wouldn’t oppose a sentence below
the suggested 20 years, but they
said Mr. Martoma nonetheless de-
served a sentence of more than eight
years in prison.

Mr. Martoma’s lawyers called the
probation department’s recommen-
dation outrageous, and said their cli-
ent is a devoted husband and father
to his three young children. They

Please turn to page 24

BY CHRISTOPHER M. MATTHEWS

Mathew Martoma is set to be sentenced on Monday in U.S, District Court.
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Adidas has the rights to supply NBA jerseys, and also endorses Derrick Rose.
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Corrections  Amplifications

Wealth-X, a consultancy specializing in tracking the rich, consid-
ers ultra-high-net worth individuals to be those with a net worth
of more than $30 million. An In Depth article in the Friday-Sun-
day edition about wealth in Myanmar incorrectly said those indi-
viduals need to have more than $30 million of investible assets.

Pappy Van Winkle’s Family Reserve, 23 Years Old, which sells for
around $2,000 a bottle at various online sources, is the oldest of
Pappy Van Winkle’s bourbons. An Eating & Drinking article in the
Aug. 29-31 edition of Off Duty incorrectly said the oldest is Pappy
Van Winkle’s Family Reserve, 20 Years Old, which sells for around
£500 at various online sources.
Readers can alert the London newsroom of The Wall Street Journal to any errors
in news articles by emailing wsjcontact@wsj.com or by calling +44 (0)20 7842
9901.

BUSINESS & FINANCE

Chinese Movies Try to Step Out
China is a booming market for

movies, second only to the U.S., but
its homegrown films have generally
struggled to do meaningful business
overseas.

At the Toronto International Film
Festival, which opened Thursday
night, backers of eight Chinese
films, ranging from raucous comedy
to a sober look at the Cultural Revo-
lution, will aim to buck that trend as
they look for international distribu-
tion deals.

Though some of the Chinese
movies were made with the help of
U.S.-based producers, most are
backed by state organizations, which
have been flooding the country’s de-
veloping film industry with cash in
the hopes of producing movies that
might someday translate to other
markets.

It isn’t a sure bet. China has been
represented in Toronto by five to 10
movies a year for more than a de-
cade, organizers say. But the empha-
sis on selling tickets outside the
country is a newer priority, espe-
cially since many of the earlier films
were banned in their home countries
and traveled to festivals so they
could be seen at all.

Overseas box office for Chinese
films is small but growing. In 2013,
China exported 45 films that collec-
tively grossed about $200 million in
markets outside China, up nearly
33% from the year before, according
to the market research firm Ent-
group. That is still a tiny amount
compared with the box office col-
lected by Hollywood and other mar-
kets that send movies to China: a to-
tal of $1.45 billion in sales in 2013.

Among the challenges facing Chi-
nese films abroad are a nascent
filmmaking culture and state cen-
sors who must approve plot details
and story lines. Last month, authori-
ties blocked an independent film
festival that featured movies critical
of the government from opening in

Beijing.
Historically, most Chinese films

that did well outside their home
country were martial-arts spectacles
like “Crouching Tiger, Hidden
Dragon” or art-house favorites from
celebrated Chinese auteurs. The
country’s film industry doesn’t have
as much experience with other types
of films, and some genres like come-
dies notoriously fall flat with over-
seas audiences.

Chinese filmmakers are trying to
improve their country’s commercial
prospects by broadening the kinds
of films they make. In Toronto that
includes selections like “Breakup
Buddies,” a road comedy in the vein
of “The Hangover” series, and a ro-
mantic comedy called “Don’t Go
Breaking My Heart 2.”

Sales agents say a diaspora of
Chinese citizens around the world,
together with new distribution tech-
nologies, have made other markets

more receptive to local Chinese
films.

More than 48 million Chinese cit-
izens live outside the country, giving
films a possible built-in audience in
overseas markets. And platforms
like video-on-demand and Netflix
Inc. mean that distributors don’t
have to shop solely for films suited
for movie theaters, said Stuart Ford,
the chief executive of IM Global LLC,
which is handling international sales
at Toronto for “Breakup Buddies.”

Hollywood has seized on China
as an important market for its films,
despite logistical and financial chal-
lenges. Chinese films aren’t as reli-
ant on overseas box office right now,
said Mr. Ford, since local grosses
can quickly add up to hundreds of
millions of dollars. But state officials
are eager for the credibility a global
presence can bring.

That is especially true with Chi-
nese films seeking critical prestige.

“Dearest,” about parents who stum-
ble into a widespread kidnapping
ring after their own child is ab-
ducted, is seeking North American
distribution at Toronto and is sched-
uled for Chinese release late this
month. “Coming Home,” set in the
aftermath of the Cultural Revolu-
tion, has already been picked up for
U.S. distribution by Sony Corp.’s
Sony Pictures Classics after grossing
$47 million in China.

Several of the movies deal with
subject matter not typically ap-
proved by Chinese state censors,
said Giovanna Fulvi, the head of pro-
gramming for East and Southeast
Asia films at the Toronto festival.
“Coming Home” addresses labor
camps, and “Breakup Buddies” fea-
tures minor gay characters.

“The censorship is still a prob-
lem, but it seems like the Chinese
filmmakers are trying to go around
it,” she said.

BY ERICH SCHWARTZEL

Chinese films at the Toronto festival include ‘Breakup Buddies,’ a road comedy in the vein of ‘The Hangover’ series.
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Spielberg
Turns to TV
To Revive
DreamWorks

Steven Spielberg has hired a ca-
ble-television veteran with no film-
business experience to run his
struggling studio DreamWorks
SKG.

Michael Wright, who recently
left his post as head of program-
ming for TNT, TBS and Turner Clas-
sic Movies amid strategy changes at
Time Warner Inc.’s cable-TV unit,
was named chief executive of
DreamWorks on Thursday.

He will succeed Stacey Snider,
who is expected to soon depart for
a senior job at 21st Century Fox’s
Twentieth Century Fox film studio.

Mr. Wright’s hiring comes amid
financial constraints at Dream-
Works, following a string of early
flops when the studio relaunched in
2011, that have left it able to release
only two films a year for the past
three years—well below its earlier
ambitions.

The company hasn’t had a hit
since 2012’s “Lincoln.” March’s high-
stakes videogame adaptation “Need
for Speed” sputtered at the box of-
fice, and this summer’s low budget
drama “The 100-Foot Journey” has
turned in a decent performance.

DreamWorks is backed by India’s
Reliance Entertainment, which has
invested more than $400 million
and lost money, people close to the
company said.

Mr. Spielberg, who owns a mi-
nority stake in DreamWorks, indi-
cated in an interview that he would
be looking to rev up the company’s
production pace.

“We have the resources to con-
tinue with our modest output and
we are hopeful we are going to ex-
pand that in the next year or two,”
Mr. Spielberg said. “Michael is not
coming over here to do two to three
movies per year, he’s coming for a
larger workload.”

DreamWorks president Jeff
Small added that the studio cur-
rently has the resources to make up
to four pictures per year.

Mr. Wright got to know his new
partner through several television
series that Mr. Spielberg produced
for TNT, including “Falling Skies”
and the coming “Public Morals.”

“I absolutely have a lot to learn,”
Mr. Wright said of his shift to mak-
ing movies. “I want to see us make
films that reflect well on Steven and
on the brand.”

BY BEN FRITZ

Adidas Rethinks Its U.S. Strategy as New Rival Emerges
Hibbett stores carry Nike and

Under Armour products at all loca-
tions, but Adidas only in select
stores, she added. “It’s really about
market preference,” Ms. Jones said.

Adidas is still the second-ranked
sportswear maker globally behind
Nike. But its U.S. market share has
eroded over the past decade despite
its acquisition of Reebok for nearly
$4 billion. At the time, that deal was
widely considered to be a play to

Continued from page 15 better position the German sports-
wear maker to attack Nike on its
home turf.

Since the acquisition was an-
nounced in 2005, Adidas and Ree-
bok’s combined market share in
footwear has dropped from roughly
18% to about 10% in 2013, according
to Matt Powell, analyst for Sports-
OneSource, who notes that much of
that business has gone to Nike.

Adidas’s slippage comes as the
broader U.S. market for athletic

wear is taking off, with sports-styled
gear being pushed by mainstream
retailers desperate for new hits. Re-
tailers from traditional sporting-
goods chains to department stores
to lifestyle shops are accelerating
their offerings of athletic footwear
and apparel. Sales of the latter are
projected to jump by nearly 50%
over the next six years, according to
analysts at Barclays. Foot Locker
Inc. called out Under Armour and
Nike on its earnings call last month

as suppliers with which it is looking
to boost business.

Mr. King, Adidas’s new North
American president, said the com-
pany is still learning to adapt to the
highly competitive U.S. market.

“The organization is very much
structured, and the speed of the
company is very controlled, while
the pace in America is a bit more
chaotic,” he said. “We’ve got to
bring some of that to how we oper-
ate.”
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OPINION

“It’s like a tale of two Americas
on school choice,” says Kevin
Chavous. There’s the status quo
that includes the teachers unions
and their allies. “And then there’s
the other America”—those “who
have to suffer every day because
their kids aren’t getting the
education they deserve.”

By his lights, school choice is a
war between the “haves” and
“have-nots.” “The only people
fighting educational choice are the
people who have educational
choice,” notes the former
Washington, D.C., councilman.

Mr. Chavous ought to know,
because for four years he has bat-
tled on the frontlines of education
reform as a founding board mem-
ber and executive counsel for the
nonprofit American Federation for
Children (AFC). The organization
publicly lobbies for school choice,
and in particular focuses on
private-school scholarship
programs that typically receive less
charitable support than do charter
schools. Its political action
committee battles to elect pro-
choice lawmakers in the states.

You might say Mr. Chavous and
his operation, with about 30
employees, are the shock troops for
school choice on the other side of
the barricades from the unions.
The National Education Association
has more money (some $1.4 billion
in revenue) and three million
members.

But Mr. Chavous has the
political power of an idea—
education opportunity for all—and
school choice is clearly making
inroads nation-wide. In 2000 four
states had private-school choice
programs with 29,000 kids. Today,
19 states boast programs that
enroll more than 308,000 children.

“This year, 2014, we saw the
largest single-year growth in
enrollment in programs in the
history of school choice,” he says.
The fastest-growing state is
Indiana, which is expected to
award 30,000 scholarships this
year, up from 590 in 2010. “And the
momentum’s not going to stop.”

AFC and its 501(c)(3) sister
organization, Alliance for School
Choice, have been the movement’s
boots on the ground, mobilizing
support and repulsing attacks by
the teachers unions. Mr. Chavous
says that one of the most
important things he does is enlist
“messengers.”

“We have to get the trusting
voices that people listen to,” he
says. “One thing I do when I’m
talking to Democratic legislators in
states that are considering [choice
programs], particularly African-
American legislators, is match
them with their African-American
colleagues who have been through
this in other states.”

He has also drafted celebrities
who, he says, don’t approach the
issue with “political baggage.” For
instance, he recruited former
basketball stars Lisa Leslie, a three-
time MVP award winner in the
WNBA, and Jalen Rose, now an
ESPN analyst, to record public-
service announcements backing
school choice. Other messengers
include black civil-rights and
church leaders. Last year Mr.
Chavous helped organize a rally in
Memphis with a keynote speech by
the city’s most prominent minister,
Rev. Dwight Montgomery.

Unions tell parents “that this is
a Republican conspiracy,” Mr.
Chavous says, or “that you all are
trying to destroy neighborhood
schools.” When low-income,
working families are “told bad
things, they initially fight. But
when they understand what this is
all about, I’ve heard so many
parents tell me, ‘Well, you didn’t
tell us . . . I can get a scholarship to
the Catholic school, this private
school that I’ve been wanting to
send my kids to for years, if this
passes.’”

School-choice opponents, he
says, use a “playbook,” which
entails, among other things,
outright lying. A typical accusation
is that choice advocates are bought
by the billionaire Koch brothers.
Opponents also claim that vouchers
don’t work, but then struggle to
explain the high demand among
parents who they then claim don’t
know what’s best for their kids.

There have been few controlled
studies, Mr. Chavous notes, but
data generally show that the
children who receive scholarships
benefit educationally. In
Washington, D.C., he says, “90% of
these kids are going to college.
That’s 50 points higher than public
schools.” In Florida and Louisiana,
academic growth among voucher
recipients is on par with their
public-school counterparts despite
students coming from
disadvantaged backgrounds.

In any case, he says, “If schools
aren’t working or are doing crazy
stuff, we can always take them out
of the program, which is what
[state superintendent] John White
is starting to do in Louisiana.”

School-choice foes often target
rural Republicans vulnerable to
union pressure, Mr. Chavous says,
“because their cousins, their wives,
their sisters all are employed or
have ties to what is often the
largest employer in their county:
the school districts.” Some
politicians don’t want poor
children attending their own
children’s schools, which is why
state legislators often seek to
restrict choice programs to cities.

Unions used this strategy to
defeat a voucher bill in Tennessee

last year. Leading the opposition
was GOP House Rep. Dennis Roach
of Rutledge. Mr. Chavous’s opera-
tion fought back by targeting Mr.
Roach in the Republican primary
last month and he lost to business-
man Jerry Sexton.

The move against Rep. Roach
was part of a wider offensive this
year to influence primaries across
the country. All six candidates AFC
endorsed in Oklahoma’s legislative
primaries won, and all 11 of the
candidates it backed in Arizona
prevailed. The group has also
backed candidates in primaries in
Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Indiana,
North Carolina and Wisconsin.

Though it lacks the unions’
millions, AFC can wage a serious
fight with its annual budget of $15
million. The organization is funded
by 1,300 individual donors and
more than 75 foundations, but it is
principally backed by the DeVos
family of Michigan. Betsy DeVos,
the wife of Amway billionaire Dick
DeVos, is chairman of the board.

AFC also works closely with the
Institute for Justice to defend
school choice from union assaults
in court. “We’ve seen it in
Alabama, Arizona, Indiana, North
Carolina, Ohio,” he says.

A case in point: Last week the
Florida Education Association, the
Florida School Boards Association,
the state PTA and the state chapter
of the NAACP filed a lawsuit to
shut down Florida’s tax-credit
scholarship program, the country’s
largest. More than 70% of Florida’s
70,000 scholarship recipients are
members of a minority group, and
the average income of a family of
four is $25,000.

“Florida, for us, is a watershed,”
says Mr. Chavous, noting with
some resignation that ultimately
the case will be “in the hands of its
Supreme Court, which is full of
politics.” Yet he is optimistic—
school-choice proponents have
prevailed in most state Supreme
Court cases over the past dozen

years. The watershed case was the
2002 U.S. Supreme Court decision
in Zelman v. Simmon-Harris that
vouchers for religious schools don’t
violate the Constitution’s ban on
favoring one religion or another as
long as they go to parents rather
than the schools.

The unions’ last resort is
enlisting the Obama administra-
tion. Last year the Justice
Department sued to block
Louisiana’s voucher program on
grounds that it violated 40-year-
old federal desegregation orders. It
was a peculiar argument: The
state-wide program, which Mr.
Chavous helped persuade black
Democratic legislators to support
in 2012, provides scholarships to
students from poor families who
attend schools graded C or below.
Ninety percent of the beneficiaries
are black.

“It’s interesting that DOJ has
decided to pick up the baton and
try to bootstrap some tenuous and
frankly nonsensical segregation
argument as a way to end the
program,” Mr. Chavous says.

Louisiana placated a federal
judge overseeing the case by
agreeing to release more data on
the program. But Mr. Chavous says
he has heard that the Justice
Department has been collecting
evidence about Wisconsin’s
voucher program, so another
lawsuit may be coming. “I just see
this as a pattern,” he says.

There was a time when Mr.
Chavous, who calls himself a
“recovering politician,” was the
sort of person teachers unions
recruited to their side. In 1992 he
was elected to represent
Washington’s eastern Ward 7, a
predominantly black section with
some “challenging” neighborhoods.

He says he began visiting city
jails and perceived “the direct link
between education, crime,
homelessness, jobs, drug abuse,
poverty.” Finding that “85% of our
inmates were high-school

dropouts,” Mr. Chavous says, he
began to inspect the city’s broken
public schools.

He was among the first
Democrats nationwide to embrace
charter schools. And he paid the
price during a 1998 mayoral bid,
when he says the union ran ads
that said in essence “Chavous hates
your kids.” He recalls being asked
by his 7-year-old son, “Dad, why
don’t you like my teacher?” Mr.
Chavous finished second in the
Democratic primary to Anthony
Williams—who as mayor from 1999
to 2007 became one of Mr.
Chavous’s staunchest school-choice
allies.

In the 2000s Mr. Chavous
worked to bring vouchers to
Washington, drawing more fire
from the teachers unions and
prompting an irate phone call from
then Sen. Ted Kennedy. He won the
voucher fight but the unions
exacted their revenge by ousting
him from the City Council in 2004.
The program flourished but then
the Obama administration moved
to cut it in 2009. Mr. Chavous
mobilized protests.

“I will never forget walking
down K Street during rush hour
and this bus driver pulls over,” he
says. “He opens the door and says,
‘Chavous, oh, man, I support you. I
support Obama too, but he’s wrong.
He shouldn’t be taking scholarships
from them kids.’” In 2011 the
Obama administration agreed with
the new Republican House to
restore voucher funding for five
years.

Where does he expect the next
inroads for vouchers? Without
hesitation, he says: “Illinois. We
have a couple of African-American
legislators in the Senate who are
ready to jump out in front.”

But the key, he says, will be
electing Republican Bruce Rauner
as governor in November. Mr.
Chavous also believes Chicago
Mayor Rahm Emanuel may soon
get on board. “Rahm Emanuel—it’s
no secret—is considering how to
get these kids out of these bad
schools and into these quality
schools,” he says. “I’ve run into
several African-American leaders
who run private schools in Chicago
who are hungering to get more of
these kids into their program.”

He also sees “some opportuni-
ties” in New York state, though
ultimately Mr. Chavous considers
the entire country ripe for better
school options. “This is really the
fight for the soul of America,” he
says. “Parents are tired of the
status quo offering promises of
change that don’t take place.”

Ms. Finley is an editorial writer for
the Journal.

[ Weekend Interview ]
with Kevin Chavous

BY ALLYSIA FINLEY

On the School-Choice Barricades
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A former D.C. councilman
talks about his battles with
teachers unions across the
country, and why the voucher
movement is advancing.
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“We project our next quarter
will be better, providing
there is a next quarter.”
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NetflixExpandsEuropeanPresence
backlash against U.S. Web giants.

The continent’s single market
and high Internet usage has made it
a magnet over the last decade for
U.S. companies including Google Inc.
and Amazon.com Inc. But as U.S.
companies’ heft grows, European
regulators, politicians and domestic
businesses increasingly have tar-
geted them, over such issues as pri-
vacy, taxes and competition law.

The stakes are high for Netflix,
which is betting heavily on interna-
tional expansion to reach hundreds
of millions of broadband-connected
homes it will need to spread out
growing content costs. Losses from
international streaming are set to
nearly triple from the second quar-
ter to $42 million in the third, when
Netflix flips the switch in Germany,
France, Austria, Switzerland, Bel-
gium and Luxembourg.

Netflix has claimed a beachhead
in Europe in the last two and a-half
years, finding popularity in the U.K.,
the Netherlands and Nordic coun-
tries. But in pushing more deeply
into continental Europe, it now must
grapple with the same concerns over
privacy and taxes aimed at many
U.S. companies there.

The reaction has been strongest
in France where consumers love
McDonald’s hamburgers and Ameri-
can TV shows, but politicians lament
the creeping influence of U.S. culture
and business. This spring, a French
magazine put Netflix Chief Executive
Reed Hastings on its cover under the
headline “The Ogre.”

To soothe Continental nerves, the
company so far has pursued a strat-
egy of engagement. For more than
nine months, it has been meeting
regulators, privacy officials and
other policy makers across the re-
gion. It started licensing talks with a
thicket of producers and copyright
unions that control rights.

The company in June also moved
into new European headquarters in
Amsterdam. New hires have ex-

Continued from first page panded the office—which is splashed
with images of Netflix shows—to
more than a dozen people, including
General Counsel David Hyman, who
moved his family to Europe for a
yearlong stint.

“Every market around the globe
has its nuances,” a Netflix spokes-
man said. “Our challenge is becom-
ing a great global company where
we really understand the nuances of
each market and do a great job for
consumers around the world.”

France has been a tough nut to
crack. The country maintains one of
the world’s biggest government-en-
forced systems to promote film and
TV production, obliging TV channels
and media companies to invest in
domestic content and pay culture
taxes—obligations that often total
more than 10% of total revenue.

But the system increasingly is
under threat. More channels and on-
line-viewing options are reducing
traditional TV revenue, cutting into
the funds available to the system.
Domestic channels such as Vivendi
SA’s Canal Plus chafe at being forced
into a system to which foreign com-
petitors don’t adhere.

Netflix made clear from its first
meetings in France that it planned
to base itself outside the country,
thereby avoiding French culture-tax
obligations. In Europe, broadcasting
into another country is legal, pro-
vided you have domestic content li-
censes. “We tried to convince them
it made sense to set up shop in
France, but there wasn’t much we
could do,” a French government offi-
cial said.

One tool available was the bully
pulpit. France’s then-Culture Minis-
ter Aurélie Filippetti took to the
news media, warning that Netflix
couldn’t be a “stowaway” and saying
it should bend to French rules.

The company responded in meet-
ings to address what it called mis-
conceptions. Executives said Netflix
has helped build audiences for do-
mestic content. They also told offi-

cials that the company voluntarily
would adhere to the so-called French
film chronology, which says that
Netflix-like services can only show
films three years after they come
out in theaters—an easy concession
for a business that carries mostly
old movies. By spring, Netflix had
started approaching French produc-
ers about making a local TV show,
too.

“They understood that it was
something they needed to do to se-
duce the French market,” said pro-
ducer Pascal Breton, whose company
will produce for Netflix an eight-epi-
sode political series, “Marseille,” set
in the French port town. Shooting in
English “wasn’t even up for discus-
sion,” Mr. Breton said.

French officials said they had not
given up looking for ways to encour-
age companies like Netflix to set up
shop in the country. One idea is to
use net neutrality as a lever, offering
a bandwidth-heavy operator like
Netflix preferential access in return
for domestic cultural financing. But
France’s new culture minister, Fleur
Pellerin, said in a recent radio inter-
view that there was no point in con-
demning companies like Netflix.

For now, the commercial battle is
afoot. Germany’s Maxdome, which
owned by ProSiebenSat.1 Media
AG, last week bought the rights to
several U.S. shows, including Show-
time’s “Californication.”

In France, Canal Plus, which has
500,000 subscribers for a Netflix-
like competitor called CanalPlay,
says it is starting a new offline-
viewing feature for the service and
bulking up its library of French TV
shows and movies to highlight its
domestic roots.

“We’re putting together a whole
range of improvements,” said Rodol-
phe Belmer, the No. 2 executive at
Canal Plus. “It’s not by making just
one TV show that you suddenly be-
come French.”

—Neetha Mahadevan
contributed to this article.
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The Giant from Across the Pond
As Netflix has expanded in Europe it has had to manage the perception
that it is yet another American web company bent on domination.
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Chinese Web Firms
Create Own Shows
For Online Viewers

BEIJING—Wang Dachui may be a
penniless daydreamer, but his
backer is anything but poor.

Mr. Wang is the everyman main
character on a television show in
China called “Surprise,” one of a
growing number of Web-first pro-
grams developed and produced by
the country’s flush Internet indus-
try.

Made by U.S.-listed video-
streaming company Youku Tudou
Inc., “Surprise” has been viewed
more than one billion times since it
went online last year.

“Many young people nowadays
don’t watch TV because they aren’t
happy with what traditional TV
channels show,” said Yuan Yumei,
the producer of “Surprise,” who is
also in charge of original-content
production for Youku. “They are
looking to online content for stories
that resonate with them.”

Such Internet-driven TV shows
are intensifying an already expen-
sive arms race by Chinese Internet
companies to draw viewers and ad-
vertising dollars away from tradi-
tional state-run TV broadcasters, as
well as each other. Advertising reve-
nue from online video in China to-
taled 9.62 billion yuan ($1.57 billion)
in 2013, up 47% from 2012, accord-
ing to market-research firm iRe-
search, which projects revenue
could top 28 billion yuan in four
years’ time.

Alibaba Group Holding Ltd., the
e-commerce company expected to
list its shares in the U.S. this month,
has invested in set-top boxes that
would stream from the Internet and
has approached Chinese producers
about acquiring the rights to shows,
according to people familiar with
the matter. In April it said it would
spend $1.22 billion for a minority
stake in Youku.

Rival Tencent Holdings Ltd. said
in a conference call with analysts
last month that it would “invest
very aggressively” in video.

Shows streamed by Chinese In-
ternet companies range from dra-
mas and historical epics made by
China’s traditional studios to hit
Western shows like “2 Broke Girls”
and “The Walking Dead.” But with
costs escalating for the rights to
show foreign and domestic TV
shows online, Chinese companies
are following companies like Netflix
Inc. and Yahoo Inc. in the U.S. and
creating original programming.

“As the Internet camp becomes
bigger and flush with cash, they
want to grab more on the content
side so they can control their own
destiny,” said Joseph Chen, chair-
man and chief executive of social-
media company Renren Inc., which
creates its own programming on its
56.com video site.

The companies are also contend-
ing with rising interest from China’s
censors, who until recently have
given streaming sites more freedom
than traditional broadcasters. Peo-
ple familiar with the matter said
last week that China’s broadcasting
regulator has put new limits on
streaming sites that would cap for-
eign TV content at 30%. On Friday
regulators said all foreign TV con-
tent streamed online had to be reg-
istered with officials by March.

Video-streaming sites paid a to-
tal of 4.2 billion yuan ($684 million)
last year to license foreign and do-

mestic programming, according to
research firm EntGroup, up from 3.2
billion yuan the previous year.

Licensing a single episode of a
popular television show can cost 20
million yuan to 30 million yuan, ac-
cording to Charles Zhang, chief ex-
ecutive of Sohu.com Inc., which
runs one of China’s most popular
video sites. “We doubled the invest-
ment into original content this year
compared to last year,” Mr. Zhang
said at a recent news conference.

EntGroup expects the number of
TV episodes Chinese video sites
make themselves to rise to a range
of 1,500 to 1,700 this year, compared
with fewer than 1,000 last year. The
production cost of original content
is usually one-third of the tradi-
tional shows, EntGroup estimates.

“In 2009, when we first pro-
duced original content, we didn’t ex-
pect the big impact that it has had
today,” said Victor Koo, chairman
and chief executive of Youku Tudou.
“Now an original show winning
viewership of more than 100 million
is common.”

Video sites are directing more of
their resources toward original pro-
gramming, and the rest of the in-
dustry is following. Companies that
license programming to Chinese
video sites have experienced “a
slight budget cut” from their cus-
tomers, said Jacqueline Sim, senior
sales manager of Shine Interna-
tional, the distribution arm of global
production company Shine Group,
which is part of 21st Century Fox
Inc. (Until last year, 21st Century
Fox and Wall Street Journal owner
News Corp were part of the same
company.)

One reason is the growing ex-
pense of hosting in-house produc-
tion professionals. “An increasing
number of production professionals
with leading production companies
and traditional TV broadcasters now
turn to work for the video sites, as
they see the industry’s future lies in
new media,” said Ms. Sim.

Companies such as Sony Pictures
Television and Universal Television,
which produce shows licensed to
Chinese sites, declined to comment.

Much of the programming that
online sites produce themselves is
short-form, to cater to the vast
numbers of Chinese who watch TV
via smartphones and tablet comput-
ers rather than television sets. It
also tends to focus on diaosi, a vul-
gar Chinese slang term for often-ed-
ucated young Chinese men with dim
job prospects, little money and no
girlfriends.

“‘Surprise’ is made to be frank,
funny and young-people friendly,”
said Yi Xiaoxing, the show’s direc-
tor, adding that the audience for the
show largely consists of white-collar
workers and college students. “It is
also made to be short so that people
can watch one episode on their mo-
bile phone when waiting for the bus
or on the toilet.”

—Lilian Lin. Carlos Tejada
contributed to this article.

As rights fees escalate,
Chinese companies
follow Netflix and Yahoo.
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OPINION

London
Panic has broken out in

Westminster at the prospect of
Scotland seceding from the United
Kingdom. A referendum on the
question is set for Sept. 18 and, until
last week, the “Better Together”
campaign was on course for victory.
But in the latest polls, the gap
between the two sides has narrowed
to six points and the “Yes Scotland”
campaign is gathering momentum.
In less than a fortnight, a political
union that has endured for 307
years could be broken up.

Conservative Prime Minister
David Cameron has stayed out of
the debate because the party he
leads is so unpopular in Scotland. In
the past three general elections, the
Tories have only won a single
parliamentary seat in the region and
Mr. Cameron’s fear is that if he
campaigns too energetically for the
unionist cause it would make it
easier for Alex Salmond, the leader
of the Scottish Nationalist Party, to
frame the argument as a left-right
issue and galvanize anti-
Conservative support.

Mr. Salmond is a fleet-footed
political operator whose party has
come first in the past two regional
elections in Scotland, forcing the
British government to allow a
referendum. Mr. Cameron reasoned
that it would be more prudent to
allow Alistair Darling, a prominent
Scottish Labour MP, to lead the
cross-party “Better Together”
campaign, but the prime minister
may have miscalculated.

Initially, Mr. Darling looked like a
safe pair of hands. The only people
eligible to vote in the referendum
are Scottish residents, and the
unionists decided to try to appeal to
their pocketbooks, emphasizing the
economic risks of going it alone.
How will an independent Scottish
government avoid raising taxes if
the country loses its generous
subsidies from Westminster?
Wouldn’t an independent Scotland
have to reapply to join the European
Union and, as a new entrant, be
forced to adopt the euro? If that
happens, won’t Scotland have even
less control of fiscal policy than it
does now?

Mr. Darling was a good person to
make this case because he was the
chancellor of the exchequer from
2007 to 2010 and enjoys a
reputation for financial prudence.
But in the most recent televised
debate he was no match for Mr.
Salmond, who managed to portray
him as a penny-pinching worrywart.
Next to the more ebullient and
optimistic Mr. Salmond, Mr. Darling
has begun to seem like a colorless
technocrat. Even though Mr.
Salmond resembles a middle-aged
bank manager, he’s good at making
independence seem like the more
romantic, exciting choice. He plays
Sean Connery (who supports “Yes

Scotland”) next to Mr. Darling’s
Roger Moore.

The outcome of the referendum
will partly turn on which side is
better at getting out the vote. Being
in second place for so long may turn
out to be an advantage for Mr.
Salmond and his allies because it
has led to complacency among the
unionists and a sense of urgency
among the separatists. Turnout is
expected to be high, not least
because the nationalist-dominated
Scottish Parliament has succeeded
in lowering the referendum voting
age to 16. Appealing to the head
rather than to the heart, as Mr.
Salmond has done, may be a more
effective way of winning over this
teenage constituency.

The consequences of a victory
for “Yes Scotland” would be
catastrophic for Mr. Cameron. As
the leader of a coalition
government, he has had to make
compromises with the Liberal
Democrats that have left him
unpopular within his own party.
Losing Scotland could be the final
straw, forcing him to resign. Even if
he managed to cling on, being the
prime minister who presided over
the breakup of the United Kingdom
wouldn’t help him win next spring’s
general election.

It would also be bad for the
three nations remaining in the U.K.,
and not just because we’d have to
redesign our national flag, stripping
out the blue Saltire. The British
armed forces would be much
diminished without the Scottish
regiments, and the cost of relocating
our nuclear submarines from their

base in Scotland would be
astronomical (and there’s nowhere
obvious for them to go). There
would be an almighty dispute over
government property, including
Britain’s embassies, and a territorial
skirmish about who’s entitled to the
proceeds of North Sea oil.

We would almost certainly lose
our seat on the U.N. Security
Council and our case for remaining
in the G-20, let alone the G-8, would
be weakened. More generally,
Scotland’s secession would revive
the narrative of Britain’s decline,
something Margaret Thatcher did so
much to reverse. A union that once
ruled a third of the planet’s surface
would be reduced to two minor
European states. The United
Kingdom would become the
Dismembered Kingdom.

Yet for supporters of the
Conservative Party it’s not all doom

and gloom. Of the 650 electoral
districts that make up the House of
Commons, 59 are in Scotland and, of
those, 41 are currently held by
Labour. If the 2010 general election
hadn’t included these Scottish seats,
the Conservatives would have won a
majority and wouldn’t now be
having to contend with the
frustrations of coalition
government. The hope is that with
Scotland out of the picture, Labour
would be permanently excluded
from power.

Even for Tories like me, though,
that’s not much of a silver lining.
Like most patriots, I would prefer to
serve in the heaven that is the
British Isles than rule over some
disfigured rump.

Mr. Young is the co-founder of the
West London Free School, Britain’s
first charter school.

Opposing political viewpoints in Glasgow on the Sept. 18 referendum.
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Getting Skittish About Scottish Independence
BY TOBY YOUNG

Al Qaeda has a new franchise:
Qaedat al-Jihad in the Indian
subcontinent. On Wednesday,
Ayman al-Zawahiri, widely believed
to be in hiding in Pakistan,
appeared in a video announcing the
creation of the jihadist group’s lat-
est offshoot. It will be led by Asim
Umar, a somewhat obscure militant
best known for an online video
calling on Indian Muslims to sign
up for a global jihad. Mr. Zawahiri
says the group will “raise the flag
of jihad, return Islamic rule, and
empower the Sharia of Allah across
the Indian subcontinent.”

Mr. Zawahiri’s threats should be
taken seriously. However, the
bigger danger to India is al Qaeda’s
rival for leadership of global
jihadism: the terrorist group ISIS,
also known simply as Islamic State.
Al Qaeda may well have deeper
networks in the subcontinent. But
in terms of both sophisticated
messaging and raw appeal, the 63-
year-old Egyptian doctor’s outfit
cannot match the ISIS upstarts who
burst into the public eye after
capturing Mosul, Iraq’s second-
largest city, in June.

Consider the evidence. At least
four Indian Muslims have

reportedly signed up to fight with
ISIS in Iraq. Last week, one of
them, a 22-year-old engineering
student named Arif Majeed, was
reported killed, possibly in a U.S.
airstrike. He left behind a letter to
his family in which he explained his
reasons for traveling from his
home outside Mumbai to Iraq: “It
is a blessed journey for me,
because I don’t want to live in this
sinful country.”

Meanwhile, police in the
southern state of Tamil Nadu
arrested a Muslim cleric after a
group photo of young Muslim men
posing outside a mosque in ISIS T-
shirts began to circulate on social
media.

These may be isolated incidents,
and the vast majority of Indian
Muslims shows no signs of being
attracted to any jihadist group. But
ISIS has arguably made a bigger
splash in India in three months
than al Qaeda could manage in the
26 years since it was founded in
Pakistan by Osama bin Laden.

ISIS enjoys many advantages
that so-called core al Qaeda, the
parts of the network based in
Pakistan and Afghanistan, lacks.
First, in terms of the kind of
symbolism that fires up jihadists,
it’s hard to beat the re-
establishment, at least notionally,
of a caliphate uniting all believing
Sunni Muslims. ISIS controls an
estimated 35,000 square miles of
territory, about the size of Jordan.
The group has effectively erased
the border between Iraq and Syria
created by an agreement between

Britain and France in 1916.
Moreover, the U.S. invasion of

Afghanistan in 2001, a longstanding
drone campaign, and the successful
killing of bin Laden in 2011 have
forced prominent al Qaeda leaders
such as Mr. Zawahiri to lie low. ISIS
leader Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi,
known to his followers as Caliph
Ibrahim, is rarely in the public eye.
But he enjoys enough freedom of
movement to have recorded a
propaganda video of a sermon he
delivered at a mosque in Mosul.

Mr. Baghdadi’s sermon calling
the faithful to his self-proclaimed
caliphate was only one part of a
sophisticated media strategy. By
posting videos and pictures of
beheadings, mass executions and
public crucifixions, ISIS has learned
how to use social media to both
scare opponents and attract
bloodthirsty new recruits from
around the world. By one estimate,
its ranks include 700 French

citizens, 400 Britons and 250
Australians, as well as thousands of
Arabs.

Simply put, today ISIS
represents what al Qaeda once
did—the world’s largest single
grouping of jihadists bound by a
common faith in a hard-line
interpretation of Islam. ISIS has
already subtitled a recruitment
video titled “The Chosen Few of
Different Lands” in at least three
Indian languages: Urdu, Hindi and
Tamil. This suggests that it views
India as a promising target for
growth.

How well prepared is India for
the threat of radicalization that
ISIS represents? Many of the
country’s politicians and
intellectuals remain caught in a
time warp when it comes to the
Middle East. For them, paying
attention to the region rarely goes
beyond mouthing tired slogans of
solidarity with the Palestinians

beloved of the global Left.
An Indian journalist is more

likely to travel to Gaza to pen a
story on alleged Israeli oppression,
then to visit, say, Mosul or the de
facto ISIS capital of Raqqa in
northern Syria. With an eye on
their Muslim constituents, many
Indian politicians practically fall
over each other to condemn Israel,
but there is no clamor among them
to discuss developments that
potentially threaten the safety of
India itself.

Add to this India’s failure to
modernize its 150-million strong
Muslim minority. Unlike in the
West, where one law for all citizens
is a cornerstone of secularism,
India allows its Muslims to follow
Shariah in matters of marriage,
divorce and inheritance. In the end,
ISIS, like al Qaeda, is fighting to
impose its harsh interpretation of
Shariah on the world. By bowing to
Shariah at home, India has helpfully
decided to meet them halfway.

None of this is to suggest that al
Qaeda has ceased to be dangerous.
If anything, its long presence in the
subcontinent gives it deeper links
with indigenous jihadists, such as
Pakistan’s Lashkar-e-Taiba. But if
the biggest danger India faces from
jihadist groups is the radicalization
of part of its Muslim population,
then it’s ISIS, not al Qaeda, that
ought to worry New Delhi more.

Mr. Dhume is a resident fellow at
the American Enterprise Institute
and a columnist for WSJ.com. He
tweets @dhume.

A photo that went viral on Twitter showing Tamil Nadu men who support ISIS.
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The ISIS Siren Call to India’s Muslims
BY SADANAND DHUME

Suddenly, prospects for
‘Better Together’ are looking
worse. That’s lamentable.

In its appeal and imagery,
ISIS is a bigger threat
to India than al Qaeda.
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Alibaba’s IPO to Value
Company at $155 Billion

Alibaba Group Holding Ltd. un-
veiled plans for an initial public of-
fering that values the company at
$155 billion, which would instantly
make it one of the largest listed in
the U.S. and mark one of the biggest
stock-market debuts ever.

The Chinese e-commerce com-
pany, in papers filed on Friday, val-
ued itself just below rival Ama-
zon.com Inc.’s $160 billion market
capitalization. However, Alibaba’s
worth could rise in the days ahead
as the company officially introduces
itself to investors in a process
known as a roadshow, set to kick off
on Monday in New York.

The shares are expected to begin
trading on the New York Stock Ex-
change the following week, under
the symbol “BABA.” If the company
sells the maximum number of
shares proposed at the highest price
currently anticipated, the deal
would raise $24.3 billion for Ali-
baba, its executives and early inves-
tors. That figure would represent
the biggest-ever IPO, topping the
$22 billion raised by Agricultural
Bank of China Ltd. in 2010.

China’s dominant e-commerce
player, Alibaba is a collection of var-
ious online marketplaces for con-
sumers and businesses that makes
its money primarily by charging ad-
vertising fees to merchants looking
to promote themselves in its chaotic
online bazaars that have 279 million
active buyers and 8.5 million active
sellers.

Its offering has ignited excite-
ment among some analysts and in-
vestors, who see in it an entree to
China’s exploding consumer market.

Alibaba is also far more profit-
able than many of its American In-
ternet counterparts, generating 43%
operating profit margins in the sec-
ond quarter. Amazon broke even in
that period—a 0% operating margin.

Yet investors will also have to
weigh the risks presented by Ali-
baba’s complex corporate structure
and unusual governance, not to men-
tion the tough competition it faces
from other Chinese heavyweights like
Tencent Holdings Ltd. Expanding
outside of China will also prove diffi-
cult, as markets like the U.S. already
have established e-commerce players
like Amazon and eBay Inc.

The offering will take advantage
of an IPO market that has been the
busiest in years, boosted by rising
share prices and investors demand

for risk at a time when interest
rates are extremely low.

The $155 billion valuation, repre-
senting the midpoint of an initial
price range of $60 to $66 a share,
comes at the lower-end of analysts’
current estimates of Alibaba’s value.

The pricing was designed to help
ensure that long-term investors are
enticed to buy into the massive of-
fering, people familiar with the deal
said.

That said, if investors like what
they see in the days ahead, the com-
pany and its bankers could raise the
price, which happened with U.S. so-
cial media giants Facebook Inc. and
Twitter Inc.

Analyst estimates have pegged
Alibaba’s value as high as $220 bil-
lion.

“The company has taken a con-
servative stance with its pricing,
just to prevent a repeat of the Face-
book IPO,” said R. J. Hottovy, an eq-
uity strategist at Morningstar. Yet
he said the research firm is still
comfortable with its estimate of a
$220 billion value, based on the
company’s future prospects, and ex-
pects it to trade closer to that level
on the open market.

Alibaba’s price is “set to make the
deal attractive. It’s a smart move on
their part,” said Vince Rivers, a se-
nior portfolio manager at JO Hambro
Capital Management, who plans to
attend the U.S. roadshow.

Investors in the U.S., Europe and
Asia are expected to meet with one
of two groups of bankers and com-
pany managers— one called the “or-
ange” team, and the other, the “red”
team— in reference to Alibaba’s
logo colors. The groups are splitting
up the road show meetings to man-
age the global travel and spend
more than cursory time with the
biggest potential buyers, people fa-
miliar with the deal said.

Jack Ma, the company’s charis-
matic 49-year-old founder and execu-
tive chairman, will be front-and-cen-
ter in the thinking of some investors.
He is expected to make appearances
on the investor roadshow, people fa-
miliar with the deal said.

He wrote a personal letter to in-
vestors in the IPO filing Friday, tout-
ing the company’s “ecosystem” for
vendors, consumers and sharehold-
ers. “We can only be successful if our
customers and business partners are
successful,” he wrote. “If you own
shares in our company, you will be-
come a part of our ecosystem.”

Mr. Ma will be selling a roughly
$800 million slice of his stake,
which would be worth more than
$12 billion at the offering’s midpoint
price. He will still own 7.8% of the
company after the IPO.

The company is raising $7.7 bil-
lion for itself in the offering at the
midpoint price. Alibaba has pushed
aggressively to complete its IPO this
year as it faces the prospect of com-
peting with cash-rich giants both at
home and in the U.S.

Several pre-IPO shareholders are
cashing out portions of their stakes,
reflecting the maturity of Alibaba,
which was founded in 1999. How-
ever, the planned sales represent
relatively small portions of early in-
vestors’ stakes, indicating that those
investors hope to remain on board
with the company longer term.

Yahoo Inc. is the biggest seller,
according to Friday’s filing, offering
121 million shares worth about $7.6
billion in the initial deal, about a
quarter of the U.S. company’s cur-
rent stake. That share count could
rise as high as 140 million if more
shares are sold amid strong demand
for the deal.

Alibaba’s biggest shareholder, Ja-
pan’s SoftBank Corp., which will
have a 32% stake after the IPO, is
selling none of its shares in the offer-
ing. SoftBank invested $20 million in
Alibaba in 2000 and will be sitting
on a stake worth about $50 billion.

China’s sovereign-wealth fund
China Investment Corp. is selling
about a quarter of its current 2.8%
stake, while U.S. private-equity firm
Silver Lake is selling less than a
tenth of its 2.5% stake.

At $155 billion, Alibaba would be
valued at a seemingly steep 41 times
earnings for the fiscal year that
ended in March. Yet analysts expect
those earnings to keep growing
quickly in future years, which would
support a higher multiple. With just
a sliver of net profit in 2013, Ama-
zon is valued closer to 600 times its
2013 earnings.

By Telis Demos,
Rolfe Winkler

andMatt Jarzemsky

Jack Ma, Alibaba’s founder
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Apple’s Next Focus:
Health and Fitness

Apple Inc. has jolted many in-
dustries over the years, from re-
corded music to mobile phones.
Now, it is charging into health and
fitness, hoping to bring order to a
fragmented mess of wearable de-
vices and scattered data.

Its entry is stirring enthusiasm
among entrepreneurs and health
providers. But Apple will have to
overcome regulatory and privacy
challenges and consumer indiffer-
ence.

Apple on Tuesday is expected to
unveil a smartwatch embedded
with more than 10 sensors to moni-
tor health and fitness signs, ac-
cording to people familiar with the
matter. Apple declined to com-
ment.

“When Apple does it, consumers
perceive it as more mainstream,”
said Ari Caroline, chief analytics of-
ficer for Memorial Sloan Kettering
Cancer Center in New York, one of
several health-care institutions
building apps to work with Apple’s
offerings. Others include the big
health insurer Kaiser Permanente
and the Mayo Clinic. With Apple’s
device, Mr. Caroline said, “people
will have all the hardware they need
to make the monitoring possible.”

Apple already declared its in-
tentions with some big-name hires
and its HealthKit, a data repository
created by Apple to work with iOS
apps, storing information collected
by various devices. HealthKit can
channel the information to doctors,
app developers and others, with a
user’s permission.

HealthKit will work with apps in
Apple’s next mobile operating sys-
tem, iOS 8, due out later this
month. The new operating system
will also include an app called
Health—a dashboard for health and
fitness information such as heart
rate, calories burned, blood sugar
and cholesterol, as well as lab re-
sults and medications.

So far, interest in digital health
has been confined mainly to ath-
letic people who are motivated to
upload personal fitness informa-
tion into apps and track their daily
activity through devices.

People “just don’t want to en-
gage with a health app the way
they’d engage with an Instagram or
a Facebook,” said Dr. Joseph Kve-
dar, director of the Center for Con-
nected Health, an affiliate of Har-
vard Medical School. “There’s a lot
of foaming at the mouth and mar-
ket estimates…the part that is
missing in mobile health is the part
that convinces people they have to
use it.”

The lack of enthusiasm has
felled prior efforts by tech compa-
nies. In 2008, Google Inc. launched
Google Health, a portal where con-
sumers could upload health records
and share them with insurers and
providers. The search giant closed
the portal three years later. Micro-
soft Corp.’s Health Vault, another

attempt to house and share medi-
cal data, hasn’t gained much trac-
tion.

Apple may benefit from better
timing. When Google launched its
portal, smartphones weren’t as
prevalent as they are now and
health apps were still new. Con-
sumers also have more incentive to
monitor their health because they
are shouldering more of the burden
of health-care costs. What’s more,
a growing number of companies
are offering financial rewards for
people to adopt healthy behaviors
or track things like weight or activ-
ity.

Many hospitals and insurers are
intrigued by the possibilities of Ap-
ple’s smartwatch and HealthKit.
John Halamka, chief information
officer of Beth Israel Deaconess
Medical Center in Boston, said doc-
tors could remotely monitor pa-
tients after a procedure for signs
of complications.

He said hospitals can also save
money by detecting problems early
because the Affordable Care Act
penalizes hospitals that have too
many readmissions.

To gain widespread adoption,
Apple will need to convince users
that their health information is
safe, a task that became more diffi-
cult after hackers posted nude pic-
tures of celebrities that had been
stored in Apple’s iCloud service.

Even before the hacks, Apple
was taking measures to protect
privacy. The company said it
wouldn’t allow app developers to
store health data in iCloud—and
wouldn’t allow companies that
share information with HealthKit
to use it for advertising. To steer
clear of regulators, Apple also said
apps using data from HealthKit
can’t provide diagnoses or treat-
ment advice.

Apple wants to support and
bring order to what is now a small
and unruly market, but questions
loom over whether the company
will have the capability to police a
growing number of apps.

Market research firm NPD esti-
mated that the U.S. digital-fitness
market, including sales of wearable
devices such as the Fitbit and Jaw-
bone UP, totaled more than $330
million last year.

By comparison, Apple’s shrink-
ing iPod business generated $442
million in the April-June quarter—
the equivalent of less than two
days of world-wide iPhone sales.
As of December 2013, there were
roughly 40,000 health apps being
marketed, according to Healthcare
Information and Management Sys-
tems Society, a nonprofit for the
health industry.

“Up to now, the information
gathered by those applications
lives in silos,” said Apple Senior
Vice President Craig Federighi at a
company conference in June, where
he introduced HealthKit.

To support its initiative, Apple
has hired engineers and scientists
from medical-device and bio-sens-
ing companies.

The company has been working
on ways to use advanced sensors
to track a person’s blood pressure,
body temperature, glucose and hy-
dration levels, these people said.

The high-profile hires include
Michael O’Reilly, former chief med-
ical officer of Masimo Corp., which
makes a finger-sized device to
measure oxygen in the blood with-
out drawing blood.

BY ELIZABETH DWOSKIN
AND DAISUKE WAKABAYASHI

BUSINESS & FINANCE

*For fiscal year ended March 31 Sources: the companies (revenue); FactSet (market cap); Dealogic (IPOs) The Wall Street Journal

ANew Tech Giant
How Alibaba’s proposed valuation ranks it against other tech companies:

$23

$400
billion

CURRENT
MARKET
CAP

$201 $160 $155 $67

6.7x 2013 revenue 26x 2.1x 4.2x18x*

$81 $0.4 $0.7

Value
at IPO

Apple is expected to
unveil a smartwatch
embedded with more than
10 sensors to monitor
health and fitness signs.
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OPINION: REVIEW & OUTLOOK

T he most important week for
European security since the end
of the Cold War ended the way it

began—badly. A Russian invasion force
pressed its gains in Ukraine, while the
U.S. and its European allies mustered
few meaningful actions to stop Vladimir
Putin’s assault on the international
order.

At its biennial summit in Wales, the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization—once
known as the most successful and
powerful military bloc in human
history—missed opportunities large and
small. The allies indicated they’d broaden
sanctions on Moscow but failed to
announce any.

In response to the Russian threat,
NATO on Friday agreed to a “continuous”
rotational presence of an unspecified
number of troops in Eastern Europe. It
also approved a new “spearhead” rapid-
reaction force headquartered in Poland,
though the 4,000 troops pledged to it will
be based elsewhere.

This raises the question of just how
rapid the reaction would be if Mr. Putin
decides to stir up trouble in, say, Estonia.
As it happens, Estonia said on Friday that
Russian troops had abducted one of its
security officers at gunpoint in

southeastern Estonia. Russia claimed he
was in Russia.

NATO would have done better to move
the thousands of U.S. troops sitting idly
at German bases forward to Poland and
the Baltic states. This would have sent a
clearer message to Mos-
cow of NATO’s seriousness
by creating a tripwire
against a Russian attack.

None of this will help
the one European
democracy currently
fighting for its survival. Ukraine’s Presi-
dent Petro Poroshenko attended the
Wales summit and got a dose of Western
reality. President Barack Obama again
pledged “support of Ukraine’s sover-
eignty, independence and territorial in-
tegrity and its right to defend itself,” but
he again did nothing.

He and the allies again demurred on
Ukraine’s urgent requests for antitank
and antiaircraft weapons, intelligence
and military training. Ukraine sent
thousands of troops to NATO missions in
the Balkans and Afghanistan, fought for
its freedom in the streets, and deserves
better than this abandonment.

The West’s abdication explains Mr.
Poroshenko’s decision to change course

and agree to a cease-fire with Russia in
eastern Ukraine. There’s no way to spin
Friday’s deal as anything but a victory for
Mr. Putin and a setback for independent
Ukraine. Two weeks ago Mr. Poroshenko
refused to talk with Mr. Putin’s separatist

proxies, whose leaders and
many of whose fighters are
from Russia. Ukraine’s
army had clawed back
territory and besieged
rebel strongholds.

Mr. Putin had to decide
whether to let his proxy army lose or risk
Western rebukes by invading. He chose to
pour in thousands of regular Russian
troops. Heavy artillery pounded Ukraine’s
underarmed forces, while Russia opened
a new front against Mariupol, a strategic
port city on the main road to Russian-
held Crimea. President Obama refused
even to call this an invasion.

So Mr. Poroshenko chose to save
Mariupol and stop the bleeding, at least
until Mr. Putin orders the rebels back into
action to finish the land bridge he wants
connecting Russia with Crimea. Mr. Putin
now says he believes in “statehood” for a
“New Russia” stretching across much of
eastern Ukraine, and he’ll have to take
more territory to get there.

The Ukrainians will try to regroup
militarily, hoping for belated foreign help.
Poland, the Baltic states and Canada have
considered lethal aid. The mood is also
changing in Washington, at least outside
the White House. The Democratic
Chairmen of the Senate Armed Services
and the Foreign Relations Committees
this week called on President Obama to
provide Ukraine with weapons.

American guns and missiles in
Ukrainian hands wouldn’t defeat the
Russian army. But they might strengthen
Ukraine’s diplomatic leverage and raise
the risks for Mr. Putin. The Kremlin is
lying about the presence of Russian
troops on Ukrainian soil to confuse the
West and for domestic reasons. Rising
casualties and an open war against
Ukraine aren’t likely to be popular for
long in Russia.

In Estonia last week, Mr. Obama gave
one of his better speeches promising that
an attack on a fellow NATO member is an
attack on America. Having taken Mr.
Obama’s measure for six years, and after
this week of tough talk but soft actions,
Mr. Putin is unlikely to believe it. A week
that was supposed to make Europe safer
may have invited more aggression from
Moscow.

R ecall that in 2009 White House
economists tried to sell
ObamaCare as a health cost-

control bill, and some liberals still claim
the recent spending deceleration is a
result of the law. Well, the federal
government’s bookkeepers—and reality—
beg to differ.

On Wednesday the actuaries at Health
and Human Services released their new
annual projected measurement of
national health expenditures for last year
and through 2023. Spending in 2013 grew
at a relatively low rate in historical terms
for the fifth consecutive year below 4%,

though at 3.6% it still outpaced real
economic growth. They expect the rate to
climb to 5.6% in 2014 and continue rising
by 6% a year on average
through the decade.

Health spending as a
share of the economy rose
to 17.2% in 2013 from
16.2% in 2007 and will hit
19.3% in 2023, assuming
that GDP grows as smartly as the
auditors project. In other words, health-
care will soak up nearly one of every five
U.S. dollars instead of one of six.
Taxpayers will finance 48% of that

spending a decade out, up from 41% in
2007. Thank you, Peter Orszag.

Notably, HHS attributes the expected
health-spending spike to
economic recovery, Medi-
care increases with the
wave of baby boomer
retirements, and
“spending growth associ-
ated with the coverage

expansions in the Affordable Care Act,”
such as a 23% expansion of Medicaid over
the decade. They believe the slowdown of
late, meanwhile, to be largely an artifact
of the recession and trend toward

increased individual cost sharing in the
private employer-sponsored market.

Medical spending is valuable to the
extent Americans are buying longer and
healthier lives and financing innovation
in treatments and therapies. But
government misallocates far too many
resources on health-care transfers and
subsidized industry inefficiencies that
could have been directed to far better
and more productive economic uses. Part
of the reason economic growth continues
to disappoint is that ObamaCare and the
larger entitlement state are stealing
investment from the private economy.

I t’s not easy to find a silver lining
when an unelected federal
bureaucracy designates a company

too big to fail. But at least MetLife CEO
Steve Kandarian isn’t going to let the
feds treat his life-insurance company
like a Wall Street bank without a fight.

On Thursday, after the federal
Financial Stability Oversight Council
(FSOC) notified MetLife that it had been
preliminarily designated “systemically
important,” Mr. Kandarian issued a
statement saying that his company
“strongly disagrees.” He added that
“MetLife is not systemically important
under the Dodd-Frank Act criteria. In
fact, MetLife has served as a source of
financial strength and stability during
times of economic distress, including the
2008 financial crisis.”

Although the life insurer never
requested nor received a bailout during
the financial crisis, bank regulators who
know little about insurance have decided
to regulate MetLife as if it is a bank, and

to provide implicit federal support in a
crisis. Taxpayers understand the long-
term danger this creates. Mr. Kandarian
understands the costs that such
regulation will impose on his customers.

“Imposing bank-centric
capital rules on life
insurance companies will
make it more difficult for
Americans to buy
products that help protect
their financial futures. At
a time when government social safety
nets are under increasing pressure and
corporate pensions are disappearing, the
goal of public policy should be to
preserve and encourage competitively
priced financial protection for
consumers,” he said.

The systemic designation process is
opaque. The council sent a document to
MetLife explaining its decision but the
government won’t make its reasons
public, unless it proceeds to a final
designation. And even then recent

history suggests taxpayers shouldn’t
expect a thorough analysis. No doubt
MetLife is now poring over the council’s
explanation.

If the federal analysis is light on
facts, MetLife’s goal
should be to force
regulators to show the
math justifying their
claim that U.S. markets
can’t withstand the
insurer’s failure. We don’t

think it exists, and neither do most state
insurance regulators who, unlike the
stability council, study this issue full
time.

Insurance is fundamentally different—
and more stable—than banking for a
variety of reasons. Unlike bank
depositors in a panic, insurance
customers generally can’t show up and
demand the face value of their policies
in cash. For those insurance products
that do allow withdrawals, there is often
a significant penalty. Unlike withdrawing

money from a bank account, cancelling
an insurance policy means customers
then have no coverage for whatever risk
that motivated them to buy insurance.

If an insurer does fail, it’s also not a
high-speed crash as in banking.
Regulators and other companies that pay
into industry-financed, state-regulated
rescue funds have decades to address
the problem as claims roll in slowly over
time. Nobody dies sooner as a strategy
to demand an earlier payout.

“MetLife is not ruling out any of the
available remedies” under the Dodd-
Frank law to contest this designation,
said Mr. Kandarian. The company has a
month to request a hearing with the
council to challenge this flawed decision
and if that challenge fails, MetLife
should take the regulators to federal
court. There is some political risk in
doing so because federal regulators are
known to be vengeful, but a vigorous
defense would benefit consumers and
taxpayers.

A Bad Week for Free Europe

The ObamaCare Escalator

MetLife’s Too-Big-to-Fail Fight

Even the government
says health spending
will rise rapidly again.

Putin wins in Ukraine,
and NATO doesn’t
rise to the challenge.

The insurer rejects
becoming part of the
financial bailout net.
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BP Pressed To Settle in Oil Spill
While BP PLC has pledged to

fight a federal judge’s ruling that it
acted recklessly in the fatal 2010
Deepwater Horizon explosion and
spill, Thursday’s decision may
ratchet up pressure for it to pursue
a different tack: settle.

U.S. District Judge Carl Barbier
found BP took irresponsible drilling
risks and failed to recognize danger
signs preceding the deadly acci-
dent, leaving the company open to
up to $18 billion in federal Clean
Water Act penalties for polluting
the Gulf of Mexico. BP has called
the ruling of gross negligence “er-
roneous.”

Expecting the court to find it
merely “negligent”—a determina-
tion that would have cut its liability
by about a fourth—BP had set aside
just $3.5 billion for Clean Water
Act penalties.

If the ruling stands, any final
penalty will be based on how much

oil is determined to have been
spilled and what the court decides
BP did to mitigate the damage. BP
could be on the hook for up to
$10.5 billion, based on its own oil-
spill estimates. Prosecutors are
seeking $18 billion. A trial to deter-
mine a fine is scheduled for Janu-
ary.

The higher potential damages
could pressure BP executives to
consider settling, to clear up lin-
gering uncertainty and avoid pay-
ing the top range of possible fines,
say legal experts and investors. BP
investors are eager for more clarity
on BP’s overall liabilities, and to get
those costs behind the company.

A narrower range of potential
fines also could help bring BP, fed-
eral prosecutors and other claim-
ants to the negotiating table, those
experts said.

“There is room to consummate a
deal,” said Carl Tobias, a professor
at the University of Richmond’s law
school. “Certainly I think there are
incentives on both sides.”

There also is a recent, oil-indus-

try precedent. After a federal bank-
ruptcy judge in December found
Anadarko Petroleum Corp. liable
for between $5.2 billion and $14.2
billion in a pollution case, the
Houston-based explorer pushed for-
ward with settlement talks. When
Anadarko announced a $5.2 billion
settlement in April, investors sent
its shares up 14.5% that day.

For the much larger BP, any set-
tlement would be unlikely to spark
such a big jump. But it could give
investors a clearer picture of future
value. “Once the fine is out in the
open, it does remove one area of
uncertainty,” said Paul Mumford, a
fund manager at BP investor Caven-
dish Asset Management Ltd.

A BP spokesman said on Friday
the company’s legal stance in the
case hasn’t changed, and it doesn’t
plan to admit gross negligence. A
Justice Department spokesman
didn’t immediately respond to a re-
quest for comment on Friday.

BP already has recorded pretax
losses of close to $43 billion for
cleanup, criminal and civil settle-

ments and other costs related to
the Deepwater Horizon explosion,
which killed 11 workers and for
months leaked oil that killed ani-
mals and polluted beaches. That
figure includes the $3.5 billion set
aside for any Clean Water Act fines.

The ruling comes at a time
when the company is dealing with
another big headache: Russia, a
longtime source of BP profits and
problems. BP owns almost 20% of
Russia’s state-controlled OAO Ros-
neft. U.S. and European Union
sanctions have targeted Rosneft,
threatening its ability to replace
the reserves it pumps. While there
has been little operations impact so
far, the sanctions could eventually
start to cut into BP’s income from
Rosneft, and make it difficult for
BP to team with Rosneft to develop
new Russian resources.

Iain Pyle, an analyst at Bern-
stein Research, said the court deci-
sion seems to have been factored
into the share price by investors.
BP shares Friday recovered some of
Thursday’s 6% fall.

By Daniel Gilbert in Houston
and Justin Scheck in London

A picture released by the US Coast Guard on 22 April, 2010 shows a fire aboard the mobile offshore oil drilling unit Deepwater Horizon, in the Gulf of Mexico.
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Bristol, OnoSueMerckOver CancerDrug
Bristol-Myers Squibb Co. and

partner Ono Pharmaceutical Co.
have sued Merck & Co., alleging
that its new cancer drug violates
their patent for a method of har-
nessing the body’s immune system
to fight cancer.

Bristol and Ono filed suit in fed-
eral court in Delaware on Thursday,
the same day that Merck received
U.S. Food and Drug Administration
approval to market Keytruda as a
treatment for the deadly skin cancer
melanoma.

The dispute represents another
front in a multicompany battle in the
emerging market for so-called immu-
notherapy cancer drugs, which some
analysts predict will reach more than
$30 billion in annual sales in the next

decade. The drugs have generated
promising results in clinical trials,
particularly for melanoma but also
for other types of cancer.

Keytruda, the generic name of
which is pembrolizumab, works by
blocking a component of immune-
system cells known as programmed
death receptor 1. The mechanism
helps take a brake off the immune
system, enhancing its ability to de-
stroy cancer cells with what doctors
say are manageable side effects.

Bristol and Ono have developed a
competing PD-1 blocker known as
nivolumab. The drug went on sale in
Japan last week under the brand
Opdivo for melanoma. Bristol has
said it expects to file by Sept. 30 for
FDA approval of nivolumab as a
melanoma treatment, and by year-
end to complete an application for

FDA clearance of nivolumab to treat
a form of lung cancer.

Bristol and Ono’s lawsuit says
Merck’s Keytruda infringes a U.S.
patent that was issued to Ono in May
on methods of treating cancer with
an anti-PD-1 compound. Bristol has
an exclusive license to Ono’s patent.

Bristol and Ono allege that
Merck started developing pembroli-
zumab after the partners created
nivolumab and that Merck has been
aware of their U.S. patent.

“Merck is threatening to exploit
that invention with a later-devel-
oped anti-PD-1 antibody,” the law-
suit says. The plaintiffs ask the
court to declare that Merck in-
fringes the patent and to award
damages to compensate Bristol and
Ono for the infringement.

Merck said the lawsuit was with-

out merit and that the company was
confident it wouldn’t be prevented
from marketing pembrolizumab. Sim-
ilar patent litigation among the com-
panies is under way in Europe. Merck
said in an August filing to the U.S.
Securities and Exchange Commission
that the Ono patent was invalid.

The stakes are high. Merck is sell-
ing its drug for about $12,500 a
month per patient in the U.S., or
$150,000 for a full year of treatment.
Ono’s drug in Japan costs about
$143,000 a patient for a full year. The
cost of the drugs vary with patient
weight and treatment duration.

Credit Suisse has estimated that
Bristol and Ono eventually could
generate significant royalties paid
by competitors as a result of a
broad set of patents on PD-1-target-
ing drugs.

BY PETER LOFTUS
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U.K. Moves
To Promote
Muni-Bond
Issuance

LONDON—U.K. local-government
councils plan to set up a municipal
bonds agency that will issue a new
type of local-government debt and
potentially create a fresh market for
sterling bond investors.

The group of nearly 40 local
councils are funding the agency,
which aims to secure a triple-A
credit rating and issue bonds to cre-
ate a U.K. equivalent to the munici-
pal-bond markets that exist in the
U.S. and in some European coun-
tries. The plan is for the agency to
issue general municipal bonds that
wouldn’t legally be tied to any spe-
cific local authority or project. In-
stead, authorities involved in the ini-
tiative would be jointly liable for the
debt.

Local-government leaders have
approved the creation of the agency,
which has been incorporated with
the name Local Capital Finance Ltd.
It is now preparing to take the first
bonds to investors, according to
John Wright, senior adviser at the
Local Government Association, a
body that represents U.K. local gov-
ernments.

Thirty-eight out of about 100
councils have signed up to the plan
and have contributed £4.5 million
($7.3 million) to its setup costs, ac-
cording to the lead adviser for the
project, Aidan Brady, a former chief
operating officer at Deutsche Bank
AG in the U.K.

Mr. Brady said he was also work-
ing with “a major accounting firm”
on the details of the issuance, and
was holding talks with credit-rating
companies about rating the debt.

Municipal bonds—public-sector
debt raised by local-government au-
thorities but not fully backed by the
central state—are common in other
countries. In the U.K., though,
around three quarters of borrowing
by local governments is from the
central government.

One of the factors driving the ini-
tiative is that in 2010, the central
government increased the rate at
which it would lend to local authori-
ties. Local governments think they
can get cheaper funds by going di-
rectly to investors.

As part of its preparatory work,
the Local Government Association
conducted a survey of councils ear-
lier this year and identified about £5
billion a year of demand for new
borrowing.

“We wouldn’t expect to capture
all of that as the agency, as councils
have other sources of finance,” Mr.
Brady said.

Banks might be appointed to
market the bonds as soon as the end
of this year, he said, or possibly
early next year. The first issuance
could come in “March or April
2015.”

A key element would be securing
a triple-A rating for the new bonds.
Moody’s Investors Service declined
to comment on any direct involve-
ment with the bonds offering. But
Roshana Arasaratnam, the agency’s
vice president in the sub-sovereign
team said, “The creation of the mu-
nicipal-bond agency is credit posi-
tive for U.K. local governments, as it
should help lower borrowing costs
by pooling several governments’
funding needs and providing econo-
mies of scale.”

BY MARK COBLEY
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IN DEPTH
U.S. military and government officials de-

fended their approach, noting that they had to
make difficult choices quickly and that intelli-
gence is always incomplete. Even in the bin
Laden raid, a spectacular success, American
officials were far from certain he was even at
the targeted compound.

Officials also were painfully aware the hos-
tages would be at even greater risk once Mr.
Obama ordered airstrikes against Islamic
State. Officials believed such a decision was
imminent, which narrowed the window for
any raid.

They also worried that putting drones
overhead before the operation risked tipping
off the militants. While such flights might
have increased U.S. awareness about militant
facilities, these officials said, they may not
have changed the outcome and might have en-
dangered the hostages if detected.

Officials involved in planning the mission
said they concluded that the hostages’ sur-
vival chances were already so low that a risky
raid was the best option. “These are all tough
decisions,” said one of the officials.

Mr. Obama has for years expressed caution
over becoming entangled in Syria’s civil war,
reflecting his concern that even a small inter-
vention could lead the U.S. into another major
Middle Eastern conflict and potentially run
afoul of international law.

But over time, the White House has inched
toward playing a greater role in Syria and
Iraq, pushed by events on the ground. Two
years after completing the U.S. pullout from
Iraq, Mr. Obama secretly agreed to resume
surveillance flights in Iraq to gather intelli-
gence on Islamic State camps near the Syrian
border. The group was one of the most effec-
tive forces battling Syrian President Bashar
al-Assad’s forces. The program was tiny, ini-
tially one drone flight a month.

In June, after Islamic State militants seized
Mosul, Iraq’s second largest city, the Pentagon
drafted an order that called for deploying mil-
itary advisers to Baghdad and allowing what
it called “intrusive” surveillance flights into
Syria.

But Pentagon leaders revised the order to
take out the overflight authorization because
they believed the White House would reject it.
A senior defense official said that decision
was made after some consultation with the
White House. White House and some Pentagon
officials argued that incursions into Syrian
airspace would violate the country’s sover-
eignty and deepen U.S. involvement in the
civil war. “The president wasn’t ready to go
there,” said one of the U.S. officials.

A senior Obama administration official
said the Pentagon didn’t bring the initial June
order for surveillance flights in Syria to the
White House for consideration.

In early summer, U.S. intelligence agencies
narrowed their search for the American hos-
tages to a small building near an oil facility
southeast of Raqqa, the effective capital of Is-
lamic State. Mr. Obama secretly authorized
Special Operations forces to begin planning
for a rescue mission, which would be led by
the Pentagon with support from the Central
Intelligence Agency.

The hostages had been at the site for sev-
eral months, said a person familiar with the
situation. The main target was the small
makeshift prison at the oil site. It was divided
into at least four large rooms, which the per-
son said appeared to be used to hold the hos-
tages and included kitchen and bathroom fa-
cilities.

The debate over authorizing the raid cen-
tered on whether it would put the U.S. hos-
tages and others held by Islamic State in
greater peril, said one of the defense officials.
Militants had also seized dozens of Turkish
hostages after their capture of Mosul.

The early hours of July 3 were chosen be-
cause they were moonless—common practice
for high-profile and risky missions. “You

needed stealth and then some for a mission
like this,” a senior government official said.
The official said the order was presented to
Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel and Mr.
Obama two days before planners intended to
strike.

“There was no artificial delay of the rescue
attempt,” said Rear Adm. John Kirby, the Pen-
tagon’s spokesman. “I can assure you from the
time the execute order was presented to the
chain of command, including the secretary
and the president, and the time it was actually
executed was very short. Less than two days.”

The U.S. hoped to launch the raid from a
base in Turkey that would give easy access to
Raqqa. But the Turks, worried about their
own hostages, were wary, U.S. officials said, so
the U.S. sent the team to another country in
the region for final preparations.

Shifting the operation didn’t delay matters,
said one of the military officials, although the
distance to Raqqa increased. A senior Turkish
official denied that the U.S. approached An-
kara seeking a base in the country. The ulti-
mate host country agreed on the condition the
U.S. not reveal its identity.

Unsure how much resistance it would en-
counter on the ground, the Pentagon sent a
particularly large force: several dozen com-
mandos. If successful, they may have had to
bring out many hostages and physical evi-
dence.

A larger Quick Reaction Team was posi-
tioned nearby on alert to respond to any trou-
ble, such as an Islamic State attack from
Raqqa. Refueling aircraft were deployed to
keep fighter aircraft ready.

The administration kept details of the res-
cue mission closely held, notifying a small
number of lawmakers about the mission be-
forehand, providing them with minimal infor-
mation.

After landing, the team took small-arms
fire and quickly killed the militants at the fa-
cility who confronted them. One commando
was slightly injured.

The commandos were supposed to be on
the ground for less than 20 minutes but de-

cided to search the entire complex, some be-
hind a tall wall with towers. They stayed over
an hour, said senior U.S. officials briefed on
the operation. “There was far from perfect in-
telligence on this,” one of the military officials
said about why it took longer than expected.

The team found physical evidence showing
the hostages had been there. Officials said
they think the militants moved the hostages
three days to a week before the raid.

The U.S. is still trying to determine why
the militants moved the hostages at the last
minute. The government doesn’t have evi-
dence to suggest that Islamic State was tipped
off but can’t rule out the possibility.

On Aug. 8, the U.S. launched airstrikes
against Islamic State militants in northern
Iraq, fearing the group could seize the Kurdish
capital, Erbil. U.S. officials said Mr. Obama
and military commanders knew the strikes re-
duced the hostages’ survival chances.

On Aug. 19, a video showing Mr. Foley’s be-
heading appeared online. Shortly after, the ad-
ministration revealed the failed mission, re-
flecting sensitivity to some lawmakers’
suggestions it could have done more, sooner.
Hostages’ families were told about the unsuc-
cessful operation a couple of hours before the
media, a U.S. official said.

After the video, any White House hesita-
tion about entering Syrian airspace disap-
peared. A few days later, Mr. Obama approved
sending drones and U-2 spy planes over the
country. “It changed the calculus,” a U.S. offi-
cial said of the Foley video. “It changed it
pretty immensely and pretty immediately.”

A video of Mr. Sotloff’s beheading ap-
peared on Sept. 2.

The drones now over Syria, U.S. officials
said, are attempting to develop targets for po-
tential strikes and find remaining hostages.
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Videos showing the brutal killing of Messrs.
Foley and Sotloff emerged a few weeks later,
galvanizing U.S. and international calls to
more directly counter Islamic State.
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AIG, Coventry Trade
Barbs in Dueling Suits

American International Group
Inc. and a firm that helped it amass
a large investment portfolio of “life
settlements” are trading accusations
in competing lawsuits, with AIG fir-
ing the first shot by alleging an
“egregious criminal scheme” that
cheated the insurer out of more
than $150 million.

Life settlements are life-insur-
ance policies typically sold by ill or
elderly people often because they
can’t afford, or don’t need, the cov-
erage any longer. Investors in this
market bet the future death benefit
will exceed the cash spent to buy
the policy and pay premiums due
while waiting for the person to die,
triggering a claims payout.

Coventry First LLC, headed by a
Philadelphia-area philanthropist, re-
sponded with a suit against AIG in-
vestment entity Lavastone Capital
LLC. It contends AIG fabricated alle-
gations to escape contractual provi-
sions that are favorable to Coventry.

AIG’s lawsuit, filed Friday in fed-
eral court in Manhattan, said it has
paid Coventry more than $1 billion
since the early part of the last de-
cade for services, including identify-
ing attractive policies to acquire
from policyholders at the lowest
possible prices.

Instead, the suit alleges, Coven-
try founder Alan Buerger and cer-
tain family members were scam art-
ists who procured many policies at
lower prices than acknowledged to
AIG. The suit said Coventry hid
these original purchase prices
through use of affiliated shell com-
panies and induced AIG to purchase
the policies at inflated prices.

As one of dozens of examples
cited in the suit, AIG alleges that, in
the summer of 2009, Coventry of-
fered a policy to AIG with a pro-
posed maximum purchase price of
$2.2 million, and AIG subsequently
acquired it for $1.9 million. But the
suit said Coventry actually pur-
chased the policy for $550,000.

Coventry has long been a leader
in the life-settlements industry, and
Mr. Buerger is chairman of industry

group Life Insurance Settlement As-
sociation. In 2013, the Buerger family
made one of the largest gifts ever to
Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia,
$50 million toward construction of a
new outpatient facility.

In its lawsuit, filed later Friday
in state court in New York, Coventry
contends AIG has breached contrac-
tual terms by acquiring policies out-
side of the Coventry arrangement.
The suit said AIG had unsuccessfully
sought to revise the contract to
eliminate certain provisions, which
have an estimated value to Coventry
of $700 million.

AIG’s “retaliatory allegations of
wrongdoing by Coventry First are
baseless,” Coventry said in its law-
suit. Mr. Buerger said he would let
the suit speak for his company’s po-
sition.

AIG is seeking hundreds of mil-
lions of dollars for the alleged harm
to Lavastone, as well as punitive
damages, accusing Coventry of rack-
eteering, breach of contract and
other wrongdoing. AIG also seeks to
unwind its long-standing relation-
ship with Coventry. For its part,
Coventry wants compensation for
AIG’s alleged violations of the con-
tract’s exclusivity provisions.

“Coventry’s responding lawsuit is
a baseless attempt to distract atten-
tion from the fraudulent and illegal

scheme that AIG alleged in its com-
plaint,” said an AIG spokeswoman.

Lavastone holds about 5,700 pol-
icies with total anticipated net
death benefits of about $18 billion,
according to AIG’s suit. The market
value of the portfolio is about $3.6
billion, according to AIG’s financial
filings. While a tiny portion of AIG’s
overall investments, the holdings
have given the insurer an outsize
role as an investor in the life-policy
secondary market.

In 2011, AIG began to wind down
its acquisition of life settlements,
AIG’s suit states. At that time, then-
AIG CEO Robert Benmosche was
narrowing the focus of the then-
sprawling financial-services com-
pany as it divested noncore opera-
tions to repay one of the biggest
government bailout packages of the
2008 financial crisis.

In 2011, as previously reported
by The Wall Street Journal and
other publications, AIG unsuccess-
fully sought to package its life set-
tlements into securities to sell to
other investors. The effort didn’t
pan out for various reasons, includ-
ing that such securities, dubbed
“death bonds” or “blood pools,”
have numerous critics because of
their ghoulish nature: Investors
have a financial stake in people’s
early demise to boost their returns.

BY LESLIE SCISM

Coventry First, founded by Alan Buerger, helped AIG buy life-insurance policies.
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China Cargo Ships
ToUseNatural Gas
On theYangtzeRiver

The first natural gas-fueling sta-
tion for cargo ships is set to open
on the mighty Yangtze River next
month, as part of China’s efforts to
use cleaner energy sources and cut
down on pollution.

The ships that travel on China’s
longest river currently burn diesel
and bunker fuel, and that helps to
shroud cities along the waterway
with smog.

China Gas Holdings Ltd. is
building the fuel terminal as a pilot
project in the mega city of Chong-
qing. While a few ships have con-
verted their engines to use natural
gas, most that travel the Yangtze
haven’t, so it could take years be-
fore the switch to gas from oil
takes off and makes an impact on
global energy markets.

Still, global companies are al-
ready lining up to invest. Finland’s
Wärtsilä Corp. and Rolls-Royce
PLC will provide the engine for
Asia’s first gas-powered tugboat,
which will be built for state-run
China National Offshore Oil Corp.
by the end of this year.

The tugboat will pull oil rigs
and other large items from ship-
yards on the Yangtze’s banks out to
sea.

China wants to be the first
country in Asia to adopt natural
gas as a shipping fuel on a com-
mercial scale, starting with river
ships and then moving to interna-
tional seafaring vessels. China’s
transport ministry aims to have
2,000 vessels, equivalent to just 2%
of its inland fleet, running on natu-
ral gas by 2015. It wants that num-
ber to rise to 10,000 vessels by
2020.

The country is already the
world’s fastest-growing market for
natural gas and much of the future
demand is expected to come from
road and water transportation.

The river deltas in the south
and the east where the gas project
will get its start are the country’s
industrial powerhouses. Factories
along the Yangtze and the smoke-
spewing vessels on the river itself
make adjacent cities some of the
worst-polluted in the country.

Vessels on the river will burn
3.36 million metric tons of bunker
fuel a year by 2015, but using gas
instead would cut some of the
worst pollutants, including sulfur-
oxide emissions by 90% to 95% and
carbon-dioxide emissions by 20% to
25%, China Gas Holdings says.

The “initiative needs to be

taken, like targeting the biggest
and most polluting vessels,” said
analyst Abhishek Rohatgi of con-
sulting firm Enerdata said.

And there are other challenges
as well. Natural-gas prices are
much higher than diesel in Asia,
and the Chinese government raised
prices on the fuel last month. China
is providing more infrastructure
and subsidies for gas-powered ship-
ping, though, and that is likely to
lead to falling prices in the future.

“Current economic conditions
within [China’s] inland waterway
transport have however been chal-
lenging, and are forcing some key
industry participants to face con-
tinuous loss,” said Mikael Simelius,
vice president of marketing at
Wartsila, which makes dual-fuel en-
gines and LNG fuel supply systems.
“As a result, it might take some
time for the industry to match the
government’s targets.”

In the U.S., gas prices are low.
LNG fuel for shipping costs about
$10 a unit there, less than half the
cost of diesel at $23 a unit, accord-
ing to energy consulting firm Gal-
way Group. In China, gas costs
three times as much, while bunker
fuel costs about $17 a unit.

“But these are mainly teething
problems as China’s gas shipping
sector grows,” said Irfan Choudhry,
senior director at Galway Group. He
said for the business to become vi-
able, costs will have to come down,
infrastructure will have to be devel-
oped and the right regulation will
have to be in place.

For instance, the southwestern
province of Jiangxi is providing
subsidies to as many as 700 ships
to be converted over to being gas-
powered, said Zou De Liang, gen-
eral manager at the Jiangxi unit of
China Oil Gangran Energy Technol-
ogy Co.

China Oil Gangran is an elec-
tronics company that recently
formed a joint venture around a
patent to convert diesel-powered
vessels to gas in Jiangxi province.
The company says its technology
can save up to 30% in fuel costs.

BY ERIC YEP
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Smog Free | China switches river traffic to natural gas

A ship converted
to natural gas
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China’s river transport by cargo-type

China wants to be the
first country in Asia to
adopt natural gas as a
shipping fuel on a
commercial scale.

Boost From Abroad for U.S. Debt
government bond can compete with
the U.S. in yields. Market analysts at
Bank of America-Merrill Lynch
said in a report this month that 45%
of all global government bonds are
yielding less than 1%.

The ECB’s “aggressive” monetary
policies “will hold down global core
rates, alongside of what are ex-
tremely low interest rates in Japan,’’
said Rick Rieder, co-head of Ameri-
cas fixed income at BlackRock Inc.,
with $4.59 trillion of assets under
management at the end of June
2014. U.S. bonds ”will continue to
look attractive relative to other ex-
tremely low global rate alterna-
tives.“

U.S. Treasury bonds have re-
turned 3.14% this year through
Thursday, according to Barclays
PLC. The figures reflect price gains
and interest payments.

In local currency terms, Spain’s
government bonds have returned
13.4%, Italy’s 12% and Germany’s
6.8%.

Continued from page 15 The S&P 500 stock index has
gained 9.6%, while U.S. corporate
bonds sold by lower-rated firms
have returned 5.5%.

The dollar has gained about 6%
this year against the euro. A weaker
euro is likely to help the Continent’s
struggling economies by boosting
exports and suppressing imports,
and boosts the returns on U.S.
bonds for foreign buyers.

“For foreigners, U.S. government
bonds offer more yield and an ap-
preciating currency,’’ said Guy
Haselmann, head of U.S. interest-
rate strategy at Bank of Nova Sco-
tia in New York.

The 10-year yields on govern-
ment bonds in Spain, Italy and Ire-
land hit fresh record lows Friday.
The yield was 2.056% in Spain,
2.265% in Italy and 1.647% in Ire-
land, according to Tradeweb. The
10-year German bond yielded
0.938%, while Japan’s 10-year bond
yielded 0.542%.

To be sure, not everyone is buy-
ing Treasurys. Mark Dowding, se-

nior fixed-income manager at Blue-
Bay Asset Management in London,
which oversees $67 billion, said he
favors government bonds in Spain
and Portugal because, adjusted for
inflation, these countries offer supe-
rior real returns.

Mr. Dowding says that if euro-
zone inflation falls further, the ECB
likely would take more action that
could further send eurozone yields
lower, increasing prices.

Rob Waldner, chief market strat-
egist and head of the multisector
team for Invesco Fixed Income,
which manages $244 billion, said he
is holding fewer U.S. Treasurys and
more bonds issued by Spain and It-
aly.

“We are in different economic
cycles with opposite direction in in-
terest-rate policy between the U.S.
and the eurozone,” and bond yields
should diverge eventually, said Mr.
Waldner. He expects the 10-year U.S.
yield to rise to 2.8% at the end of
this year and the 10-year German
bond yield to stay below 1%.
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Intelligence Gaps Crippled
Mission to Rescue Hostages
Reconstruction of Events Shows Extent toWhich PlanWas Calculated Risk Under Intense Time Pressure

Washington

On a moonless night in early July, sev-
eral dozen Army Delta Force com-
mandos touched down at an oil-stor-

age facility in eastern Syria.

The plan: Neutralize the terrorist
guards, search a makeshift prison, find
American journalists James Foley and Ste-
ven Sotloff and other hostages, and fly off
to safety. It was all supposed to take 20
minutes.

More than an hour later, the Army team
was headed back to its launchpad outside
Syria empty-handed.

“It was a dry hole,” a senior U.S. mili-
tary official said, using jargon for a mission
whose target couldn’t be found.

One model for the operation was the
2011 mission that killed Osama bin Laden in
Pakistan, down to choosing the darkest of
nights to cloak the raiders. But this raid,

the first known U.S. incursion into Syria
since its civil war erupted, was in many
ways a far bigger gamble, according to cur-
rent and former U.S. defense and govern-
ment officials.

The U.S. had limited visibility into Syria,
including the suspected prison site just
miles from the main operations base of Is-
lamic State, the militant group once known
as ISIS that has overrun large parts of Syria
and Iraq. Weeks before the raid, the Penta-
gon drafted a plan for surveillance flights
in Syria but dropped the idea after conclud-
ing the White House wouldn’t approve
them, U.S. officials said.

A senior administration official said the
only Pentagon request for surveillance
flights the White House received came just
before the mission.

Before the commandos’ helicopters
landed in the early morning hours of July 3,
the Joint Special Operations team, part of
the elite Delta Force, had been practicing
for several weeks at a U.S. base in North
Carolina—based on intelligence showing
the makeshift prison between storage con-

tainers, oil derricks and other structures in
a bleak desert landscape.

They had prepared for contingencies
such as booby-trapped buildings and a large
militant force guarding the hostages. Delta
Force took part in the ill-fated 1993 “Black
Hawk Down” raid in Somalia, and some of-
ficials worried the Syria operation carried
similar risks.

As they drilled, the team conducting the
mission was anxious to get the green light.
“There were lots of rehearsals. They were
ready for a period of time. It was a matter
of waiting on a decision,” said a defense of-
ficial. “Once the decision was made, they
went.”

They went too late. The U.S. now be-
lieves the militants moved the hostages
away as little as 72 hours earlier.

The Islamic State’s communications dis-
cipline was strong, the U.S. officials said,
honed by its leaders during the U.S. war in
Iraq, making it hard to track the hostages.
The U.S. had few informants on the ground
to fill gaps in intelligence from satellites
and other systems, they said, and the coun-

try the U.S. first approached about provid-
ing a base for the operation didn’t want its
territory used as the launchpad.

Videos showing the brutal killing of
Messrs. Foley and Sotloff emerged a few
weeks later, galvanizing U.S. and interna-
tional calls to more directly counter Islamic
State.

A reconstruction of events surrounding
the failed rescue, based on interviews with
current and former U.S. officials and for-
eign diplomats, and with other people fa-
miliar with the hostage situation, shows the
extent to which it was a calculated gamble
under intense time pressure.

The Pentagon proposed and President
Barack Obama approved an elaborate oper-
ation in hostile territory with imperfect in-
formation. The Pentagon, worried about the
risk to commandos and hostages, deployed
a bigger-than-usual force, including a large
team poised to intervene if the raid went
sour.

The president “accepted a higher degree
of risk than we expected,” said one of the
U.S. defense officials.

By Adam Entous,
Julian E. Barnes

and Siobhan Gorman

The U.S. believes Islamic State militants moved James Foley, above, and Steven Sotloff before the rescue mission. U.S. officials worried that putting drones overhead before the mission risked tipping off the militants.
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Big Iron-Ore Miners Defy Low Prices
Iron-ore prices are plummeting

and demand is easing, but miners
are digging up more iron ore.

Rio Tinto and BHP Billiton in
Australia, and Vale SA in South
America—the world’s top three iron-
ore miners—are ramping up produc-
tion in a bet that their enormous ef-
ficiencies of scale will allow them to
profit, even though prices are less
than half what they were four years
ago. The companies also are betting
that the lower prices could force
higher-cost competitors out of the
market, giving them more pricing
power in the long run.

Already Cliffs Natural Re-
sources Inc. has hired bankers to
sell its mines in Australia because it
has difficulty competing. “The big
three are in control, and there is not
much you can do about it,” said Lou-
renco Goncalves, chief executive of
the Cleveland-based company.

The developments are being
closely watched by steelmakers in
China, South Korea and Japan, the
world’s top three importers of iron
ore, the key ingredient in making
steel. Should the biggest players,
which account for more than 60% of
all seaborne trade of the mineral,
tighten their control of the market,
they could exert greater pressure
during price negotiations.

A spokesman for the Japan Iron
and Steel Federation, Takefumi Nag-
amine, said the trade group has been
concerned about the iron-ore min-
ers’ oligopoly for several years. “The
situation hasn’t changed,” he said in
a telephone interview.

During the commodities boom of
the last decade, there was enough
demand world-wide that mining
companies could confidently pro-
duce as much as possible and know
that infrastructure construction in

developing economies would absorb
it. Iron-ore production has contin-
ued to increase even as growth in
those markets has slowed, along
with demand for steel.

“China will not spend what it has
been spending on infrastructure,”
said Mark Cutifani, the CEO of An-
glo American PLC. “There are still
plenty of buildings with no one in
them.”

And what China does and doesn’t
do matters to miners. The country
imports two-thirds of all the iron
ore that is traded between countries,
so its demand drives prices. Anglo,
another major iron-ore producer,
also is increasing production via a
new mine in Brazil, but Mr. Cutifani
vowed to hold the line on future
supply. The big three iron-ore mak-
ers need to show discipline or
“they’ll pay a price,” he said.

Also urging caution is Ivan Gla-
senberg, CEO of mining company
Glencore PLC, which although not a
major producer trades in iron ore.
He notes that a quarter of the
world’s iron ore is now new produc-
tion and the trend will continue over
the next four years. “So we are over-

supplying the market and that’s
what is killing the supercycle,” he
told analysts.

Global output by the top five pro-
ducers—Vale, BHP, Rio Tinto, Anglo
American and Fortescue Metals
Group Ltd.—is expected to grow
more than 40% to over 1.5 billion
tons by 2017, even though demand is
expected to grow only 10% to 15%,
according to Charles Bradford, who
manages a metals research firm. The
result is “going to be a disaster,” he
said.

BHP CEO Andrew Mackenzie re-
cently acknowledged that miners in
some countries will suffer but he ex-
pects others, including those in Aus-
tralia to prosper. “There will be win-
ners and losers” among countries,
he said.

Indeed, with iron-ore prices slip-
ping to near a five-year low under
$85 a ton, several small and midsize
miners are under pressure. Labra-
dor Iron Mines Holdings Ltd. in
Canada this summer halted all oper-
ations, citing prices that were too
low to cover costs. “Many medium
and small suppliers will retreat from
the market and reduce production,”

said Winston Yue, a Shanghai-based
iron-ore trader.

Even though prices have fallen to
less than half the high of around
$190 in 2011, they are still over five
times the level of 2004. With the
cost of mining iron ore running on
average at about $50 a ton and as
low as $30 for the most efficient
miners, profit margins can be huge.
Iron ore accounts for more than half
of BHP’s earnings, and around 90%
for Rio Tinto’s and Vale’s.

Paul Gait, an analyst at Sanford
C. Bernstein, predicts prices will rise
to $105 a ton, which is on the high
end of industry estimates ranging
from $80 to over $100 a ton over
the next few years. His rationale, in
part: Rio Tinto, BHP and the other
big suppliers are going to have so
much capacity they’ll be able to dic-
tate prices.

“Iron ore is going to be a very
good game for a long time,” Mr. Gait
said.

That is why miners continue to
expand capacity. In Brazil, Anglo
American later this year will start

shipping iron ore from its huge mine
there, after years of costly overruns
that reached $6 billion. ArcelorMit-
tal, the world’s biggest steelmaker,
is ramping up investments in iron-
ore mining in West Africa and
Northern Canada. Vale increased
production 13% to 79.4 million tons
in the second quarter.

At the center of the new iron-ore
boom is Australia, the world’s big-
gest exporter, and specifically the
sparsely populated Pilbara region of
Western Australia. There BHP and
Rio have secured massive deposits
and invested heavily in fleets of
driverless trucks, efficient blasting
techniques and massive rail systems
to get their ore swiftly to port and
off to China.

BHP has spent $24 billion over
the past decade building up its net-
work of mines, rail and port termi-
nals in Australia’s Pilbara, where it
controls more than 20 billion tons of
iron ore or a century’s worth of re-
sources. It reported record iron-ore
production of 225 million metric
tons from its Western Australian
mines in the year through June—up
20% from a year earlier.

Marketing chief Mike Henry says
he is well aware prices are headed
lower as supply rises and China’s
growth slows. “It is baked into our
plans,” he said on a tour of the com-
pany’s Port Hedland facilities in
July.

Still, BHP expects the closure of
unprofitable mines elsewhere to sta-
bilize the market before it drops too
far. BHP estimates up to 40% of the
350 million tons China produces
each year is very costly to dig up.
“It’s really important for the high-
cost suppliers to shut in a reason-
ably efficient manner” as low-cost
supply rises, Mr. Henry said. “Other-
wise you just see a compounding of
supply in the market.”

—Chuin-Wei Yap
and Mari Iwata

contributed to this article.

By JohnW. Miller,
Rhiannon Hoyle
and Alexis Flynn
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Iron Ore's Decline
Chinese import prices for iron ore

The Wall Street Journal

Source: The Steel Index
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The world’s largest iron-ore producers are betting on efficiencies of scale.
Above, a Rio Tinto mine in Australia’s Pilbara.
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Afghan Men Get Death Penalty for Rape
KABUL—An Afghan court sen-

tenced seven men to death for their
involvement in the recent gang
rape of a group of women, in a case
that sparked national outrage and
prompted the direct intervention of
President Hamid Karzai.

The one-day trial and verdict
were broadcast live on Sunday and
came less than a week after police
arrested the men for allegedly rob-
bing and raping four women re-
turning to Kabul from a wedding
last month.

The case has fueled fears of a
return to lawlessness as U.S.-led co-
alition troops leave the country,
and Mr. Karzai—whose signature is
needed to implement capital pun-
ishment—has said he is pressing
for speedy public executions.

“I am strongly against execu-
tions, and you know this,” the Af-
ghan president told a group of
women’s-rights activists on Satur-
day at his Kabul residence. “But I
want them executed.”

Afghan police said the men con-
fessed to participating in the rape,
although one of two defendants
who spoke in court on Sunday said
that he was present during the as-
sault but didn’t carry out the rape.
The men’s court-appointed lawyer
said the men repented their ac-
tions.

“My clients are illiterate and ig-
norant,” the men’s court-appointed
lawyer, Hazar Mir, said during the
trial. “This is why they were
tempted by Satan, and they regret
their acts.”

The men can appeal the verdict
and sentence to a higher court,
though Mr. Mir didn’t say whether
they would do so.

Afghanistan had until recent
years implemented a moratorium
on the death penalty under pres-
sure from the European Union and
human-rights groups, which have
raised concerns about an Afghan ju-
dicial system that often relies on
confessions extracted by torture.
Mr. Karzai ended that moratorium

in 2012, staging several public exe-
cutions as he asserted his indepen-
dence from the West.

Some human-rights activists
Sunday voiced dismay about Mr.
Karzai’s intervention and the rapid
convictions.

“The defendants have been de-
nied a fair trial for multiple rea-
sons, including the speed of the
trial, the lack of evidence and argu-
ment on their behalf, the alleged
mistreatment of the defendants,
and President Karzai’s speaking out
in favor of their execution before
their case was even heard,” said
Ahmad Shuja, a Kabul-based advo-
cate with Human Rights Watch.
“The appeals court should reverse
the death sentence and the convic-
tion in this show trial.”

The gang-rape case received
widespread public attention earlier

this month, after Kabul police an-
nounced they arrested seven of the
accused. It reminded many Afghans
of the brutality of the civil war of
the 1990s, when law and order col-
lapsed as rival militants fought for
control of Kabul.

Afghan law-enforcement offi-
cials say the men convicted on Sun-
day stopped a convoy of cars re-
turning to Kabul from a wedding in
the nearby district of Paghman in
the middle of the night last month.
Wearing police uniforms and armed
with automatic assault rifles, they
forced the four women out of the
car while holding back their male
relatives, according to police. They
then stole the women’s jewelry and
raped them on the side of the road,
law-enforcement officials said.

Police said at the time of the
men’s arrest that all of them had

admitted their involvement in the
assault and released filmed confes-
sions of two of them.

In a country where the stigma
attached to rape means it is rarely
discussed openly, let alone prose-
cuted, the case has stood out be-
cause it was so public. Afghans
across the country followed the
trial proceedings, which were
broadcast live by several television
channels on Sunday morning.

Ahead of the verdict, several
hundred men and women outside
the court chanted slogans and held
banners calling for harsh punish-
ments of the accused.

“We wanted to show our soli-
darity to women. It’s men who vic-
timize women in Afghanistan,” said
Aziz Rafiee, a women’s-rights activ-
ist who organized the rally.

Similar protests took place else-

where in Afghanistan, including in
the eastern city of Jalalabad, and in
Khost province.

Since rape isn’t explicitly men-
tioned in the Afghan penal code,
the defendants were convicted of
“forced adultery,” which is punish-
able by death under Afghan law.
The victims helped identify their
assailants, some of whom police
said were found with the stolen
jewelry at the time of their arrest.

One of the witnesses, a woman
named Fawzia, said she was a vic-
tim of a separate assault by three
members of the same gang. Ap-
pearing in a face-covering burqa,
she said she was having a picnic in
Paghman district with her family
when three men robbed them at
knife point and assaulted her.

Such rapes and robberies were
common during the 1990s civil war,
which erupted after the collapse of
the Soviet-backed regime. Now,
fears that Afghanistan could return
to similar chaos after the U.S. with-
drawal resonate widely. An incon-
clusive election in June amid evi-
dence of widespread fraud has
sparked a political crisis that risks
turning violent, splitting the coun-
try along ethnic lines.

Both presidential candidates—
former ministers Abdullah Abdullah
and Ashraf Ghani—have said they
believe they won the election, and
months of negotiations brokered by
the U.S. and the United Nations
have failed to break the deadlock.
Divisions between the two cam-
paign teams deepened this week,
with both camps threatening to pull
out of talks aimed at forming a co-
alition government.

Amid the political uncertainty,
Afghan authorities showed unusual
speed in addressing the gang-rape
case: the death conviction comes
less than a week after the suspects
were arrested.

“The president knows this is a
very sensitive time. The govern-
ment doesn’t want people on the
streets at a time when the election
has already caused so much ten-
sion,” said Wazhma Frogh, a lawyer
and women’s-rights activist.

BY MARGHERITA STANCATI
AND HABIB KHAN TOTAKHIL

One of the seven Afghan men convicted at the trial in Kabul on Sunday. Rape is rarely discussed in public in Afghanistan..
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More Than 300 Killed By Kashmir Flash Floods
NEW DELHI—Flash floods and

landslides triggered by days of
heavy monsoon rains have killed at
least 300 people in the disputed Hi-
malayan region of Kashmir, in what
officials are calling the area’s worst
flooding in 60 years.

Indian television showed foot-
age of houses, bridges and dams
collapsing in fast-moving waters.
The Jhelum River, which flows
from northern India into Pakistan,
burst through embankments and
left streets and buildings sub-
merged.

The politically troubled region—
which includes the Indian state of
Jammu and Kashmir as well as the
Pakistani territory of Kashmir—of-
ten has to contend with flash
floods during the South Asian mon-
soon season, which runs from June
through September. Already this
season, landslides caused by tor-
rential rains have killed hundreds
of people in Nepal and India.

The official death toll in Jammu
and Kashmir stood at 138 Sunday
morning, according to Shantmanu,
the divisional commissioner in

Jammu, who uses a single name.
Pakistan’s National Disaster Man-
agement Authority said 63 people
were killed in Pakistan-adminis-
tered Kashmir, 11 in the northern
Gilgit-Baltistan region and 119 in
Punjab, the country’s most popu-
lous province.

Rohit Kansal, the divisional com-
missioner of Indian-administered
Kashmir, said government buildings,

including the high court, had been
inundated in Srinagar, the state cap-
ital of Jammu and Kashmir.

All schools, colleges and offices
were closed, he said. Electricity,
telephone lines and supplies of
drinking water were limited across
the state. Traffic on the Jammu-Sri-
nagar national highway remained
suspended. The flooding was so
bad, Mr. Kansal added, that rescue

workers weren’t easily able to use
boats to reach stranded people.

Indian Prime Minister Narendra
Modi surveyed devastated areas
Sunday and promised federal assis-
tance. “I want to tell the people of
the region that we will do every-
thing possible to get them out of
this disaster,” he said in a televised
news conference. “The nation
stands with you.”

Mr. Modi announced an aid
package of 10 billion rupees, or
$166 million, to the Jammu and
Kashmir state government, in addi-
tion to 11 billion rupees already
sanctioned from the state disaster-
relief fund. Teams of doctors were
being sent, he said, and rescue sup-
plies including tents, blankets and
boats were on the way. The Indian
government is “ready to provide
humanitarian assistance to those
areas if the Pakistan government
needs it,” he said.

Col. S.D. Goswami, a spokesman
for the Indian army, said on the
NDTV news channel Sunday that at
least 12,000 people had been res-
cued from various areas of Jammu
by army and air-force teams. He
said more than 20,000 officials
from the army and the National Di-

saster Relief Force were engaged in
rescue operations. In Pakistan,
flood warnings remained in place,
and the military was called in to
help civilian authorities in search-
and-rescue operations. Military of-
ficials said more than 3,000 people
had been moved out of affected ar-
eas by Pakistan’s army, while an ad-
ditional 6,000 have been moved by
the police.

The weather system that gener-
ated the extremely heavy rain is
winding down, said Muhammad
Riaz, chief meteorologist at the
Pakistan Meteorological Depart-
ment’s flood forecasting division.
“But the floodwaters generated
may take a week to subside as they
run through the river system,” Mr.
Riaz said.

BY VIBHUTI AGARWAL
AND RAYMOND ZHONG

Indian residents look toward threatened houses as waters rage past Saturday.
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In Pakistan, flood
warnings remained in
place, and the military
was called in to help
civilian authorities.
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Global Large-Cap Blend Equity
Funds investing in equities of large-cap companies across the globe. Funds for which
neither growth nor value characteristics predominate. Ranked on % total return
(dividends reinvested) in Euros for one year endingSeptember 05, 2014

Leading 10 Performers
FUND FUND LEGAL %Return in $US **
RATING * NAME FUNDMGM'T CO. CURR. BASE YTD 1-YR 2-YR 5-YR

2 Majedie Majedie GBPGBR 30.76 60.32 32.93 14.09
Investments Ord Investments PLC

1 Alpen.SI Alpen Invest EURSVN 48.86 44.65 24.71 NS

NS NewCapital NewCapital Fund EURIRL 13.13 36.26 36.22 15.38
Alt Strat Tact Opps EUR Management Ltd

5 AP7 Sjunde AP-Fonden SEKSWE 19.38 33.55 26.74 NS
Aktiefond

5 Dodge Cox Dodge Cox EURIRL 18.85 31.30 25.26 16.35
Worldwide Global Stk EURAcc Worldwide Funds PLC

4 Ardevora Treligga PLC GBPIRL 17.62 31.13 22.12 NS
Global Equity A

5 SEBGlobal SEBAsset EURLUX 22.90 30.91 22.79 16.32
Chance/Risk C Management S.A.

NS Thornburg Thornburg USDIRL 21.11 30.62 25.23 NS
Global Opportunities A $Acc InvestmentManagement, Inc.

5 SEB SEB Investment SEKSWE 22.01 30.28 23.08 15.83
Globalfond Chans/Risk Management AB

NS Principal Principal Global GBPIRL 16.92 29.14 NS NS
Origin Global Equity I GBPAcc Investors (Ireland) Ltd

NOTE: Changes in currency rateswill affect performance and rankings. Source: Morningstar, Ltd
KEY: ** 2YR and 5YR performance is annualized 1 Oliver’s Yard, 55-71 City Road
NA-not available due to incomplete data; London EC1Y 1HQUnited Kingdom
NS-fund not in existence for entire period www.morningstar.co.uk; Email: mediaservice@morningstar.com

Phone: +44 (0)203 107 0038; Fax: +44 (0)203 107 0001
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Sentences for Insider Trading
Cause Debate: Too Severe?
didn’t suggest a specific sentence.

A lawyer for Mr. Martoma de-
clined to comment Friday, as did a
spokesman for the Manhattan U.S.
attorney’s office.

Even if Judge Gardephe breaks
from the guidelines, eight years in
prison would be at the longer end of
sentences handed down in insider-
trading cases.

Matthew Kluger, a former corpo-
rate lawyer convicted of running a
scheme to trade on information
from law firms, was sentenced to 12
years in prison in 2012 in federal
court in New Jersey, to date one of
the longest sentences for this kind
of financial crime. Galleon Group
founder Raj Rajaratnam was sen-
tenced to 11 years in prison in 2011
in New York.

The past decade has brought an
explosion in the number of insider-
trading prosecutions. The surge of
cases is largely the product of a
crackdown by the office of Manhat-
tan U.S. Attorney Preet Bharara, who
has charged 89 people with insider
trading since 2009 and secured 81
convictions or guilty pleas.

The uptick has also coincided
with a sharp increase in the length
of jail terms for people who are con-
victed. In New York federal courts,
which handle the bulk of such prose-
cutions, the length of prison sen-
tences for insider trading are up
135% in the past decade.

Between 1993 and 2003, the me-
dian sentence for convicted inside
traders given jail terms was 12
months, according to a Wall Street
Journal analysis of more than 150
cases. The number spiked to more
than 28 months between 2004 and
2013.

Mr. Martoma, who worked at
SAC for four years until he was fired
in 2010, was accused of using inside
information provided by two doctors
about results of a trial of an Alzhei-
mer’s drug being developed by Elan
Corp. and Wyeth Pharmaceuticals.
Both doctors testified that they
passed inside tips on drug tests to
Mr. Martoma. Elan is now part of
Perrigo Co., and Wyeth is part of
Pfizer Inc. SAC has since changed

Continued from page 15 its name to Point72 Asset Manage-
ment.

Mr. Martoma, who fainted when
Federal Bureau of Investigation
agents approached him in 2011, was
charged in 2012. A jury convicted
him of two counts of securities fraud
and one count of conspiracy in U.S.
District Court in Manhattan in Feb-
ruary.

He may be hurt by his decision to
go to trial rather than plead guilty.

Over the past five years, the 13
insider-trading defendants convicted
at trial in New York have received a
median sentence of 48 months in
prison, compared with 22 months
for the 25 defendants who pleaded
guilty and got jail time. A larger por-
tion of defendants who pleaded
guilty—37 individuals—received pro-
bation.

People who pleaded guilty and
agreed to help prosecutors in other
cases fared even better, as all but
one of 22 who cooperated in the
past five years received probation,
according to the Journal analysis.
The sentencing guidelines reward
acknowledging wrongdoing and as-
sisting prosecutors.

But following a decade of rising
sentences, some federal judges in
New York have begun to question
the guidelines. U.S. District Judge
Jed S. Rakoff has said white-collar
sentences are too severe and opined
at a conference last year that the
guidelines should be “scrapped in
their entirety.”

Even Mr. Bharara has called for
changes to the profit calculation, al-
beit for different reasons. He told
the U.S. Sentencing Commission
during testimony in 2011 that the
guidelines may be letting defendants
involved in schemes that do not
yield huge profits off the hook “with
lighter sentences than they de-
serve.”

Mr. Martoma’s lawyers said in
May their client deserved a more-le-
nient sentence because his crimes
were less-egregious than those of
other convicted inside traders who
received less prison time than he
faces. Prosecutors dismissed those
arguments in the documents filed in
June.

EU Is Concerned Banks
Skirt Caps on Bonuses

The European Union’s financial-
services czar is stepping up the
pressure on banks to obey rules lim-
iting bonuses for key employees,
just as the bloc’s top court begins
its examination of the caps’ legality.

In a letter addressed to Andrea
Ernía, the chairman of the European
Banking Authority, the EU’s banking
supervisor, Internal Markets Com-
missioner Michel Barnier, said he
was concerned about banks intro-
ducing so-called allowances for
some staff and stressed the need to
ensure that the law wasn’t being
disregarded.

These allowances, which the EBA
identified in a report on banks’ pay
practices published in June, are paid
as fixed amounts on top of a
banker’s base salary. Although al-

lowances are considered to be
fixed—not performance-related like
bonuses—the EBA pointed out that
they could be canceled under some
circumstances. It said at the time
that it would further investigate the
payments and check whether they
are in line with the EU’s bonus caps.

The EU passed rules in 2013 that
block banks from paying bonuses
higher than bankers’ base salaries.
With shareholders’ approval, bo-
nuses can be double the fixed salary.

In his letter, dated Sept. 4, Mr.
Barnier said he was concerned by
the continuing reports of the use of
these allowances and asked Mr.
Ernía to keep him informed on the
results of the EBA’s investigation,
whose results he said he expected
“very shortly.”

“It is important to show a collec-
tive proactive stance on this impor-

tant matter and to address claims
made that “the spirit—if not the let-
ter—of Union law is being disre-
garded," he said.

The caps, which came into force
on Jan. 1, were embedded in a
broader law on banks’ capital re-
quirements. Lawmakers in the Euro-
pean Parliament, which insisted on
the caps, said high payouts linked to
short-term profits encouraged ex-
cessive risk-taking.

The law was opposed by the
U.K., which warned that it would
lead banks to move operations out-
side the EU. On Monday, the Euro-
pean Court of Justice will hold a
hearing in a suit filed by the U.K.
against EU institutions, in which
London claims that the bonus rules
go beyond what is permitted by the
EU’s treaties and won’t make the fi-
nancial system safer.

BY VIKTORIA DENDRINOU

Seeing ‘Goldilocks’ in Soft Data
that are managed in line with those
models have shifted a bit toward in-
dustrials, he said.

Few think a small rate-uptick will
kill the longer-term bull market, but
many worry that stocks could pull
back temporarily when investors
face up to the prospect of higher in-
terest rates.

That is where Goldilocks comes
in. If economic growth stays moder-
ate, corporate earnings can rise
without serious inflation. That
would permit the Fed to raise rates
slowly, easing investor anxiety.

Investors have taken heart from
last week’s European Central Bank
announcement that it is further cut-
ting its interest rates and boosting
its bond-buying program. Easy
money in Europe should help Ameri-
can multinationals, and concerns
about Europe’s economy could give
the Fed one more reason to go slow
on its own interest-rate increases.

The problem for stocks is that
they are expensive. The S&P 500
trades at 19 times its companies’
earnings for the past 12 months, well
above the long-term average of 15.5.
Money managers are hesitating to
shift much more money to U.S. stocks
and are sensitive to negative develop-
ments such as rate-increase fears or
trouble in Ukraine or the Middle East.

Morgan Stanley released a report
on Friday forecasting a gain of just
2.1% for the S&P 500 over the next
12 months.

Investors also are reluctant to
take too much comfort from the Au-
gust data, which are out of line with
the strong job creation in earlier
months. August data often are
skewed by vacations and the return
of employed students to school, and
often are revised upward later,
economists said. Many consider
September data, due in a month,
more important.

Barclays still forecasts the first
Fed rate increase in June. But its se-
nior U.S. economist, Michael Gapen,
noted that the unemployment rate
continued to decline in August, de-
spite the weak job creation. That is
due partly to people leaving the la-
bor force, but also to a strengthen-
ing economy. If other economic data
are strong in the next few weeks, it
could rekindle talk that the Fed will
move sooner than investors think,

Continued from first page

he said.
“The long-term trend is still

there, that modest economic growth
will keep pushing the labor market
higher and job conditions will con-
tinue to improve,” Mr. Gapen said.
“If that trend continues, maybe the
Fed could go earlier, in March.”

The good news for stocks, he
said, is that the Fed’s preferred in-
flation indicator, based on con-
sumer spending, remains in the 1.5%
range, well below the Fed’s target of
2%. As long as that continues, the
Fed can take its time raising rates.

Allen Sinai, chief global econo-
mist at Decision Economics Inc.,
says the economy is stronger than
the latest job report suggests and
that the Fed is still likely to raise
rates in March. He says the econ-

omy began to lift off late last year,
meaning it can grow with less Fed
help. But because inflation remains
moderate, Mr. Sinai also forecasts a
strong stock market for a long time
to come.

“Over the next year, we will see
a strong economy with stable infla-
tion, maybe a little bit of an in-
crease,” Mr. Sinai said. Because
companies will turn in strong earn-
ings in that environment, he said,
investors should be able to shrug off
the rate increases. “We have a secu-
lar equity bull market that has a
long way to go,” he said.

With stock prices high compared
with earnings, the question is how
much higher earnings gains and
economic data will push stocks be-
fore they pull back.

Sources: WSJ Market Data Group (DJIA and euro); Labor Department The Wall Street Journal

Brightening Picture
U.S. stocks and the dollar have rallied this year as the job market has
improved. A soft employment report Friday eased investor concern
about the likely timing of Federal Reserve policy shifts.
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Challenge for Arresting
Ebola Is Finding Beds

Milton Mulbon arrived in a taxi at
the gates of an Ebola clinic in Libe-
ria’s capital, Monrovia, with his 24-
year old daughter, Patience, bleeding
in the back seat. Security guards
turned them away, telling Mr. Mul-
bon there were no beds available.

“They’re telling me no space?”
he protested, the taxi parked
nearby. “She’s lying down in there
almost at the point of death!”

Taxis, ambulances, and even men
pushing their sick in wheelbarrows
are crisscrossing Monrovia, looking
for an open bed in West Africa’s
overbooked Ebola clinics, health-
care workers say. Sometimes they
get in, through persistence and good
timing. Mostly they don’t.

Liberia, Sierra Leone, and
Guinea—the three nations bearing
the brunt of the outbreak—need at
least 1,515 hospital beds for the
more than 20,000 people who could
be infected before the outbreak can
be curtailed, according to World
Health Organization estimates. At
present, there are only a few hun-
dred beds, the WHO says. Interna-
tional support has been slow to
come and is just beginning to ad-
dress this specific problem, with the
U.S. promising 1,000 additional beds
in a new aid package.

The bed shortage is so dire that
ambulances have picked up people
raging with the symptoms of Ebola,
driven them around the city for
hours, then dropped them off back
at home, medical workers say.

The result: a chain reaction that
is creating Ebola patients faster than
hospital beds can be made available.
For lack of space, the sick who show
up at clinic gates are sent back to
fight the virus in their homes. Some,
like Mr. Mulbon, collect a bag of san-
itary products and painkillers.

His daughter, the mother of two
boys, died within hours of receiving
it, Mr. Mulbon said later. “She was
helpless,” he said.

The odds of surviving Ebola at
home, without intravenous hydration,
are slim. Along the way, the sick of-
ten infect their families. That is cre-
ating ever more Ebola patients arriv-

ing at the gates of overcrowded
clinics.

Health workers complain they
can’t throw down mattresses fast
enough. Some organizations, includ-
ing Doctors Without Borders, are
asking Europe and the U.S. to send
disaster relief—even military per-
sonnel—to help West Africa get
ahead of an Ebola epidemic that has
been under way since December.

“Many months into an Ebola out-
break, we’re in the position of turn-
ing away patients who look like they
have Ebola,” said Henry Grey, a Doc-
tors Without Borders emergency co-
ordinator. “That’s an indication of
the direct failure of the interna-
tional community.”

A few foreign governments are
beginning to respond. On Friday, the
European Union said it would
pledge €140 million ($181.3 million)
to the three hardest-hit countries,
€97.5 million of it going directly to
their national budgets.

“The situation is going from bad
to worse,” said Kristalina Georgieva,
the EU commissioner for interna-
tional cooperation, humanitarian aid
and crisis response.

On Thursday, the U.S. Agency for
International Development said it
would build 10 Ebola treatment cen-
ters with 100 beds each, part of a
nearly $100 million aid package to
the three nations. USAID Adminis-
trator Raj Shah said it would be a
while, however, before the facilities
are in place.

“This will take weeks, and we are
expecting the situation will get
worse before it gets better,” he said.

The challenge isn’t just deliver-
ing beds. It is training staff, said
Jeremy Konyndyk, director of
USAID’s Office of U.S. Foreign Disas-
ter Assistance, which coordinates
the U.S. government’s response to
international disasters.

“We could get a bunch of tents
and beds in here in no time,” said
Mr. Konyndyk. “The hard part is
who staffs those beds.”

It takes between 200 and 250
health workers to treat 80 Ebola pa-
tients, according to the World
Health Organization. USAID and the
U.S. Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention are both looking to re-
cruit and train health workers to take
care of Ebola patients. The CDC pro-

gram will begin in late September.
The trouble is finding doctors

and nurses willing to treat a deadly
disease—with no vaccine or licensed
treatment. In addition, the training
is challenging, because they have to
learn to care for patients while wear-
ing cumbersome protective gear and
meticulously guarding their safety.

Meanwhile, USAID is giving sick
people who can’t find a free bed a
home treatment kit. It includes
bleach and disposable gloves, Mr.
Konyndyk said.

An estimated 3,685 people have
been sickened by the latest outbreak,
WHO says. About half have died.

But those numbers represent a
small portion of the true toll, the
organization says. Because most Eb-
ola victims are suffering at home,
their deaths or recoveries aren’t
noted in any official tally. Now, as
clinics open, some of those who
have been fighting the virus at
home are beginning to show up.

A WHO clinic opened late last
month in what had previously been
a dental office. It was meant for 30
patients. But on a recent Tuesday, it
was overbooked, with several pa-
tients sprawled out on the concrete
floor, including children.

Across town, workers at the Doc-
tors Without Borders clinic were as-
sembling a 400-bed tent hospital in
the mud and rain. The field clinic
they already have, with 125 beds,
uses 350 head-to-toe body suits,
25,000 liters of water and 2,500 gal-
lons of bleach—every day.

Taxis pull up here so frequently,
that both Doctors Without Borders
and the CDC worry the taxis them-
selves have become conveyors of the
virus, as the disease spreads
through bodily fluids.

“We’re hearing stories of people
taking four taxis across town,” said
Caitlin Ryan, communications of-
ficer for Doctors Without Borders.

A taxi arrived at the clinic. The
driver said he’d been paid $10 to
take a family with a 6-year-old girl
lying across their laps to a clinic. He
had no idea it was an Ebola clinic.

Before leaving to try his luck
elsewhere, the girl’s uncle shrugged
off the risk he’d put the taxi driver
in: “What else should we do?”

—Matina Stevis in Nairobi
contributed to this article.

By Drew Hinshaw
in Monrovia, Liberia, and
Betsy McKay in Atlanta

Workers in protective gear stand inside the contaminated area at the Elwa hospital in Monrovia on Sunday.
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Somali Militants
Set New Leadership

MOGADISHU—Somalia’s al-Sha-
baab said Saturday the militant
group had named a new leader, after
its commander was killed in a U.S.
drone strike.

The group said it had named Ah-
med Omar Abu Ubeyd to succeed Ah-
med Abdi Godane, who died of
wounds sustained in the drone strike
Monday in Somalia’s remote Lower
Shabelle region, said the group’s
spokesman, Abdiasis abu Mus’ab.

“We will not sit alone,” he said,
vowing revenge for a strike that ap-
pears to have killed not only Mr. Go-
dane but several of his top aides.

Analysts said it was too soon to
tell if al-Shabaab was indeed still uni-
fied or attempting to forestall its frag-
mentation after the death of a charis-
matic leader, who had sidelined or
eliminated other powerful figures in
the group since taking over in 2008.

Somali President Hassan Sheikh
Mohamud has appealed to al-Sha-
baab members to defect in a state-
ment. “I say to the members of al-
Shabaab: Godane is dead and now is
the chance for members of al-Sha-
baab to embrace peace,” he said.

Al-Shabaab has been formally al-
lied with al Qaeda since 2012—a
partnership that is largely credited
to Mr. Godane.

He is also believed to have en-
couraged al-Shaabab to carry out at-
tacks in Uganda and Kenya, two
countries that have sent troops to
fight Somali militants. In 2010, multi-
ple bomb blasts killed more than 80
people in the Ugandan capital Kam-
pala. Al-Shabaab also claimed re-
sponsibility for an attack on an up-
scale Nairobi shopping mall last year
that killed more than 60 people.

“This is definitely a game changer
for al-Shabaab and probably a turn-
ing point for the organization,” said
Abdi Aynte, head of The Heritage In-
stitute, a Mogadishu-based think
tank. “This leader, Ahmed Godane,
built the organization around himself
for the past three years.”

The Somali defense minister,
Gen. Mohamed Hassan Hamud,
called Mr. Godane’s death a major
victory for the fight against terror-
ism in Somalia.

“His death isn’t only a blow to
al-Shabaab but also to al Qaeda,” he
said.

The Pentagon said early in the
week that manned and unmanned
U.S. military aircraft had fired Hell-
fire missiles and dropped bombs on
an al-Shabaab encampment and hit
their targets.

—Heidi Vogt
contributed to this article.

BY ABDALLE AHMED MUMIN

Killed last week: Ahmed Abdi Godane.
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MH17: Evidence Hardens
Malaysia said Saturday intelli-

gence reports on the downing of
Malaysia Airlines Flight 17 are
“pretty conclusive” and investiga-
tors are now working on assembling
physical evidence that can be pre-
sented to court.

“First of all, we do have the in-
telligence reports [on] what hap-
pened to MH17 and the reports are
pretty conclusive,” Prime Minister
Najib Razak said at a joint news
conference with Australia Prime
Minister Tony Abbott on his first of-
ficial visit to Malaysia.

Both prime ministers reiterated
their call for justice against perpetra-
tors of the downing of the Boeing 777
in eastern Ukraine that killed 298
people on board, most of them Dutch.

The comments come ahead of
Tuesday’s release of a preliminary

report by the Dutch Safety Board on
Fight 17’s crash. The board plans to
conduct further investigations and
expects to publish the final report
within a year of the crash on July 17.

Investigators have said they be-
lieve the plane was brought down
by a surface-to-air missile from an
area controlled by pro-Russian sepa-
ratists.

“What we need to do next is to
assemble physical evidence that can
be brought to court when the time
comes so that it can be proven be-
yond any doubt that the plane was
shot down by a missile,” Mr. Najib
said.

Mr. Najib added that investiga-
tors will need at least a few weeks
to search the crash site in the vola-
tile Donetsk region for remains and
evidence before those responsible in
the “atrocious crime” can be
brought to court.

BY JASON NG

WORLD NEWS

Morsi Accused of Security Leaks

CAIRO—Egypt’s top prosecutor
says ousted Islamist President Mo-
hammed Morsi will be tried for leak-
ing national security secrets to Qatar
during his turbulent year in office.

In a statement released Saturday
the prosecutor said Mr. Morsi and
two of his assistants leaked classi-
fied documents, including informa-
tion on military deployments, to
Qatari intelligence. The alleged
leaks occurred as popular anger

rose against Morsi, eventually cul-
minating in mass protests demand-
ing his resignation.

The prosecutor said eight others
cooperated to deliver the secrets in
exchange for $1 million.

The prosecutor called it “the big-
gest treason and espionage case in
the country’s history.” Mr. Morsi,
imprisoned since his ouster in July
2013, is already facing three trials,
including on charges of cooperating
with foreign militant groups. He
faces a possible death penalty.

Associated Press
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Major stock market indexes Stock indexes fromaround theworld, grouped by region. Shown in local-currency terms.

PREVIOUS SESSION PERFORMANCE
Region/Country Index Close Net change Percentage change Yr.-to-date 52-wk.

EUROPE Stoxx Europe 600 347.57 -1.32 -0.38% 5.9% 13.5%

Stoxx Europe 50 3094.15 -13.31 -0.43 6.0 12.6

Euro Zone Euro Stoxx 328.76 0.09 0.03% 4.6 15.5

Euro Stoxx 50 3275.25 -2.00 -0.06 5.3 16.8

Austria ATX 2358.34 3.33 0.14 -7.4 -5.6

Belgium Bel-20 3220.18 -2.65 -0.08 10.1 17.9

Czech Republic PX 997.09 4.56 0.46 0.8 5.2

Denmark OMXCopenhagen 671.56 -4.17 -0.62 18.7 32.1

Finland OMXHelsinki 7759.64 -23.25 -0.30 5.8 16.4

France CAC-40 4486.49 -8.45 -0.19 4.4 10.8

Germany DAX 9747.02 22.76 0.23 2.0 17.8

Hungary BUX 18591.72 -38.84 -0.21 0.1 3.2

Ireland ISEQ 4954.24 3.51 0.07 9.1 17.2

Italy FTSEMIB 21395.13 -24.26 -0.11 12.8 25.5

Netherlands AEX 421.11 -0.48 -0.11 4.8 13.5

Norway All-Shares 684.91 -4.63 -0.67 13.6 24.6

Poland WIG 54412.52 54.03 0.10 6.1 16.5

Portugal PSI 20 6054.86 0.46 0.01 -7.7 1.3

PREVIOUS SESSION PERFORMANCE
Region/Country Index Close Net change Percentage change Yr.-to-date 52-wk.

Russia RTSI 1257.26 15.75 1.27% -12.9 -6.6

Spain IBEX 35 11148.90 48.80 0.44 12.4 28.8

Sweden OMXStockholm 447.99 -3.03 -0.67% 5.7 13.5

Switzerland SMI 8788.77 -45.98 -0.52 7.1 10.5

Turkey BIST 100 82193.10 -32.9 -0.04 21.2 22.3

U.K. FTSE 100 6855.10 -22.87 -0.33 1.6 4.7

ASIA-PACIFIC DJAsia-Pacific TSM 1535.82 -2.97 -0.19 6.0 12.4

Australia SPX/ASX 200 5598.70 -32.60 -0.58 4.6 8.8

China Shanghai Composite 2326.43 19.57 0.85 9.9 8.7

Hong Kong Hang Seng 25240.15 -57.77 -0.23 8.3 11.6

India S&PBSE Sensex 27026.70 -59.23 -0.22 27.7 40.3

Japan Nikkei Stock Average 15668.68 -7.50 -0.05 -3.8 13.0

Singapore Straits Times 3341.73 -4.61 -0.14 5.5 9.6

South Korea Kospi 2049.41 -6.85 -0.33 1.9 4.8

AMERICAS DJAmericas 506.90 1.95 0.39 8.9 20.5

Brazil Bovespa 60681.98 -118.04 -0.19 17.8 12.9

Mexico IPC 46231.44 -81.96 -0.18 8.2 15.8

Note:Americas index data are as of 5:00 p.m. ET. Sources: SIX Financial Information;WSJMarketDataGroup

Cross rates U.S.-dollar and euro foreign-exchange rates in global trading

USD GBP CHF SEK RUB NOK JPY ILS EUR DKK CDN AUD

Australia 1.0666 1.7397 1.1461 0.1505 0.0288 0.1697 0.0102 0.2960 1.3820 0.1856 0.9795 ...

Canada 1.0889 1.7762 1.1702 0.1536 0.0294 0.1733 0.0104 0.3022 1.4110 0.1895 ... 1.0210

Denmark 5.7463 9.3728 6.1750 0.8107 0.1550 0.9144 0.0548 1.5949 7.4459 ... 5.2770 5.3876

Euro 0.7717 1.2588 0.8293 0.1089 0.0208 0.1228 0.0074 0.2142 ... 0.1343 0.7087 0.7236

Israel 3.6030 5.8768 3.8718 0.5083 0.0972 0.5734 0.0343 ... 4.6686 0.6270 3.3087 3.3781

Japan 104.9410 171.1708 112.7711 14.8045 2.8300 16.6996 ... 29.1264 135.9796 18.2624 96.3700 98.3913

Norway 6.2840 10.2500 6.7529 0.8865 0.1695 ... 0.0599 1.7441 8.1427 1.0936 5.7708 5.8918

Russia 37.0811 60.4835 39.8479 5.2312 ... 5.9008 0.3534 10.2919 48.0487 6.4531 34.0525 34.7668

Sweden 7.0884 11.5621 7.6173 ... 0.1912 1.1280 0.0675 1.9674 9.1850 1.2336 6.5095 6.6460

Switzerland 0.9306 1.5179 ... 0.1313 0.0251 0.1481 0.0089 0.2583 1.2058 0.1619 0.8546 0.8725

U.K. 0.6131 ... 0.6588 0.0865 0.0165 0.0976 0.0058 0.1702 0.7944 0.1067 0.5630 0.5748

U.S. ... 1.6311 1.0746 0.1411 0.0270 0.1591 0.0095 0.2776 1.2958 0.1740 0.9183 0.9376

Source: ICAPPlc.

MSCI indexes
Developed and emerging-market regional and country indexes
fromMSCI as of September 05, 2014

Price-to- LOCAL-CURRENCY
Dividend earnings PERFORMANCE
yield ratio MSCI Index Last Daily YTD 52-wk.

2.40% 17 MSCIACWI 432.08 0.18% 5.8% 18.7%

2.40 18 World (DevelopedMarkets) 1,748.59 0.19 5.3 18.7

2.30 18 World ex-EMU 215.23 0.25 6.3 19.0

2.30 18 World ex-UK 1,768.45 0.19 5.7 19.2

3.00 16 EAFE 1,932.53 0.24 0.9 13.9

2.70 13 EmergingMarkets (EM) 1,100.23 0.07 9.7 18.4

3.20 17 EUROPE 119.22 1.13 6.3 17.2

3.10 19 EMU 194.82 -0.20 -1.5 17.2

3.10 18 Europe ex-UK 127.44 1.18 5.9 18.1

4.20 14 EuropeValue 121.28 1.07 6.9 20.1

2.30 22 EuropeGrowth 112.78 1.20 5.8 14.1

2.40 20 EuropeSmall Cap 272.51 0.84 4.5 19.5

3.70 7 EMEurope 275.02 1.63 0.1 3.0

3.50 15 UK 2,029.64 0.05 1.9 7.0

3.30 16 Nordic Countries 216.60 0.59 7.4 17.9

4.60 5 Russia 749.43 0.44 -5.4 3.2

2.80 20 SouthAfrica 1,315.32 0.64 15.6 28.4

2.90 14 ACASIAPACIFICEX-JAPAN 515.41 0.00 10.1 18.5

1.90 15 Japan 792.91 -0.32 -1.5 16.0

3.20 10 China 68.16 0.21 8.0 17.4

1.40 19 India 1,017.53 -0.32 24.5 40.0

1.00 10 Korea 583.14 0.41 -1.1 4.5

2.90 18 Taiwan 344.45 -0.32 13.8 21.4

1.90 20 USBROADMARKET 2,266.18 0.20 7.6 22.1

1.50 32 USSmall Cap 3,342.17 0.44 3.5 19.0

3.20 18 EMLATINAMERICA 3,662.88 1.12 14.4 20.2

Source:MSCI

S&P Dow Jones Indices
Price-to-

Dividend earnings PERFORMANCE (euros) PERFORMANCE (U.S.dollars)
yield* ratio* S&PDowJones Index Last Daily 52-wk. Last Daily 52-wk.

2.34%19.33 Global TSM 3421.69 0.07% 16.6%

2.77 19.73 GlobalDOW 1912.46 0.08% 19.3% 2631.96 0.02 17.5

2.88 15.13 Global Titans 50 253.87 0.34 17.6 245.69 0.28 15.8

3.18 20.03 DevEuropeTSM 3386.30 -0.42 12.6

2.31 20.01 DevelopedMarketsTSM 3423.08 0.08 16.4

2.66 14.98 S&PBMIEmgMarkets 241.09 -0.02 19.1 283.82 -0.08 17.3

3.34 19.95 S&PEurope 350 1427.55 -0.39 14.3 1661.98 -0.16 12.5

3.19 25.05 S&PEuro 1405.84 0.01 16.6 1658.68 0.25 14.7

3.82 26.59 EuropeDow 1448.09 -0.37 12.8 1992.90 -0.43 11.1

3.08 10.62 BRIC50 465.68 -0.02 22.5 575.31 -0.08 20.6

1.87 21.36 U.S. TSM 20968.29 0.47 20.8

3.40 22.68 DJGlobal SelectRESI 3328.07 0.52 20.2 3566.17 0.46 18.4

Price-to-
Dividend earnings PERFORMANCE (euros) PERFORMANCE (U.S.dollars)
yield* ratio* S&PDowJones Index Last Daily 52-wk. Last Daily 52-wk.

TurkeyTitans 20 -c 850.53 0.03% 25.0%

5.12%17.61 Global SelectDiv 237.68 0.02% 17.8% 263.59 -0.04 16.0

5.29 16.67 Asia/Pacific SelectDiv 326.62 -0.12 12.8 362.22 -0.18 11.1

U.S. SelectDividend -d 1406.11 0.80 24.6 1360.86 0.74 22.7

3.06 17.87 S&PGlbNatResources 2192.18 0.03 10.7 2822.39 -0.03 9.0

2.06 19.83 IslamicMarket 2934.83 0.14 17.9

2.34 17.77 IslamicMarket 100 2908.60 0.27 21.2 3225.59 0.20 19.3

Islamic Turkey -c 4504.14 -0.21 12.7

3.28 20.84 Sustainability Europe 116.40 -0.43 15.5 165.79 -0.49 13.7

3.41 29.71 S&PGlb Infrastructure 1777.96 0.48 25.8 2602.47 0.42 23.9

2.16 16.25 Luxury 1776.45 -0.13 2.4 1951.60 -0.20 0.8

DJCommodity 660.53 0.17 -7.4

*Fundamentals are based on data inU.S. dollar. Footnotes: a-inUSdollar. b-dividends reinvested. c-in local currency. Note:All data as of 2 p.m.ET. Source: S&PDowJones Indices

GLOBAL MARKETS LINEUP

WSJ.com>> Follow the markets throughout the day with updated stock quotes, news and
commentary at WSJ.com. Also, receive email alerts that summarize the day’s trading in Europe
and Asia. To sign up, go to WSJ.com/email.

Commodities Prices of futures contractswith themost open interest
EXCHANGE LEGEND: CBOT: Chicago Board of Trade; CME: ChicagoMercantile Exchange; ICE-US: ICE Futures U.S.MDEX:BursaMalaysia
Derivatives Berhad; LIFFE: London International Financial Futures Exchange; COMEX: Commodity Exchange; LME: LondonMetals Exchange;
NYMEX:NewYorkMercantile Exchange;ICE-EU: ICE Futures Europe. *Data as of September 4, 2014

ONE-DAY CHANGE Year Year
Commodity Exchange Last price Net Percentage high low

Corn (cents/bu.) CBOT 356.75 10.25 2.96% 517.00 343.75
Soybeans (cents/bu.) CBOT 1020.25 17.00 1.69 1,279.25 1,001.25
Wheat (cents/bu.) CBOT 535.75 5.50 1.04 765.00 527.50
Live cattle (cents/lb.) CME 160.050 3.000 1.91 160.750 130.900
Cocoa ($/ton) ICE-US 3,102 -30 -0.96% 3,300 2,639
Coffee (cents/lb.) ICE-US 197.50 -4.95 -2.45 222.60 119.90
Sugar (cents/lb.) ICE-US 15.04 -0.09 -0.59 18.91 15.00
Cotton (cents/lb.) ICE-US 64.38 -1.07 -1.63 84.74 62.02
Rapeseed (euro/ton) LIFFE 325.25 2.00 0.62 386 301
Cocoa (pounds/ton) LIFFE 1,982 -12 -0.60 2,061 1,651
Robusta coffee ($/ton) LIFFE 2,079 -12 -0.57 2,218 1,585

Copper ($/lb.) COMEX 3.1700 0.0190 0.60 3.3570 2.8845
Gold ($/troy oz.) COMEX 1267.90 1.40 0.11 1,390.80 1,207.00
Silver ($/troy oz.) COMEX 19.175 0.037 0.19 22.240 18.700
Aluminum ($/ton)* LME 2,107.00 16.00 0.77 2,113.50 1,686.50
Tin ($/ton)* LME 21,525.00 130.00 0.61 23,770.00 21,395.00
Copper ($/ton)* LME 6,950.00 44.50 0.64 7,422.00 6,430.00
Lead ($/ton)* LME 2,233.50 13.50 0.61 2,287.00 2,033.00
Zinc ($/ton)* LME 2,405.50 31.00 1.31 2,410.00 1,948.00
Nickel ($/ton)* LME 19,350 465 2.46 21,100 13,425

Crude oil ($/bbl.) NYMEX 93.35 -1.10 -1.16 105.55 88.34
Heating oil ($/gal.) NYMEX 2.8180 -0.0183 -0.65 3.0912 2.7935
RBOB gasoline ($/gal.) NYMEX 2.5781 -0.0218 -0.84 2.8999 2.5188
Natural gas ($/mmBtu) NYMEX 3.801 -0.018 -0.47 4.8790 3.7400
Brent crude ($/bbl.) ICE-EU 101.34 -0.96 -0.94 113.81 100.80
Gas oil ($/ton) ICE-EU 856.50 -10.25 -1.18 950.25 851.00

Sources: SIX Financial Information;WSJMarket Data Group

Currencies London close onSept. 5
Per In

AMERICAS Per euro In euros U.S. dollar U.S. dollars

Argentina peso-a 10.8978 0.0918 8.4103 0.1189

Brazil real 2.9073 0.3440 2.2437 0.4457

Canada dollar 1.4110 0.7087 1.0889 0.9183

Chile peso 759.70 0.001316 586.30 0.001706

Colombia peso 2503.16 0.0003995 1931.80 0.0005177

EcuadorUS dollar-f 1.2958 0.7717 1 1

Mexico peso-a 16.9352 0.0590 13.0696 0.0765

Peru sol 3.6999 0.2703 2.8554 0.3502

Uruguay peso-e 31.141 0.0321 24.033 0.0416

U.S. dollar 1.2958 0.7717 1 1

Venezuela bolivar 8.23 0.121534 6.35 0.157480

ASIA-PACIFIC

Australia dollar 1.3820 0.7236 1.0666 0.9376

1-mo. forward 1.3849 0.7221 1.0688 0.9356

3-mos. forward 1.3908 0.7190 1.0734 0.9317

6-mos. forward 1.3996 0.7145 1.0801 0.9258

China yuan 7.9590 0.1256 6.1423 0.1628

Hong Kong dollar 10.0424 0.0996 7.7501 0.1290

India rupee 78.0831 0.0128 60.2600 0.0166

Indonesia rupiah 15209 0.0000657 11738 0.0000852

Japan yen 135.98 0.007354 104.94 0.009529

1-mo. forward 135.94 0.007356 104.91 0.009532

3-mos. forward 135.89 0.007359 104.87 0.009536

6-mos. forward 135.74 0.007367 104.76 0.009546

Malaysia ringgit-c 4.1252 0.2424 3.1836 0.3141

NewZealand dollar 1.5562 0.6426 1.2010 0.8326

Pakistan rupee 132.350 0.0076 102.140 0.0098

Philippines peso 56.446 0.0177 43.562 0.0230

Singapore dollar 1.6240 0.6157 1.2533 0.7979

South Koreawon 1327.84 0.0007531 1024.75 0.0009759

Taiwan dollar 38.749 0.02581 29.904 0.03344

Thailand baht 41.454 0.02412 31.992 0.03126

Per In
EUROPE Per euro In euros U.S. dollar U.S. dollars

Euro zone euro 1 1 0.7717 1.2958

1-mo. forward 0.9998 1.0002 0.7716 1.2961

3-mos. forward 0.9992 1.0008 0.7711 1.2968

6-mos. forward 0.9983 1.0017 0.7704 1.2980

Czech Rep. koruna-b 27.607 0.0362 21.305 0.0469

Denmark krone 7.4459 0.1343 5.7463 0.1740

Hungary forint 313.84 0.003186 242.20 0.004129

Norway krone 8.1427 0.1228 6.2840 0.1591

Poland zloty 4.1801 0.2392 3.2259 0.3100

Russia ruble-d 48.049 0.02081 37.081 0.02697

Sweden krona 9.1850 0.1089 7.0885 0.1411

Switzerland franc 1.2058 0.8293 0.9306 1.0746

1-mo. forward 1.2055 0.8295 0.9304 1.0749

3-mos. forward 1.2046 0.8302 0.9296 1.0757

6-mos. forward 1.2028 0.8314 0.9283 1.0773

Turkey lira 2.7969 0.3575 2.1585 0.4633

U.K. pound 0.7944 1.2588 0.6131 1.6311

1-mo. forward 0.7946 1.2585 0.6132 1.6307

3-mos. forward 0.7950 1.2578 0.6135 1.6299

6-mos. forward 0.7958 1.2565 0.6142 1.6282

MIDDLE EAST/AFRICA

Bahrain dinar 0.4885 2.0471 0.3770 2.6526

Egypt pound-a 9.2638 0.1079 7.1493 0.1399

Israel shekel 4.6686 0.2142 3.6030 0.2776

Jordan dinar 0.9180 1.0893 0.7085 1.4115

Kuwait dinar 0.3704 2.6995 0.2859 3.4980

Lebanon pound 1959.53 0.0005103 1512.25 0.0006613

Saudi Arabia riyal 4.8602 0.2058 3.7509 0.2666

South Africa rand 13.8584 0.0722 10.6951 0.0935

United Arab dirham 4.7593 0.2101 3.6730 0.2723

a-floating rate b-financial c-government rate c-commercial
rate d-Russian Central Bank rate.
Source: ICAPPlc.
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Former NFL
Cheerleaders
Tackle Wages

With the National Football League
having kicked off its season in earnest
Sunday, four of the league’s 32 teams
are entangled in lawsuits filed by for-
mer cheerleaders alleging improper
pay and bad working conditions.

In New York, the Buffalo Bills
disbanded their cheerleading squad
after the team was hit with twin
lawsuits contending the team vio-
lated minimum-wage laws by not
paying its cheerleaders, the Buffalo
Jills. Named in similar wage lawsuits
are the Cincinnati Bengals, the New
York Jets, and the Tampa Bay Bucca-
neers. Each team, in court filings,
denies it violated wage laws.

A fifth team, the Oakland Raiders,
reached a tentative settlement late
Thursday to pay 90 former cheer-
leaders $1.25 million in back pay. The
settlement ranges from $2,500 to
$6,000 for each season of cheering.
The team began paying cheerleaders
the minimum wage last year.

The lawsuits, which come amid a
wider debate over proper wage lev-
els and income inequality that
stretches from Capitol Hill to city-
council chambers, say cheerleaders
for the Bengals earned as little as
$45 a game, while others, like the
Buffalo Jills, didn’t receive any mon-
etary compensation.

Former Bills cheerleaders, in
court papers, say they were required
to work 16 hours or more a week, in-
cluding practices and game-day
cheering. In return, they were given
free access to the game and a $25
parking pass.

“It hurts, because we put a lot of
time and effort into what we do,”
said Caitlin Ferrari, a former Buffalo
Jills cheerleader who is the main
plaintiff in one of the suits.

By filing legal complaints, the
former Jills, Ben-Gals and Raider-
ettes have joined the ranks of retail
cashiers and fast-food cooks who
have staged protests this year de-
manding higher pay for their work.

“When you’re in the moment,
you don’t see how exploited the
women are,” said former Buccaneers
cheerleader Manouchcar Pierre-Val,
who sued the team in May on behalf
of herself and other former cheer-
leaders.

There is no professional organi-
zation for NFL cheerleaders, and
they aren’t members of unions. Pay
varies widely across the league. The
Jets’ “Flight Crew” earned $150 a
game last year, according to court
papers. The Ben-Gals were paid $90
if they cheered on the field during
last season’s games and $45 if they
visited with fans elsewhere in the
stadium. Lawsuits against those

teams focus on the allegation that
the women weren’t paid for re-
hearsal hours.

By contrast, the Dallas Cowboys
Cheerleaders are paid for practices,
as well as appearances and games,
according to a team spokesman. Se-
attle’s Sea Gals are paid “an hourly
wage and any applicable overtime
required by law for all hours
worked,” according to squad rules
posted to the Seahawks’ website.
Sea Gals also receive two tickets for
guests to attend the game.

Still, the legal fights have
emerged as an embarrassment for
the NFL at a time when it is trying
to expand its appeal among women.

“The NFL should be asking how
the cheerleaders can extend and
build the brand of a team in a way
that generates respect,” said Nancy
Lough, a sports-marketing expert at
the University of Nevada-Las Vegas.

The league is keeping its distance
from the legal scuffles. “The deci-
sion to have cheerleading squads
has always been up to the clubs,”
said NFL spokesman Brian McCar-
thy, noting that several teams don’t
have cheerleaders. “The league of-
fice is not involved in the selection,
training and compensation of the
cheerleaders.”

The Bills stand apart from other
teams named in legal actions by ar-
guing that the team isn’t responsible
for paying cheerleaders because the
Jills were managed by an indepen-

dent company. In addition to long
hours, one of the lawsuits against
the Bills says the women were sub-
jected to demeaning treatment, in-
cluding a “jiggle test” to prove their
fitness.

Cheerleaders suing the Bills also
named Stejon Productions Corp., the
company that most recently managed
the Jills, as well as the company’s
chief executive, Stephanie Mateczun.

Ms. Mateczun, herself a former
Jill, partially backed up the cheer-
leaders’ allegations. In court papers,
her attorneys said a license agree-
ment between the Bills and Stejon
was “subterfuge to avoid payment of
wages.”

“For decades the Buffalo Jills
trademark has been licensed to in-
dependent third parties who have
been solely responsible for the se-
lection, management, training,
scheduling and compensation of the
cheerleaders,” team spokesman
Scott Berchtold said. Statements
that suggest otherwise “are inaccu-
rate and misleading.”

The lawsuits on behalf of former
cheerleaders may have already had
an effect: better pay for current
squads. In addition to changes at the
Raiders, attorneys representing for-
mer Buccaneers cheerleaders say the
team changed its pay practices for
this season to comply with mini-
mum-wage laws.

“This was our goal,” one of the
lead plaintiffs in the Raiders case,

Sarah G., said in a statement. “Now
we can just go back to dancing, be-
ing respected and taking down the
Niners.” The cheerleaders’ last
names were withheld from court pa-
pers in the case.

Bengals and Buccaneers spokes-
men said their teams don’t disclose
employee compensation. “The Ben-
Gals cheerleading program…has en-
joyed broad support in the commu-
nity and by members of the squad,”
the team said.

A spokesman for the Jets de-
clined to comment.

In Buffalo, disbanding the Jills
was “heartbreaking” for Lori Marino,
who is now president of the squad’s
alumni association. She cheered the
Bills for 13 seasons and at two Super
Bowls in the early 1990s.

She blames the women that filed
the suits, not the team. “The [Jills]
alumni are very disappointed that
these six girls put a case together,”
Ms. Marino said. “They were well in-
formed going into tryouts that the
cheerleader squad wasn’t a paid job,
it wasn’t a job at all. It was a sport
to be enjoyed.”

Ms. Ferrari, who left the Jills
squad in 2010, said it is unfortunate
the suits led to the squad’s disband-
ment. But you can expect her to be
at Ralph Wilson Stadium—at least is
the stands—when the Bills take the
field this fall.

“I’m still a diehard Bills fan,” she
said.

BY ERIC MORATH

The Oakland Raiderettes, shown last month, reached a tentative settlement with the Raiders over back pay.
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Jeb Bush Sends Signals on 2016 Presidential Race
WASHINGTON—Republican

strategists and fundraisers say Jeb
Bush’s closest advisers have been
quietly spreading the word that they
should avoid committing to other
possible presidential candidates un-
til he decides on his own course af-
ter the November election.

The message from Mr. Bush’s in-
ner circle over the past few months
is in part an effort to bat down
speculation that the former Florida
governor has ruled out a 2016 run,
say GOP donors and strategists who
have talked to the Bush camp. The
message, as one put it, is: “Before
you do anything, let us know.”

Jim Nicholson, a Bush supporter
who served in President George W.
Bush’s cabinet, said: “I think the
chances are better than 50-50 that
he runs, and that is based on some

conversations I’ve had with mem-
bers of the Bush family.”

Mr. Bush’s aides aren’t actively
making calls but responding to sup-
porters who are fielding inquiries
from other potential candidates, ac-
cording to those involved in the
conversations.

Mr. Bush is a top choice of the
establishment wing of the Republi-
can Party. His entry would help de-
fine the policy fights of the primary
process, as his support for overhaul-
ing immigration law and for the
Common Core national educational
standards has drawn strong opposi-
tion from many conservatives.

Mr. Bush has said the impact on
his family of a presidential run would
be a paramount concern. One of his
three children, Jeb Bush Jr., said the
matter hasn’t come up in family
gatherings, though the issue is “the
800-pound gorilla in the room.’’

“A lot of people are waiting to

see what Dad does,’’ the junior Mr.
Bush, who works at his father’s Mi-
ami-area business consulting firm,
said in an interview Thursday.
“There’s a lot of pressure to run.”

Mr. Bush wasn’t available for
comment, a spokeswoman said. A top
adviser, Sally Bradshaw, said: “There

is no organized effort to actively re-
cruit support for a presidential cam-
paign. He is seriously considering the
race and will make a decision some-
time after November.”

Mike Feldman, an aide on Bill
Clinton’s 1992 campaign, said both
Mr. Bush and likely Democratic can-

didate Hillary Clinton would cam-
paign with tremendous advantages—
and baggage—due to their families’
long political history. “Both of them
would have to wrestle with the
trade-offs involved in emphasizing
their considerable experience and
presenting a vision for the future
while having to defend their records
and litigating the past,” he said.

Mr. Bush has built a life outside
politics since leaving public office in
2007, serving on corporate boards,
heading a business consulting firm
and leading two educational think
tanks.

His mother, former first lady
Barbara Bush, has said she hopes he
doesn’t run, given that the nation
already has been led by two Bushes.

The outreach from Mr. Bush’s
aides came amid speculation this
summer that he was leaning against
a run, due in part to news that he
was raising money for private-eq-

uity ventures when other potential
candidates were visiting early-pri-
mary states.

Attention among some in the
GOP returned to Mitt Romney, the
party’s nominee in 2012, who has
said he is “not running’’ but has al-
lowed that “circumstances can
change.’’ Messrs. Bush and Romney
would compete for a similar set of
fundraisers and political hands.

Many donors are both looking
for a signal of intent from Mr. Bush
but also are happy to stay on the
sidelines until after the midterm
elections, when the field will start
to crystallize. For them, Mr. Bush’s
indecision is helpful.

In addition to keeping potential
donors and supporters on deck, Mr.
Bush is taking other steps that typi-
cally precede a presidential cam-
paign: traveling the country, engag-
ing in public-policy debates and
raising money for his party.

BY BRODY MULLINS
AND BETH REINHARD

U.S. NEWS

$150New York
Jets

125Oakland
Raiders

100Tampa Bay
Buccaneers

45 off field/90 on fieldCincinnati
Bengals

Uncheerful Rewards
Amount NFL cheerleaders allege in lawsuits that they were paid
per game day

Source: court documents The Wall Street Journal

Buffalo
Bills 0; received ticket to game and parking pass

Mr. Bush is a top choice
of the establishment wing
of the Republican Party.
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Major players & benchmarks

Credit derivatives
Spreads on credit derivatives are oneway themarket rates
creditworthiness. Regions that are treading in roughwaters
can see spreads swing toward themaximum—and vice versa.
Indexes beloware for five-year swaps.

Markit iTraxx Indexes SPREADRANGE, in pct. pts.
Mid-spread, sincemost recent roll

Index: series/version in pct. pts. Mid-price Coupon Maximum Minimum Average

Europe: 21/1 0.56 102.09% 0.01% 0.81 0.56 0.66

Eur. HighVolatility: 20/1 0.67 101.41 0.01 1.11 0.67 0.81

EuropeCrossover: 21/1 2.26 112.06 0.05 3.11 2.19 2.60

Asia ex-Japan IG: 21/1 0.92 100.37 0.01 1.13 0.92 1.03

Japan: 21/1 0.58 101.98 0.01 0.72 0.58 0.65

Note: Data as of September 4

Spreads
Spreads on
five-year swaps
for corporate
debt; based on
Markit iTraxx
indexes.

In percentage points
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Behind Asia's deals: Bank revenue rankings, Asia
Behind every IPO, bond offering,merger deal or syndicated loan is one ormore investment banks. Here are
investment banks ranked by year-to-date revenues from recent deals.

PERCENTAGEOFTOTALREVENUE
Revenue, Equity Debt Mergers&
inmillions share capitalmarkets capitalmarkets acquisitions Loans

Nomura $493 6.4% 67% 20% 12% 1%

MorganStanley 440 5.7 44 30 25 1

Mizuho 341 4.4 31 38 8 23

GoldmanSachs 327 4.2 55 15 29 2

SumitomoMitsui Financial Group 282 3.6 47 22 12 19

Citi 259 3.3 34 33 28 6

DeutscheBank 241 3.1 39 28 27 6

UBS 238 3.1 53 32 15 ...

DaiwaSecurities 228 2.9 64 29 7 ...

Source: Dealogic

Tracking
credit
markets &
dealmakers

Dow Jones Industrial Average P/E: 16
LAST: 17137.36 s 67.78, or 0.40%
YEAR TO DATE: s 560.70, or 3.4%
OVER 52WEEKS s 2,214.86, or 14.8%

Note: Price-to-earnings ratios are for trailing 12 months
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Stoxx Europe 50: Friday's best and worst...

Previous
close, in STOCK PERFORMANCE

Company Country Industry Volume local currency Previous session YTD 52-week

BPPLC United Kingdom Integrated Oil & Gas 67,696,818 466.80 2.59% -4.4% 4.7%

Daimler Germany Automobiles 4,410,064 65.17 1.61 3.6 19.4

INGGroep Netherlands Life Insurance 25,446,171 11.08 1.19 9.7 32.6

National Grid United Kingdom Multiutilities 4,004,984 916.00 0.55 16.2 24.0

Deutsche Telekom Germany Mobile Telecommunications 8,401,145 11.73 0.43 -4.7 23.0

Credit Suisse GroupAG Switzerland Banks 6,931,799 25.72 -2.28% -5.7 -7.6

Barclays United Kingdom Banks 35,980,111 226.25 -1.95 -16.8 -23.6

Vodafone Group United Kingdom Mobile Telecommunications 58,934,672 206.00 -1.62 -16.0 -5.4

Lloyds Banking Group PLC United Kingdom Banks 106,917,666 74.00 -1.33 -6.2 -1.0

BGGrp United Kingdom Integrated Oil & Gas 4,032,544 1,218 -1.22 -6.1 -4.8

...And the rest of Europe's blue chips
Latest,
in local STOCK PERFORMANCE

Company/Country (Industry) Volume currency Latest YTD 52-week

Telefonica S.A. 11,735,448 12.39 0.36% 4.7% 16.1%
Spain (Fixed Line Telecommunications)
Telefon L.M. Ericsson B 5,612,457 88.60 0.28 12.9 2.4
Sweden (Telecommunications Equipment)
Schneider Electric SE 1,194,363 65.67 0.26 3.6 8.2
France (Electrical Components & Equipment)
Deutsche Bank 7,733,236 27.05 0.17 -22.0 -20.1
Germany (Banks)
Banco Santander S.A. 49,993,991 7.90 0.16 25.1 49.9
Spain (Banks)
Royal Dutch Shell A 4,438,104 2,450 0.04 13.3 18.1
United Kingdom (Integrated Oil & Gas)
Unilever 1,912,993 2,729 0.04 10.0 11.9
United Kingdom (Food Products)
HSBCHldgs 17,623,918 660.40 0.03 -0.3 -6.7
United Kingdom (Banks)
Zurich Insurance Group 344,826 279.90 ... 8.3 18.4
Switzerland (Full Line Insurance)
Bayer 1,542,609 105.60 -0.05 3.6 26.5
Germany (Specialty Chemicals)
SAP 2,440,435 59.96 -0.05 -3.8 11.4
Germany (Software)
AstraZeneca 3,793,497 4,553 -0.08 27.4 44.8
United Kingdom (Pharmaceuticals)
Unilever CVA 3,618,710 32.50 -0.12 11.0 14.2
Netherlands (Food Products)
Banco Bilbao Vizcaya Argn 24,328,162 9.75 -0.16 10.1 31.6
Spain (Banks)
Siemens 1,908,999 98.42 -0.17 -0.9 12.9
Germany (Diversified Industrials)
Financiere Richemont 765,366 88.60 -0.23 -0.2 -3.2
Switzerland (Clothing & Accessories)
Diageo 2,844,322 1,818 -0.36 -9.1 -8.1
United Kingdom (Distillers & Vintners)
British American Tobacco 1,650,971 3,584 -0.36 10.7 9.6
United Kingdom (Tobacco)
RocheHolding Part. Cert. 994,190 269.30 -0.37 8.1 14.8
Switzerland (Pharmaceuticals)
Reckitt Benckiser Grp 995,852 5,345 -0.37 11.5 22.2
United Kingdom (Nondurable Household Products)

Latest,
in local STOCK PERFORMANCE

Company/Country (Industry) Volume currency Latest YTD 52-week

Sanofi SA 2,251,746 85.43 -0.37% 10.8% 17.3%
France (Pharmaceuticals)
Allianz SE 1,243,056 133.15 -0.37 2.1 18.9
Germany (Full Line Insurance)
Tesco 15,311,693 228.50 -0.41 -31.7 -37.8
United Kingdom (Food Retailers &Wholesalers)
BASF 2,877,774 78.56 -0.42 1.4 17.5
Germany (Commodity Chemicals)
Nestle 3,380,790 71.40 -0.42 9.3 16.9
Switzerland (Food Products)
BNPParibas 5,262,896 54.07 -0.42 -4.6 10.8
France (Banks)
BHPBilliton 5,968,283 1,897 -0.45 1.5 -0.8
United Kingdom (GeneralMining)
AXA 8,344,896 19.43 -0.61 -3.9 14.0
France (Full Line Insurance)
Rio Tinto 4,209,850 3,221 -0.63 -5.5 4.0
United Kingdom (GeneralMining)
Standard Chartered 10,518,022 1,231 -0.65 -9.5 -16.4
United Kingdom (Banks)
ENI 11,684,478 19.45 -0.66 11.2 11.7
Italy (Integrated Oil & Gas)
Moet Hennessy Louis Vuitt 678,711 136.65 -0.69 3.1 1.1
France (Clothing & Accessories)
Total 4,011,045 51.41 -0.70 15.5 22.0
France (Integrated Oil & Gas)
ABB 4,819,238 21.38 -0.70 -8.9 3.2
Switzerland (Industrial Machinery)
L'Air Liquide 653,899 98.66 -0.75 -4.0 -1.0
France (Commodity Chemicals)
Anheuser-Busch InBev 1,213,719 87.12 -0.77 12.8 20.6
Belgium (Brewers)
UBS 10,531,015 16.49 -0.78 -2.5 -12.5
Switzerland (Banks)
Novartis AG 3,719,695 86.40 -0.80 21.3 22.1
Switzerland (Pharmaceuticals)
GlaxoSmithKline 7,817,771 1,448 -0.99 -10.2 -12.4
United Kingdom (Pharmaceuticals)
Glencore PLC 21,684,822 367.00 -1.20 17.4 16.1
United Kingdom (GeneralMining)

Sources: SIX Financial Information

DJIA component stocks
Volume, CHANGE

Stock Symbol inmillions Latest Points Percentage

AT&T T 17.1 $35.15 0.21 0.60%
AmExpress AXP 2.6 89.61 –0.04 –0.04
Boeing BA 4.5 124.69 –0.77 –0.61
Caterpillar CAT 3.7 108.54 –0.28 –0.26
Chevron CVX 4.6 127.40 0.60 0.47
CiscoSys CSCO 19.6 25.00 0.09 0.36
CocaCola KO 12.5 41.84 –0.03 –0.07
Disney DIS 4.6 90.94 0.80 0.89
DuPont DD 2.7 66.00 0.08 0.12
ExxonMobil XOM 9.1 99.26 0.90 0.92
GenElec GE 20.9 26.10 0.14 0.54
GoldmanSachs GS 2.5 179.75 –0.33 –0.18
HomeDpt HD 7.7 91.61 1.68 1.87
Intel INTC 20.0 35.00 0.09 0.27
IBM IBM 2.2 191.20 0.52 0.27
JPMorgChas JPM 8.0 59.91 0.20 0.33
JohnsJohns JNJ 5.6 104.42 0.58 0.56
McDonalds MCD 4.0 93.07 0.06 0.06
Merck MRK 10.5 61.18 1.10 1.83
Microsoft MSFT 35.4 45.91 0.65 1.44
NikeB NKE 6.2 82.04 2.12 2.65
Pfizer PFE 17.3 29.65 0.28 0.95
ProctGamb PG 5.8 83.77 0.07 0.08
3M MMM 1.9 144.20 0.59 0.41
TravelersCos TRV 1.7 94.21 –0.05 –0.05
UnitedTech UTX 2.8 108.70 –0.52 –0.48
UtdHlthGp UNH 3.9 87.75 0.69 0.79
Verizon VZ 11.8 49.94 0.22 0.44
VISAClA V 2.0 214.21 –0.05 –0.02

WalMart WMT 7.8 77.51 0.95 1.24

Source: WSJ Market Data Group

Credit-default swaps: European companies
At itsmostbasic, thepricingofcredit-defaultswapsmeasureshowmuchabuyerhastopaytopurchase-and
howmuch a seller demands to sell-protection from default on an issuer's debt. The snapshot below gives a
sensewhichway themarketwasmoving yesterday.

Showing the biggest improvement...
CHANGE, in basis points

Yesterday Yesterday Five-day 28-day

CrAgricole 56 –5 –6 –25

Cr LYONNAIS 57 –3 –5 –24

BAESys 57 –3 –4 –17

IntesaSanpaolo 66 –4 –5 –31

BNPParibas 54 –3 –5 –19

GDFSUEZ 46 –3 –4 –10

Natl Grid Electricity
Transmission 44 –2 –2 –9

Assicurazioni Generali 63 –3 –6 –25

Alliance Leicester 60 –3 –8 –10

DeutscheBk 58 –3 –5 –24

And the most deterioration
CHANGE, in basis points

Yesterday Yesterday Five-day 28-day

BP 60 5 4 –8

LandbkBadenWuertbg 58 2 3 –1

NOVOBCO 307 8 12 ...

Swedbank 58 1 2 ...

Portigon 54 1 –1 1

Smurfit KappaFdg 123 1 ... –8

Rhodia 44 ... ... ...

UBS 41 ... –3 –14

BkOFSCOTLAND 43 ... –2 –5

BASFPersCare Nutrition 33 ... ... ...

Source:Markit Group

BLUE CHIPS & BONDS

WSJ.com>>
Follow the markets throughout the day, with updated
stock quotes, news and commentary at WSJ.com.

Also, receive emails that summarize the day’s trading in
Europe and Asia. To sign up, go to WSJ.com/Email.

Below, a look at the Dow Jones Stoxx
50, the biggest and best known
companies in Europe, including the U.K.
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How Soft Payroll Gains Can Change Fed Thinking
Federal Reserve officials are en-

tering a deepening debate about
the guidance they give the public
about their interest-rate plans, an
issue likely to get attention at their
next policy meeting Sept. 16-17.

Since March, the Fed has said in
its policy statements that it doesn’t
expect to raise short-term interest
rates from near zero for a “consid-
erable time” after its purchases of
mortgage and Treasury bonds is
completed.

With that bond-buying program
on course to end in October, offi-
cials are contemplating how and
when to alter the low-rate assur-
ances. Some are uncomfortable
with the vague commitment im-
plied in the guidance to keep rates
down over some undefined period
and instead want guidance that re-
flects how the economy is perform-
ing.

But changing these words is a
tricky task. Pronouncements about
the outlook for interest rates get
loaded with inference by investors.
Officials don’t want to spook mar-
kets into thinking rate hikes are
imminent, especially after Friday’s
soft jobs report. But increasingly
they also don’t want to appear

bound to keeping rates low even if
the pace of job market gains or in-
flation quickens.

Boston Fed President Eric
Rosengren and Cleveland Fed Presi-
dent Loretta Mester both said last
week that the time is approaching
to shift away from the assurances
the Fed has been giving, signaling
this will be an important topic at
the meeting.

“We should be moving away
from providing date-based forward
guidance, and instead focus on
what incoming data tell us about
reaching full employment and 2%
inflation within a reasonable time
period,” Mr. Rosengren said in a
speech Friday.

Ms. Mester said it was time for
the Fed to “reformulate” the guid-
ance.

Philadelphia Fed President
Charles Plosser dissented at the
Fed’s July meeting because he dis-
agreed with the guidance.

The Fed’s debate about interest-
rate guidance is taking place
against a jumbled economic back-
drop. Friday’s disappointing em-
ployment report—which showed
job growth weakening in August
and unemployment falling more
slowly—left many officials feeling
they don’t need to start signaling

that interest-rate increases are
nearing.

The Fed said in July it saw “sig-
nificant underutilization” of labor
market resources, an assessment
that was likely to stick.

“Substantial labor market slack
remains,” Mr. Rosengren said. “It
seems to me appropriate for mone-
tary policy to continue to be pa-

tient.” In an interview before his
speech, Mr. Rosengren noted that
broad measures of unemployment
are still higher than have been typ-
ical during past recessions.

Fed officials were caught off
guard earlier this year when the
job market appeared to be gather-
ing momentum. The jobless rate,
for instance, was down 1.4 percent-
age points in June from the previ-
ous year. Fed Chairwoman Janet
Yellen started signaling in June

that rapid improvement in the la-
bor market, if it persisted, could
spark early Fed interest-rate in-
creases. Many investors expect the
central bank to start lifting rates
next summer.

Since April, however, the labor
market has lost a little steam. The
jobless rate is down 0.2 percentage
point since then, a pace of 0.6 per-
centage point per year. This has
taken pressure off the Fed to move
quickly. Still, earlier gains have left
Fed officials eager to preserve their
flexibility.

Officials have changed their in-
terest-rate guidance repeatedly in
recent years. Last year, the Fed
linked its interest-rate decisions to
the unemployment rate and infla-
tion, saying it wouldn’t raise rates
as long as joblessness was above
6.5% and inflation remained below
2.5%.

Many think the current guidance
has become less appropriate as the
economy has improved and as the
bond program nears its end. Others
think it sends confusing signals.

Deciding when and how to exe-
cute a shift is a challenge. Given
the weak jobs data, officials don’t
want to send a signal of imminent
rate increases, but a shift in guid-
ance now could be taken that way.

Mr. Rosengren, in an interview,
said the Fed’s October meeting
might be a good time to change it,
to clarify the Fed’s rate thinking
once the bond-purchase program
ends.

But Ms. Yellen doesn’t have a
news conference scheduled after
that meeting to explain the nuances
of any shift. She does have a news
conference in September, and again
in December.

Another item on the Fed’s
agenda for its coming meeting is
its exit strategy from low rates. Fed
officials have spent months plan-
ning how they will raise interest
rates when the time comes. They
have laid out many of the details of
this plan in minutes of previous
policy meetings.

The plan includes a strategy to
use two new interest rates—a rate
the central bank pays banks on re-
serves they hold on deposit at the
Fed and a rate the Fed pays market
participants in bond trades—as le-
vers to move rates higher in the fu-
ture. They still had details that
they were ironing out at the end of
their last meeting, matters that
could be finished, putting the Fed
and Ms. Yellen in a position to an-
nounce a more formal plan later
this month.

BY JON HILSENRATH

Analysts for
the Central
Intelligence
Agency, the
National Security
Agency and more

than a dozen other U.S.
government organizations
depend on their ability to
forecast national and global
events to help ward off various
threats to the country, but old-
style approaches can produce
flawed results.

To improve quality, the
government has taken the
unusual step of running
tournaments that invite people
outside the intelligence
community to develop better
ways to forecast world events,
and several have produced
notable results.

“Traditional forecasting in the
intelligence community relied on
human judgment, and the way in
which humans make those
judgments has tended to be
unstructured deliberation,” said
Jason G. Matheny, a project
manager for Iarpa, the
Intelligence Advanced Research
Projects Activity, which is the
research-and-development arm of
the Office of the Director of
National Intelligence.

Deliberation is useful, but it
isn’t ideal for generating accurate
forecasts: It is susceptible to
groupthink. Social biases, such as
deferring to those with seniority,
intrude on the process. And
dissenting views often aren’t
captured. The effects have led
analysts to predict events that
didn’t occur, or miss events that
did take place. “Pearl Harbor
would be a failure to warn,” Mr.
Matheny said.

Other examples that took the

U.S. by surprise, he said, include
the Suez crisis of the 1950s, the
fall of the Shah of Iran in the
1970s and, more recently, the al
Qaeda attacks of Sept. 11, 2001.

Among the forecasting
tournaments run by Iarpa are
Aggregative Contingent
Estimation (ACE), Forecasting
Science and Technology (Forest)
and Open Source Indicators
(OSI).

Each seeks to improve the
precision and timeliness of
intelligence forecasts by using
techniques such as
crowdsourcing, probability scores
and machine learning—a field of
computer science that “teaches”
computers to recognize patterns
in data. The strategies offset the
weaknesses of any single source
and overcome human tendencies
to over- or underestimate the
possibility of an event.

ACE launched first, in 2011,
with five teams competing, but
the Good Judgment Project, led
by Philip Tetlock of the
University of Pennsylvania, beat
out its rivals and now is the only
team that Iarpa funds.

The project uses thousands of
amateur forecasters to answer
hundreds of specific questions
regarding world affairs. The
competitors’ goal was to beat a
control group by 50% according
to Brier scores, a measure of the
accuracy of probabilistic
predictions, by the third year of
the four-year competition. “This
team beat that metric by 70%,
and they did it in year two,” said
Steven D. Rieber, who manages
the project for Iarpa.

Iarpa attributes the success to
several factors: Forecasters
receive a 90-minute training
module on cognitive biases and
probability. The best are drafted
onto elite teams. And all
forecasts for a particular
question are combined into a
single probability attached to

each possible outcome, with
more weight given to better
forecasters.

Forest, led by George Mason
University’s SciCast team, broke
off from ACE in 2013 to focus
specifically on developments in
science and technology, and uses
similar techniques. Tracking
developments in these fields may
help identify advances in weapons
systems or emerging technologies
in bioterrorism or cyberthreats.

“SciCast lets us measure the

quality of our predictions and
improve them,” said Charles
Twardy, who leads the project.

Among SciCast’s predictions
this year was that between 10
and 12 states would report cases
of West Nile virus by Aug. 1.
Eleven did. And an open question
seeks to predict when China will
complete its first moonwalk.

While ACE and Forest address
specific questions, OSI, which
launched in 2012, identifies
previously undetected activity

that will culminate in an event of
interest—such as a violent
protest—within days or weeks.

Among the events the team
has detected are the student
protests in Venezuela earlier this
year and the 2013 hantavirus
outbreak in Chile and Argentina.

Embers, the winning OSI
project, beat out two competitors
and is led by Naren
Ramakrishnan at Virginia Tech.
To identify brewing events, the
team vacuums up large volumes
of publicly available data,
including online news, blogs,
social media such as Twitter
posts, Wikipedia pages, weather
data, crime rates and images of,
for example, parking lots outside
hospitals—to name a few of the
myriad sources.

The group looks for classes of
events, such as political unrest or
disease outbreaks. However,
instead of attempting to build a
single computer model to
accommodate all types of
forecasts, the team created many
separate models with different
strengths and weaknesses. Each
event class has about eight models,
and the conclusions produced by
each are weighted and combined to
produce a single forecast.

“You can think of it as a little
marketplace of algorithms all
competing with each other, trying
to outdo other predictions,” Mr.
Ramakrishnan said.

To help gauge the success of
OSI, Iarpa catalogs world events
as they happen and compares the
list to events previously forecast
by OSI. On average, the program
has detected 90% of all eventual
events of interest.

None of these techniques will
replace standard intelligence
approaches, but they are likely to
provide analysts with additional
tools that treat forecasting as a
skill, with results that can be
measured and, as a result,
refined and improved.

Forecasters Turn to Wisdom of the Crowd
[ The Numbers ]

BY JO CRAVEN MCGINTY

Source: Charles Twardy, George Mason University The Wall Street Journal

Smarter Intelligence
The U.S. government is inviting people outside the intelligence
community to develop new ways to anticipate global events. One
project, ForeST, forecasts developments in science and technology by
inviting amateur forecasters to predict in real time the probability that
certain events will occur.

QUESTION:When will the Chinese National Space Administration
land a man or woman on the moon?

QUESTION: How many states will report at least one case of a
West Nile virus human neuroinvasive disease by August 1?
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Officials don’t want to
spook markets into
thinking rate hikes are
imminent, especially
after Friday’s report.
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The Closet to Envy Is Only Half Full
Brands Have a Message for Fall Wardrobe Shoppers: Buy Fewer Clothes but Spend Much More

Here is a thought for shoppers
getting ready to work on their fall
wardrobes: Buy less.

Amid the chaos and excess of
New York Fashion Week, which
continues this week as dozens of
designers and brands show their
Spring 2015 collections, some ex-
perts say a “buy less but better”
movement is brewing.

A generation of consumers has
grown up wearing what is often

referred to as “fast
fashion”—trendy,
inexpensive ver-

sions of runway looks that shop-
pers wear for one season, or one
occasion, and often toss.

Now, many of these shoppers
are graduating to a philosophy of
quality not quantity, industry exec-
utives say.

In an appeal to the changing
mind-set, a number of new retail-
ers are encouraging shoppers to
build simpler, smaller and longer-
lasting wardrobes. Retailers includ-
ing Zady, Cuyana and Everlane are
featuring edited assortments and
fewer promotions, while promising
higher-quality fabrics, better con-
struction, and transparency about
sourcing and manufacturing.

The retail industry’s own statis-
tics suggest a shift in consumer-
spending habits is starting to take
root. In the U.S., while Americans
are spending more each year on
clothes than ever before, the quan-
tity has leveled off since the 2005
peak, according to statistics from
the American Apparel & Footwear
Association.

“People are not buying just to
buy anymore,” says Nate Herman,
vice president of international
trade and resident economist at
the association. There is evidence
people are willing to pay more for
clothes that last longer, he adds.

A swing of the fashion pendu-
lum away from disposable fashion
would be a big change for both
stores and shoppers, following a
roughly 20-year period of relent-
less discount-driven spending.
Consumers were trained to wait
for price slashing before buying,
and then they would buy impul-
sively and in quantity—often only
to suffer from a bad case of
buyer’s remorse.

This summer, Grechen Reiter
says she came to the simple real-
ization that she had too many
clothes—an especially frank admis-
sion for a shopping blogger who
has been chronicling her purchases
over the past decade on her web-
site, GrechensCloset.com. Balloon-
ing beyond the walls of the bed-
room closet in her Dallas-area
home, Ms. Reiter’s wardrobe also
took over the closet in her guest
bedroom plus three big plastic
storage bins.

Ms. Reiter recalls scouring sales
racks and thinking, “I need to buy
it because it’s so cheap”—only to
regret the purchase later. “No per-
son needs as much stuff as I had,”
says the 41-year-old.

This summer, determined to cut
back, Ms. Reiter went on a ruthless
purge, selling some pieces online,
giving others away and donating
the rest. She documented her atti-
tude change in a series of blog
posts titled “The Minimal Closet,”
where she offered advice to read-
ers who want to do the same. Now,

her clothing occupies just half of
one closet. Going forward, she
says, “I want to be really thought-
ful about what I buy.”

Designer Misha Nonoo says she
designs with her customers’ clos-
ets in mind. She wants customers
to think about how her new sepa-
rates will pair with things they al-
ready own. A plaid tweed jacket
with a fur collar and matching
trousers shown on the runway for
her Fall 2014 collection could be
purchased separately: The pants
could go with a black blouse, she
says, while the jacket would work
for the office with slacks or on the
weekend with jeans.

“There is a versatility to each
item,” she says.

Online retailer Of a Kind, which
features emerging designers’
pieces in limited quantities,
launched in 2010 with a price cap
on items of about $300. The
brand’s founders, Claire Mazur and
Erica Cerulo, say the ceiling re-
flected their own personal spend-
ing limits at the time. In recent
years, the ceiling has crept up. The

brand introduced a $350 leather
jacket in early 2012 and, last year,
fine jewelry nearing $400.

The Of a Kind founders say they
are sensitive to the surprise shop-
pers might feel when coming to
their brand from stores like H&M
and Zara, which focus on trends
and price. “A lot of our customers
are graduating from fast fashion
and trying to wrap their heads
around how to spend $200 on a
dress,” says Ms. Mazur. Ms. Cerulo
says part of the website’s market-
ing job is to ease shoppers into
new spending categories. “We have
an audience who is growing with
us,” she says.

An important influence over ap-
parel spending is the competition
for wallet share from technology.
“Are you going to buy a new dress
or the iPhone 6?” asks Richard
Jaffe, apparel retailing research
analyst at Stifel Nicolaus. But
among the specialty retailers duk-
ing it out at the mall, fast fashion
remains ahead of the pack, thanks
to speed—their ability to identify a
trend and quickly produce it—as

well as price. “There is still an ap-
petite for bargains out there,” says
Paul Lejuez, senior retail analyst at
Wells Fargo.

For shoppers who make the
move away from fast fashion,
there is often an “ah-ha” moment.
Of a Kind’s Ms. Mazur says her
moment was when she gave her-
self permission to repeat outfits
more often. “I can wear this shirt
twice in one week, and no one is
going to get hurt,” she says. Ms.
Cerulo says she was relieved to
step off the relentless trend tread-
mill that fast fashion creates. “This
spring was all about a drop-waist
dress. Well, a drop-waist dress
looks terrible on me,” she says.
“There is nothing that will ever
happen to me or to my body that
will make this a smart purchase
for me.”

Others find a wake-up call in
headlines about manufacturing is-
sues abroad. Maxine Bédat, co-
founder of the online retailer Zady,
likens the movement to the farm-
to-table trend in food. “People are
looking at labels, they are curious,”

she says. “Fast Fashion is Fast
Food” is the headline on the preor-
der page for a new, private label
holiday sweater on Zady’s website,
which encourages people to join
“the Slow Fashion Revolution.”

Shoppers at Everlane, a cloth-
ing line that launched in 2011 with
the promise of “radical transpar-
ency,” can read on its website
about the factories the brand
works with, as well as about their
number of employees, the goods
they make and even the local time
and weather. Founder Michael
Preysman says first-time visitors
often click on those pages. “They
like that it’s there,” he says.

Karla Gallardo and Shilpa Shah
last year launched Cuyana, a
women’s apparel and accessories
brand with the mantra “Fewer,
Better.” Each season, Cuyana intro-
duces a handful of new pieces that
revolve around a timeless, classic
aesthetic rather than trends. Best-
selling items become part of the
permanent offering.

Unlike the daily email blasts
many apparel brands send, Cuyana
sends its customers a single email
each week. And it doesn’t dis-
count. The brand’s marketing mes-
sage is one of encouragement, says
Ms. Shah. “We don’t want to make
people feel guilty,” she says. “It’s
more about getting rid of all that
excess and creating a wardrobe of
what you love.”

Ms. Nonoo, the designer, rec-
ommends careful shopping, with a
ratio in mind. About three quarters
of a wardrobe should be basic, ver-
satile pieces, and the remaining
quarter “special” items. “It’s the
more grown-up approach to dress-
ing,” she says. “Don’t just go and
buy everything in one shot.”

There is another benefit to this
restrained approach—it is a time
saver, Ms. Nonoo says. “Women
are so busy, in the morning the
last thing you want to be thinking
is, ‘Oh my god, what am I going to
put on today?’ ” she says. “The
more you have, the more distract-
ing it becomes.”

BY ELIZABETH HOLMES

ATTITUDEADJUSTMENT
Following amore than 20-year shopping spree, U.S. consumers are starting to change

how they shop for clothes, inmany cases buying fewer items at higher prices.

ATTHE 2005 PEAK,
shoppers bought 69 garments
per person per year, spending
on average $850.03. Low
prices and quick trend execu-
tion fueled the boom.
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IN 2013, SHOPPERS
BOUGHT a bit less than 64
garments per person,
spending on average
$907.23. The designerMi-
sha Nonoo advises custom-
ers to reserve 75%of their
wardrobe for basics, and
25% for ‘special’ pieces.
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FASHION

Off the Cuff
Winifred Grace Cut-Out Cuff

$107 at Of a Kind

It’s a Cinch
‘Scarlett’ dress

from the
Danish label
Won Hundred,
$295 at Zady

Fewer but Better?
Some of the offerings from
retailers espousing restraint:
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Greece Plans Tax Relief
To Jump-Start Economy

ATHENS—Greek Prime Minister
Antonis Samaras promised tax-relief
measures to help jump-start the
country’s economy and boost the
government’s popularity as it faces
a series of political challenges in the
months ahead.

“The overtaxation has to end,”
Mr. Samaras said Saturday during a
speech at the international trade
fair in the northern Greek city of
Thessaloniki.

He added that the country’s
economy is expected to return to
growth in the third quarter of the
year for the first time in eight years.

Since entering recession in 2008,
Greece’s economy has shrunk by
more than a quarter, exacerbated by
the waves of austerity measures im-
posed by international creditors fol-
lowing the country’s first bailout in
2010. This year, however, the coun-
try is expected to emerge from re-
cession and post growth of 0.6%.

But the recovery has yet to
trickle down to ordinary Greeks who
continue to face a jobless rate of
more than 27% and higher taxes im-
posed during the past few years.

And in the next few months the
government will have to produce
another austerity budget for 2015,
negotiate a debt-relief package with
international creditors and, most
important, nominate a new presi-
dent of the republic.

The candidate will have to be ap-
proved by Parliament by a superma-
jority of at least 180 votes, which
the government doesn’t currently
control. If no president is elected,
the two-party coalition—made up of
the conservative New Democracy

and socialist Pasok parties—will be
forced to call snap elections.

In his remarks, the Greek pre-
mier announced a number of tax
changes, including a 30% reduction
in the levy on home heating oil and
amendments to a new unified prop-
erty tax that has been so far marred
by errors and miscalculations in im-
plementation.

His remarks come days after a
delegation of international inspec-
tors from the European Union, the
European Central Bank and the In-
ternational Monetary Fund—known
as the troika—concluded a first
round of talks with representatives
of the Greek government in Paris,
before they return to Athens by the
end of September for a full assess-
ment of the country’s program.

According to three separate pub-
lic opinion polls last week, Greece’s
opposition radical-left Syriza party
would lead Mr. Samaras’s center-
right New Democracy party by be-
tween two-and-a-half and eight per-
centage points if elections were held
now.

At least one of the polls showed,
however, that the public would pre-
fer the current government continue
in office rather than face new elec-
tions.

Outside the trade fair where Mr.
Samaras spoke, teachers and stu-
dents held a peaceful protest to
demonstrate against Greece’s con-
tinued cutbacks.

The country’s two main umbrella
unions—private-sector GSEE and
public-sector Adedy—as well as left-
wing groups and Greece’s far-right
Golden Dawn party held a protest
march Saturday in the center of
Thessaloniki.

BY NEKTARIA STAMOULI

Support for Scottish Independence Surges
dence, compared with 49% who are
against it, according to the YouGov
survey.

“A two-point gap is too small for
us to call the outcome,” said Peter
Kellner, the president of YouGov.
“But the fact that the contest is too
close to call is itself remarkable, as
Better Together seemed to have vic-
tory in the bag.”

The British pound opened sharply
lower against the dollar in New Zea-
land trading on concerns about the
poll’s results, falling to $1.6188 from
$1.6288 on Friday.

The survey attributes the rising
support for independence to Mr. Sal-
mond’s efforts to calm fears that in-
dependence would be too risky for
Scotland’s economy. The indepen-
dence campaign is seen as more en-
ergetic and optimistic, rallying young
and working-class voters, compared
with Better Together, according to
YouGov.

YouGov is one of several pollsters
tracking Scots’ voting intentions.
Other polls have shown a stronger
lead for the pro-union “no” camp,
but the gap has been narrowing.

Newspapers in London on Sunday
bannered news of the Scottish poll,
which spurred worries among some
residents. “We’re all on the same is-
land, we’re all part of the same coun-
try, so I don’t see why they feel the
need to separate,” said Brian Allsopp,
a 45-year-old from north London.
“We should all try to stick together
and work through this.”

The U.K. government is stepping
up its campaigning. Prime Minister

Continued from first page

David Cameron is expected to speak
in Scotland early next week. Ed Mili-
band, leader of the Labour Party, and
Gordon Brown, former U.K. Prime
Minister, will also be in Scotland
making the case for union this week.
Former Deputy Prime Minister John
Prescott will ride around Scotland in
the “Battle Bus,” a red coach bus
with “Vote No” written across it, ac-
cording to the Scottish Labour Party.

Scotland’s nationalist party pro-
posed the independence referendum
when it came to power in 2011 after
many years as a fringe party. Minis-
ters in Scotland’s semiautonomous

parliament in Edinburgh control
spending and policies in areas in-
cluding health, education and trans-
port and have limited tax-raising
powers. The U.K. parliament at West-
minster determines foreign and de-
fense policy for the U.K. as a whole
and retains control of most taxes and
big chunks of spending, including on
welfare.

Pro-independence Scots see the
U.K. government in London as aloof
and deaf to Scottish voters’ wishes.
For them, independence holds the
promise that taxes raised in Scotland
would be spent in Scotland on bene-

fits such as a better safety net for
the poor.

On the political front, a vote for
independence would be a major blow
for Mr. Cameron. At the same time,
the U.K.’s opposition Labour Party re-
lies heavily on Scottish votes for its
success and, without a support base
there, would struggle to win elec-
tions once Scotland formally secedes.

In the event of secession, among
the biggest uncertainties would be
which currency an independent Scot-
land would use. Scotland’s nationalist
party says Scotland would continue
using sterling, but all three main po-

litical parties in London and treasury
officials oppose this, saying it would
expose British taxpayers to financial
risks from a country over which they
have no control. Some analysts say a
vote for secession would send cur-
rency markets into turmoil.

Scotland’s membership in the Eu-
ropean Union would also come under
question, as it now belongs as part of
the U.K.

Independence could lead inves-
tors to pull money out of Scottish
banks, destabilizing the financial sys-
tem in the short term. It would raise
a host of questions about regulation,
such as whether Scottish banks
would stay under the U.K. regulatory
umbrella. A split could prompt finan-
cial firms to move their businesses
out of Scotland into England, Rob
Wood, chief U.K. economist at Beren-
berg, said in a note to clients Sunday.

Royal Dutch Shell PLC Chief Ex-
ecutive Ben van Beurden has ex-
pressed concern over the implica-
tions of an independent Scotland,
and business leaders have said sepa-
ration would bring uncertainty over
tax and trade regulations.

Mr. Salmond’s nationalist party
says independence would allow the
country to capitalize on oil wealth
and enable the government to im-
prove its system of social welfare
and health care and increase job op-
portunities. More than 80% of Brit-
ain’s oil reserves lie within Scotland’s
maritime borders. But how the re-
serves would be divided would be a
matter for negotiation between the
British and Scottish governments af-
ter a “yes” vote.

Scottish Labour Party leader Johann Lamont joins ‘no’ campaigners at a Glasgow rally against independence last week.
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Under the Mullahs’ Noses

Ever hear the Iranian joke about
the mullah riding the bus? The cleric
says to the driver: “My friend, since
you’re on the road half the year, how
can you be sure your children are
really yours?” The driver is unfazed
by the insult: “Excellence, I keep
them until age 6. After that, if they
look like me, no problem. If not, I
ship them off to the seminary.”

Subversive humor is a leitmotif
of Persian civilization. But over the
past 35 years, the Islamic Republic
has prohibited bawdy punchlines—
along with alcohol, dancing and
Western music, among many other
things—producing a nation of
double lives and doublethinking.
Thus, in recent years, I’ve come
across stories of a pious Iranian
housewife who trades in heroin; an
Islamic Revolutionary Guard who
pays strangers to sleep with his wife
while he watches; and a dissident
writer who for a decade has been
informing on his comrades.

Ramita Navai’s “City of Lies”
mines Tehran’s underbelly for stories
of such men and women, people who
are living one life publicly and
another in private. Taken together,
the book’s eight compulsively
readable chapters, each focused on a
different Iranian, paint a harrowing
portrait of the city today. It’s a place
where, as the author writes, “truth
has become a secret” and where
people routinely lie to one another
and to “a government that believes it

should be able to interfere in even
the most intimate affairs of its
citizens.”

Vali Asr Street—a thoroughfare
stretching across the whole city,
dividing it along the north-south
axis—serves as the book’s main
framing device. Journeying up and
down the avenue with Ms. Navai, a
British-Iranian former Tehran
correspondent for the London Times,
readers are granted a panoramic
view of Tehrani society: from the
faux-Greek mansions that house the
nouveau riche in the city’s north, to a
midtown bustling with students,
merchants and young women with
“enough make-up to make a drag
queen recoil,” to the shacks and
poverty of south Tehran.

Along the way we meet Dariush,
an idealistic 20-something exile from
Virginia who is recruited by the
Mujahedeen-e Khalq, a militant
opposition group that espouses a
mixture of Islamism and Marxism. He
returns to his homeland to
assassinate a police chief, but ends
up comically botching the operation.
There’s Somayeh, a poor south-
Tehran girl married off to her
wealthier first cousin, who
disappears for weeks at a time. To

find out why her husband stays away
from their bed, Somayeh beseeches
the Almighty and the Shiite saints to
unlock his passcode-protected
briefcase. It works—and she
discovers her husband’s secret cache
of hard-core pornography.

There are many such Hollywood-
ready plot elements: chance reunions,
layers of conspiracy, MacGuffin-esque
suitcases. They lend these stories a
pulp quality that matches the
luridness of the underlying material.

The effect reaches its peak with
the story of Leyla, a working-class
beauty who goes from streetwalking
to servicing high-level officials and
even a top cleric who buys her
crotchless panties and urges her to
pray. Leyla’s tale of ambition ends
when she realizes that in Iran she’ll
never be anything more than a
jendeh, a prostitute, no matter how
powerful her clientele. Just as she
resolves to escape to Dubai, the
regime tracks her down as the star of
an amateur porn flick that had
briefly outsold “Desperate
Housewives” on Tehran’s DVD black
market. Leyla is hanged.

Observers of contemporary
Iranian politics will be particularly
interested in a cameo appearance by
Mir Hossein Mousavi, the opposition
leader who since the 2009 Green
uprising has been under house
arrest. Many deem him a hero today.
Yet when he served as prime
minister, Mr. Mousavi oversaw the
summary execution in 1988 of
thousands of Communists and
members of the Mujahedeen-e Khalq.
In a painful scene recounted by Ms.
Navai, the father of one such victim
begs Mr. Mousavi to tell him where
his daughter is buried. Mr. Mousavi

shoots back: “No. I will not tell you.
Because they did wrong. Your
daughter did wrong.”

Ms. Navai’s prose is fluid and
energetic, yet passages in “City of
Lies” resemble writing-workshop
material, with the author trying for
pathos with every single sentence:
“We embrace sorrow like no one else,
wailing on demand, tapping into the
vats of love and loss that simmer in
the cauldron of our hearts.”

A more serious problem lies in
the book’s sourcing. Ms. Navai writes
from an omniscient point of view,
and it’s hard to tell where her
subjects’ recollections end and the
author’s literary flourishes begin.
How does Ms. Navai know that the
correctional officer who at one point
judicially flogs Leyla “had a
particular dislike for loose women,
the scourge and ruin of the Islamic
Republic”? We might presume he did,

but it’s the sort of leap permitted in
fiction, not in journalism. And did
Tehran’s Milad Tower really look to
Leyla and the cleric, postcoitus, “like
a seventies alien spaceship atop a
gigantic spike”—or is this Ms. Navai’s
own impression of that ugly
building?

Many of the stories here are also
too neatly tied up. Take Morteza, a
closeted gay man who joins the basij
paramilitia only to be abused by his
local commander and harassed by his
comrades. Disgusted with the group’s
role in terrorizing average Iranians
during the 2009 uprising, Morteza
eventually takes the only legal option
the regime offers gay men: to
undergo a sex change. There are
surely gay men in the basij, one or
more of whom may have undergone
sex changes. And many of these
militiamen were repulsed by the
group’s brutality in 2009. But to tie
all of these experiences together in
one account?

In a brief “sources” section at the
end of the book, Ms. Navai admits
that most of her profiles are
narrative pastiches, gleaned second-
or even third-hand. The characters
are composites. The real Morteza
was too scared to detail his life story,
so Ms. Navai drew “on the
experiences of three former members
of the Basij and two transgender
male-to-female Tehranis from
conservative basiji families.” Oh, and
Leyla wasn’t actually hanged; another
similarly situated woman was. In the
city of lies, journalistic truth, too,
sometimes gets cast aside like the
illegitimate seminarian.

—Mr. Ahmari is a Journal
editorial-page writer based

in London.

What Really Happened in Angola?

May 27, 1977, is a day Angolans
find hard to forget. But the reasons
for remembering vary greatly
depending on who you ask. For
some, that was the day the ruling
party, the Popular Movement for the
Liberation of Angola, or MPLA,
turned on dissidents and launched a
drawn-out massacre that would
claim thousands of lives. For the
party, which still rules Angola, it was
the day a band of coup masters
attempted to violently wrest control
of the country, forcing the
authorities to react.

The events of May 27—unknown
to most Westerners—are still
discussed in hushed tones in Angola,
if at all. “In the Name of the People,”
Lara Pawson’s engrossing and
disturbing investigation of the
massacre, cross-examines the two
competing narratives about May 27.
To get at the truth, the author
interviews numerous survivors,
witnesses and alleged perpetrators,
and sifts through the scant
documentary record that remains of
the incident. Yet the book ends up
reminding us of just how elusive

historical truth can be.
The killings of May 27 took place

amid rapid and often-violent change.
Angola—a land of massive mineral
reserves that was once plundered for
slaves and is now an important
global oil player—struggled out from
the grip of its Portuguese colonizers
in 1975 after more than a decade of
armed conflict. Then it plunged into
civil war. With a socialist
government at the helm, postcolonial
Angola became a Cold War
battleground, with Cuba particularly
enmeshed in the fledgling state’s
formation.

Ms. Pawson, a former BBC
correspondent who covered Angola’s
civil war from 1998 to 2000, defies
many rules of historical writing. For
starters, the author is a central actor
in the book—from the moment she
breaks into a sweat of combined heat
and fear at a protest in Luanda,
Angola’s capital, which starts the
story. She watches as a small group
of smartly dressed young men begin
a sit-down protest in one of Luanda’s
downtown squares. Within minutes,
armed police arrive and bundle the
protesters into vans. Defiance of the
authorities provokes a crushing
reaction, even in 21st-century
Angola.

In recounting this and other
events, Ms. Pawson eschews an
objective point of view and a
conventional, chronological
narrative. In their place, we get
people. The book is structured
around interviews, and it’s through
the voices of Angola’s mothers, old
soldiers and political animals that we
piece together a picture of the
country’s past and its present. Liars,
killers and heroes are here—if only

we could tell them apart.
But there are plenty of problems

to overcome first. Many relatives of
victims are too frightened to speak
publicly. They believe the
authoritarian MPLA will exact
retribution—even more than three
decades after the fact. Ms. Pawson, a
white Western journalist, must also
negotiate the ice-rink of rewriting
history and, more delicate still,
postcolonial history. The MPLA was
once seen by the political left as a
beacon of hope. Could it have
massacred dissidents?

One Angolan journalist, João
Faria, cooks lunch while discussing
that question, as well as modern
politics and his time in prison,

where, we learn, he was brutally
tortured. He batters flat a piece of
meat, spraying the walls with blood,
and cooks it in wine because, once
again, the water isn’t working.
Talking all the while, Mr. Faria is by
turns angry, hilarious and bleak.
“Long before I went to prison there
were lots of purges in the MPLA!” He
shouts from the kitchen. “They were
killing people all the time!” The
interviewer asks why. “Nobody
knows!” he shouts back and breaks
into loud laughter.

Ms. Pawson’s writing has a
cinematic quality, bringing into focus
the motes of dust, cigarette smoke
and stifling sun that waft through
Mr. Faria’s apartment. But as a work
of history, “In the Name of the
People” demands plenty of mental
energy to follow the twists and turns
of a narrative in which every witness
is unreliable. The country’s political
actors are many, its parties and their
factions acronym-strewn. For experts
in Angola’s history, May 27 is
complex. For a novice, the story can
be downright confusing.

The central actor was Nito Alves,
a former minister of the interior who
had become popular with some party
supporters—threatening, perhaps,
the power of President Agostinho
Neto. Alves was accused of
“factionalism” and expelled from the
party a week before May 27, when
protestors congregated at several
key sites in Luanda, including the
radio station. A carload of dead
MPLA men was found on the
outskirts of Luanda.

Alves and some of his associates
were later executed, but the scale
and reasons behind the deaths
remain a source of bitter contention.

Witnesses speak to Ms. Pawson of
multiple unexplained disappearances,
even of death camps. Thousands of
people who had nothing to do with
Alves were rounded up and shot,
they say.

Without concrete evidence—there
are no death lists, no secret files
unearthed—Ms. Pawson’s book must
still find its way to a conclusion.
Some members and supporters of
the MPLA say no more than 2,000
people died after the coup or protest,
whichever it was, while others claim
90,000 died. Do numbers matter?
After a brutal, 14-year liberation war,
followed by 27 years of civil war,
Angola is desensitized to violence.
That’s without even going into the
trans-Atlantic slave trade.

Returning to this traumatic
history is painful for Ms. Pawson’s
subjects—and eye-opening for the
reader. Angolans’ extraordinary
capacity to giggle in the face of fear
and worry is funny, and worrying.
“In The Name of the People” may be
a history book, or a work of
investigative journalism, but it’s also
a book of short stories.

In one of these, brief and dark as
a bad dream, Ms. Pawson watches
from a beach bar as a young man is
murdered—probably. But the
moment passes, one among so many
deaths. Scale is a key theme as Ms.
Pawson discusses the massacre. “I’ve
asked myself over and over whether
I’d be more shocked if the number of
the dead were towards the top of the
scale,” she writes. We’re left to
ponder the question. As with so
much else in Angola’s bloody history,
there is little certainty here.

—Ms. Werber is a London-based
energy reporter for the Journal.

BY SOHRAB AHMARI

BY CASSIE WERBER

City of Lies
By Ramita Navai
(Weidenfeld &Nicolson, 320 pages, £18.99)

In the Name of the People
By Lara Pawson
(I.B. Tauris, 336 pages, £20)

One of Agostinho Neto’s young recruits.
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In Iran’s capital city,
everyone seems
to be living a double life.
Leyla, a prostitute,
services a top cleric
who urges her to pray.

Liars, killers and heroes
are here—if only we could
tell them apart.
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PeacePactHolds forKiev,KremlinDespite Fighting
Fighting in at least two cities in

eastern Ukraine called into question
a cease-fire that Kiev and pro-Rus-
sia rebels agreed upon Friday, even
as the agreement brought a respite
from weeks of deadly violence to
many towns in the embattled Do-
netsk and Luhansk regions.

Explosions and shooting during
the day Sunday rattled the area near
the destroyed Donetsk airport,
which Ukrainian forces have strug-
gled to hold for months. There were
also reports of fighting overnight
from Saturday to Sunday at a check-
point outside Mariupol, a critical
port city in the Donetsk region still
in Kiev’s hands that had been brac-
ing for a rebel attack.

The local administration in Mari-
upol issued a statement Sunday say-
ing a woman from the city had been
killed and three others injured since
the peace deal was struck.

A spokesman for Ukraine’s Na-
tional Security and Defense Council
confirmed the fighting near Donetsk
and Mariupol and said it did indeed
constitute violations of the cease-
fire agreement, but he added that

the peace deal remained in place.
“We are not talking about the

cancellation of the regime of the
cease-fire,” the spokesman Volod-
ymyr Polyovyi said at a briefing in
Kiev on Sunday. Mr. Polyovyi said he
couldn’t confirm any civilian casual-
ties following the cease-fire declara-
tion.

There was no immediate official
reaction to the reports of fighting
from either president in Kiev or
Moscow. The Kremlin and Kiev is-
sued separate statements Saturday
saying that President Vladimir Putin
and his Ukrainian counterpart, Petro
Poroshenko, had spoken by phone
and agreed that the cease-fire was
largely holding.

The terms of the deal agreed to
Friday largely followed an outline
laid out earlier in the week by Mr.
Putin after talks with Mr. Porosh-
enko. Kiev’s negotiating position
had been substantially weakened in
the past few weeks after what West-
ern officials described as a Russian
incursion crossed the border to sup-
port the rebels, helping reverse
months of gains by Kiev’s forces on
the battlefield and leaving them on
the brink of defeat.

Both Moscow and Kiev benefit
from it by continuing to say the
cease-fire still holds. On the one
hand, this allows Mr. Poroshenko to

say that his country will remain
whole according to the conditions of
the current cease-fire protocol, and
regroup after a demoralizing defeat
on the battlefield.

On the other, the peace deal still
represents a major political win for
Mr. Putin, for whom the truce
means leverage over Kiev’s future,
including its European ambitions,
via the establishment of a Russia-
backed autonomous region within
Ukraine. If the rebel region remains

part of Ukraine, albeit with more
powers of self-governance, rather
than a de facto, unrecognized state-
let reliant on Russia, Kiev rather
than Moscow would be likely to foot
the bill for reconstruction.

Alexander Zakharchenko, leader
of the self-proclaimed Donetsk Peo-
ple’s Republic, also suggested peace
talks with Kiev were proceeding, de-
spite what he described as viola-
tions of the cease-fire by Ukrainian
forces.

“As far as I understand, the

Ukrainian armed forces weren’t fully
notified about the cease-fire,” Mr.
Zakharchenko told the Russian news
outlet LifeNews. “They’re shooting
day and night, around the city. In
this regard, a compromise wasn’t
reached.”

But the rebel leader said talks
with Ukrainian officials in the Belar-
usian capital of Minsk were pro-
ceeding.

“They have started to take us se-
riously as a party in this conflict,
and they’ve started to sit down at
the negotiation table with us,” Mr.
Zakharchenko said. He said the
sides had agreed upon some sort of
special status for the rebel republics
and said the details would depend
“on how we negotiate.” He told a
separate Russian news outlet that
the rebel delegation expected to re-
turn for a new round of talks in
about a week.

Despite the reports of cease-fire
violations on Sunday, people started
to re-emerge onto the streets in
near-empty towns where just days
ago residents were confined to their
basements.

In Zugrez, a city east of Donetsk
where fighting had stopped in re-
cent days, shuttle buses were func-
tioning, and people were walking
around town. A car towing a crate
of watermelons sped through the

main thoroughfare to make a deliv-
ery. Still, the streets remained
mainly empty, with almost all stores
closed.

A woman in her 20s sat knitting
inside the local gas station even
though neither fuel nor products
had been available for days. She
said she was just keeping watch,
and noted that most residents were
hopeful for peace but worried the
cease-fire wouldn’t last.

“Everyone has doubts,” she said,
as she threaded her knitting needles
through the yarn.

Even on the outskirts of neigh-
boring Shakhtarsk, where heavy
fighting had left residents in their
basements for days without electric-
ity, people were out cycling on the
street. Still, just outside the city,
two rebel tanks were making their
way toward Donetsk, where gunfire
and explosions continued into the
afternoon.

In Makiivka, the city next to Do-
netsk, residents of one neighbor-
hood where artillery shells fell on
Sept. 3 walked around and assessed
the damage. Three elderly women
sat on a bench outside their Stalin-
era apartment building, where a
shell blasted out the windows and
took off most of the roof. With no-
where else to go, they have contin-
ued to live inside.

By Olga Razumovskaya
in Moscow

and Paul Sonne
in Donetsk, Ukraine

Draghi Takes a Gamble on QE-Lite
adjustments to its 2015 and 2016
growth estimates, and no change
to its inflation forecast, policy
makers were unnerved by market
indicators suggesting inflation
expectations were falling both in
the short and medium term. They
feared that, once lost, confidence
in the ECB’s ability to hit its
inflation target could be hard to
regain, and that fears over
deflation could become self-
fulfilling.

Even so, Mr. Draghi only
appears to have made his mind up
late in the day. In his speech at
last month’s annual central
bankers’ gathering in Jackson
Hole, Wyoming, the crucial
paragraphs paving the way for
last week’s action were initially
dropped and then reinserted into
the text after it was released,
suggesting a degree of hesitation.
But the speed at which Mr. Draghi
followed up on his dovish words
caught members of the governing
council by surprise. The
Bundesbank only received the
background papers for the
proposed new asset purchase
program on Wednesday, causing
its president, Jens Weidmann, to
interrupt his family holiday.

The Bundesbank believed the
rush was unnecessary, according
to people familiar with its
thinking. In common with some
other members of the ECB’s
governing council, Mr. Weidmann
wanted more time to assess the
impact of policies announced in
June—some of which, including
new ultracheap long-term loans
for banks, have yet to be
implemented. It also argued that
linking the bond-buying program
explicitly to the size of the ECB’s
balance sheet was a major policy
shift that should be based on
deeper analysis and discussion.

After all, the ECB itself used to
point out that there is nothing in
economic theory to suggest that
the size of a central bank’s
balance sheet is correlated to
growth. By agreeing this new
policy target, the ECB was paving
the way for government bond
purchases, given a shortage of
suitable private sector assets.

Mr. Draghi’s decision to
override Bundesbank opposition,
relying on what he called “a
comfortable majority,” was
significant. It signals that Mr.
Draghi has abandoned his quest to
move forward by consensus,
perhaps calculating that a
consensus behind quantitative
easing was unlikely ever to be
possible. It signals that there is
now a clear path to government
bond purchases if the economy
and inflation don’t recover. And it
shows he won't allow German
opposition to stand in his way.

The result is that the eurozone
is now in uncharted territory. If
the conventional wisdom is right,

Mr. Draghi’s capitulation should
mark the moment the eurozone
starts to recover. His latest
implicit promise to do “whatever
it takes” has already caused the
euro to fall below $1.30, a 6.5%
fall since May, and while ECB
policy makers won’t discuss it
publicly, there is no doubt that
they see a further weakening of
the euro as one of the key
transmission mechanisms by
which bond-buying will boost
inflation and growth.

They are also betting the
combination of QE, negative
interest rates and cheap loans to
banks pushes up the prices of real
assets, encouraging home-buying
and construction and so fueling
domestic demand, the so-called
portfolio-rebalancing effect.

But if the skeptics are right,
then quantitative easing may
deliver little economic benefit
while deepening the political rift
in the eurozone. Mr. Draghi
himself continues to warn that
monetary policy alone can do

little to boost demand for loans
unless countries undertake
reforms to remove structural
impediments to investment.
Recent research from Goldman
Sachs shows that much of the
divergence of fortunes between
Spain, where growth is
accelerating, and Italy, which has
slid back into recession, can be
explained by Italy’s failure to
reform its labor and product
markets.

The risk is that with
government bond yields already
driven to record lows, the
pressure on countries like France
and Italy that have ducked serious
reform for five years will now be
reduced further.

If Mr. Draghi’s QE-lite can’t
pull the eurozone out of its slump,
the ECB will soon be buying
government bonds in the teeth of
certain opposition from the
Bundesbank and Berlin, including
legal challenges. To add to the
atmosphere of mistrust, Mr.
Draghi used his Jackson Hole
speech to encourage governments
to take on more debt with his call
for flexibility in the interpretation
of eurozone fiscal rules and for
governments to take account of
aggregate fiscal conditions in the
eurozone when setting national
budgets. That is stoking fears that
the ECB will end up buying large
quantities of the bonds of
governments whose credit quality
is deteriorating.

Mr. Draghi may argue he is
only acting in line with his
mandate, having been put in an
invidious position by political
failures elsewhere. But he has set
the eurozone on a course from
which a very different kind of
currency union to that envisaged
in the European treaties may
emerge.

It was a watershed moment.
All year, the European Central
Bank has faced growing
pressure—from governments,
markets, the mainstream
economics establishment, the
International Monetary Fund—to

embark on a large-
scale government
bond-buying
program. And all
year, the ECB had
resisted, arguing
repeatedly that
quantitative easing

would yield little benefit in the
eurozone’s bank-centric,
structurally challenged economy
and warning of the political and
moral hazard that would arise as
a result of exposing the ECB
balance sheet directly to
sovereign credit risk.

Yet last week, Mario Draghi
threw those concerns aside,
pushing through a decision by the
bank’s governing council to cut
interest rates and to embark on a
program of large-scale bond
purchases.

Although the ECB will buy only
asset-backed securities and
covered bonds for now, the
market understood that a taboo
had been broken. Mr. Draghi’s
statement that the ECB’s aim was
to restore its balance sheet to its
size in early 2012, signaling a
possible €1 trillion ($1.29 trillion)
expansion, showed that the bank
has shifted its focus to money-
printing. The euro tumbled, bond
yields fell and stocks rallied on
the news.

What sparked this change of
heart? Policy makers point to a
string of weak data from across
the eurozone in August, including
stalled growth and falling
inflation. Although the ECB’s own
forecasts showed only minor

EUROPE FILE | By Simon Nixon

Mario Draghi, president of the European Central Bank, last Thursday.
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The peace deal still
represents a political win
for Mr. Putin.
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How to Read a Book—and MaybeWrite One

‘Beyond the First Draft” is a
collection of essays about writing.
Because they are about writing,
they’re also about reading. For John
Casey, as I would judge for most
good writers, it’s difficult to separate
the two activities. One feeds into the
other, and the process is repeated in
reverse. No doubt there are
exceptions, because there is scarcely
a rule to which there aren’t, but it is
rare to find a writer who wasn’t first,
and for a long part of his life, a
devoted and compulsive reader,
though not necessarily a
discriminating one.

Eventually some writers may get
beyond reading, but if they do so, it
usually means that they are beyond
writing too. The narrator of Somerset
Maugham’s novel “Cakes and Ale”
visits the home of celebrated novelist
Edward Driffield, whom he had
known in the author’s less reputable
youth. There is a library with books
neatly and tastefully arranged by the
novelist’s second wife, but, on seeing
a pile of magazines, the narrator
remarks wryly that if Driffield now
read anything it was probably only
“the Gardeners’ Chronicle.”

No matter: We are all readers
before we are writers, and if you pay
close attention to what Mr. Casey,
who won the National Book Award in
1989 for his novel “Spartina,” has to
say you will be a better reader—and
possibly even a better writer. You
will certainly both read and write
more enjoyably, and this is what
matters.

I would put the golden age of the
novel in the period from 1800 to
1950, and none of the classic
novelists studied for a degree in
creative writing. Scott, Dickens,
Tolstoy, Dostoevsky, Stendhal,
Flaubert, Proust, James, Conrad and
Hemingway all got along without it.
Today more than 300 U.S.
universities offer masters of fine arts
in creative writing; Mr. Casey himself

teaches in the MFA program at the
University of Virginia. But he
modestly suggests that his essays
offer only suggestions about what to
do “when your writing has got you
lost in the woods.” He has two
answers to the question: “Can you
teach someone to write?” The first is:
“No . . . but if someone is talented to
begin with, I can save her a lot of
time.” The second: “I can sometimes
teach someone to rewrite.” This is
sensible—even if one adds that there
have been good writers whose first
drafts scarcely suffered any revision.

Mr. Casey begins by listing nine
pieces of advice given to aspiring
writers by established or famous
ones. The advice is all good and has
often been disregarded by many good
writers. Everybody, he remarks, tells
you to write about what you know.
Fair enough—but what about what
you imagine? Many novelists have
committed murder on the page,
successfully, and put themselves in
the mind of the murderer
convincingly without having first
indulged in a practical experiment to
learn what it feels like to stab or
shoot someone. Others have written
stirring battle scenes without having
gone to war themselves. Knowledge
admittedly comes in different ways,
from observation, for example. So an
unmarried novelist like Henry James
or Marcel Proust may nevertheless
write penetrating studies of
marriage.

Students of creative writing are
often told: “Show, don’t tell.” Fair
enough. Showing is important, but
the word “narrative” derives from the
verb “to narrate,” which means,
simply, to tell. A story is first of all
something told. It begins, perhaps, “a
man came over a hill as the sun began
to sink in the west.” In our youth it is
simple storytelling that grips us. It
may continue to do so. Think of
Dumas or Stevenson, Buchan or even,
surprisingly perhaps, Faulkner. When
I read Faulkner, I hear a story being
told by a man sitting in a rocking
chair on the porch with a jug of corn
liquor within reach. The story goes to
and fro, backward and forward, but
the telling is always there,
compellingly there.

One of Mr. Casey’s essays has
the title “Justice.” What has that
got to do with storytelling? “It’s as
crucial as stresses and strains are
to constructing a building,” he
writes. “Writing is construction, is
engineering . . . buildings and
compositions stay upright by
pushes and equaling pulls.” So do
stories. The reader may feel
cheated if one character or one
point of view is denied a fair deal.
Mr. Casey wishes that, for instance,
“Shakespeare had written Shylock
as more of an antagonist and less a
villain.” The argument is good,
though the example may not be. Is
Shylock really a villain? Isn’t he
more of a victim, a man who gets a
raw deal? Aren’t we, nowadays,
more likely to sympathize with him
than to condemn him?

What about writing sex scenes?
Difficult certainly, and all the more
difficult now because legal
restrictions, indeed censorship, have
been relaxed. In England the
Literary Review gives out an annual
Bad Sex in Fiction Award—
unintended, of course—and
competition is fierce. Mr. Casey
quotes the novelist Russell Banks
saying: “We know about the
physiology. What a writer needs to
tell us in a sex scene are the things
we don’t know.” Good advice, surely.
Mr. Casey also quotes John Updike
(who was given a Lifetime
Achievement Award at the 2008 Bad
Sex prizes), who declared that
“writing my sex scenes physically
excites me, as it should.” But does it
excite the reader? Or does it, should
it, make the reader uncomfortable
by putting him in the position of a
voyeur? Mr. Casey suggests,
sensibly, that depicting “a very
slight action—the girl taking the boy
by the sleeve” may be more effective

than following them into the
bedroom.

One essay is titled “What’s
Funny?” Happily, as Mr. Casey knows,
there is no good answer to that
question, which has occupied the
attention of savants since Aristotle.
Incongruity is one comic device—for
instance, Raymond Chandler’s line
about the blonde who would have
made a bishop kick a hole in a
stained-glass window. Yet there may
be comedy when someone behaves in
character, only at the wrong moment.
One should make a distinction
between comedy of situation or
character and comedy that is purely
verbal. P.G. Wodehouse, drawing on
his experience of writing musical
comedy, said that you should never
put something in merely because you
think it funny. It should serve some
other purpose—advancing the plot,
giving it a twist or revealing some
new or unexpected aspect of a
character. That way, if the reader
doesn’t get the joke, he still gets
something.

This is good advice, endorsed
subsequently by another quite funny
novelist, Kingsley Amis. Yet both
Wodehouse and Amis wrote lines
irrelevant to plot or character that
simply make one smile or laugh
aloud—for example, Wodehouse’s
man who “looked as if he had been
poured into his clothes and forgotten
to say ‘When.’” Or his assertion that
“All the unhappy marriages come
from the husbands having brains.”
And what of Groucho Marx’s
wisecracks, or those that S.J.
Perelman and George S. Kaufman
gave him? Many served no purpose
other than raising a laugh.

In the essay “So Alert a
Language,” Mr. Casey proceeds to
“an examination of passages of
formal high diction, and of
vernacular, and of some passages
which mix the two to good effect.”
Such mixing is of course a staple of
comedy. But, as Mr. Casey observes,
the modulation of different registers
“into fuller musical chords” may, if
managed properly (as in a story by
Elizabeth Bowen that he quotes at
length), give you “the right to send
a last urgent transmission to the

reader.” This is fair comment, to
which I would add only that this
change of register is most effective
when introduced naturally, even
unconsciously, by the writer.

But this is true of most good
writing, which is rarely the result of
taking thought. Kipling and
Stevenson both spoke of the
“daemon” that sat on their shoulder
or guided their pen when things
were going unforeseeably well, and
Hemingway advised us not to think
about work in progress between
leaving the work desk and returning
to it. That way, he said, the work
goes on maturing in your
subconscious. Good advice; many a
story has been spoiled by brooding
on it. The time for brooding comes
when you are revising and you find
something missing or something
that has gone wrong and doesn’t
ring true.

Not everything in this entrancing
collection of essays is directed
specifically at the aspiring writer,
though pretty well everything will
make us better readers. There’s an
appreciation of the Irish essayist
Hubert Butler, whom Mr. Casey
rightly calls “one of the great and
underappreciated writers of the
twentieth century . . . elegant and
brilliant about how much more than
politics is local”; a charming piece
on childhood reading, which
recognizes that what we read and
love to read when we are young is
what stays with us forever, or at
least long after last month’s new,
widely acclaimed “masterpiece” has
slid, forgotten, from the memory.

The final essay, “Mentors in
General, Peter Taylor in Particular,”
is, and has, a fitting conclusion: “A
mentor points out things he has
seen that are wonderful in
themselves. A mentor points these
things out to someone he hopes
will go on seeing them.” This is just
what John Casey does in these
essays, encouraging us to look
more closely and intelligently at
what we read and even at what we
may be trying to write.
—Mr. Massie’s most recent book is

the novel “Cold Winter in
Bordeaux.”

BY ALLAN MASSIE

Beyond the First Draft
By John Casey
Norton, 236 pages, $25.95
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Henry James andMarcel
Proust wrote penetratingly
aboutmarriage. Somuch
for ‘write what you know.’
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U.S. Strikes on Iraq Enter a New Phase
TBILISI, Georgia—The U.S. mili-

tary opened a new phase in an ex-
panding campaign against Islamic
State militants, launching airstrikes
on Sunni extremists threatening a
major Iraqi dam, defense officials
said Sunday.

American aircraft hit Islamic
State fighters near Haditha Dam, a
strategic site in the country’s Sunni
heartland northwest of Baghdad, ac-
cording to Rear Adm. John Kirby,
the Pentagon press secretary.

Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel
said the strikes against fighters
from Islamic State, also known as
ISIL and ISIS, came at the request of
the Iraqi government and were in
line with the limited objectives of
the current U.S. military mission in
Iraq to protect infrastructure in the
country.

“If that dam were to fall into
ISIL’s hands, or if the dam were to
be destroyed, the damage that that
would cause would be very signifi-
cant,” Mr. Hagel said during a joint
news conference in Tbilisi with
Georgia Defense Minister Irakli Ala-
sania.

The U.S. military strikes came as
President Barack Obama and his na-
tional security team were working
to create a global alliance to destroy
Islamic State forces, who control
vast tracts of territory in Iraq and
Syria. On Friday, France, Turkey, the
U.K. and six other nations agreed to
join the U.S. in a global war against
the group, which is likely to stretch
on for years.

On Sunday, Georgia’s defense
minister said his country would also
help in the effort, possibly by train-
ing Iraqi forces.

The strikes brought the month-
old U.S. air war to the Sunni strong-
holds near Baghdad for the first
time. Sunni leaders in Anbar prov-
ince have been asking the U.S. for
help in fighting the insurgents. Until
now, the U.S. strikes have largely fo-
cused on hitting the fighters in
northern Iraq.

The U.S. military said the four
strikes destroyed five Humvees, an
armored vehicle and an Islamic
State checkpoint near the dam.

Since early August, the U.S. has
conducted more than 135 strikes on
the militants in Iraq. Some helped
Kurdish and Iraqi military forces re-
take the country’s largest dam,
while others prevented the militants
from advancing on the Kurdish capi-
tal of Erbil and thwarted attempts
by the group to target minority
groups.

For now, American airstrikes re-
main confined by a narrow set of
guidelines established by Mr.
Obama. But the U.S. military contin-
ues to expand its targets in Iraq as
it develops plans for a broader cam-
paign against Islamic State forces in
Iraq and neighboring Syria.

In response to the U.S. airstrikes,
the Islamic State has released two
videos documenting the beheading
of two American journalists held by
the group in Syria. In the most re-
cent video, released on Tuesday, the
group threatened to kill a British
hostage if the U.S. continued its air-

strikes.
The U.K. is expected to be a key

member of the new alliance. The
British military is already helping to
supply Kurdish forces with weapons
and ammunition. And British Prime
Minister David Cameron has said he
is considering authorizing airstrikes
targeting Islamic State forces in
Iraq.

As part of the U.S. coalition-
building campaign, Mr. Hagel also
plans to meet with Turkish leaders

on Monday. Secretary of State John
Kerry and Lisa Monaco, the top
White House counterterrorism offi-
cial, are joining the effort this week
as well.

Mr. Obama is trying to develop a
broad-based international strategy
to neutralize the Islamic State
threat by arming Kurdish and Arab
forces, expanding airstrikes, choking
off global financing for the extrem-
ists, and developing a campaign
against thousands of foreign fight-

ers in the organization’s ranks.
For now, the effort is focused

largely on the threat in Iraq. But Mr.
Obama has said that the threat can-
not be addressed without hitting the
group’s strongholds inside Syria. He
has asked the Pentagon to develop
options for targeting Islamic State
forces in Syria, but the U.S. military
has yet to present new proposals,
according to a White House official.

Mr. Obama authorized U.S. air-
strikes against Islamic State forces
in early August after the group ex-
panded its control in northern Iraq.
At the time, the president said the
strikes were meant to protect Amer-
icans working in Iraq and prevent
Islamic State forces from eradicat-
ing the Yazidi religious minority be-
ing targeted by the militants.

Since then, the U.S. has broad-
ened its targets. Last month, U.S.
airstrikes helped the Iraqi military
and Kurdish forces retake the Mosul
Dam. Last week, they helped break
a two-month siege that trapped
thousands of Shiite Turkmen in the
town of Amirli.

The U.S. has tried to limit its
military presence in Iraq. Mr. Obama
has said that he doesn’t plan to
send U.S. forces back into combat in
the country. But nearly 1,000 U.S.
military personnel are there to pro-
vide security for Americans working
in Iraq and help the nation’s mili-
tary forces fight Islamic State
forces.

Last week, Canada became the
first nation to dispatch several
dozen military advisers to help the
U.S. in the new effort.

BY DION NISSENBAUM

A Kurdish Peshmerga fighter guards a position in northern Iraq on Sunday.
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AttackSuspectWasCaptor
InSyria,Ex-HostageSays

PARIS—A former hostage of Is-
lamic State said Saturday that
Mehdi Nemmouche—a French na-
tional arrested on suspicion of car-
rying out a deadly shooting at a
Jewish museum in Belgium—was
among his captors in Syria.

French journalist Nicolas Henin,
who was held by Islamic State along
with U.S. reporters James Foley and
Steven Sotloff before they were be-
headed, said Mr. Nemmouche re-
peatedly beat him and other West-
erners inside an Aleppo hospital the
militant group had converted into a
prison.

“I encountered him several times
during my six months of captivity in
Syria,” Mr. Henin told reporters on
Saturday, adding that he knew Mr.
Nemmouche by the nom de guerre
“Abu Omar.”

Apolin Pepiezep, Mr. Nem-
mouche’s lawyer, declined to com-
ment on the allegations that his cli-
ent had been present at the ISIS
prison but questioned whether Mr.
Henin was in any position to recog-
nize Mr. Nemmouche as one of his
captors. He said the journalist had
no contact with his client since his
arrest in the spring. Mr. Pepiezep
acknowledged in June that Mr.
Nemmouche had told police he had
traveled to Syria.

Mr. Henin’s allegations, if true,
would make Mr. Nemmouche one of
the first militants with purported
ties to Islamic State to have alleg-
edly carried out an attack on West-
ern soil.

The U.S. and its allies are deeply
concerned that Western nationals
who have joined militant groups in

Syria and Iraq might return home to
mount terrorist attacks. On Friday,
world leaders gathering at a North
Atlantic Treaty Organization sum-
mit agreed to exchange intelligence
more freely to track fighters coming
and going from Syria.

Mr. Nemmouche is in police cus-
tody in Belgium, where authorities
are investigating whether he gunned
down four people at the Jewish Mu-
seum of Belgium in May. French po-
lice detained Mr. Nemmouche dur-
ing a routine customs check in
Marseille. Police said they found in
his luggage a handgun and a Kalash-
nikov similar to the one used in the
Brussels attack. Mr. Nemmouche has
declined to comment on his alleged
participation in the attack in Brus-
sels, according to his lawyer.

Mr. Henin, who was released
from captivity in April, told report-
ers he recognized Mr. Nemmouche
“with certitude” once police showed
him images of the suspect after his
arrest.

The journalist said he initially
kept the information to himself out
of concern for the safety of other
hostages still held by Islamic State.
On Saturday, however, French daily
Le Monde published an article on its
website purporting that Mr. Nem-
mouche was a low-level Islamic
State militant who acted as a
“jailer” to Mr. Henin and other pris-
oners.

France’s intelligence service, Le
Monde reported, had referred the
information to the country’s antiter-
rorism prosecutors. A spokesman
for French prosecutors declined to
comment.

—Inti Landauro
contributed to this article.

BY STACY MEICHTRY
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HEARD ON
THE PITCH

SPORTS

Hamilton Grabs Chance at Monza
Error by Rosberg Lets Mercedes Rival Through to Close Gap in Tit-for-Tat Title Challenge

MONZA, Italy—The defining mo-
ments of Formula One’s fiercest ri-
valry this season include an inexpli-
cable crash in Belgium, gung-ho
passing in Bahrain, internal politics
at Mercedes, and plenty of paranoia.

After Sunday’s Italian Grand Prix,
Lewis Hamilton and Nico Rosberg
can add one more to the list: braking
a hair too late.

Rosberg’s race-changing error
here set up Hamilton’s sixth victory
of the season. The battling team-
mates had started on the front row,
but Rosberg missed his braking
point on the first corner of lap 29
and relinquished the lead under
heavy pressure. Hamilton sped past
and led a Mercedes 1-2 finish,
shrinking Rosberg’s advantage to 22
points in the process. With just six
races remaining, this one-team title
fight could now go down to the wire
in November.

What’s certain is that Rosberg
and Hamilton will use every Grand
Prix to further stretch the meaning
of the word teammate.

“They wanted to guarantee suc-
cess and they wanted to have the
best drivers,” Eddie Jordan, who
spent more than a decade as an F1
team principal and owner, said of
Mercedes. “That’s what they got. But
there’s a lot of pain that comes with
it.”

The rivalry has raised a larger
question in F1. Does it make sense
for a team to carry two genuine title
contenders? “It’s very brave what
they’re doing,” Marussia team prin-
cipal John Booth said of Mercedes.
“Look at [Michael] Schumacher’s
world championships. His team-
mates were always subservient to
him...and that’s a recipe that wins
world championships, doesn’t it?”

Traditionally, top teams have had
a clear No. 1 to chase the drivers’

championship and a No. 2, who
tends to be an up-and-comer or a
seasoned veteran, to help the team
rack up points and vie for the con-
structors’ title. So on the surface,
the answer seems obvious. The best
way to give yourself a shot at win-
ning is to sign the best possible driv-
ers, regardless of how they interact.
But egos, politics and killer instincts
complicate things.

Mercedes decided to ignore that,
the team’s executive director Toto
Wolff said over the weekend. He ex-
plained that the commercial implica-
tions to also winning the construc-
tor’s title made the Rosberg-
Hamilton pairing attractive, despite
requiring “more management.”

Mercedes would let them race
each other so long as they agreed to
the Rules of Engagement, a physical
document that was circulated to the
team just before the first Grand Prix
of the season.

“You have seen in the past that
many teams have failed with two No.
1 drivers,” Wolff added. “It has ei-
ther ended up in an incident or it
has ended up with the team deciding
to part ways with one of the driv-
ers.”

Wolff should know. Despite Ham-
ilton and Rosberg knowing each
other since they were preteens rac-
ing go-karts, they have given their
boss plenty of uncomfortable inci-
dents to choose from this season.

There was Hamilton dangerously
cutting off Rosberg in Bahrain. There
was Rosberg’s crash during qualify-
ing in Monaco, which denied Hamil-
ton the chance to set a quicker time.
(Rosberg was cleared of any wrong-
doing and won the race from the
pole position.) There was Hamilton’s
joke about his teammate for calling
himself German, despite growing up
in Monte Carlo. There were veiled
accusations of dirty tricks.

And then, of course, there was

the Belgian Grand Prix at Spa-Fran-
corchamps last month.

Rosberg crashed into Hamilton,
allowing the German to pad his ad-
vantage in the standings. “We have
tried to manage the team and the
situation in a very transparent,
open-minded way. And that has
functioned, until Spa,” Wolff said.

Rosberg was disciplined by the
team and apologized five days after
the incident.

“Spa is behind me,” Rosberg said
Sunday, after the fans here booed
him on the podium. “I put it behind
me before the weekend...In today’s
race, it just came to the mistake be-
cause Lewis was fast from behind.”

Having teammates at each other’s
throats is nothing new in the testos-
terone-fueled world of Formula One.
Though every team has two drivers
whose cars use the same compo-
nents, the halves of the garage are
clearly separate. Each driver has his
own race engineer and his own set
of mechanics.

Cycling, another sport that blurs
the line between teams and individu-
als, offers an interesting comparison.
There, the entire squad works for
the benefit of its leader—sort of a
Schumacher and Co. arrangement.
But as the simmering tension at
Team Sky has shown, it isn’t always
so simple.

With two Tour de France winners
in the team, Chris Froome and Brad-
ley Wiggins, every situation must be
handled with kid gloves. The two
men haven’t been in the same Grand

Tour squad for more than a year.
In motor racing, the rifts can be

even more dramatic. Booth, of Mar-
ussia, remembered a split in his For-
mula Renault team almost 25 years
ago, his first season in charge of a
racing outfit. As he tells it, the driv-
ers fell out over a final-corner crash
when they were first and second.

“From then on it was two sepa-
rate teams. Two trucks, two aw-
nings. We couldn’t have them in the
same environment,” he said.

“Of course,” he joked, “That
would never happen in Formula
One.”

Mercedes denied that it was hap-
pening in its own garage. But even if
it were, there is no doubt the rivalry
has been positive for the sport.

Critics of the new, smaller engine
formula made plenty of noise early
in the season. But they have been
largely drowned out by the drama on
the track. Plus, the Mercedes car has
been so dominant that without two
bona fide No. 1s, the race might al-
ready be over.

Just look at last season. Red Bull
developed the all-conquering RB9
model, with Sebastian Vettel, then a
three-time world champion, ruling
the roost. Mark Webber, a seasoned
veteran, was his No. 2. The result
was an utterly stultifying second
half to the season. Unchallenged by
the only other driver in an RB9, Vet-
tel won the last nine races.

A similar streak at Mercedes now
seems unlikely. But a Mercedes
champion? That is all but settled.
With a 50-point gap between Hamil-
ton and third-place Daniel Ricciardo
of Red Bull, it would take a monu-
mental collapse to deny the German
outfit a title.

“At the moment we have a cush-
ion and we have a competitive ad-
vantage,”Wolff said. “This is why we
can be more loose, more easy with
letting them battle.”

BY JOSHUA ROBINSON

Lewis Hamilton, left, celebrates his Italian Grand Prix victory Sunday over his Mercedes teammate and rival Nico Rosberg, right, who came in second at Monza.
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Having teammates at each
other’s throats is nothing
new in Formula One.

Lipsky Wins Swiss Tourney
With Quick Work in Playoff

U.S. golfer David Lipsky won the
European Masters in a playoff on
Sunday, getting a par 4 on the first
extra hole to beat Graeme Storm of
England at Crans-Montana, Switzer-
land.

The 26-year-old Lipsky reached
the 18th green via a fairway bunker
and thick green-side rough before
sinking a 2-foot putt. He earned a ca-
reer-best €383,330 ($496,450) pay-
day for his second victory. Storm, the
overnight leader, sliced his tee shot
wide right and made a bogey 5.

Lipsky, who plays on the Asian
Tour, shot 65 in the final round to tie
with Storm, who carded 68. Both
had 18-under totals of 262 on the
6,848-yard (6,262-meter) Severiano
Ballesteros course in the Swiss Alps.

Another American, Brooks
Koepka, and Tyrrell Hatton of Eng-
land tied for third.

—Associated Press

Farah’s Sprint Finish Brings
Victory in Great North Run

Mo Farah pulled clear of Kenya’s
Mike Kigen in the final 200 meters
on Sunday to become the first U.K.
man to win the Great North Run in
29 years. The victory for the double
Olympic and world gold medalist at
5,000 and 10,000 meters made up
for the disappointment of last year’s
race, when he was edged into second
place by Ethiopia’s Kenenisa Bekele.

After pulling away early with
Farah in the popular half-marathon
on Tyneside, North-East England, Ki-
gen tried to drop the home favorite.
Farah dug in and had the quicker fin-
ish, crossing the line in exactly one
hour—a U.K. record for the distance.

Mary Keitany of Kenya won the
women’s race, equaling Paula Radc-
liffe’s course record of 1 hour, 5 min-
utes, 39 seconds. —AP

Nishikori’s Semifinal Win
Celebrated in Home Nation

Japanese fans celebrated Kei Ni-
shikori’s stunning win over top-
ranked Novak Djokovic at the U.S.
Open, staying up to the early hours
of Sunday to catch a moment of
tennis history. Nishikori beat Djokovic
6-4, 1-6, 7-6 (4), 6-3 in stifling heat
to become the first man from Asia
to reach a Grand Slam singles final.

“This is easily the biggest news in
the history of Japanese tennis,” for-
mer Japan Davis Cup player Jun
Kamiwazumi said. “This will have a
huge impact on the sport here and I
expect many young children will be
inspired to emulate him.”

In the other semifinal, Marin Cilic
of Croatia shocked second-seed
Roger Federer in straight sets to also
reach his first Grand Slam final. —AP

HEARD ON
THE PITCH

Agence France-Presse/Getty Images

Japanese tennis star Kei Nishikori
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A quarterly
reading from the
Commerce
Department has
quietly emerged as
one of the most

consequential government
reports, with the power to roil
estimates for U.S. economic
growth and the impact of the
Affordable Care Act.

The Quarterly Services Survey,
or QSS, measures revenue at
service-providing companies
including hospitals, day-care
centers and law offices. It usually
attracts little notice even as
reports on freight-rail traffic and
wholesale inventories get parsed
for clues to the health of the U.S.
economy.

But Federal Reserve policy
makers and private economists
are taking a much closer look at
the gauge. This summer, the QSS
found health-care revenue
declined in the first quarter,
defying predictions that the
health law’s rollout would spark a
surge in spending by newly
insured Americans.

Consumer spending accounts
for more than two-thirds of U.S.
economic output, but measuring
spending on services is tricky.
The government often relies on
indirect clues, like payroll growth
in certain industries. The QSS
offers the best—that is, only—
source of timely hard data. It is
the basis for roughly one-fifth of
the Commerce Department’s
quarterly calculation of gross
domestic product.

June’s report led to a steep
downgrade for first-quarter GDP.
The Commerce Department’s
Bureau of Economic Analysis has
since projected conservative
growth for health-care spending
during the second quarter.

The landscape could shift
again this week when the second-
quarter QSS report, including
revisions to first-quarter figures,
is released Thursday.

“We’re all eagerly waiting to
see what that’s going to say,” said
Charles Roehrig, director of the
Altarum Institute’s Center for
Sustainable Health Spending.

The government’s reliance on
the survey speaks to a broader
problem. Many economic
indicators were designed for
industrial societies, with official
surveys tracking factory goods as
they are ordered, manufactured,
shipped and stockpiled. Fewer
indicators focus on the task of
measuring spending, productivity
and other aspects of the services
sector, which, by one measure,
accounts for four-fifths of the U.S.
economy.

“We’ve got a conceptual
system structured around
production, and particularly the
large-company industrial
production system of the 1950s
and 1960s,” said Diane Coyle,
author of a recent book about the
history of GDP. “And that’s not
the economy we have now.”

More-reliable data often are
available later, and GDP estimates
undergo years of revision. But

business executives, investors and
policy makers crave up-to-date
information about the economy. If
the information is more accurate,
at least in theory, they will make
better decisions about investing
in new workers and equipment,
tweaking interest rates and
revising tax laws.

Government economists are
trying to adapt. The Labor
Department this year overhauled
its producer-price index report,
once a gauge of wholesale prices,
to measure more of the economy
including services. The Commerce
Department last year revised GDP
to incorporate artistic
achievements, such as movies and
long-running TV shows.

A decade ago, Commerce’s
Census Bureau introduced its first
new indicator in decades with an
eye toward improving coverage of
the services sector: the QSS, a
four-times-a-year survey of
19,000 companies benchmarked to
a larger annual survey and the
twice-a-decade economic census.

The Bureau of Economic
Analysis, in its monthly
consumer-spending reports,
offers best-guess estimates for
services spending based on past
trends, payroll data and other
clues. “We’re using a rough proxy
of what’s going on in the
economy,” said Jason Chute, who
oversees the agency’s analysis of
services-spending data.

Those numbers feed into GDP,
at least for the initial estimate
issued a month after the quarter
ends and the revised estimate
four weeks later. When a third
estimate of GDP comes a month
after that, the QSS is available to
refine spending estimates for
service categories.

Those revisions were
especially dramatic this year.
Based on strong spending in late
2013 and an increase in federal
Medicaid funding under the ACA,
government economists estimated
first-quarter spending grew at a
9.1% seasonally adjusted annual
rate from the fourth quarter.

But after the QSS came out
June 11, that was revised to a
1.4% decline—a drag on the
overall economy instead of a big
boost. The bottom-line GDP
number was revised down to a
whopping 2.9% contraction from
a 1% drop; it was later revised to
a 2.1% decline.

Experts were puzzled. People
with health insurance generally
spend more than the uninsured,

according to Mr. Roehrig, whose
group tracks health-care
spending, prices and employment.
“The question became, how can
health-care spending be falling in
a quarter when you insured 10
million people who had
previously not been insured?” he
asked.

Several possible explanations
are floating around. Severe winter
weather could have prompted
patients to put off elective
procedures. People who enrolled
in new insurance plans late in the
quarter might not have started
using them at once. And like all
surveys, the QSS comes with the
risk of statistical error, so the
numbers themselves could be off.

“It probably was naive to think
the spending would accelerate
right away that first quarter,”
Mr. Roehrig said. He expects the
new QSS report to show health-
care spending did accelerate
somewhat in the second quarter.

The Centers for Medicare and
Medicaid Services predicts health
spending will rise 5.6% this year
vs. 3.4% in 2013. A number of
hospital chains reported better
earnings and an influx of newly
insured patients during the
second quarter.

Whatever this week’s report
shows, it will be taken seriously—
at least until the next round of
GDP revisions.

U.S. Services Spending
Gains Wider Attention

[ The Outlook ]

BY BEN LEUBSDORF
Outsized Impact
Commerce Department
economists expected a big
increase this year in U.S.
health-care spending. But
their first-quarter estimate
had to be revised down after
the Quarterly Services
Survey came out in June.

The Wall Street JournalSource: Commerce Department via St. Louis Federal Reserve

*Seasonally adjusted annual rate,
and adjusted for inflation
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Business & Finance

n Adidas has dropped to the
No. 3 spot among sportswear
brands in the U.S. in part to the
emergence of Under Armour. 15

n BP vowed to fight a U.S.
judge’s ruling that it acted reck-
lessly in the Deepwater Horizon
disaster, but the decision might
raise pressure to settle. 21

nThe EU’s financial-services
czar is stepping up the pressure
on banks to obey rules limiting
bonuses for key employees, just
as the bloc’s top court begins ex-
amination of the caps’ legality. 24

n Rio Tinto, BHP and Vale are
cranking up iron-ore output de-
spite declining prices, counting
on efficiencies of scale to put
them in strong positions. 23

n The sentencing of former
SAC trader Mathew Martoma
for insider trading, set for
Monday, highlights a debate
over punishments. 15

n The first natural-gas fueling
station for cargo ships is set to
open on the Yangtze River next
month, as part of China’s ef-
forts to cut pollution. 22

n Bristol-Myers and Ono sued
Merck, alleging that its cancer
drug Keytruda violates their
patent on harnessing the im-
mune system to fight cancer. 21

n Steven Spielberg hired
Michael Wright, a cable-televi-
sion veteran with no film-busi-
ness experience, to run his strug-
gling studio DreamWorks. 18

i i i
World-Wide

n Fighting in at least two cit-
ies in eastern Ukraine called
into question a cease-fire that
Kiev and pro-Russia rebels
agreed upon Friday, even as
the agreement brought a re-
spite to many towns in the Do-
netsk and Luhansk regions. 4

n U.K. local government coun-
cils plan to set up a municipal
bonds agency to issue a new
type of local government debt
and potentially create a fresh
market for bond investors. 21

nMalaysia said intelligence
reports on the downing of Ma-
laysia Airlines Flight 17 are
“pretty conclusive,” ahead of
the release Tuesday of a pre-
liminary report on the crash by
the Dutch Safety Board. 8

n An Afghan court sentenced
seven men to death for the re-
cent gang rape of a group of
women, in a case that sparked
national outrage and prompted
the direct intervention of Pres-
ident Hamid Karzai. 9

n Somalia’s al-Shabaab said it
had named a new leader, after
its commander was killed in a
U.S. drone strike. 8

n Egypt’s top prosecutor said
Morsi will be tried for leaking
security secrets to Qatar dur-
ing his year as president. 8

n Flash floods and landslides
triggered by days of monsoon
rains have killed at least 300
people in the disputed Himala-
yan region of Kashmir. 9
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English Gardeners Have a Slimy Secret
Many Pesky Snails, Slugs Are Tossed
Into Neighbors’ Yards; ‘Very Naughty’

J ill Vickers spends three hours
a day tending her lush, hy-
drangea-trimmed garden. So

the sight of snails munching holes
in her plants makes her mad.

Her usual way of coping is to
toss them in the compost bin. But
on occasion, the 62-year-old re-
tired teacher resorts to some
rather unneighborly behavior: “I
chuck them that way,” she said
one evening, quietly motioning to-
ward the house next door.

Throwing mollusks over the
garden wall might seem the an-
tithesis of Britishness, but after
months of unusually warm and
wet weather, the U.K. is suffering
an onslaught of snails—and of
snail tossing. A Royal Horticul-
tural Society survey this past
spring found that one in five gar-
deners admitted chucking a snail
into the neighbor’s garden. Some
said they throw slugs, too.

It isn’t clear how the practice
began, but many exasperated gar-
deners say they resort to it after
watching the slimy critters devour
their lettuce and dahlias. Some
say deporting the snails with a
toss seems more humane than
crushing or poisoning them would
be.

“I just throw them over the
fence,” says Freddie Beaumont, a
hairdresser who lives near the
town of Reading. “You throw them
far enough away and you hope
they don’t come back.”

The habit can cause neighborly
tempers to flare—and can lead to
retaliation. “I have employed the
fast bowler of our local cricket
team to instruct my wife in the art
of the ‘full toss.’ My neighbors,
though, are using the same ploy, so
it’s more like tennis than cricket,”
David Hartshorn, a 74-year-old in
central England, wrote in a letter to
the Daily Telegraph.

Ms. Vickers admits that her
snail-throwing habit is “very
naughty.” She justifies it in part
with the belief that her neighbors
don’t notice or care. “Their garden’s
a terrible mess,” she says, describ-
ing her neighbors as a busy profes-
sional couple with little interest in
horticulture. “It’s all brambles, and
it grows over the fence onto our
side.”

Ms. Vickers, meanwhile, takes
“ornamental pruning” courses from
the Royal Horticultural Society and
grows her own cu-
cumbers and chili
peppers from
seed. She has a
greenhouse, a col-
lection of rubber-
ized gardening
clogs and a yard
full of grape vines
and flowering
shrubs. But on close inspection, she
sees carnage everywhere.

“They’ve eaten the aubergine,”
she sighed while inspecting a row
of potted eggplant, pointing to a
tangle of chewed leaves. Her dahl-
ias, too, had been ravaged, along
with a herbaceous perennial called
bear’s breeches. “That should be a
beautiful shrub, but they’ve eaten
it!” she said.

Neighbor Gordon Caufield
laughed off Ms. Vickers’s snail-
throwing. “I wasn’t aware of it,” he

said. “I’m sure it doesn’t do any
damage.”

“We’re not really gardening peo-
ple,” he said. “We don’t venture out
there much, apart from cutting the
grass.”

So common is snail tossing that
a pair of British scientists decided
to study whether it actually works.
They spent months marking snails
with white dots and chucking them
out of a garden. Their published pa-
per referred to the snails as “partic-
ipants.”

Many of the snails came back,
strongly suggesting that they have
a homing instinct, the researchers
said. But they found that throwing
the snails about 20 meters or more
usually ensured they wouldn’t re-
turn. “The near-total failure of
snails to return from [such] dis-
tances…suggests that even better
cultural control could be achieved
with a stronger throwing arm or
mechanically assisted lobbing,” the
scientists wrote in Physica Scripta,
a scientific journal that published
their paper in May.

Known by the scientific name
Cornu aspersum, the common gar-
den snail has a thin, speckled shell
that grows to a diameter of about 4
centimeters, achieving 4.5 to 5
whorls. In warm, damp environ-
ments the hermaphroditic creatures
reproduce rapidly, laying dozens of
eggs at a time. Slugs are closely re-
lated.

Complaints about snails and
slugs abound at the Royal Horticul-
tural Society’s flagship garden in
Wisley, a bucolic village a short
drive from the Vickers’s home. Guy
Barter, Wisley’s chief horticultural
adviser, says the mollusks rank
among Britain’s “top five” garden
pests, alongside vine weevils and
lily beetles. (“You can’t see a lily in
England—and to a lesser extent
Scotland and Wales—that hasn’t
had its leaves stripped by a lily bee-
tle,” he says.)

Mr. Barter attributes Britain’s
snail-and-slug plague to recent
weather conditions, and to waning
populations of thrushes and hedge-
hogs, which prey on the mollusks.
On a recent afternoon, he left his
office in Wisley’s vine-covered
lodge and almost immediately spied
a snail clinging to a wooden fence.
He plucked it off and tossed it into
a nearby bush. “It can continue its
depredations in the shade,” he
said—though he quickly added that
the shrub wouldn’t be harmed be-
cause its leaves were too coarse for

the snail’s tastes.
In a nearby

glade, Mr. Barter
rooted around in
some ferns before
spotting a snail
resting on a leaf.
“You can never
eliminate them.
All you can do is

protect vulnerable plants,” he said,
flicking the snail over a brick wall
into what he described as a “gaso-
line storage area.”

Mr. Barter said he wasn’t sur-
prised by the results of the RHS
survey showing the popularity of
snail tossing. “Most British people
hate their neighbors. We’re not
very neighborly people,” he sighed.

Carole Reeves, an avid gardener
in the nearby county of Hampshire,
says she stopped throwing snails
into the street in front of her house

earlier this year, convinced it
wasn’t doing any good. Instead, she
turned to alternative control mea-
sures. One evening recently, the 68-
year-old strapped on a headlamp,
grabbed a pair of tweezers and a
plastic yogurt cup filled with salt
and headed out into her front yard.
Within five minutes she had picked
two dozen snails and slugs off her
plants and dropped them into the
salt, where they made a faint siz-
zling sound before expiring. “Every

night I do this, unless I’ve been out
and had a drink. Then I won’t
bother,” she said.

Other control measures include
stomping on the creatures, drown-
ing them in beer traps, and stop-
ping their advance with eggshells,
WD40 or repellents called “Slug
Killer,” “Slug Stop” and “Slug
Gone.” Patsy McCarthy, a gardener
visiting Wisley, said she wraps her
leafy hosta plants with copper tape
in the belief that it shocks and de-

ters snails. Does it work? “No, I
don’t think so,” she said.

For many, tossing is still the
main tactic. Antonia Bialkovia, a
34-year-old civil servant in Lon-
don’s leafy Wimbledon district, says
she chucks a half dozen or so into
her neighbor’s garden when they
mess with her peppers and toma-
toes, taking care to act under cover
of darkness. “They have more grass
there. We have decking. It’s a nicer
place for them,” she says.

BY JEANNE WHALEN
Surrey, England

Jill Vickers, with her husband, Bill, in their garden. She said the sight of snails munching holes in her plants makes her mad.
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to Rescue Hostages
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InvestorsSee‘Goldilocks’
In Weaker U.S. JobsData

Those hoping for a Gold-
ilocks economy (not too hot,
not too cold) got a boost from
Friday’s softer-than-expected
August U.S. jobs numbers.

Concerns had been spread-
ing that strong job creation
would push the Federal Re-
serve to raise interest rates as
soon as March 2015, instead
of June or September as most
forecasters currently expect.

Strong job creation is good
for the public, but rate in-
creases are bad for stocks and
bonds, so the soft report was
a relief to Wall Street.

On Friday, the Labor De-
partment reported 142,000
net new jobs were created in
August, short of the 225,000

economists expected. The
Dow Jones Industrial Average
responded with a gain of 67.78
points, or 0.4%, to 17137.36,
less than a point from its re-
cord, 17138.20. The S&P 500
hit a record, up 10.06 points,
or 0.5%, to 2007.71.

“I would be very surprised
if the Fed started raising rates
until late in the second quar-
ter of next year,” said Peter
Jankovskis, co-chief invest-
ment officer at OakBrook In-
vestments, which oversees $2
billion in Lisle, Ill. “For
stocks, it is probably good
news, in that rates are going
to remain low.”

Bond yields rose slightly
Friday as money shifted to-
ward stocks. Even so, yields
remain exceptionally low, sug-

gesting the bond market isn’t
worried much about rising
rates. The yield of the 10-year
Treasury note was 2.46% Fri-
day, far below the 3% level
where it began the year.

The longer the Fed waits
to raise rates, Mr. Jankovskis
said, the stronger the econ-
omy will be when it happens
and the easier it will be for
companies and consumers to
shrug off a small increase in
borrowing costs.

His mathematical models
show that industrial stocks
should benefit. His portfolios
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Netflix
Expands
European
Presence

PARIS—When top Netflix
Inc. executives arrived in Paris
earlier this year to help pre-
pare a European expansion,
they were greeted with an
open letter from a group of
French film producers warn-
ing of an “implosion of our
cultural model.”

Netflix’s response was a
charm offensive. In a series of
meetings with French govern-
ment officials, executives said
they planned to inject tens of
millions of euros into France
by marketing the Netflix ser-
vice, striking deals for older
French movies and TV shows
and eventually shooting an
original, French-language TV
series set in the country, ac-
cording to people who at-
tended the meetings.

Their message, according
to one of the people who at-
tended: “Hey, look, we’re not
the devil.”

As Netflix prepares for one
of the biggest international
expansions in its history,
starting service in six Western
European countries this
month, it is running into a

Please turn to page 19

BY SAM SCHECHNER

Surging
Ahead
Supporters of Scottish
independence take
the lead in new
opinion poll ahead of
Sept. 18 referendum

Pollsters asked: “Should Scotland be an
independent country?”
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Support for Scottish Split Grows
LONDON—The British gov-

ernment promised new powers
for Scotland in areas including
taxes, spending and welfare if
it votes to remain in the U.K.
after a weekend opinion poll
showed a surprising surge in
support for Scottish indepen-
dence.

A poll released late Satur-
day showed pro-independence
voters in the lead for the first
time since the Scottish refer-
endum campaign began. The
shift in sentiment ahead of the
Sept. 18 vote raised the pros-
pect that a split that seemed
unlikely a few weeks ago is
now thinkable. The increase in
support also put the spotlight
on an array of thorny prob-
lems that breaking away would
bring, from currency questions
and banking-regulation issues
to potentially sweeping politi-
cal consequences.

“It is clear that Scotland
wants more control over the
decisions that affect Scotland,”
Chancellor of the Exchequer
George Osborne said on Sun-
day. “You will see in the next
few days a plan of action to
give more powers to Scot-
land.”

Mr. Osborne said these
powers would be put into ef-
fect the moment there is a
“no” vote in the referendum.
“The clock will be ticking for

delivering those powers, and
then Scotland will have the
best of both worlds,” he said.

Scotland’s First Minister
Alex Salmond dismissed Mr.
Osborne’s offer, saying it was a
sign of panic from the pro-
union camp. “The momentum
is decisively with the ‘yes’
campaign,” Mr. Salmond said
in an interview with the Brit-
ish Broadcasting Corp.

The Yes Scotland campaign
is spearheading the indepen-
dence drive, while Better To-
gether, backed by all three
main political parties in Lon-
don, is pushing for the union.
Nationalists need a simple ma-
jority in the Sept. 18 ballot to
end Scotland’s more than 300-
year-old union with England
and Wales. The modern U.K.
also includes Northern Ireland.

Less than two weeks before
Scots head to the polls to vote
on whether to secede from the
U.K., 47% of those surveyed
said “yes” to independence,
while 45% said “no,” according
to the survey by pollster You-
Gov. The rest of the 1,084 vot-
ers polled Sept. 2-5 said they
were undecided or wouldn’t
vote.

By another count, which
doesn’t include nonvoters and
the undecided, 51% of those
surveyed supported indepen-

Please turn to page 5

BY JENNY GROSS
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Apple Can Still Produce Even More Fruit
Some Apple customers are

already lining up for their
new iPhones. Some Apple in-
vestors may be wondering
whether they have already
nabbed their prize.

Even with some roller-
coaster moves last week, Ap-
ple’s shares are up about 30%
over the past six months,
easily outpacing the S&P
500’s 7% gain. The reason
isn’t a mystery. The company
is expected to unveil major
new designs of its flagship

iPhone on Tuesday, along
with the strong possibility of
a smartwatch or other form
of wearable device.

Plenty of questions remain
about the new devices, such
as pricing, launch timing and
features. But for investors,
the key question is: Will Ap-
ple still be worth $100 per
share—or more—once the

public gets a look at its new
gadgets?

The answer should be a
cautious yes, even taking into
account the possibility that
one of the phones may not be
launched until later in the
year, and the iWatch, if it ma-
terializes, may not hit the
market until early 2015. Re-
call that Apple has typically
given a three- to six-month
window between introduction
and launch of an entirely new
product line.

At this point, it is impor-
tant for investors to peel
back the hype. The possibility
of a smartwatch is tantaliz-
ing, but the iPhone remains
the driver of Apple’s perfor-
mance. Current projections
keep it at more than half of
Apple’s revenue base through
fiscal 2016.

This year’s update will be

significant in that it will fi-
nally usher Apple into the
world of large-screen smart-
phones, from which it has
been absent for the last two
years—at some cost to its
market share. Smartphones
with screens at 4.5 inches
and larger accounted for 56%
of global smartphone sales in
the second quarter, compared
with 35% a year earlier, ac-
cording to IDC.

The new selling points
will be needed to help Apple
make its numbers in the com-
ing quarter. Wall Street is
looking for some acceleration
in sales after more than a
year of low-single-digit
growth. Current estimates
have Apple increasing its rev-
enue by about 8.5% year over
year in the December quarter
and averaging about 10%
growth in the three quarters
following, according to Fact-
Set. That reflects strength for
the iPhone and revived iPad
sales growth, as well as some
contributions from a new cat-
egory like a smartwatch.

High projections have
burned Apple shareholders
before, notably when the

stock price collapsed follow-
ing the launch of the iPhone 5
in 2012. Things should be a
bit different this time around.

Larger screens make the
iPhone more competitive, and
a smartwatch will likely be
beneficial to the company’s
top line even if the device re-
quires an iPhone to operate.

Apple’s current valuation
at around 14.2 times forward
earnings is higher than its
three-year average of 11.6
times, but looks reasonable

relative to many peers. And
its multiple relative to the
Nasdaq Composite is at the
three-year average. Plus, Ap-
ple sports an attractive 2.4%
dividend yield.

All of that might do little
to prevent a sell-on-the-news
reaction after Tuesday’s
event.

In that case, Apple’s in-
vestors would do well to be
patient—it isn’t like they
have to wait in line.

— Dan Gallagher

ECB Wades Into Currency Wars
The European Central

Bank spent a long time being
a noncombatant in the global
currency wars. But it has de-
cisively entered the fray as it
seeks to boost its balance
sheet by €1 trillion ($1.294
trillion) through fresh loans
and securities purchases.

The strength of the euro
has bedeviled the eurozone,
weighing on inflation and
complicating efforts of crisis-
hit nations to rebalance their
economies. But now the tide
has turned. The euro has
fallen more than 10 cents
against the dollar since May.
Thursday, it racked up its big-
gest one-day decline since
2011, breaking below $1.30 as
the ECB unveiled fresh mea-
sures to boost the economy.

A weaker euro should help
push inflation higher from its
current low of just 0.3%, far
adrift of the ECB’s target of
below but close to 2%. Indeed,
the ECB’s staff forecasts of in-
flation of just 1.1% in 2015 and
1.4% in 2016 are based on an
exchange rate for the euro of
$1.34. Assuming a rate of
$1.24 instead, inflation could
be 0.2 to 0.3 percentage point
higher in both years, the ECB
says.

The ECB’s big push comes
at a potentially propitious
time. The Federal Reserve is
winding down its own bond-
buying program and prepar-
ing markets for what could be
increases in short-term inter-
est rates in mid-2015. The two
central banks are diverging
fast, as shown by the gap be-
tween German and U.S. two-
year yields, which has nearly

quadrupled this year to 0.6
percentage point. If the Fed
starts sounding even more
hawkish while the ECB bal-
ance sheet is expanding, the
euro could be headed for
$1.20; Nomura thinks it might
get there by mid-2015.

Even so, ECB President
Mario Draghi is taking some
big gambles. The first is
whether he can boost the
ECB’s balance sheet by
enough to make a big differ-
ence. Some question if the
ECB will be able to buy asset-
backed securities and covered
bonds in sufficient quantities.
The second is whether the
U.S. economy will continue to
perform well, allowing the
Fed to move toward rate in-
creases. Friday’s unexpectedly
weak payrolls data points to
the risk that this isn’t as-
sured.

And the third, and argu-
ably the biggest gamble, is
whether France and Italy un-

dertake structural overhauls
needed to boost growth po-
tential. If the two countries—
accounting for more than a
third of the eurozone econ-
omy—remain stuck in the
mud, then the currency bloc
has a problem. Without a re-
turn to higher growth and in-
flation, questions about Italy’s
debt sustainability may re-
emerge.

But a weaker euro will also
put pressure on French Presi-
dent François Hollande and
Italian Prime Minister Matteo
Renzi to deliver. It removes
one of the excuses politicians
use to call for the ECB to take
action. Mr. Draghi is quite
right to insist that monetary
policy alone won’t be enough
to restore growth to Europe.

The ECB is building a
monetary bridge to higher
growth and inflation. It is up
to eurozone politicians to
cross it.

—Richard Barley

In the Trenches
How many dollars one
euro buys

The Wall Street Journal

Sources: WSJ Market Data Group;
European Pressphoto Agency (photo)
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Ah, corporate speak.
The jargon-filled lingo ex-

ecutives often use is hardly
music to investors’ ears. But
those who learn to parse it
can gain insight.

This is particularly true
for retailers, where man-
agers regularly bandy about
phrases like “We’re bringing
in more newness.” Transla-
tion: “The same old stuff
didn’t work.”

That is according to a
helpful “retail decoder” from
Wells Fargo’s Paul Lejuez.
When retail executives say,
“We are moving away from
logo,” they mean: “Our brand
isn’t as strong as it used to
be,” Mr. Lejuez writes. “We
are undergoing a strategic
review of our store base”
means “We probably have
too many stores.”

What about the old
chestnut “The macro envi-
ronment remains challeng-
ing”? According to Mr.
Lejuez, that means “People
are shopping elsewhere.”

For investors, that
doesn’t have quite the same
ring.

OVERHEARD

BHP Must Show Mining,
Oil Will Mix After Split

Aiming for simplicity can
raise complicated questions.

BHP Billiton is spinning
off most of its nickel, alumi-
num and manganese assets
as well as some coal mines,
intending to create a more
streamlined business. That
will leave the Anglo-Austra-
lian miner focused on iron
ore, copper, coal and its pe-
troleum business.

Yet for all its supposed
simplicity, does the remain-
ing company’s portfolio re-
ally make sense?

Digging for metals or
minerals and drilling for oil
and gas are only superficially
similar. The commodities go
to different customers for
different uses. They are
marketed differently.

Both oil and mining ma-
jors spend billions on large,
complex projects that gener-
ate returns over decades. But
BHP’s petroleum business is
focused on onshore U.S. oil
and gas; the company plans
to increase production by
some 50% over the next five
years, with the growth com-
ing from shale, notes UBS.

It remains to be seen how
successfully BHP can operate
in this particular area.
Shale’s success has largely
been the preserve of smaller,
more nimble exploration and
production companies taking
a trial-and-error approach at
the field level, rather than
the top-down management

model favored by the majors.
Oil and gas will be a sig-

nificant chunk of the
slimmed-down BHP. Exclud-
ing the earnings of the de-
parting assets, iron ore and
petroleum would have ac-
counted for 80% of BHP’s
earnings before interest,
taxes, depreciation and
amortization in the year to
June. The petroleum division
alone would have been one-
third.

BHP, which has a long his-
tory in energy, argues its oil-
and-gas business will be a
source of growth and stabil-
ity, as China’s appetite wanes
for steelmaking commodities
such as iron ore and con-
struction materials like cop-
per.

BHP’s size means that if

the miner wants to help sup-
ply the world’s growing need
for energy, being in oil and
gas makes sense. The new
BHP is built around very
large assets and end markets
as much as around specific
commodities.

One question for inves-
tors is whether they can buy
mining plus energy more rea-
sonably elsewhere. Valuing
BHP’s oil-and-gas business in
line with a highly rated,
growing U.S. producer like
EOG Resources, at about 5.7
times Ebitda, leaves the com-
pany’s mining business trad-
ing at about 6.6 times San-
ford C. Bernstein’s forecast
Ebitda at spot prices. That is
a premium to peers.

Larger U.S. oil-and-gas
companies, like ConocoPhil-
lips, generally trade at less
than five times forecast 2015
Ebitda, according to FactSet,
as do smaller producers like
Hess and Marathon Oil.
While Rio Tinto, which gen-
erates the bulk of its earn-
ings from iron ore, trades at
about 5.1 times forecast
Ebitda, on FactSet’s consen-
sus figures, BHP Billiton is
valued at close to six times
forecast Ebitda for calendar
2015.

BHP Billiton may need to
make a clearer case that
mining and energy mix—so
well, in fact, that the combi-
nation deserves a premium.

— Helen Thomas

Source: WSJ Market Data Group
The Wall Street Journal
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Package Deal
BHP Billiton’s Ebitda by
division, year to June 2014
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The company is expected to unveil new
designs of its iPhone. It could also roll out a
smartwatch or other wearable device.


